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Abstract 

How do Infants Interact in Groups in Long Day Care Across the First Two Years 

of Life? 

Long day care is seen as niche for the social development of infants. It provides 

opportunities for infants to interact with familiar and similarly-aged peers, and develop 

the skills needed to participate in and contribute to group play. Although research has 

described some of the ways that infants interact in groups, the pathway of social 

development among infant-peer groups in long day care has yet to be fully understood. 

Furthermore, studies of infant social development in laboratory-based settings as well in 

early childhood settings have been restricted by the behaviours and interactions chosen 

to be observed and interpreted. The aim of this research was to expand understandings 

of early sociality and infant social development by taking an infant mental health 

approach to examining the interactions amongst infants in groups, and educators’ 

perceptions of infant-peer group interactions. Across a 19-month period, 20 infants 

ranging from 3 to 21 months of age and four educators from two long day care centres 

participated in a mixed methods design that collected: 1) video recordings of third-

infants and an interacting infant-peer dyad (a triad) and 2) educator interviews about the 

behaviours and interactions occurring in extracted video clips of infant triads. A 

microanalytic approach was used to extract examples of infants’ interactions in a triad 

from the video recordings. Guidelines were developed to code the video recordings. A 

data set of 564 coded observations of infant interactions in a triad was generated and 

analysed using frequency analyses, correlations and group comparisons. A total of 18 

interviews were conducted, and analysed using structural and thematic approaches. Key 

concepts of infant social development, dynamic systems theory (Thelan, 2005) and 

educators’ perceptions were brought together to generate new understandings of infants’ 

social development in groups. These analyses highlighted: 1) the role that looking 

behaviours play in instigating infant-peer groups, 2) how third infants’ and the dyad’s 

responses to each other shaped infant-peer groups, 3) third infants’ capacity to develop 

an awareness of the relationships between their peers and what they were playing with, 

and their social position within the group, 4) third infants’ capacity for groupness and 

collective intersubjectivity, 5) the motivations that underlie third infants’ behaviour in a 

triad, and 6) the influence of educators’ presence and actions on infant-peer group 

interactions. Findings also indicated that gross motor ability and age influence some of 
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the ways that third infants behaved with their peers in groups. Overall, results suggest 

that infant-peer group interactions are an open and flexible dynamic system consisting 

of specific group processes that are fleeting and yet underpin longer-term social 

developmental change in infants. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Three infants sit closely together during free play time inside a long day care 

centre. Sixteen-month-old John looks at the educator seated nearby and claps his 

hands. Four-month-old Jessica, who is propped up by cushions, sits facing John. She 

looks at John as he claps his hands and, after a brief moment, she opens her mouth and 

eyes wide. Twelve-month-old Aashi, who is seated alongside Jessica, also looks at John 

while simultaneously clapping her hands. As Aashi claps her hands, Jessica shifts her 

body and gaze away from John to face and look towards Aashi. Gurgling, Jessica lifts 

up her hand and turns her palm to face Aashi. Aashi continues to look towards John as 

he shifts his gaze from the educator to look at Jessica. At the same time, Aashi drops 

her hand down gently to rest on Jessica’s leg. 

Aashi then turns her body from the waist up and looks across the room. 

Jessica’s gaze shifts in the direction of Aashi’s look. Aashi turns her body back and 

looks at Jessica, looking and smiling at her. Her arm reaches towards Jessica. John 

then turns his body slightly and looks at Aashi, and then shifts his gaze towards Jessica. 

He looks back to Aashi and then again to Jessica. John bends forward, moves towards 

Jessica and Aashi, and then sits in between them. Jessica leans her body into John. 

They touch foreheads and look at one another. Aashi looks at John and Jessica as they 

touch foreheads. She then looks down at an activity board next to her feet. 

After looking at the activity board for several seconds, Aashi looks across the 

room. Attempting to stand, she rotates her body sideways and begins to push herself up 

using both her hands. As she pushes, she loses her balance and tumbles backwards, 

collapsing onto John, whose body pushes against Jessica. All three infants frown as 

they wriggle and squirm in a pile until the educator helps them back up. 

It was through witnessing the many examples of interactions between more than 

two infants in long day care centres, similar to the one outlined above, that I was struck 

by how much of the complexity of those interactions is unaccounted for in research on 

infant-toddler social development. I was curious to discover more about these complex 

interactions that early childhood (EC) educators witness every day. I also wanted to 

understand more about the role they play in how infants socialise with one another as 

they develop across the first two years of life. Consequently, I wanted to build upon, 

and extend research about, the developmental pathway that infants experience as they 

move towards engaging in the types of social interactions that are seen among older 
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children in groups during their preschool years (e.g., Lavictoire et al., 2012; Molinari et 

al., 2017). I wondered if these behaviours might be the building blocks for more 

complex play exchanges and the subsequent development of friendships that, according 

to researchers such as Eckerman, Davis and Didow (1989) and Howes and Phillipsen 

(1992), can occur from approximately 16 months old. 

This thesis presents the findings of a mixed methods research project that 

followed infants’ (4 to 24 months) interactions in groups of three or more in long day 

care centres across a 19 month time period. An infant was defined as all young children 

in the birth to 24 month age range. I chose to use the word ‘infant’ as it was acceptable 

terminology used by the educators in the long day care centres to describe the room that 

the young children in this age range were situated in.1 

The aim of the research was to learn about how infants behave in groups in the 

long day care setting and explore how their behaviour changes as they develop socially 

in groups. Broadly, the findings of the research will contribute to research that explores 

infant sociality and social development in both laboratory and long day care settings. 

More specifically, the research will benefit infants and educators by providing educators 

with knowledge about the nature of infant-peer group interactions and an understanding 

of how best to support and nurture these interactions. 

In the following sections of this introductory chapter, I situate the research in 

relation to existing research concerning early sociality and infant social development. I 

then describe three specific contexts that inform understandings of early sociality and 

infant social development: 1) dominant perspectives of infant sociality, 2) infant 

sociality and social development in long day care settings, and 3) educators’ 

understandings of infant behaviour. Following that, I present the research topic and 

aims, and the main research question. An outline of the research design is then given, 

including the chosen methods. I conclude the chapter by providing an outline of the 

thesis. 

 

1 Other terms, such as babies, toddlers and young children have been used in the 

literature to describe children whose ages fall within the birth to 24 months age range. 

Out of respect for the researchers, when discussing their work I will use their 

terminology throughout the discussion.  
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Infant Sociality and Social Development 

In broad terms, sociality is a term used to describe how individuals interact with 

one another (Enfield & Levinson, 2006). This is different to the term social 

development, which refers to how sociality changes over time. Social development 

reflects the process through which a child learns to interact with others around them and 

adjust their own behaviour accordingly so that it is meaningful and appropriate (Reid & 

Striano, 2007). When considering infancy, perspectives of sociality and understandings 

of social development have typically emerged through observations of one infant 

interacting with one other person – a ‘dyad’ as it is commonly known (e.g., Provenzi et 

al., 2018). In most cases, the observed dyad comprises one infant interacting with their 

parent (e.g., Brooks & Meltzoff, 2014; Trevarthen, 2001) or with another infant (e.g., 

Goodfellow, 2014). While useful, this approach has limitations. Infants’ lives unfold 

through a variety of social contexts where they have many opportunities to engage in 

interactions with more than one other person at a time. 

Long day care is a social context where infants have the opportunity to engage 

with each other in groups. As the opening narrative illustrates, infants in long day care 

are capable of complex and responsive interactions that are worthy of further 

investigation. Davis and Degotardi (2015) report on the capacity of Early Childhood 

Education and Care (ECEC) settings to be a niche for the social development of infants. 

Incorporated into their thinking is Super and Harkness’s (1986) construct of the 

‘developmental niche’ that states that the development of the child is deeply connected 

to and dependent on the contextual factors the child is situated in (p. 545). Being with 

familiar and similarly-aged peers can be a significant influence on how infants develop 

socially (Degotardi & Pearson, 2014; Eckerman & Peterman, 2009), and new 

developmental pathways are created specific to the culture of the environment that an 

individual is a part of (Weisner, 2002). In ECEC settings, culture includes the country 

of origin (e.g., Test, 2006), the philosophy of the centre (e.g., Loizou, 2004), established 

daily routines (e.g., Johansson & Berthelsen, 2014; Kultti & Samuelsson, 2014; 

Rutanen, 2017), the way the educators care for the infants (e.g., Edwards & Raikes, 

2002), and the educators’ state of mind (e.g., Elfer, 2012a; Mortenson & Barnett, 2015), 

all of which play a role in how individual infants develop socially and together when in 

groups. 

The recognition that an infant’s social development is deeply connected to the 

social and cultural environment in which they spend time has led to studies that describe 
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the interactions that occur among infants in the everyday ECEC context. Typically, this 

research has: 1) described the interactions occurring between infants that have been 

scaffolded by educators (Kultti & Samuelson, 2014; Os, 2019); 2) described the 

behaviour of one infant in relation to a group of young children aged 2 years and over 

(e.g., Johansson & Lkken, 2014; Rutanen, 2014; Stratigos, 2015); and 3) described 

interactions occurring between infants aged 12 months and over (Lkken, 2000a; Pursi 

& Lipponen, 2020). Notably, very few of these studies included infants under 12 

months of age. Among the studies that did (e.g., Degotardi, 2014; Endo, 1992; Musatti 

& Mayer, 2011), only one reported on infant involvement in small peer group dynamics 

(i.e., Endo, 1992) but was written in Japanese. Moreover, few studies have followed 

change in infants’ behaviour in groups across time. Rather they tend to document and 

describe the ways that infants interact with each other at given points in time (e.g., 

Ridgway, Li & Quiñones, 2016). Consequently, little is known about what engenders 

change in an infant’s behaviour as they interact in peer groups, or about the pathway of 

social development among infants in similarly-aged peer groups. 

This lack of attention towards exploring how infant behaviour changes in groups 

from birth to two years in ECEC contexts highlights the importance of developing this 

research. According to the ethologist Esther Thelan (2005), change in development 

through identifying and describing states of instability, where behaviours may differ and 

no discernible patterns emerge, or states of stability where behaviours plateau, is an 

important goal in developmental research. Thelan also argues that how a child behaves 

and develops is directly related to how they previously behaved (in both the short and 

long term), who they are as an individual, their present situation and the current social 

and cultural contextual factors that they are exposed to. The interlacing of both 

individual differences and contextual factors across time is what Thelan (2005, p. 265) 

calls a ‘developmental cascade’ where each present behaviour becomes the initial state 

for the next, and where change in one area of development may have a flow on effect 

into other areas of development. To study and understand how infants develop socially 

in similarly-aged peer groups, factors associated with the developmental cascade need 

to be considered. 

Dominant Perspectives of Infant Sociality 

Learning about how infants interact with each other in similarly-aged peer 

groups as they develop involves the close study of behavioural actions and sequences. 
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According to prominent psychologists and ethologists Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde 

(1987), the interplay of behavioural actions and sequences between individuals forms 

the basis for interactions that later develop into relationships. There are three dominant 

perspectives that influence how researchers understand these behavioural actions and 

sequences: 1) grouping behavioural actions and sequences to infer sociality, 2) viewing 

behavioural actions and sequences through a theoretical lens, and 3) viewing 

behavioural actions and sequences with purpose. Each of these perspectives is discussed 

below. 

Grouping Behavioural Actions and Sequences to Infer Sociality 

The first perspective, grouping behavioural actions and sequences to infer 

sociality, dates from the 1970s and remains in use today. It involves combining or 

associating specific sets of behavioural actions to make social inferences about infant 

behaviour. For example, infant and child researchers such as Vandell et al. (1980), 

Mueller and Brenner (1977) and more recently, Liddle et al. (2015) have defined 

behavioural actions to be social if they occur in combination with a look towards 

another child. For these researchers, the direction of the infant’s gaze is the defining 

factor that determines whether or not behaviours that occur at the same time, such as a 

smile or wave, are thought to be social (e.g., Vandell et al., 1980) or peer directed (e.g., 

Williams et al., 2010) towards another infant. If the narrative at the start of this chapter 

is considered in light of this approach, then only some behavioural actions, such as 

Jessica’s look, her gurgling, and the action of her palm lifting up to face Aashi would be 

considered a social action. Aashi’s action of resting her hand on Jessica’s leg would not 

be considered to be socially directed because she looks at John rather than Jessica. As a 

result, Aashi’s capacity to be involved with two infants at the same time (that is, 

looking at John while touching Jessica) would not be considered an important social 

indicator. 

Viewing Behavioural Actions and Sequences Through a Theoretical Lens 

The second dominant perspective, viewing behavioural actions and sequences 

through a theoretical lens, involves researchers applying a specified theoretical lens 

such as a socio-cognitive or a socio-emotional lens to the research. Researchers who 

apply a socio-cognitive lens focus on infants learning about the intentions of others 

through joint attention; that is, the behavioural sequence that consists, in part, of the 

infant’s gaze following the direction of another individual’s gaze and gesture (Carpenter 
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et al., 1998; Mundy & Newell, 2007). If a socio-cognitive lens is applied to the narrative 

at the start of this chapter, Jessica’s gaze, as it follows Aashi’s across the room, is seen 

as a behaviour that contributes to the development of joint attention. 

Somewhat differently, researchers who apply a socio-emotional lens focus on 

infants’ learning about the intentions of others through shared affective communication 

(Stern, 1985; Trevarthen & Aitken, 2001). Shared affective communication accounts for 

the emotional, expressive behaviours that occur when an infant follows the gaze and 

gestures of another individual, such as looking at each other and smiling (Bakeman & 

Adamson, 1984). If a socio-emotional lens is applied to the narrative at the start of this 

chapter, then all the behaviours in the following excerpt from the narrative would be 

explored: 

Aashi... looks across the room. Jessica’s gaze shifts in the direction of 

Aashi’s look. Aashi turns her body back and looks at Jessica looking and 

smiling at her. Her arm reaches towards Jessica (p. 9). 

Notably, each theoretical lens directs the researcher’s attention to particular behavioural 

actions and sequences. Consequently, the selected theoretical lens may influence or 

limit the recognition of other important behavioural actions and sequences. 

Viewing Behavioural Actions and Sequences with Purpose 

The third dominant perspective—viewing behavioural actions and sequences 

with purpose—requires the researcher to make a priori interpretations about the purpose 

of an infant’s behaviour. For example, the term social engagement in infant research 

suggests that infants seek and expect behaviours from others and subsequently respond 

to them (e.g., Feldman et al., 2009, p. 920). Other terms such as affiliative, sociable 

(e.g., Ainsworth, 1989, p. 713; Greenberg & Marvin, 1982, p. 481) and proximity 

seeking (e.g., Hay, 1980, p. 643) all suggest infants’ and young children’s intentions to 

seek interaction with others. Eliciting responses (e.g., Williams et al., 2010, p. 348) as a 

term suggests that an infant actively directs behaviours towards another infant to bring 

about a response from that infant. According to Elwick et al. (2014), this is problematic 

for many reasons, including that infants’ behaviours can be interpreted in many ways 

(‘looking’, for example, has been given over 30 different meanings in empirical 

research). In research concerning older children, this issue is often addressed by using a 

range of methods to involve the child in the data collection and analysis process, 

including engaging in two-way conversations to confirm the meanings applied to data. 

However, this approach is difficult to use when working with infants who are yet to 
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develop the verbal language required to engage in such conversations. Consequently, 

this perspective can result in misinterpretation of particular behavioural actions and 

sequences 

An Alternative Approach to Studying Infant Sociality 

In infant research, it has been noted that many accidental or chance encounters 

can often bring infants together in interaction. Durfee and Lee (1973) found that many 

interactions between infants in long day care displayed qualities that were not always 

social and purposefully directed towards another infant, but which brought them into 

contact with each other. Carpenter et al. (1980) found that simple incidental actions 

such as pushing a bell on a toy could facilitate a turn-taking encounter with an infant 

peer (p. 481). In a study of infants aged between 8 and 11 months in a child care setting, 

simple behavioural sequences that commenced with an accidental touch were often 

observed to lead to more complex sequences involving imitation and vocalisation 

(Montagner et al., 1993). 

Taking a more comprehensive approach, one that recognises the limitations of 

dominant perspectives and pays attention to the incidental and accidental behavioural 

actions, can add to knowledge about infant sociality. As depicted in the opening 

narrative, Aashi’s tumble onto John, John’s body pushing into Jessica, and the 

wriggling behaviour of the three infants that transpired afterwards would all be included 

in such an approach. These small sequences may act as starting points for more complex 

play exchanges to occur, and including them in the research approach would result in a 

greater understanding of how infants’ interactions develop across the short term. 

Infant Sociality and Social Development in Long Day Care Settings 

The need for further information about the interactions between infants in 

groups, and how these interactions change across time from birth through to two years 

of age, is further emphasised by the increasing numbers of infants attending long day 

care. As shown in Figure 1, there has been a steep increase in the proportion of infants 

attending long day care centres (written as ‘centre-based care’ in Figure 1) over the 33 

years from 1984 to 2017 in Australia (Baxter et al., 2019, p. 8). 
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Figure 1 

Child Care Use by Child Age and Type of Child Care, 1984 to 2017 

 
Figure created by Dr Rob Bray for the Child Care Package Evaluation: Early 

monitoring report (July 2019). 

Parallel to the growth in numbers of infants attending long day care has been the 

introduction of a National Quality Framework (NQF) (Australian Children’s Education 

and Care Quality Authority [ACECQA], 2020). Overseen by the ACECQA2 (2021), the 

NQF aims to ensure that all Australian ECEC services (including long day care centres) 

are of high quality. Included in the NQF is the National Quality Standard (NQS), which 

comprises seven Quality Areas that set the national quality benchmark and guide the 

assessment and quality rating process (ACECQA, 2021). As part of the national quality 

assessment and rating process, ECEC services (including long day care centres) are 

required to submit a self-assessment report of their practice against the NQS and 

prepare a quality improvement plan (QIP). Regulatory personnel (assessors) then review 

the QIP and visit the service prior to preparing an assessment and rating report. 

One of the Quality Areas that is particularly relevant to infants, infant-peer 

groups, and educators’ interactions with infants is Quality Area 5 – Relationships with 

children. This Quality Area includes Standard 5.2, Relationships Between Children, 

which encourages educators to ensure children establish sensitive and responsive 

relationships. Elements 5.2.1, Collaborative learning and 5.2.2, Self-regulation within 

Standard 5.2 require educators to support children to convey their thoughts and feelings 

 

2 https://www.acecqa.gov.au/ 
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in response to peer behaviour, engage in cooperative behaviour and develop friendships 

as part of small peer groups (ACECQA, 2020, p. 238-245). 

Although ACECQA provides educators and assessors with resources and 

information related to Standard 5.2 and its Elements, these resources tend not to provide 

detailed guidelines for educators about how to support infants to coordinate and regulate 

interactions in small peer groups, because there is limited information about infant 

sociality and social development in groups in long day care. Likewise, the limited 

information about infant sociality and social development in groups in long day care 

makes it difficult for assessors to assess the practices they observe in long day care 

against the quality benchmark. 

Educators’ Understandings About Infant Behaviour 

According to the prominent psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Robert Emde (1994), 

one way to broaden understanding of infant behaviour is to seek and explore the 

understandings of the people who are in frequent contact with the infants and know 

them well. This suggests that, due to their regular contact with infants, EC educators 

play an essential role in exploring the meanings of infant interactions in groups. 

Recently, EC researchers such as Harrison et al. (2017) and Elfer (2012b) have applied 

psychoanalytic observation methods that seek the educators’ thoughts and feelings in 

order to contribute to the understanding of infant behaviour and interactions in ECEC 

settings. To achieve this, educators and researchers are asked to observe infant 

behaviour and subsequently reflect upon their feelings and thoughts in small discussion 

groups. This has contributed to the development of a deeper understanding of the 

emotional world of the infant. 

Despite this important research, few EC studies ask educators to reflect on their 

own thoughts and feelings as a way to understand the emotional world of infants in 

groups. Instead, most studies have asked educators to: identify what they noticed or saw 

happening in infant play and routine activities (e.g., Ridgway et al., 2016; Davis & 

Degotardi, 2015), provide descriptions about infant activity (e.g., Kallestad & 

Ødegaard, 2013), interpret the stories they constructed through co-narration with infants 

(e.g., Ødegaard, 2006), and reflect on their role in infants’ play (e.g., Ridgway et al., 

2020). Additionally, in laboratory-based research, meanings about infant interactions in 

groups are predominantly based upon the researcher’s clinical experience, fine grained 

observations or theoretical orientation (e.g., Selby & Bradley, 2003). Consequently, 
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knowledge about the developmental pathways that infants may take when in groups in 

long day care is limited by the absence of inherent understandings that can be obtained 

from the educators who share the infant’s interpersonal experiences on a daily basis. 

Topic and Research Aim and Purpose 

This research sought to investigate early sociality and how infants develop 

socially in peer groups in long day care settings. How infants develop socially as they 

grow up in peer groups is a critical but poorly understood area that needs to be explored. 

The increasing numbers of infants attending long day care centres means that more 

infants are establishing developmental pathways that are influenced by their time spent 

with large numbers of familiar and similarly-aged peers and adults who are not their 

parents or guardians. 

To expand knowledge about early sociality and infant social development, I 

drew on research and theory from EC education and developmental psychology to study 

the complex interactions between infants in groups. I recognised the limitations of the 

dominant perspectives of infant sociality and included chance encounters that occur 

between infants in groups. I also included educators’ understandings of infant behaviour 

in groups to current conceptual understandings about infant social development to 

generate new knowledge. 

This knowledge is needed to provide quality programs for educators who can 

embed it in practice to benefit infants as articulated in the NQS. Thus, the aim of this 

research was to examine interactions occurring within groups of three or more infants in 

long day care settings. My purpose in adopting such a focus was a more nuanced and 

complex understanding of early sociality and infant social development during the first 

two years of life in the everyday environment of long day care. 

Research Question 

The overarching question for this research was: how do infants interact in 

groups in long day care across the first two years of life? To answer this question, I 

explored several areas. I was interested in finding out whether infants responded to the 

interactions between their peers, and whether interacting peers responded to the 

behaviour of another infant. I was also curious about which behaviours occurred in 

infant-peer groups and whether there were patterns of behaviours that were stable or 

whether there were no discernible patterns emerging as infants developed socially in 
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groups. Additionally, I wanted to investigate the potential influence of age and other 

areas of development (such as gross motor ability) on infant behaviour and social 

development in groups. Finally, I wanted to explore educators’ thoughts and feeling in 

relation to infant-peer group interactions as a way to understand infant behaviour and 

social development in groups in ECEC settings. 

Methodology 

My interest in infant-peer groups stems from my prior participation in both 

psychological and EC research projects that focused on infant-peer interactions in 

structured laboratory settings and long day care centres. As a psychologist and art 

therapist, my clinical work with infants and their families has influenced the way I think 

about studying infants and led me to take an infant mental health approach to studying 

infant-peer groups in long day care. 

Describing the Infant Mental Health Approach 

Infant mental health is defined as: 

the young child’s capacity to experience, regulate, and express emotions, 

form close and secure relationships, and explore the environment and 

learn. All of these capacities will be best accomplished within the 

context of the caregiving environment that includes family, community, 

and cultural expectations for young children. Developing these capacities 

is synonymous with healthy social and emotional development (Zero to 

Three, 2001, as cited in Zeanah & Zeanah, 2019, p. 6) 

In the field of infant mental health, researchers typically explore the interactions 

between infants and parents (or caregivers) and view these interactions as being 

influential to the infant’s social, emotional, cognitive and motor development. Within 

the infant mental health field, there are varying theoretical models that determine the 

focus of infant-parent research and how it is carried out. Some researchers explore how 

emotions and mental states are communicated and shared via alternating behavioural 

interactions (Stern, 1985; Trevarthen & Aitken, 2001) or exchanged in the form of 

unconscious processes (Bion, 1959/2013, 1962; Klein, 1946; Rustin, 2006). Other 

researchers look at behavioural interactions and study how the infant and the parent are 

able to predict and interpret the behaviour of each other (Beebe et al. 2010; Brooks & 

Meltzoff, 2002, 2014; Tomasello, 2018; Tronick & Beeghly, 2011), or explore how 

security (Bowlby, 1969) and emotional regulation (Cassidy, 1994) develop from 

patterns of interaction that are remembered, expected and therefore procedural in nature 
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(Beebe & Steele, 2013; Crittenden, 1990). While these models of thinking can be used 

independently of one another, they all share a focus on the social and emotional 

development of the infant based upon mutuality and reciprocity between the infant and 

the parent or caregiver. This mutuality and reciprocity in turn lead to each one learning 

about, and coming to know, the other. 

Applying an Infant Mental Health Approach to the Study 

Acknowledgement of the important role that ECEC settings play in infants’ 

emotional and social development has led to the specialised area of infant mental health 

being adopted in early childhood settings throughout the world (Elicker et al., 2014; 

Trevarthen & Delafield-Butt, 2017; Zeanah et al., 2005). For example, psychoanalytic 

theory has underpinned research in English nurseries (Elfer, 2012b; Elfer & Wilson, 

2021) and Australian long day care centres (Harrison et al., 2017), while the attachment 

informed construct ‘mind-mindedness’ (Meins et al., 2012) has underpinned research in 

childcare centres in the Netherlands (Helmerhorst et al., 2019). 

Typically, in the field of infant mental health, interactions are studied two ways. 

One is to use a microanalytic observational approach (e.g., Beebe & Steele, 2013), 

whereby minute or finite behavioural actions and sequences, often referred to as ‘fine 

grained’, are explored in great detail using video (Eckerman & Whatley, 1977, p. 1647; 

Holmberg, 1980, p. 450). The other is the psychoanalytic method of observation, which 

Harrison et al. (2017) and Elfer (2012b) base their research on. In this method, an 

observer is required to explore their thoughts and feelings to observed infant behaviour 

(Music, 2012; Rustin, 2011). 

Due to my clinical background in infant mental health, my prior research 

experience with infants in long day care and my review of the literature, I was 

fascinated with the idea of identifying, describing and studying the interactions that 

occurred between infants in peer groups and how they changed through time. I also 

wanted to explore the educators’ thoughts and feelings about those interactions as a way 

to gather new meanings and add to current understandings about infant interactions in 

groups. I therefore used a mixed methods design that enabled me to collect and analyse 

the data using the microanalytic observational approach and the psychoanalytic 

approach. I used microanalytic observations to review video recordings of infant-peer 

group interactions. I then selected and reviewed video examples of key episodes of 

infants interacting in groups with the educators, using psychoanalytic methods to ask 
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educators to explore their thoughts and feelings about the infant interactions as a way to 

understand the infants’ communications. 

Thesis Outline 

This thesis is divided into eight chapters, with each chapter beginning with an 

overview. The outline for each chapter is as follows: 

In this chapter, I have introduced the complex nature of infant-peer group 

interactions and highlighted the need to extend beyond current research perspectives 

and practices to learn more about how infants socialise and develop socially in peer 

groups across the first two years of life in long day care. I have also discussed early 

sociality and infant social development, and outlined three specific contexts that the 

research is situated in. In the final section of the chapter, I have stated the research topic 

as well as the research aims and questions. I have also provided an overview of the 

research methodology. 

In Chapter 2, I critically review the EC education and developmental 

psychology research literature related to infant groups and identify the triad as a suitable 

unit of analysis from which to study infant groups in ECEC settings. Next, I review the 

research literature on infant interactions carried out in ECEC and laboratory-based 

settings and identify a suitable unit of observation from which to learn about the triad. 

To complete the chapter, I discuss the contributions and limitations of the review, 

outline the contributions of this study and present five key questions that collectively 

address the overarching research question. 

In Chapter 3, I outline the conceptual framework that is used to analyse the data 

by first applying and extending upon key theoretical concepts from various theories of 

infant social development that are related to the interactions that occur within infant-

peer triads, and secondly outlining the dynamic systems approach (Thelan & Smith, 

2006) that provide a basis for understanding change in infant behaviour in similarly-

aged peer groups across both the short and long term. 

Chapter 4 is the methodology section of the thesis. In this chapter, I explain the 

mixed method design used to obtain video recordings of infant interactions in long day 

care and how they were used to facilitate educator understandings of infants’ 

interactions in triads during semi-structured interviews. I present the study sites, discuss 

the ethical considerations and outline the recruitment process for educators and families, 

and the selection process for focus infants. Next, I describe the preliminary work, the 
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procedures for collecting data and data management, and provide a summary and 

analysis plan. 

Chapter 5 is the first of three results chapters. In this chapter, I outline the 

analytical processes taken to develop a reliable and comprehensive coding system that 

can be used to observe and code infant behavioural actions and sequences in infant-peer 

triads. Then, I outline the processes for establishing inter-rater reliability and present the 

results. 

Chapter 6 is the second results chapter. In this chapter, I present the findings 

obtained from the quantitative analysis of video recordings of infant interactions in 

groups. Characteristic behaviours of infant sociality in groups are identified and 

examined across a 19-month period as a way to identify infant social developmental 

pathways in groups of three or more. 

Chapter 7 is the third results chapter. In this chapter, I present the findings 

obtained from the structural and thematic analysis of educator interview data. 

Descriptions and understandings are revealed and discussed in relation to research on 

early sociality and infant social development. I provide information about changes in 

third-infants’ behaviour across time and outline the ways in which educators can and do 

support infants in peer-group interactions in long day care. 

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis. In this chapter, I bring together key findings 

from both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the research and outline their 

contributions. Then, I discuss the limitations of the research, recommendations for 

future research, and implications for educator practice. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Chapter Overview 

In the previous chapter, I introduced the complex nature of infant-peer group 

interactions and highlighted the need to extend beyond current research perspectives 

and practices to learn more about how infants socialise and develop socially in peer 

groups in ECEC settings. In this chapter, I present a critical review of EC education and 

developmental psychology research literature that relates to the study of infants in 

groups in both ECEC and laboratory-based settings. The purpose of this review is to 

identify a unit of analysis and units of observation from which to study the broad 

phenomenon of early sociality in groups across the first two years of life in long day 

care. 

I begin the chapter by providing a definition of a unit of analysis and units of 

observation, giving examples of how both have been used in EC and developmental 

psychology research. Then, by investigating how infant groups and infant behavioural 

actions and sequences are described in the literature, I identify a unit of analysis and 

associated units of observation to study infant interactions in groups. Next, I outline the 

contribution and limitations of current research into infant-peer groups. In the final 

section of the chapter, I clarify the contribution of this current study and present five 

key research questions that collectively address the overarching research question: 

‘how do infants interact in groups in long day care during the first two years of life?’ 

Definition of a Unit of Analysis and Unit of Observation 

According to Matusov (2007), a unit of analysis is determined by the focus of 

the researcher, the topic to be studied and the participants. It can consist of many 

components interacting with each other to represent a much larger complex 

phenomenon. In research terms, the unit of analysis helps to frame, operationalise and 

measure the phenomenon to be studied by guiding the development of units of 

observation. The units of observation, as defined by Sedgwick (2014), are those items 

that are observed, collected or measured for the researcher to learn about the unit of 

analysis. 

A unit of analysis can be many things, such as an interpersonal relationship, an 

expression of communication, or an event. For example, van der Veer and van 

IJzendoorn (1988) were interested in learning about the long-term influence of early 
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childhood attachments on cognitive development. They used the mother-child dyad as a 

unit of analysis and mother-child attachment patterns as the units of observation to 

study the child when they were 24 months old. Three years later, they studied the 

interactions between these mother-child dyads in a problem-solving task. 

Musatti and Mueller (1985), in contrast, wanted to learn more about the 

development of representational abilities (i.e., expressive use of symbols and signals) in 

infant social play. The unit of analysis in their study was a ‘performance, which 

consisted of two parts: the child's expression of a play theme, and a series of 

accompanying markers’, where the accompanying markers consisted of a series of 

expressive behaviours (p. 387). Their units of observation for the toddlers’ expressions 

of play themes were peek-a-boo, rough and tumble, and object exchange. For the 

infants’ expressive behaviours, units of observation consisted of looking intently at the 

peer, gesturing, smiling and vocalising towards the peer. 

In another example, Shin (2012) was interested in exploring how infants 

communicated with each other using joint attention and shared understanding in a 

childcare setting. The unit of analysis used was an event consisting of two infants 

engaged in an interactional sequence with each other. The units of observation were 

infant behaviours that represented joint attentional skills such as gaze following, eye 

contact and pointing, and infant behaviours that represented social understanding such 

as imitation. Examples of these observable behaviours were collected as a way to learn 

more about the broad phenomenon of joint attention and social understanding in 

childcare settings. 

In each of these examples, the identification of a unit of analysis helped the 

researcher to learn about their topic of interest by framing what it was they wanted to 

study. The units of observation helped them to examine and measure the unit of 

analysis. For the purpose of this research, a unit of analysis was needed to frame what 

an infant-peer group is, so that it is clear what is being studied. The unit of analysis then 

guides which behavioural actions and sequences need to be chosen as units of 

observation so that early sociality in infant-peer groups can be easily examined and 

measured across time. Infant social development in similarly-aged peer groups could 

then be fully explored and understood. 
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Descriptions of Infant Groups in ECEC Research 

EC researchers who have studied infant-peer groups have described their 

qualities or attributes, but have not identified a unit of analysis from which to frame and 

operationalise infant-peer groups. To date, descriptions in EC research literature about 

infant-peer groups have tended to include both structured and unstructured activities 

where the educators encourage common involvement in an activity, with each other or 

with themselves. For example, a group is described by Kultti and Samuelsson (2014) as 

those occasions when more than two toddlers are seated together in structured routine 

activities, such as singing with an educator or eating and conversing together at 

mealtimes. Descriptions have also included three or more infants coming together with 

a common and focused involvement with each other and/or an activity without the 

presence of an educator. The formation of an infant-peer group that did not involve an 

educator-led activity was described as a ‘cluster’ by Mueller and Rich (1976) in their 

early research on 13- to 15-month-old boys in a playgroup setting (p. 318). 

Clusters, Grouping, Moving in Concert 

The term cluster has also been applied to gatherings of four to five young 

children by Lakin et al. (1979) in their study of group behaviour of young children aged 

18 to 42 months in day care and kibbutz settings. Lakin et al. were interested in 

reporting the earliest appearances of group behaviour among children, observing young 

children’s behaviour as it naturally unfolded in the group setting. They classified the 

children’s behaviour according to ten major categories of group behaviour. One of those 

categories was ‘grouping’ that included behaviours such as seeking closeness and visual 

engagement. It also included a sub-type of grouping behaviour labelled ‘moving in 

concert’, implying a form of group engagement involving shared activity (p. 175). 

Shared Activity, Orchestra and Glee Concert 

Group engagement involving shared activity has also been observed and 

described in other EC studies. For example, Maisonnet, Stambak and Barriere (1983) 

observed the free play of three young children aged 21 to 22 months in a French creche. 

They noted how one child began an activity by tearing the edge of a box and how two 

other children approached the first child and began to simultaneously engage in the 

same activity. Maisonnet and colleagues described the shared activity among the 

children as an ‘orchestra’ (p. 23). From their observations, they concluded that young 

children who initiate activities draw the interest of other infants leading to periods of 
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exchanged glances, imitation and coordinated interaction, suggesting that infants want 

to share in the same activity together. 

Periods of shared activity involving coordinated interactions were also observed 

to occur among toddlers aged 17 to 21 months in a Swedish preschool by Engdahl 

(2011). Engdahl observed how one toddler looked at a second toddler’s horse-riding 

activity, then followed suit to ride their own horse. Then, a third toddler who was 

watching the two peers mounted her toy horse. Engdahl also noticed how the two 

toddlers looked and laughed at each other as one fell on top of the other, and how the 

third toddler looked on, then laughed too. Most notable of Engdahl’s observations were 

the moments of shared activity and emotion between the two toddlers that attracted the 

third toddler into play. 

Groups of toddlers coordinating their behaviour to share focus and emotions 

around a common activity and each other was also described by Lkken (2000b), who 

called these particular types of interactions a ‘glee concert’ (p. 356). In an example of a 

glee concert, Lkken noted how two toddlers from a group of six aged between 14 to 21 

months began to smack their hands on a table. Spontaneously, all but one of the toddlers 

joined in by smacking their hands on the table in rhythm and time to the already-

occurring hand smacking. Two of the other toddlers also added singing type 

vocalisations that also occurred synchronously with the rhythm of the hand smacking. 

Lkken likened these interactions to a ‘mutual-tuning-in-relationship’ where small 

actions build to a crescendo of rhythmic, simultaneous and timed interactions involving 

bodily movements and vocalisations (p. 535). Moreover, it was the shared and rhythmic 

activity of two toddlers that brought the majority of the toddlers into interaction with 

them. 

Games 

The term ‘game’ was used by Degotardi (2014) to describe events in which three 

infants participated in a shared activity with a common focus in play (p. 192). Drawing 

on the work of Mead (1934, as cited in Degotardi, 2014), Degotardi explains that 

participants within the game share understandings about the roles, expectations and 

intentions of the play on a communal level by assuming each other’s roles and acting in 

accordance to the perspective of their peers (p.190). An example of young children aged 

14 to 20 months assuming roles in a game of ring-a-ring-a-rosie is depicted in 

Degotardi’s research of young children’s relationships. In her research, she describes 
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how one child led a second into a game with other infants in just the same way that she 

had first been led into the play by a different child. The experience of assuming the role 

of leading another child into play provided knowledge to the child about their peer’s 

perspective. 

Triadic Play 

Another term, ‘triadic play’, has been used by Pursi and Lipponen (2020) in 

their study of play connections between three toddlers in peer groups, and by Ridgway 

et al. (2016) in their study of the cultural worlds and transitory relationships of three 

infants. In their descriptions, a third infant shows interest in the interactions between 

two peers then participates in the play with them. For example, Pursi and Lipponen 

(2020) describe Venla (18 months) who watches Ella (26 months) and Niilo (21 

months) jump together at the same time. Venla then picks up a rattle, shakes it and joins 

in the jumping. The bodily movements between the three infants become synchronous 

in nature, and laughter ensues among the three of them. Most notable about this 

example of triadic play is that the third toddlers’ interest and participation in the play 

led to the types of interactions that were observed to occur in Lkken’s (2000b) glee 

concert. 

Triad 

A similar term, ‘triad’, was used by Endo (1992) to describe the social play 

(games) that occurs in a group of three infants (‘three friend play’) aged between 7- to 

12-month-olds in a Japanese day nursery (p. 162). In her study of four infants, Endo 

noticed an interaction where a third infant showed an interest in the game played 

between two of the infants, then waited for an opportunity to enter the game. Endo 

observed that the cue to be invited into the game involved one member from the infant-

peer dyad looking at the third infant, then the third infant would take a turn in the 

interaction. 

In summary, the above studies demonstrate that the group is predominantly 

perceived to consist of a minimum of three infants drawn together into shared activity 

by each other, an object, and in some cases, facilitated or initiated by an educator. The 

terms used to describe these shared activities include cluster, moving in concert, 

orchestra, glee concert, game, triadic play and triad. Terms such as cluster and triad 

typically refer to a number of three or more infants, while orchestra and glee concert 

capture the quality of the interactions. Triadic play, however, refers to a process by 
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which the interactions between two infants attract a third infant’s interest leading to the 

development of an orchestra or glee concert. While some of these terms emerged from 

the cited authors’ analysis of their observations and are useful ways to describe the 

nature of interactions among three or more infants, none of them have been used as a 

unit of analysis to frame and operationalise their observations of infant groups. 

The Triad as the Unit of Analysis in Developmental and Educational Psychology 

In contrast to EC researchers’ descriptions of infant groups, research in the field 

of developmental psychology commonly uses the triad as the unit of analysis to study 

children’s and infants’ interactions in a group. For example, the triad has been used to 

study children’s groups in laboratory-based settings by developmental psychologists 

such as Lansford and Parker (1999) and in school-based and ECEC settings by 

educational psychologists such as Lavictoire et al. (2012) and Molinari et al. (2017). 

Selby and Bradley (2003) also acknowledged a particular type of ‘triadic format’ 

that involves examining an infant’s responses to the observed relationship occurring 

between their parents (p. 203). The relationship that a child perceived between their 

parents was termed a ‘link’ by the psychoanalyst Britton (2004, p. 47). The link and the 

infant’s developing awareness of it has been explored by researchers such as Fivaz-

Depeursinge and Corboz-Warnery (1999) in their studies of 4-month-old infants’ 

responses to their parents in conversation. Subsequently, Selby and Bradley (2003) used 

the triad in their study of infant-only groups in laboratory-based settings, specifically, to 

understand the relationship an infant has with the relationship between interacting infant 

peers (dyad). 

The notion of a triad, constituting a third person and a dyad, was pioneered by 

the German sociologist Georg Simmel (1950), who used it as a foundational unit to 

understand the socialisation processes among adults in groups. Primarily concerned 

with the potential influence of the third person upon the relationship between the dyad, 

he conceived the notion that the dyad shifts from the individual to the collective when a 

third person is present. This shift occurs because the third person enables a majority to 

occur where a dyad does not. 

Research using the triad as a unit of analysis recognises the potential for a 

majority to occur within the triad, which has implications for the third child and vice 

versa. For example, the triad was used by Lansford and Parker (1999) to explore and 

describe the ways in which school children interact in groups. Lansford and Parker were 
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specifically interested in how the third child altered the stability and functioning of the 

group and whether there was a difference between girl and boy dyads. According to 

Lansford and Parker, a third child introduces new social complexities to a dyadic 

relationship, such as when a third child enters a dyad and is friends with only one of the 

children in the dyad. In these moments, coalitions may form either between the already-

relating dyad or between the third child and their friend. 

The triad consisting of a third person with a dyad was also used by Lavictoire et 

al. (2012) to study a child’s ability to regulate their emotions in groups of three during 

the first two years of school. Lavictoire et al. used the triad because it provided children 

with an opportunity to either cooperate or form a collusion, resulting in the exclusion of 

one of the children. Additionally, the triad was used by Molinari et al. (2017) to study 

four- to five-year-old children’s entry into and departure from social play in groups of 

three in Italian kindergartens. Molinari et al. were interested in how the children 

managed the process of transitioning from the position of the third child to being 

involved in a dyad, and as a result, it led them to use the term ‘triadic play’ as a way to 

not only label the transitioning process that occurs between a third child and the 

children dyad, but also as a unit of analysis that could then be studied using a structured 

paradigm (p. 218). Groups of three children were filmed in a secluded section of the 

school. Each child was asked to take turns sitting on the periphery and watching the 

other two children play, and then they were asked to all play together. Results showed 

that children who were responsive to the signals of the other children and able to 

coordinate when transitioning between positions were more successful in entering and 

leaving the play. 

In infant groups, Selby and Bradley (2003) used the triad to study third infants’ 

responses to the observed relationship between an infant-peer dyad as a way to explore 

how the meanings of observed infants’ behaviour could change in infant groups across 

short periods of time (e.g., 5- and 15-minutes). Selby and Bradley (2003) used the term 

‘infant-only triads’ to describe their infant groups.  

A conceptually different form of the triad was used by Ishikawa and Hay (2006) 

as a unit of analysis to study the interaction patterns among newly acquainted two-year-

old children in a group of three in a laboratory-based setting. The aim of their research 

was to develop a way of describing triadic interaction among young children using 

Parke et al.’s (1979) coding system that was initially developed to study influence 

patterns in family triads. Ishikawa and Hay’s notion of the triad, however, constituted 
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dyadic interactions between three children where the behaviour of one child was 

examined to see if it influenced the behaviour of another child. Therefore, interactions 

could appear to be in parallel, such as Child A directing a behaviour to Child C and 

Child B directing a behaviour to Child C, or in a circular direction, such as Child A’s 

behaviour influences Child B’s behaviour, then Child B’s behaviour influences Child 

C’s behaviour, then Child C’s behaviour influences Child A’s behaviour.  

For the most part, the above studies from developmental psychology research 

conceptualised a group of three as a third infant or child with a dyad. Associated with 

this definition of the triad is the view that the third infant presents infants and children 

with socially complex situations that offer them the opportunity to develop a sensitivity 

to the alliances that develop between their peers and provide them with the opportunity 

to negotiate different positions and manage these alliances. Accordingly, for the purpose 

of this research, the triad (consisting of a third infant in the presence of an interacting 

infant-peer dyad) was used as the unit of analysis to frame an infant-peer group and 

study infant sociality and social development in similarly-aged peer groups. 

Interactions in Infant-Peer Dyads and Triads 

 For there to be a third infant in a triad, there needs to be two interacting infants. 

Two types of behaviours described in the literature that form the basis for the third 

infant to attend to and follow a dyad’s interactions—turn taking and gaze following— 

are reviewed. The third-infant’s response to the dyad, and subsequently the effect of the 

third-infant’s behaviour on an infant-peer dyad are then reviewed. 

Turn-Taking Behavioural Actions and Sequences in Infant-Peer Dyads and the 

Terms Used to Describe Them 

An interaction can be described as turn taking when Infant A demonstrates a 

behaviour that brings about a change in behaviour from Infant B (e.g., Maudry & 

Nekula, 1939; Holmberg, 1980; Vandell et al., 1980). These changes in Infant B’s 

behaviour may involve coordinated behavioural actions that occur in response to Infant 

A’s behaviour. One example is ‘one infant pushing a bell on a toy and a second infant 

then reaching for the toy’ (Vandell et al., 1980, p. 481). In this example, Infant A’s 

action of pushing the bell brings about a change in Infant B’s behaviour that involves 

Infant B reaching for the toy. Many terms have been used to describe these turn-taking 

interactions. For example, Holmberg (1980) refers to young children’s (12 to 42 

months) peer interactions in dyads as ‘social interchange patterns’ where the first 
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observed behaviour a child makes towards a peer is referred to as the ‘initiating 

measure’ and the subsequent behavioural action from the second child is the 

‘interchange measure’ (p. 450). Maudry and Nekula (1939) use the terms ‘first reaction’ 

and ‘impulse’ (p. 204) to respectively refer to the first observed behaviour and the 

following behavioural action from the second peer in a young child-peer dyad (ages 6–5 

months). Vandell et al. (1980, p. 483) use the term ‘turn taking contingent responses’ to 

refer to these changes in behaviour between two infants (6.5–12.5 months). 

These changes in behaviour have been observed to occur as continuous 

alternating sequences between infant-peer dyads. For example, in the laboratory setting, 

Vandell et al. (1980) noted that infants as young as six months were capable of 

engaging in turn taking contingent responses up to six times. Similarly, these alternating 

sequences consisting of turns have been reported among infants in long day care. For 

example, Montagner et al. (1993) observed turns that could consist of several 

overlapping and coordinated behaviours. They found that, at 11 months old, simple acts 

such as eye gazes could lead to more complex behavioural actions such as imitation and 

cooperation. Then, from 15 to 20 months old, young children could engage in up to 10 

successive turns with the same peer or with two different peers. 

The complexity of these coordinated behavioural actions in response to another 

infant’s behaviour were also described by Becker (1977) in her study of nine-month-old 

infant dyads who met across a period of 10 sessions. In her study, she observed that 

although some infants demonstrated a lack of response to their interacting peers, other 

infants responded to the infant-peer’s behaviour by engaging in up to three or more 

coordinated behavioural actions such as looking plus vocalising and waving, looking 

plus vocalising or crawling and holding a toy. Additionally, Becker found that at the 

end of the 10 sessions, the number of observed infant behaviours directed towards the 

infant peer had increased significantly, suggesting that the more time infants spend 

together, the more they direct behaviours towards each other. 

Verba and Musatti (1989) describe infant-peer dyads engaging in many 

successive turns and complex interactions in their study of young children’s joint play 

with objects in day care centres. For example, the descriptions of the interactions that 

occur between eight-month-old Beba and nine-month-old Andrea,  over 26 turns, 

showed many complex behaviours, including struggles over a telephone receiver, 

imitation of each other’s actions and the introduction of a new activity. In more recent 
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research, infant-peer dyads were observed to engage in alternating sequences with 

shared emotion and mutual expression by Degotardi (2014). 

Infants, however, may be doing more than engaging in long alternating 

sequences of behaviour with shared emotion. Musatti and Muelller (1985) suggest they 

may also be sharing meaning about the theme of the play through their use of symbols 

in the play and the sequencing of signals about the play that are directed towards 

another infant. Using symbols and signals allows each infant to understand what the 

other is doing with regard to the common play theme and indicates a game-like quality 

that involves set rules and coordinated behaviours. Musatti and Mueller found that 

toddler peers could take turns directing signals to each other about the theme of play at 

12 months that emerge into well-planned communicative structures by 18 months. 

While infants in dyads engage in many alternating turns, not all behaviours 

demonstrated by an infant brings about a change in behaviour in a second infant. For 

example, in Becker’s (1977) study, one-third of those occasions where an infant 

demonstrated a behaviour, a change in behaviour did not occur in the other infant. 

Likewise, Holmberg (1980) found that while young children aged 12, 18 and 24 months 

all made initiations to a peer, acts were un-responded to across all these ages. To define 

those behaviours that do not bring about a change in behaviour in a second infant, 

Becker (1977) used the term ‘non-interactive’, even though she still considered them to 

be a ‘turn’ (p. 485). Other infant researchers such as Durfee and Lee (1973) chose the 

term ‘contact’ rather than interaction to broadly define ‘any behaviour within a distance 

modality that is directed by one baby to another’ (p. 3). 

In summary, infant-peer dyads are able to engage in long chains of alternating 

sequences consisting of coordinated behaviour that involves the sharing of emotions and 

the sharing of meaning about the common activity and each other’s involvement in it. 

These long chains of alternating sequences suggest that infants in dyads are able to 

develop relationships with one another other. According to Hinde et al. (2001), the 

alternating sequences or interactions where Individual A is affected by Individual B and 

vice versa, in conjunction with emotional and cognitive processes such as the sharing of 

meaning, indicates a relationship that can not only be perceived by an outsider but more 

significantly, they can be perceived by each participant. To describe this relationship 

between individuals, Hinde et al. use the term ‘linking individuals’ (p. 188). By 

comparison, in the field of ECEC, researchers have used the term ‘friendship’ to 
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describe the relationship between two young children (e.g., Engdahl, 2011; Shin, 2010; 

Viernickel, 2009). 

Gaze Following Behaviours and the Terms Used to Describe Them in Infant-Peer 

Dyads and Triads 

Infants looking at what another person is attending to, such as an object, person 

or event, is known as ‘gaze following’ (Meltzoff & Brooks, 2007). In gaze following, 

younger infants will tend to follow a head turn, whereas older infants are more able to 

follow the gaze of another person (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005). Among infant 

researchers, gaze following is seen as a key contributing behaviour to the development 

of joint attention, the ability to coordinate behaviours to share attention around a 

common topic with another person (e.g., Boyer, Harding & Bertenthal, 2020; Mundy & 

Newell, 2007). Gaze following is typically described as a triadic interaction based on a 

person-person-object model (e.g., Carpenter, Nagell & Tomasello, 1998). Usually 

studied between an infant and an adult in laboratory-based settings (e.g., De Schuymer 

et al., 2011; Tremblay & Rovira, 2007), it has also been observed to occur between 

infant-peers aged between 9 and 10 months in ECEC settings (e.g., Shin, 2012). 

According to Brooks and Meltzoff (2005), infants in laboratory-based settings follow an 

adult’s head turn or body orientation by 9 months, and then by 10 to 11 months, they 

are able to follow an adult’s line of regard. In another laboratory-based study, Tremblay 

and Rovira (2007) found that infants as young as 3 months are able to shift their gaze to 

follow an adult’s look towards another person. 

Evidence from laboratory-based studies of an infant with their parents shows 

that an infant’s gaze will follow the interactions occurring between them. For example, 

Lavanchy (2002, as cited in McHale et al., 2008, p. 447) found that three-month-old 

infants were able to alternate their gaze from one parent to the other up to nine times as 

they played together. These alternating gazes, otherwise known as ‘multi-shift gaze 

patterns’ (McHale et al., 2008, p. 452), have also been observed in research carried out 

by Fivaz-Depeursinge et al. (2005). In their study of four-month-old infants and their 

parents, infants were observed to gaze rapidly back and forth between their parents who 

were engaged in conversation with each other. Similarly, Tremblay and Rovira (2007) 

found that when they sat two adult experimenters and a three-month-old infant in an 

equilateral triangle, 40 centimetres apart, the infant was able to engage in rapid to-and-

fro eye movements that followed the adults in conversation. According to McHale et al. 
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(2008), an infant’s ability to engage in multi-shift gaze patterns suggests their ability to 

observe the interaction between their parents. 

Research indicates that infants are also able to observe the interactions between 

their same-aged peers. For example, in laboratory-based research, Bradley and 

Smithson (2017) seated four infants, aged between 6 and 10 months, in strollers facing 

each other. Findings from their study showed that two of the four infants shifted their 

gaze to follow the other two infants who were engaged in mutual gaze rather than 

interacting with each other. Bradley and Smithson state that ‘far from “falling naturally” 

into dyads, infants prove less rather than more interested in pairing off themselves when 

other group-members show signs of pairing, a phenomenon that has also been observed 

in adult groups’ (p. 9). Overall, their research suggests that infants are interested in 

watching their peers interact with each other. 

The Effect of the Interacting Infant-Peer Dyad on the Third Infant and Vice Versa 

Infants may also have the capacity to be aware of being in a triad. Research 

shows that infants are affected by the interactions between two adults to the extent that 

they are prompted to act in such a way that their behaviour leads to an interruption in 

the interaction between the adults. This suggests that infants may be detecting 

something much more than shifts in gaze and body orientation when they attend to two 

adults interacting. For instance, the research conducted by Fivaz-Depeursinge and 

Corboz-Warnery (1999) described a 12-week-old infant’s response to observing the 

interaction between their parents as fussing and smiling until his parents turned their 

attention away from each other and towards him. Likewise, in Tremblay and Rovira’s 

(2007) study, three-month-old infants produced bids for attention that ended a 

conversation between two adults. In each of these examples, the infant was affected by 

the interactions between two adults, and the two adults were affected by the infant’s 

behaviour. 

Other evidence suggests that infants aged between 6 and 10 months also 

demonstrate behaviours that affect the interactions between two infant peers in 

laboratory-based settings. For example, Selby and Bradley (2003) and Bradley (2010) 

describe how a third infant briefly broke the interaction between two infants who were 

looking at each other and touching each other’s feet with their own feet. The third 

infant, who had been watching the peers interact, held out her own feet and whined, 

causing the dyad to briefly turn away from each other to look at them. In this example, 

the interactions between the dyad affected the third infant to such an extent that the third 
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responded. The third infant’s response, in turn, had an effect on the dyad that resulted in 

the dyad shifting their attention away from each other and towards the third infant. 

Early EC research also suggests that a third-infant’s behaviour can be influenced 

by an infant-peer dyad and vice versa. For example, Endo (1992) observed social 

exchanges that occurred during the free play of infants aged 7 to 12 months in a day 

nursery. Endo noted that a third infant would show interest in the game between two 

infants by looking and waiting for the opportunity to enter the game. She also noted that 

one of the infants who was playing the game would look and smile at the third infant as 

if inviting them into the game. 

More recent EC research suggests that third infants looking at the interactions 

between their peers leads to their entering the play. For example, in Engdahl’s (2011) 

study, a third toddler watched two others jump-ride horses, then mounted her own toy 

horse to follow them in the play. Likewise, in Ridgway et al.’s (2016) study, a third 

infant watches two peers make rhythmic tapping sounds on instruments, who in 

response, tap their bowl (p. 7). These studies each suggest that interactions between a 

dyad can have an effect on the third infant-toddler to such an extent that it brings them 

into play with their peers. 

Contribution and Limitations of the Reviewed Literature 

The review of the literature related to developmental and educational 

psychology identified the triad as a suitable unit of analysis from which to study infant-

peer groups in long day care. Studies conducted in laboratory and ECEC settings 

highlight two key behavioural sequences—turn taking and gaze following—that can 

lead to interactions in a triad. Studies have also revealed that infants attend to the 

behaviours of one infant-peer and the interactions that occur between two infants in a 

dyad, and that infants are affected by the interactions between their peers. Likewise, the 

infant-peer dyad is also affected by the behaviours of the third infant. The EC literature 

described groups where infants and toddlers were engaged in simultaneous and timed 

interactions involving bodily movements and vocalisations. Labelled by Lkken 

(2000b) as a glee concert and triadic play by Ridgway et al. (2016), these group 

behaviours were suggestive of infants’ capacity to engage with each other as a 

collective. Overall, the reviewed studies provide evidence to suggest that infants are 

capable of participating in a triad where a third infant is in the presence of an interacting 
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infant-peer dyad and in a group as a whole where all three infants interact 

simultaneously as one. 

However, there are limitations and gaps in current knowledge about infant 

sociality and social development in groups. Very little is known about how infants in 

the birth to 12 month age range develop socially in groups in long day care. Studies of 

infant-peer dyads commence as young as 6 months old (Maudry & Nekula, 1939; 

Vandell et al., 1980), but to date, only one study (i.e., Endo, 1992) has studied infant 

capacities under 12 months in the group context in an ECEC setting. Another limitation 

is the focus in both laboratory and EC research on studying infants’ interactions in 

groups across brief intervals of time. EC studies have tended to provide brief vignettes 

describing the interactive capacities of infants in groups of three (e.g., Engdahl, 2011; 

Mueller & Rich, 1976; Pursi & Lipponen, 2020; Ridgway et al., 2016). Similarly, 

laboratory-based research has examined infant interactions in groups across short 

periods of time and as a singular occurrence (Bradley & Smithson, 2017; Selby & 

Bradley, 2003). No studies have followed the same infants’ interactions in groups 

regularly across a longer period of time. As a result, there is very little knowledge about 

how infants develop socially in groups across the first two years of life. 

A further limitation highlighted by the review of the literature related to the 

terms used to describe infant behaviours and interactions, which are not consistently 

applied across the field of EC research and developmental psychology. For example, the 

label ‘triadic’ has been used to refer to at least four different types of interactions: it can 

refer to infants’ capacity to follow and attend to another person’s object of interest, as 

an infant gesturing (such as pointing) towards an object as a way to alert another 

person’s attention to that object (e.g., Nadel & Tremblay-Leveau, 1999), the 

interactions that occur between a third infant and a parent-parent dyad (e.g., McHale et 

al., 2008), the relationship the infant forms to the relationship between two infants (e.g., 

Bradley, 2010), and all possible interactions that occur between three young children 

together (e.g., Pursi & Lipponen, 2020; Ridgway et al., 2016). 

Contribution of the Study and Research Questions 

The current study expands current knowledge of early sociality and infant social 

development by addressing the question: how do infants interact in groups in long day 

care during the first two years of life? My approach was to identify a unit of analysis to 

frame, operationalise and measure the broad phenomenon of infant sociality in groups. I 
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identified the triad—comprising a third infant with an infant-peer dyad—as the unit of 

analysis. Applying the triad as a unit of analysis enables changes and patterns in infant 

interactions in groups to be observed and measured across time.  To do this required the 

development of units of observation, items that are observed, collected or measured 

(Sedgwick, 2014). The units of observation were identified from the research literature 

using terminology from the work of Hinde et al. (2001) and Britton (2004). By using 

labels adapted from these authors’ work, I sought to create consistency and reduce 

confusion. Three units of observation were identified: link, linking, and secondary-

linking.  

‘Link’ and ‘linking’ represent the interactions that occur between the infants in 

the dyad, and their potential relationship. These labels are derived from Hinde et al.’s 

(2004) use of ‘linking individuals’ (p. 188), to describe the relationship between two 

people, and Britton’s use of ‘link’ to describe the relationship that a child perceives 

between their parents (p. 47).  Britton’s description was influential because it 

incorporates the infant’s capacity to perceive a relationship occurring between a dyad. I 

used the term link to label those behaviours demonstrated by an infant towards another 

infant that do not bring about a change in a second infant’s behaviour. It corresponds 

with Becker’s (1977) use of the term ‘non-interactive’ and Durfee and Lee’s (1973) use 

of ‘contact’. A link is needed for the continuous turn taking interactions to occur 

between the dyad. To label these continuous turn taking interactions I used the term 

linking. Linking corresponds with Vandell et al.’s (1980) ‘turn taking contingent 

responses’ (p. 483), and Holmberg’s (1980) ‘social interchange patterns’ (p. 450), 

which they used to describe how the change in one infant’s behaviour can bring about a 

change in another infant’s behaviour. 

‘Secondary-linking’ is a new term, which I introduced to label the third infant’s 

behaviour in relation to the interacting infant-peer dyad and likewise, the behaviour of 

the infant-peer dyad in relation to the third infant. It incorporates those behaviours that 

occur between the dyad that the third infant can attend to (e.g., turn taking), and the 

third infant behaviours that demonstrate they are attending to the dyad (e.g., the third 

infants alternating their gaze between two interacting infants). Secondary-linking was 

identified as the unit of observation to learn more about the infant-peer triad because it 

incorporates all three infants’ behaviours together. Link and linking were used as 

behavioural markers to help identify when an episode of secondary-linking was 

occurring. Table 1 provides the definitions for the units of observation.  
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Table 1 

Units of Observation, Their Labels and Definitions 

Label Definitions 

Link Refers to an infant behaviour that is subsequently followed by a 

behaviour from a second infant. 

Linking Refers to the ongoing, alternating sequences of behaviour that 

occur between two infants. 

Secondary-

linking 

Refers to third infant behaviours that follow the behaviours of 

the interacting infant-peer dyad and the interacting infant-peer 

dyad’s behaviour that follows the third infant’s behaviour. 

 

Having defined the triad as the unit of analysis and link, linking and secondary-linking 

as the units of observation, I developed five research questions to collectively address 

the overarching question.  

1. When an infant-peer dyad engages in a link or an episode of linking, what 

secondary-linking behaviours do third infants and/or the triad demonstrate? 

2. Are secondary-linking behaviours associated with the third infant’s age or stage 

of gross motor development? 

3. When infant-peers in a triad engage in an episode of secondary-linking, what 

ending behaviours are demonstrated by the triad? 

4. Are there distinct associations or combinations among infant-peers’ secondary-

linking behaviours? 

5. How do EC educators describe, understand and support secondary-linking 

behaviours among infant peers they work with? 

Questions 1, 3 and 4 address the need for further information about early 

sociality and how infants interact in groups in long day settings by investigating what 

third infants and the infant-peer dyad do during secondary-linking. Question 2 relates to 

dynamic systems theory and addresses the need for further information about infant 

social development in groups by looking for patterns of change and/or stability in 

behaviour as infants age and change in other areas of development. Question 5 is 

designed to expand upon current knowledge of infant sociality and infant social 

development by seeking educators’ descriptions and understandings of infant behaviour 

as it occurs within the context of an ECEC setting. Obtaining educators’ understandings 

of infant behaviour builds upon what is already known about infant sociality and infant 

social development by offering a more nuanced insight that only comes from being in 
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regular contact with the infants and a thorough knowledge of the context in which the 

interactions occur.  
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Chapter 3: Conceptual Framework 

Chapter Overview 

In the previous chapter, I identified the triad as a unit of analysis from which to 

study the broad phenomenon of early sociality in infant groups across the first two years 

of life. An infant triad consists of three components: the interacting infant-peer dyad, 

the third infant, and the group of three infants as a whole. Secondary-linking was 

identified as the unit of observation used to investigate the interactions that occur 

between these components. 

In this chapter, I provide a conceptual framework from which to understand 

infant sociality in groups during the first two years of life. I begin by outlining the key 

concepts in infant social development that are relevant to the interacting infant-peer 

dyad and the third infant and to the interactions among the group as a whole, that is, 

how they act as a collective. These concepts were drawn from studies of interactions 

within two-person (e.g., infant-parent dyad) and three-person associations (e.g., infant-

parent-parent, infant-infant-adult and infant-peer triads). Together, these concepts have 

been used by researchers to theorise the developmental processes that infants experience 

in a triad, and that may be observed in infants’ group experiences in long day care 

settings. I then provide an outline of the dynamic systems theory (Thelan & Smith, 

2006), which I used to study and analyse change in the third infants’ behaviour, the 

interacting infant-peers’ behaviour and the group interactions as a collective across 

time. The key concepts of infant social development in conjunction with dynamic 

systems theory also provided the base from which to analyse educators’ descriptions 

and understandings of secondary-linking. 

Key Concepts of Infant Social Development Relevant to Secondary-Linking 

Secondary-linking, which describes the interactions that occurs between the 

infant-peer dyad and the third infant, can be viewed and understood from two positions: 

the position of the third infant and how they behave in relation to the interacting infant-

peer dyad, or the position of the interacting infant-peer dyad and how they behave or 

change their behaviour in response to the third infant. Each of these positions and the 

related key concepts are explained below. 
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Third Infants and Thirdness 

In order to experience being a third infant, the infant needs to be aware of and 

affected by a relationship between two other people. For Bradley (2010, p. 204), the 

infant’s experience of being a third infant is partly explained by the concept of 

‘thirdness’ that forms part of Peirce’s (1931) theory of semiotics. According to Peirce, 

thirdness involves a representation, sign or action that holds and conveys meaning to 

someone who observes and understands it. Bradley (2010) also suggests that thirdness 

is ‘the subjective relationship one forms to others’ relationships’ (p. 217). When applied 

to infant triads, these ideas suggest that the interactions between an infant-peer dyad 

have the potential to be meaningful for the third infant. Moreover, if that potential is 

realised, experiencing that meaning is what brings the third infant into a relationship 

with the infant-peer dyad. 

Third Infant Responses to the Peer Dyad and Jealousy. The perceived 

meaning and subjective relationship experienced and expressed by the third infant can 

be understood by observing the third infant’s behaviour as they respond to the 

interacting infant-peer dyad. According to Bradley (2010), when a third infant 

recognises that a meaningful relationship is occurring between an infant-peer dyad, that 

recognition can bring about a response in the third infant that expresses the quality of 

thirdness. In Bradley’s view, one such expression is jealousy. For example, in Bradley’s 

(2010) and Selby and Bradley’s (2003) research, they provide a narrative about three 

infants: Ann, Joe and Mona, all aged between six and nine months. Ann appears to 

show a preference for Joe, indicated by her more frequent looks to Joe than to Mona, 

her engagement in extended moments of foot touching with Joe, her withdrawing of her 

other foot so that Mona’s foot cannot touch hers, and her scowling at Mona. When Joe 

diverts his attention away from Ann to smile at Mona and Mona smiles at him in return, 

Ann becomes distressed and begins to cry. According to Bradley (2010), Ann’s distress 

is an expression of jealousy indicative of the process of recognising and responding to 

the relationship between Joe and Mona. 

Triangular Space. While the concept of thirdness may help researchers to 

understand the third infant’s perceived meaning of the relationship between the infant-

peer dyad, Britton’s (2004) concept of ‘triangular space’ may help describe what the 

third infant experiences when they witness the relationship between infant-peer dyads 

(p. 47). According to Britton, a triangular space is created when a child (in this case, an 

infant) observes the relationship between their parents and acknowledges all aspects of 
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it, both good and bad (p. 47). This acknowledgement creates possibilities for the child 

to experience all of the relationship positions created within that triangular space. For 

example, they can experience being a participant in a relationship with one parent while 

simultaneously being observed by the other parent, or they can be an observer of the 

relationship between their parents. This provides the third infant with ‘a capacity’ 

(p. 48) to see themselves in interaction with others and to reflect on that interaction, and 

to experience a ‘another point of view’ (p. 51) while maintaining their own point of 

view (Britton, 2004). 

When translated to my research, this suggests that when a third infant in a long 

day care setting acknowledges a relationship between two other infants, it creates a 

triangular space within which the third infant has the opportunity to experience all of 

the relationship positions that potentially unfold between the three infants. 

The Third Infant’s Awareness of and Response to the Interacting Dyad 

Concepts that are useful for theorising a third infant’s awareness of and response 

to the interacting dyad include ‘joint attention’ (Jacobson & Degotardi, 2022, p. 1, 

Degotardi, 2017, p. 41; Adamson et al., 2014, p. 941; Reddy, 2003, p. 397) and 

‘triangular capacity’ (McHale et al., 2008, p. 447). 

Joint attention refers to the infant’s capacity to coordinate and share attention 

with one other person towards a third object. This third object may be an event, 

experience, a person or an object such as a toy. The key developmental notion is that the 

infant engages in a process of developing an awareness that something exists outside of 

the relationship between themselves and the other person (Reddy, 2003). Joint attention 

is indicated when the infant follows the gaze or head turn of one other person to look at 

what they are attending to (Mundy & Newell, 2007). Meltzoff and Brooks (2007) 

suggest that when infants engage in these behaviours, they are learning about the 

intentions of another person. Feinman (1982, p. 445) sees these behaviours as 

characteristic of ‘social referencing’ where the infant obtains understanding about a 

situation, object or a stranger by not only following another person’s attention but also 

by their own awareness of the other person’s evaluation and interpretation of the object. 

Infants have also been observed to coordinate and share attention with two 

people, for example, through behaviours such as alternating their gaze rapidly back and 

forth between their parents when they are in conversation (e.g., Fivaz-Depeursinge et 

al., 2005; McHale et al., 2008). These behaviours are suggestive of an emerging 
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awareness in the infant of a relationship between two people that exist outside of 

themselves, much in the same way as the awareness of a third object occurs in joint 

attention or social referencing. McHale et al. (2008) refer to the infant’s ability to share 

attention with two persons at the same time as triangular capacity. According to Nadel 

and Tremblay-Leveau (1999) and McHale et al. (2008), infants who are engaged in 

triangular capacity are able to monitor the interactions between their parents, learn 

about their parents’ intentions and keep track of their parents’ relationship. 

Joint attention and triangular capacity may explain how the third infant learns 

about the intentions of the interacting infant-peer dyad. By monitoring what a peer dyad 

are attending to or interested in, the third infant is able to keep track of their peers’ 

relationship and their common interest. This awareness enables the third infant to 

anticipate themselves in interaction with the infant-peer dyad and, subsequently, to 

behave in ways appropriate to the social situation. For instance, in Engdahl’s (2011) 

description of three toddlers in a Swedish preschool (see Chapter 2 ‘Shared Activity, 

Orchestra and Glee Concert’, p.17), the third toddler may be engaging in both triangular 

capacity and joint attention as she follows the interactions between two toddler peers 

who jump-ride horses together and fall on top of each other laughing. The third 

toddler’s response of watching the toddler peers, then mounting her horse and laughing 

along with them, suggests her capacity for monitoring the relationship between the 

toddler peers and sharing their common interest. 

The concept of joint attention includes more than the infant’s monitoring of the 

interests or interactions of another person; it also includes the infant’s awareness of the 

ability to direct the other person’s attention to an object they are interested in (Mundy & 

Newell, 2007). This suggests a capacity to monitor the relationship with the other 

person and to introduce new topics of interest (such as a new toy) by pointing towards it 

or handing it to the other person (Reddy, 2003). Stern (1985) suggests that when infants 

engage in these types of behaviours, they are in the process of developing awareness of 

their own ability to affect the behaviour of another person. Applying this to infant-peer 

triads may help to explain how a third infant comes to understand how their own 

behaviour may affect the relationship between the interacting peer dyad. For example, 

in a study of 12-month-old boys in a playgroup undertaken by Mueller and Rich (1976), 

a description is given of a third boy who banged his toy on a cabinet. The third boy’s 

actions of banging the toy on the cabinet redirected the attention of the two boys, who 

had been passing a toy back and forth between them, towards himself and his interest in 
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the toy. The third boy’s experience of the two boys turning their attention away from 

each other towards him and his activity may facilitate an awareness that his behaviour 

can affect the relationship between two interacting peers. 

Infants’ Emerging Awareness of Their Social Position Within the Triad 

Research that explores alliances in families (e.g., Vuchinich et al., 1988) and 

exclusion in triads that consist of an adult with two young children (Tremblay-Leveau 

& Nadel, 1996) may explain what happens when the interacting infant-peer dyad’s 

relationship affects the third infant and vice versa. 

Alliances and Exclusions. Alliances within a triad refer to the union of the 

interacting dyad. The idea of alliances stems from research that examines interactions in 

children-parent triads as a way to understand family conflict (Vuchinich et al., 1988) 

and has been used to refer to children dyads in an all-child triad of four to five year-olds 

(Molinari et al., 2017). Exclusion refers to the experience that a young child may 

undergo when they do not form part of an interacting dyad in a triad (Nadel & 

Tremblay-Leveau, 1999). Using the ideas of alliance and exclusion to interpret the 

infant-peer triad, the interacting infant-peer dyad would be viewed as forming an 

alliance, which leaves the third infant feeling excluded. 

To manage the experience of exclusion, Nadel and Tremblay-Leveau (1999) 

found that infants (aged 11, 16 and 23 months) in the presence of a child-adult dyad 

initiate behaviours to gain and maintain the attention of one or both members of the 

dyad. For example, infants aged 11 months made many successful attempts at attracting 

the attention of their peer by engaging in behaviours that were relevant to the goals and 

interest of the dyad, while infants aged 23 months were successful at attracting their 

peer by introducing a new topic to the interacting dyad. Nadel and Tremblay-Leveau 

(1999) also found that the total number of behaviours the third infant initiated towards 

the dyad were far more than when they a member of the dyad and initiating behaviours 

towards the adult. These findings led Nadel and Tremblay-Leveau to propose that 

young children have the capacity to be aware of their social position in the triad. 

Furthermore, they viewed the changing of social positions that occurs as a result of the 

third child’s initiatives as providing the child with the opportunity to develop awareness 

of the other child’s social position in the triad. Molinari et al. (2017, p. 224), who 

studied older children (four to five years), suggest that each time they change from one 

position to another in a child triad, they undergo a ‘micro transition’. When children 

experience regular micro transitions, they have to pay attention to the information 
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coming in from others and ‘assume various positions’ within the triad (Molinari et al., 

2017, p. 215). Subsequently, they develop social competencies that help them to 

manage different social positions and situations. 

In translating these ideas to infants, I consider that undergoing regular micro 

transitions may positively influence their social development because it can give them 

opportunities to move within the triad in an attentive and responsive way. It can also 

give them the experience of what it is like to be excluded and to be part of an alliance. 

To illustrate the experience of what it is like to be part of an alliance and experience 

exclusion in an infant-peer triad, I have used a narrative from Stambak and Verba’s 

(1986) study into social play among toddler peers. Celine (17 months) was sitting inside 

a box opening and closing the flaps to indicate a game of peek-a-boo to Leila (14 

months), who then engaged in the peek-a-boo game with her. Marie (17 months), a 

close friend of Celine and also the third infant, went inside the box, sat by Celine and 

closed the flaps of the box from the inside, thus interrupting the interaction between 

Celine and Leila. Leila, who then became the third infant, tapped on the roof of the box 

and tried to get Marie out, but Marie and Celine continued to laugh and play with each 

other inside the box. Leila is excluded. Leila continued her efforts to join in, but Marie 

hit Leila and Leila walked away. Applying the ideas of alliances and exclusions to this 

example, Leila and Celine form an alliance as they play their game of peek-a-boo. 

Marie, the third infant, manages her exclusion by entering the box to gain the attention 

of Celine and then closes the flaps of the box to cement their alliance and exclude Leila. 

Both infants have had the opportunity to experience what it is like to be outside of the 

box on their own and inside the box with Celine. 

Bradley’s (2010) and Selby and Bradley’s (2003) research illustrates similar 

micro transitions in younger infants aged six to nine months. In the example presented 

earlier (p. 33), two infants (Joe and Ann) were interacting by foot touching but then 

turned away from each other to look at the third infant (Mona) when she held out her 

feet, rubbed them together and whined loudly. Their shift of attention away from one 

another towards Mona is indicative of a micro transition. They then experienced another 

micro transition when they each turned their attention back to one another. Joe and Ann 

also appeared to have formed an alliance through their foot touching. It is also possible 

that to manage the experience of exclusion of the third infant, Mona attracted Joe and 

Ann’s attention by engaging in behaviours that were relevant to their interest, that is, 

foot touching. 
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Third infants may also manage exclusion by engaging in a micro transition that 

leads to all three infants interacting together as a group. For example, in Pursi and 

Lipponen’s (2020) narrative (see Chapter 2, p. 19), the third toddler, Venla, watched 

Ella and Niilo jumping together and then picked up a rattle, shook it and joined in the 

jumping. The bodily movements between the three toddlers became synchronous in 

nature, and laughter ensued among the three of them. In this example, it can be 

suggested that Venla managed her feelings of exclusion by engaging in behaviours that 

were relevant to the interacting infant-peer dyad. Moreover, this way of managing her 

feelings of exclusion resulted in the forming of a collective where all three infants 

interacted simultaneously, with shared affect and bodily movements around a common 

interest. 

Key Concepts of Infant Social Development Relevant to the Infant Triad as a 

Collective 

There are three key concepts that can be used to theorise the experience of the 

group as a whole: 1) group-mindedness, collective intentionality and groupness, 2) 

primary and collective intersubjectivity and communicative musicality, and 3) 

developing procedural knowledge. Each is explained below. 

Group-Mindedness, Collective Intentionality and Groupness 

Group-mindedness, as defined by the developmental psychologist Tomasello 

(2019), is an agreed-upon way of being in a group that children from three years of age 

and onwards develop as they experience social and cultural norms in their interactions 

with others. According to Tomasello (2019), group-mindedness involves an awareness 

of collective expectations, regulations and agreements that exist over and above 

individual interactions. When experiencing group-mindedness, children begin to impose 

social and cultural norms on each other (Bakeman & Brownlee, 1982) and create their 

own social norms with peers during play (Cobb-Moore et al., 2009). 

The sense of group-mindedness in a child comes about through their developing 

capacity for ‘collective intentionality’ (p. 217). According to Schweikard and Schmid 

(2013), collective intentionality is evident when individuals are meaningfully and 

jointly engaged in activities. Collective intentionality implies a sense that the 

individuals in the group share goals, values, beliefs and emotions. These are 

experienced and expressed in a variety of ways, such as shared intention, shared 

attention, or the coordination of actions for mutual benefit and/or to reach a desired goal 
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(Schweikard & Schmid, 2013). In collective intentionality, individuals may have 

different roles but work collaboratively and cooperatively together with others 

(Tomasello, 2019). 

Tomasello (2019) believes that collective intentionality is a developmental 

process that has yet to mature prior to the age of two. He proposed that infants under the 

age of two are in the process of developing a sense that others can be cooperative 

partners (Tomasello, 2019). Consequently, infants are viewed as being physically in the 

presence of each other but not yet capable of perceiving themselves to be in a group. 

They are also in the process of developing the capacity to reflect upon themselves as an 

entity within themselves. 

One way to understand the developmental pathway that infants may take 

towards developing collective intentionality and experiencing group-mindedness is 

provided by Bradley and Smithson’s (2017) concept of ‘groupness’ that they describe as 

the shared experience of creating an entity that goes beyond each of the infants’ 

individually (p. 385). When discussing groupness, Bradley and Smithson suggest that 

infants may have the capacity to simultaneously be aware of more than one infant who 

is in close proximity, be sensitive to the interactions occurring between two infants, and 

influence the behaviour of more than one other infant. According to Selby and Bradley 

(2003), interactions associated with the concept of groupness may include an infant 

interacting with two or more infants simultaneously, more than two infants vocalising 

rhythmically at the same time, or an imitative and influential quality to the interactions 

among the three infants. For example, they describe groupness among three infants aged 

between 6 and 10 months who made whining sounds and blew raspberries rhythmically 

together. When the first infant started whining, a second infant copied the vocal 

contours of the wail, while a third infant accompanied the wails with raspberries; as if in 

a ‘cats chorus’ (Selby & Bradley, 2003, p. 213). 

Studies in ECEC settings have provided similar descriptions of groupness in 

young children aged 12 months and over. Løkken (2000b) describes the interactions of 

a group of toddlers, aged between 14 and 27 months, as a glee concert, which she 

defines as an infectious emotional moment that involves simultaneous and rhythmic 

vocalisations, gestures and movements such as laughing, screaming, rumbling, tumbling 

and banging on a table (p. 536). Ridgway et al. (2016) also describe three infants 

tapping spoons in rhythm and time as if in ‘a harmonious ensemble’ (p. 7). Musatti and 

Panni (1981) describe toddlers running together from one side of the room to another to 
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reach a desired object. One toddler initiates the game, and others join in with variations 

of behaviour and vocalisations. Nome (2020) described young children’s (one to three 

years) simultaneous and rhythmic vocal interactions in a Norwegian kindergarten as 

forms of ‘communicative musicality’ (p. 598), a term initially used by Malloch and 

Trevarthen (2009) to describe the rhythmic, melodic and modulated vocalisations 

between an infant and their parent, suggesting that infants move in rhythm and time to 

other persons. These examples of simultaneous and rhythmic interactions, reciprocal 

exchanges and imitative expressions, gestures and actions have also been observed to 

occur between an infant with their parent (Trevarthen & Aitken, 2001) and the infant 

with both their parents (Fivaz-Depeursinge et al., 2010). Through these interactions, it is 

suggested that infants share thoughts and feelings with one (Trevarthen & Aitken, 2001) 

or both of their parents (Fivaz-Depeursinge et al., 2010). Comparable interactions found 

in infant groups may mean that infants in groups are also engaging in a form of 

communication where they share thoughts and feelings with their infant-peers. 

Primary and Collective Intersubjectivity 

‘Primary intersubjectivity’ is a term used by Trevarthen and Aitken (2001) to 

describe the process of how very young infants share experiences, thoughts and feelings 

with their parents (p. 5). In primary intersubjectivity, infants and parents mutually 

regulate each other’s attention by passing expressions and sensitive responses 

proprioceptively, that is, through the actions of the body, between each other. A similar 

term, ‘collective intersubjectivity’, was initially proposed by Fivaz-Depeursinge et al. 

(2010, p. 127) in relation to the infant-parent-parent triad. Fivaz (2017), in discussion 

with Daniel Stern (2008; as cited in Fivaz, 2017), proposed that infants in an infant-

parent triad were able to engage in a triangular form of communication where they 

experienced the rhythms and patterns of the interactions between their parents, and their 

parents’ interactions with them proprioceptively, thereby sharing experiences, thoughts 

and feelings between them. To illustrate, Fivaz uses an example from an oral 

presentation given by Stern (2008; as cited in Fivaz, 2017) in which an infant’s parents 

engaged in a sneezing game with each other. Their infant looked on in wonder at his 

mother and father sneezing and subsequently laughed. The parents continued with the 

game until the excitement grew, and they all laughed together. According to Fivaz and 

Stern, this example depicts an interaction whereby the infant is able to hold all three 

members (including themselves) in mind at the same time. 
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Applying the concepts of primary and collective intersubjectivity to those 

interactions that occur in groupness or a glee concert may help to describe what infants 

experience when they act collectively as a group. In groupness or a glee concert, the 

three infants could be viewed as engaging in a form of multi-infant intersubjective 

communication where thoughts and feelings are shared proprioceptively. 

Developing Procedural Knowledge 

How infants develop understandings about being in a group may be explained 

by the concept ‘procedural knowledge’ (Emde et al., 1991, p. 251). According to Emde 

et al. (1991), procedural knowledge is a term used to refer to the information underlying 

a skill or action that is learnt through experience (p. 251). It is procedural in that the 

person does not need to have that information at the forefront of their mind to carry out 

the skill or action; rather, the information is there without consciously thinking about it. 

Beebe et al. (2011), working in the field of infant mental health, believe procedural 

knowledge develops when infants repeatedly monitor and engage in interactions with 

others. Crittenden (1990) also refers to procedural knowledge when she talks about 

infants’ representation of the relationship with the parent as an internal working model 

(IWM), based on the infant’s experience of repeated patterns of interaction with their 

parent. Across time, these patterns become internalised within the infant, resulting in the 

development of a set of expectations about their parent’s behaviour in certain situations. 

When the parent acts in ways that the infant has come to expect, their response is 

matched to their IWM. 

In EC research, Singer and de Haan (2007) have applied the concept of 

procedural knowledge to young children’s peer relations in the context of ECEC 

settings, suggesting that young children learn relevant and appropriate responses 

through continued and repeated observations of, and interactions with, their peers. 

According to Singer and de Haan (2007), when young children engage in continued and 

repeated interactions with their peers, they learn about their peers’ intentions and 

develop mutual understanding and shared procedural knowledge about social and 

cultural rules such as the rules of a game and how to act with each other (including not 

taking another’s belongings and not hurting one another). Given that repeated 

observations and interactions lead to the development of procedural knowledge, it is 

possible that repeated interactions between a third infant and their interacting peers, and 

those that occur among the infants in the group as a collective, may lead to the 
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development of shared procedural knowledge about what to do and what not to do in the 

context of a group situation. 

Dynamic Systems Theory 

Dynamic systems theory (Thelan, 1995; Thelan & Smith, 2006) is the theory of 

development that I use in my research to understand changes in infant behaviour in peer 

groups across both the short and long term. Dynamic systems theory, as discussed by 

Thelan (2005), is seen as a ‘flexible, time-dependent and emergent view of behavioural 

change’ (p. 255). It is a well-respected theory of development that has been used to 

understand change in infant behaviour in the broader context in which it occurs (Cowan, 

2003; Thelan & Bates, 2003; Thelan & Smith, 2006). Dynamic systems theory has been 

applied to different domains of development such as motor (Smith & Thelan, 2003; 

Thelan & Spencer, 1998), social (Beebe et al., 2010), emotional (Fogel et al., 1992; 

Fogel et al., 1997) and language (Evans, 2007) as a way to explain how change may 

occur in these areas during infancy. It has also been applied to the context of infants in 

ECEC settings (Jacobson & Degotardi, 2022). It is underpinned by three main 

principles, which are ‘complexity’ (p. 261), ‘continuity in time’ (p. 262) and ‘dynamic 

stability’ (p. 262) that together create what Thelan (2005) describes as a ‘developmental 

cascade’ (p. 265). 

Complexity 

As discussed by Thelan and Smith (2006), when an infant develops, they 

become more complex in nature. Infant development is complex due to the 

environmental and individual factors that meet together to produce certain conditions 

that in turn influence how an infant organises their behaviour. According to Smith and 

Thelan (2003), no single cause can influence how an infant organises their behaviour. 

Therefore, any change in infant behaviour is viewed as being ‘multicausal’ in nature 

(Smith & Thelan, 2003, p. 343). Smith and Thelan (2003; Thelan, 2005) also argue that 

growth and change in one area of development may alter the infants’ experience in such 

a way that there is a flow on effect into other areas of development. 

An example of change in one area of development flowing into another is 

Clearfield’s (2011) identification of a link between motor and social development in her 

study of infants aged 9 to 11 months. Clearfield studied infants’ transition to 

independent walking and found that independently walking infants engaged in social 

interaction with their mother: repeatedly looking at her, gesturing to toys, showing her 
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objects and vocalising. However, crawling infants who were placed in a walker and 

given the same opportunity to engage in similar interactions with their mother did not 

show the amount and type of social interaction as those who independently walked. 

These findings led Clearfield (2011) to suggest that the process of learning to walk 

created a broader systemic shift within the infant that was in direct relation to the 

frequency and type of interactions the infant engaged in with their mother. 

In another study, Newland et al. (2001) examined mother-infant play and 

language acquisition among infants at ages 11, 14 and 17 months and identified a 

relationship between infants’ social and language development. Newland et al. (2001) 

found that as infants got older, they began to take more initiative in the play and 

engaged in joint attentional behaviours such as offering and pointing to toys in order to 

share attention with their mother. As a result, their mother’s behaviour also moved 

towards being increasingly reciprocal in the play by sitting back and following her 

child’s interest rather than being directive in the play. As these changes in interactions 

occurred, the infant’s language also became more complex and coordinated, suggesting 

a direct relationship between infant social and language development. In addition, the 

responsive shift in the mother’s behaviour may have enhanced the infant’s capabilities 

by providing the infant with the opportunity to engage in more coordinated and complex 

communicative exchanges. 

Continuity in Time 

Dynamic systems theory proposes that development is a continuous process of 

change through time. This means that behaviours are dependent upon the behaviour that 

occurred prior to it, which is also the starting point for the following behaviour. 

Consequently, Smith and Thelan (2003) advocate that changes in behaviours of interest 

be researched from the earliest possible time or age, ‘second-by-second’ (p. 258), as a 

way to understand longer term behavioural change or the processes by which infants 

acquire new abilities and learn new skills (Smith & Thelan, 2003; Thelan, 2005). The 

microanalytic observational approach often used to study infant behaviour from an 

infant mental health perspective provides an effective method for undertaking this 

second-by-second research. 

The work of Di Mercurio et al. (2018) provides a useful example of how 

behaviours are researched second-by-second from a very young age using microanalytic 

observations and a dynamic systems approach to gain a better understanding of infants’ 

emerging sense of their own bodies, which they considered to be a precursor to the 
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development of goal-directed behaviours such as reaching. They filmed infants’ 

spontaneous self-touching and surface touching activities from three weeks to 

approximately two months of age. The filming occurred weekly in two 5-minute 

sessions, and the duration of touching behaviours in the video recordings were analysed 

millisecond by millisecond. From this study, Di Mercurio et al. were able to describe 

the types, frequencies and durations of touching behaviour that led up to the infant 

mastering the goal-directed behaviour of reaching. 

Likewise, Fogel et al. (1997) applied a dynamic systems approach to 

understanding infant emotional development. Since Fogel et al. viewed emotions to be 

relational, they examined infant expressions of laughter and smiling in mother-infant 

play across the first three years of life. They carried out weekly and fortnightly 

observations of the mother-infant play and, as a result, were able to describe how the 

early forms of laughter and smiling that infants produced in interaction with their 

mother changed across time. 

Dynamic Stability 

In dynamic systems theory, developmental change is viewed as a series of states 

or shifts in phases that move between stability and instability (Smith & Thelan, 2003; 

Thelan, 2005). When an infant engages in any new learning experience, the states or 

phases may appear as having have no fixed pattern consisting of predictable behaviours 

because the infant is in the process of working out what behaviours will work best with 

the new or novel experience. When the behaviours prove most optimal for the situation, 

they stabilise and become known as an ‘attractor state’ and are then used all the time 

(Thelan & Smith, 2006, p. 272). When the elements in any part of the system or 

interaction shift, the states may become unstable once more, and the infant adjusts to the 

new set of circumstances by trialling new patterns of behaviour that suit the new 

situation. The process of change and how each individual proceeds from one stable 

stage of development to another stable stage is what Smith and Thelan (2003) call 

emergence. 

Emergence is ‘the coming into existence of new forms through ongoing 

processes intrinsic to the system’ (p. 343). For example, the emergence of an infant’s 

first reach for an object in the world around them is dependent upon their ability to see 

what they want to reach, work out whether it is within reasonable distance to be 

grasped, and their motor control and strength (Thelan, 2005, p. 270). Likewise, Hahn 

(2016) applied this process of change in form to the concept of joint attention in 
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infancy. From a dynamic systems perspective, joint attention is considered to be the 

infant’s solution to sharing the meaning of their own behaviour and being able to 

interpret the intentions of another person’s behaviour. Joint attention is therefore 

dependent upon the infant’s ability to engage in behaviours that enable them to follow 

and seek the attention of another person, then communicate their interest to that person. 

To be able to initiate and follow and respond to another person’s behaviour, infants 

need to be able to actively coordinate eye contact, facial expressions and vocalisations. 

If they have difficulty getting the message across, they may need to be more direct and 

point. 

Developmental Cascade 

Thelan (2005) uses the metaphor of the mountain stream to explain human 

behaviour and development, that is, human behaviour is like a mountain stream 

constantly moving and continuously changing. Just as the stream has patterns such as 

eddies, whirlpools and rapids, so too does development in the form of ages, stages and 

milestones. In the mountain stream, the patterns are influenced by the current conditions 

such as the rocks, wind and temperature and are reflective of the history of the region, 

such as the amount of snow that fell the previous winter. The stream is also able to 

influence the environment, such as widening the river bed and carving rocks. Human 

development has these same characteristics; the way a child behaves is dependent upon 

their past and current conditions and the environment. In addition, the child’s behaviour 

can also influence the environment creating further opportunities for change or 

constraint. 

Hence, the three principles of complexity, continuity in time and dynamic 

stability together create what Thelan (2005) calls a developmental cascade where both 

environmental and individual factors flow into each other to create conditions for the 

infant to move forward in development. As the infant adapts to new conditions, stable 

patterns of behaviour are created. When conditions shift, these patterns become 

unstable, leading to the emergence of new adapted patterns. For example, Thelan (2005) 

explains how crawling is the infant’s solution to get something they cannot reach when 

they have yet the balance, control or strength to walk upright. Infants, through trial and 

error, will use one or more patterns of crawling such as commando, shuffling on their 

bottom or alternating their limbs while on hands and knees, which will prove optimal 

for their body and the environment. The infant may settle on this pattern for a while, but 

when new conditions come into play (such as gaining strength and balance), the stable 
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pattern of crawling becomes unstable as the infant explores new solutions such as 

cruising or walking. 

The Benefits of Dynamic Systems Theory to Understanding Development Across 

Time in Infant-Peer Groups 

According to Thelan (2005), one of the goals of developmental research is to 

identify and describe patterns of behaviour from the earliest possible age and how they 

develop across time. The goal of discovering developmental pathways aligns with the 

aim of this research, which is to study the complexity of infants interacting in groups in 

long day care. Therefore, applying a dynamic systems conceptual framework to 

understanding the process of change in the interactions that occur in infant-peer triads 

helps meet the challenge of identifying common patterns of behaviours and interactions 

that can potentially occur for all infants in infant-peer groups across the first two years 

of life in long day care. 

Smith and Thelan’s (2003) and Thelan’s (2005) notion that growth and change 

in one area of development may flow into and influence growth and change in another 

area of development emphasises the need to have a broad focus when it comes to 

studying and understanding infant social development. Acknowledging the relationship 

between all domains means that other areas of development need to be considered and 

included in the research. One such domain is motor development, which refers to all 

changes in an individual’s movement, including both spontaneous reflexes and 

purposeful actions, across their lifetime. These movements, otherwise known as motor 

behaviours, involve all parts of the body, such as facial gestures and vocalisations, 

grasping and reaching, and walking and crawling (Adolph & Franchak, 2016; Cech & 

Martin, 2011). Motor behaviour is viewed as being intrinsically tied to social 

development in infancy. Psychologists Adolph and Franchak (2016) suggest that, while 

social factors may either stimulate or hinder motor behaviours, motor behaviours form 

the basis of social interaction. Exploring how infants’ motor behaviours, in particular 

their gross motor ability, influences their interactions with their peers during secondary-

linking is an important area to focus on as it can assist with understanding individual 

differences in infant social development. For example, an infant who is in the early 

stages of gross motor development and in the process of developing head control may 

only be able to jerkily extend their arm to reach an infant in a dyad, whereas an infant 

who is crawling or cruising is more able to move towards the interacting infant-peer 
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dyad. These differing gross motor behaviours may affect the way in which third infants 

might interact with their infant-peers during secondary-linking. 

Smith and Thelan’s (2003) view that the environment plays an important role in 

infants’ development also sits well with this research topic. It aligns with the idea of the 

developmental niche that was applied to ECEC settings by Davis and Degotardi (2015) 

(see Chapter 1, p. 3). The developmental niche states that the development of the child 

is deeply connected to, and dependent upon, the contextual factors the child is situated 

in (Super & Harkness, 1986). Being able to consider the environment in this research 

means that third infants being in constant contact with many similarly-aged peers and 

adults who are not their parents or guardians can be considered. This constant contact 

may have an impact on how infants socialise and develop socially in groups. It also 

allows for the research to include the perceptions of the educators, who are not only 

privy to the influence of the environment on infants’ behaviour, but are also in a close 

personal relationship with the infants and are aware of their individual attributes, which 

are conducive to understanding the complex nature of infant interactions in triads. 

Applying dynamic systems theory means that the complex nature of infants’ 

sociality can be studied continuously through time and their social development in 

groups can be understood by taking into consideration the impact of the environment of 

long day care and the infants’ individual differences such as their gross motor abilities. 

Infants’ social development in groups can then be understood in terms of the 

developmental cascade, where various environmental and individual influences meet to 

produce certain conditions for the infant to move forward in development. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter has outlined a conceptual framework that provides the structure for 

data analysis and discussion of the findings by applying relevant key concepts from 

infant social development to the behaviours and interactions that occur in an infant-peer 

triad. These key concepts will be used to inform the results of the quantitative analysis 

of secondary-linking behaviours and qualitative analysis of educators’ understandings 

of infants’ behavioural actions and sequences in a triad. In addition, this chapter has 

outlined dynamic systems theory that provides a basis for understanding change in 

infant behaviour in triads across the short and long term, considering both the 

contribution of the environment and other areas of development to infants’ social 

development in long day care. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

Chapter Overview 

In this chapter, I outline the mixed methods design I used to address the five key 

research questions that collectively address the overarching question: ‘How do infants 

interact in groups in long day care during the first two years of life?’ These are: 

1. When an infant-peer dyad engages in a link or an episode of linking, what 

secondary-linking behaviours do third infants and/or the triad demonstrate? 

2. Are secondary-linking behaviours associated with the third infant’s age or stage 

of gross motor development? 

3. When infant-peers in a triad engage in an episode of secondary-linking, what 

ending behaviours are demonstrated by the triad? 

4. Are there distinct associations or combinations among infant-peers’ secondary-

linking behaviours? 

5. How do EC educators describe, understand and support secondary-linking 

behaviours among infant peers they work with? 

I present the rationale for the research design, describe the study sites, discuss the 

ethical considerations and outline the recruitment process for educators and families and 

the selection process for focus infants. I then describe the preliminary work, the 

procedures for collecting data and data management, and set out the analysis plan. 

Mixed Methods Design 

I used a mixed methods design (Creswell, 2009; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010) to 

bring together elements from both quantitative and qualitative research approaches. 

Quantitative methods were used to generate observational data that could be named, 

counted and tested statistically to identify potential patterns and differences in infants’ 

interactions in triads across the first two years of life. Qualitative methods were used to 

generate and analyse interview data to explore and describe the complexity of early 

sociality in infant triads from the perspective of their educators and to create new 

understandings about infant social development in groups. 

In order to develop a comprehensive picture of the nature of infants’ everyday 

interactions in groups, I applied a sequential explanatory research strategy, which 

Ivankova et al. (2006, p. 3) and Klassen et al. (2012, p. 379) describe as using the 
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findings from one form of data collection to augment the findings from another. In 

applying a sequential explanatory strategy to the study, I expected that findings from the 

quantitative methods would be explained and understood using information gathered 

from the qualitative methods. 

The quantitative and qualitative approaches applied in this study were 

interactive and designed to influence each other as data were collected and managed; 

thus, enabling the definitions and descriptions of secondary-linking to be increasingly 

clarified as the study progressed. Tariq and Woodman (2013) describe this process as 

‘development’ whereby the findings from one method are used to develop and influence 

how the other methods are used (p. 4). The findings obtained from my quantitative and 

qualitative data analysis were then brought together during the later stages of the study. 

Morgan (2019) describes this strategy as ‘complementarity’ (p. 8). Different goals are 

allocated to the quantitative and qualitative components of a study due to the strengths 

that each has to offer. Each component offers something that the other does not, and 

when the findings from both approaches are interlaced, they enable the researcher to 

meet their overarching goal.  

However, Morgan (2019) points out that because the analysis of the data 

source(s) are independent of each other, the possibility arises that findings from the 

different approaches may contradict or diverge when brought together at the later 

stages. To address this possibility, I included a repeated review and checking of the 

behaviours and behavioural sequences occurring within an infant triad with my PhD 

supervisors, an independent observer and the educators involved in the study. 

Reviewing and checking meant that I was clarifying the identification and description of 

the behaviours and behavioural sequences to ensure congruence. This process means 

that the differences or contradictions in interpretation about the same identified and 

described behaviours and sequences were not neglected; they were embraced to give a 

more complete picture of how infants interact in triads in long day care. 

Study Sites 

The research took place in the naturalistic setting of two long day care centres. 

Both centres were managed by a large, longstanding not-for-profit organisation and 

were purposefully selected in consultation with the Research Manager of the 

organisation to provide a broad range of participants aged two years and under. Both 

centres had an NQS overall rating of ‘Exceeding NQS’ (ACECQA, 2020). 
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Centre One was located in a park in a suburban area of Sydney, approximately 

25 km from the Sydney CBD and licensed for a maximum of 46 children. The centre 

consisted of three rooms that accommodated infants (birth to two years of age), toddlers 

(two to three years) and preschoolers (four to five years). Children could be over two 

years of age and remain in the infants’ room, as the transition into the toddlers’ room 

was determined by their social, emotional and physical development, as well as more 

practical reasons such as whether there was a place for the child in the room. The 

centre’s focus was on the educator-child relationships and attachments. Educators were 

either trained in or were undergoing training in both the Circle of Security (COS) 

(Cooper et al., 2005) and the Marte Meo Method (Vik & Rohde, 2014). These two 

training programs focus upon the use of video review and feedback to support 

relationship building between infants and their parents/guardians. This centre had also 

participated in previous research projects, so the educators were familiar with research 

procedures and video analysis of infant-peer interactions. 

Centre Two was situated in an inner-city high-rise office building block in a 

densely populated area four kilometres from the CBD and licensed for 28 children. 

Centre Two had an infants’ room for children from birth to three years of age and a 

room for children aged three to five years. The focus within this centre was on young 

children’s exploration within a stimulating environment. Support from educators 

underpinned each infant’s development and confidence to become an active contributor 

in their own learning. This centre had limited experience with researchers and was 

unfamiliar with video-based analysis of infant interactions. Staff were in the early stages 

of implementing COS training (Cooper et al., 2005). 

Ethical Considerations 

Ethics approval (Protocol Number H16037) was sought and received from both 

Charles Sturt University Human Research Ethics Committee and the Non-Government 

Organisation that was the Approved Provider for the long day care centres. 

Consent 

All consent forms and information sheets, which are available in the appendices, 

emphasised that participation was voluntary and could be withdrawn at any time. I was 

also available onsite during the data collection stage to explain the project, answer any 

questions and address any additional concerns with the parents of the infants and the 

educators involved in the study. 
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Infant Assent 

Filming young infants raises a number of complex ethical issues, such as infant 

voluntary participation. It is well established that parents have legal authority to give 

consent for their infant children to participate in research. However, research that 

involves filming infants requires not only parental permission but also consideration of 

the infant’s level of comfort while being filmed (White, 2017). To address this issue, the 

concept of ‘assent’ was used. 

Assent is not specifically referred to in the Australian National Statement on 

Ethical Conduct in Human Research (National Health and Medical Research Council, 

Australian Research Council & Universities Australia, 2018b), but it is mentioned in the 

Ethics of Research in Children (The Royal Australasian College of Physicians, 

Paediatrics & Child Health Division, 2008) as ‘agreement on the part of the child where 

an appropriate adult is taking formal responsibility for the decision to participate’ (p. 

16). Assent is a term that is used widely among researchers (e.g., Dockett & Perry, 

2011; Groundwater-Smith et al., 2015; Spriggs, 2010), but it can be interpreted in a 

variety of ways in response to the age of the child and their capacity to understand the 

notion of agreement (Baines, 2011). 

Assent does not substitute for parents’ informed consent. Rather, when 

considered from a developmental perspective, it allows the infant to choose 

involvement in research to the level of their ability (Miller & Nelson, 2006). In this 

research project, infant assent was defined as acceptance of being filmed and deemed to 

be indicated by the infant’s expression of non-distressed behaviours. Withdrawal of 

assent was indicated by discomfort or distress due to my presence and/or to being 

filmed, for example, crying while being filmed, where it did not appear to be caused by 

any other factor such as hunger or conflict. If an infant demonstrated crying or agitation 

while I was filming, I asked the educator for their opinion as to whether the distressed 

behaviour was due to my presence and/or filming or something unrelated. If the 

distressed behaviour was considered to be due to filming, I temporarily discontinued it. 

This break in filming constituted respecting the infant as withdrawing assent that was 

considered on an episode-by-episode basis. It followed Dockett and Perry’s (2011) use 

of assent, where it is seen as ‘a relational process whereby children’s actions and adult 

responses taken together, reflect children’s participation decisions’ (p. 231). 
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Ensuring Confidentiality and Maintaining Privacy 

To ensure confidentiality and privacy, pseudonyms were used for the infants. 

Signed consent forms were not linked to the research data, nor did they contain the 

allocated pseudonyms. Signed consent forms were also not filed with other research 

data, but were kept in a separate locked drawer. Video recordings located on the camera 

were transferred and encrypted onto the researcher’s password-protected laptop and an 

external hard drive as soon as it was reasonably possible. Until this had been done, the 

camera was stored in a locked filing cabinet. The camera was not left unattended during 

videoing. Video footage will be erased after five years following the date of the last 

publication. This is the minimum period recommended by the Australian Code for 

Responsible Conduct of Research (National Health and Medical Research Council, 

Australian Research Council & Universities, 2018a). 

There were occasions when educators were filmed and, consequently, they were 

potentially identifiable in the recorded footage. To help ensure their confidentiality and 

privacy in this situation, they were provided with the option of having their faces 

blurred prior to the use of any videos containing their image. To ensure confidentiality 

and privacy of interview data, pseudonyms were used in the transcription process. The 

transcribed interviews were then printed and placed in a locked filing cabinet. 

Electronic and audio copies of the transcribed interviews were encrypted and kept on a 

password-protected computer. 

Researcher Presence 

To the best of my ability, I followed the basic principle of not interfering with 

the normal day-to-day running of each setting. For example, I consulted with the 

educators and directors to organise times to visit each centre so that observations, 

filming and interviews were conducted with a minimum of disruption to their daily 

routine. Any signs of anxiety or other negative responses by educators were addressed 

immediately, and requests to modify the times or the amount of data collection were 

respected. To account for families who did not consent to their child being involved in 

the study, I did not film on the days their child attended. On the occasions when I 

needed to film, and their child was present, I did not film near their child. 

To limit my impact in the infants’ room, I moved around the room while 

filming. Nevertheless, there were times when the infants were aware of my presence 

and would glance in my direction. If an infant approached me, I was warm and 
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welcoming, letting them sit near me if they wished to look at the camera or the pens and 

paper that I was using. To remain as neutral as possible, I did not encourage or lead 

play, but rather remained quiet, letting the infants come and go as they pleased. 

There were also occasions when I chose to become involved in day-to-day 

situations to help settle infant distress and support educators. For example, if an infant 

was extremely distressed and crying when educators were attending to the demands of 

the other infants in the room, I would calm the infant by using a soft-toned voice and 

attending to them by looking towards them and gently rubbing their back. I discussed 

this type of involvement with the director of the centre, who felt that this was a 

reasonable thing to do. We both saw this as offering care in research. 

Recruitment of Centres and Educators 

Once ethics approval was obtained, the director of each centre was contacted by 

the Research Manager of the Approved Provider organisation to ascertain their interest 

and possible involvement in the study. Both directors agreed for their respective centres 

to be involved in the study and to meet with me so that I could introduce myself, the 

study and provide information and consent forms for both educators and families. 

A total of four educators (two permanent EC educators from the infants’ room of 

each centre) participated in the project. Educators held the qualifications of a Diploma 

of Early Childhood Education and Care 3 and a Certificate III in Early Childhood 

Education and Care4. The educators were well informed about the research project by 

both the director of their centre and the information sheet (see Appendix C) they 

received. Along with the information sheet, the educators received two consent forms: 

one to participate in the study (see Appendix D) and the other to use their reflections in 

conference presentations, teaching, articles and books (see Appendix E). There were 

also occasions when relief staff were working in the infants’ room on the days that I 

 

3 Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care is a 12- to 18-month university and/or TAFE 

offered course that incorporates an approximate 240-hour workplace practicum. This course 

covers: health and safety, legal and ethical frameworks, child protection, child development, 

first aid, documenting children’s learning, healthy food and drink for children, support 

children’s learning and play, relationships with children and families, inclusion of all children, 

sustainability in early childhood, assisting children’s behaviour. 

4 Certificate III in Early Childhood Education and Care is the entry level course that allows a 

person to work in a childcare centre. It is a TAFE or college offered course that incorporates an 

approximate 120-hour workplace practicum. This course covers similar areas to the Diploma of 

Early Childhood Education and Care. 
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was filming. When this occurred, I explained the study to the relief staff member and 

sought their consent to participate if they were incidentally captured on film. They were 

given the consent form in Appendix D. 

Throughout the study, the EC educators engaged in three roles. First, along with 

the director of the centre, they assisted with the recruitment of infants into the project by 

introducing the project to the families of the infants in their care, distributing 

information and consent forms and answering any questions the family had. Second, 

educators participated by being filmed. On occasions, educators were near infants who 

were interacting in triads and were incidentally filmed. Their third role was to 

participate in one-on-one interviews to provide information about infants’ behavioural 

actions and sequences when in triads. 

Recruitment of Families 

The families of all infants attending each centre were invited to participate in the 

project. In total, the parents/guardians of 45 infants consented to their child being 

involved in the study. Two parents/guardians did not give consent. Families and their 

infants were recruited at the start of the research and new families continued to be 

recruited throughout the duration of data collection. To obtain permission from 

parents/guardians for their infant to participate, the centre directors and educators 

distributed a detailed information sheet (see Appendix F) and three separate consent 

forms to all parents/guardians of the infants in both infant rooms. These referred to their 

child’s participation in the study (see Appendix G) and permission for the use of video 

recordings and images obtained from video recordings to be used in conference 

presentations, teaching, articles and books (see Appendix H). A third, alternate form 

was given to parents/guardians who chose not to have their child participate in the study 

to seek permission for incidental appearances of their child on video recordings (see 

Appendix I). 

All of the parents/guardians of the infants in each infant room were asked to 

complete an optional questionnaire (see Appendix A) requesting general information 

about their child and the days their child attended the centre. Thirty-one 

parents/guardians provided this information. Responses are summarised in Table 2.  
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Table 2 

Summary of General Characteristics of the Children for Centre One and Two 

General Characteristics Centre One Centre Two 

Ethnic Background Australian, Chinese, Thai, 

Egyptian, Italian, Lebanese, 

British, Vietnamese, 

Serbian, Nepali. 

Australian, Chinese, 

Indian (Hindu), Asian. 

Languages spoken at 

home 

English, Thai, Mandarin, 

Vietnamese, Arabic, 

Serbian. 

English, Cantonese, 

Hindu, Chinese. 

Number of days enrolled 

in long day care centre 

Attendance ranged from 1 

day to 5 days. 

Attendance ranged from 1 

to 5 days. 

Number of siblings Number of siblings ranged 

from none to 2. 

Number of siblings ranged 

from none to 5. 

Ways in which infant has 

the opportunity to 

interact with other 

children 

Playgroup, family day care, 

extended family, mother’s 

group, gymbaroo, 

swimming, family friends, 

gym creche, playdates, 

neighbours, kindy gym, 

park, baby rhyme time at the 

library. 

Playgroup, swimming 

lessons, baby sensory, 

gymbaroo, mother’s 

group, extended family, 

family friends, church, 

shopping mall. 

Selection of Focus Infants 

While all infants whose parents/guardians gave consent could potentially be 

filmed in a link, linking or secondary-linking episode, only 20 of the 45 infants were 

selected to be focus infants. Focus infants needed to be available to be filmed for a 

minimum of two filming cycles (cycles were filmed two to three months apart) before 

they were 24 months old and potentially moved into the older children’s room. This 

meant that, for an infant to become a focus infant, they had to be 22 months of age or 

younger at the commencement of their first cycle of filming.  

Of the 20 infants, 11 were male, and 9 were female. Seven of the focus infants 

were from Centre One and 13 from Centre Two. Ages of the infants at recruitment 

ranged from 10 months to 21 months in Centre One and 3 months to 19 months in 

Centre Two. 

Preliminary Work 

To prepare for identification and recording of infants’ gross motor abilities, 

actions related to dynamic postural control (such as being in the supine position or 

sitting) and different forms of locomotion (such as crawling or walking) were described 
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and organised into three categories based on the work of Adolph with others (Adolph & 

Berger, 2011; Adolph & Franchak, 2016; Adolph & Robinson, 2015; Adolph, Vereijken 

& Denny, 1998; Karasik, Tamis-LeMonda & Adolph, 2015) and Alvarez et al. (2007), 

Barfield (1998), Chan-Viquez et al. (2019), Chia et al. (2013), and Nicola and Jewison 

(2012). These three categories: early, intermediate and developed, are labelled and 

described in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Infant Gross Motor Categories and Descriptions 

Acquired gross motor 

ability 
Description 

Early  

Head lifting and turning only Movement characterised by an up-and-down or side-to-side gesture with the 

head. Infant can only sit if supported, is non-mobile and if unsupported will 

either remain in supine or prone position. 

Rocking on all four limbsa 

and rolls from front to backb 

In prone position on hands and knees with torso off the ground rhythmically 

moving forwards and backwardsb. Infant moves their body from prone to 

supineg. 

Sitting independentlyc Infants’ bottom resting on a flat surface with torso upright without external 

support. 

Intermediate  

Belly crawlingd Locomotion in prone position that involves inconsistent pattern of limb 

coordination with belly touching the ground. 

Hand and knee crawlingd Locomotion in prone position that involves a consistent diagonal gait pattern 

using both hands and knees with torso off the ground. 

Pulling to standd Involves manual support to keep upright posture (e.g., hold furniture and pull 

up to a vertical position and stand while holding furniture). 

Cruisingc Locomotion in upright posture that involves manual support to keep upright 

posture (e.g., moving sideways holding onto furniture for support).  

Developed  

Stands without supporte Infant maintains upright posture and controls body sway with feet on the 

ground.  

Taking a few steps without 

manual supportd 

Locomotion in upright posture: infant takes their first independent walking 

steps. 

Walkingd  Locomotion in upright posture that does not require manual support to keep 

upright. Involves maintaining body weight while keeping balance on one leg 

while the other leg swings forward. 

Walking on tiptoef Locomotion in upright posture using toes. 

Jumpingg Vertical and forward movement involving lifting both feet off the ground. 

Runningh and kicks a balli Involves maintaining body weight while keeping balance on one leg while the 

other leg swings forward. Running is distinct from walking in that it involves 

a flight phase where there is an absence of foot contact with the groundh. 

Infant approaches ball, then lifts leg to swing back then forward to strike a ball 

with their footi.  
a Rocking on all four limbs was adapted from descriptions obtained from research carried out by 

Adolph et al. (1998). b Rolls from front to back was adapted from descriptions by Adolph and 

Franchak (2016). c Sitting was obtained from research carried out by Karasik et al. (2015). 
d Belly crawling, hands and knees crawling, pulling to stand, cruising, just taking a few steps, 

and walking were obtained from research carried out by Adolph et al. (2011). e Stands without 

support was adapted from Adolph and Robinson, (2015) and Adolph et al. (2011). f Tip toe 

walking was obtained from research by Alvarez et al. (2007). g Jumping was adapted from 

descriptions by Chan-Viquez et al. (2019). h Running was adapted from descriptions by Chia et 

al. (2013) and Nicola & Jewison (2012). i Kick a ball was adapted from descriptions by Barfield 

(1998). 
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These three categories were used to as part of recording descriptive information about 

the child in order to explore the relationship between gross motor ability and change in 

infants’ behaviour during secondary-linking. This exploration was in keeping with 

dynamic systems theory, where change in one domain of development is considered to 

have a potential flow on effect into other domains of development such as social 

development. 

Data Collection Procedures 

Data collection occurred as series of tasks, illustrated in Figure 2. These tasks 

were not necessarily time bound, nor were they always sequential. Rather, they occurred 

in parallel as data were collected and organised in a continuous fashion. Data collection 

was designed in this way so that the information gained from each action could inform 

and contribute to the others. In addition to the tasks outlined below, I kept a journal to 

record thoughts and anecdotal observations for the duration of the research project. 

 

Figure 2 

Data Collection Tasks 

 

OVERARCHING TASK

Defining, Describing and 
Confirming Behaviours and 

Behavioural Sequences

TASK 2 

Collecting a Body of 
Examples of Link, 

Linking and 
Secondary-linking 

TASK 3

Undertaking 
Interviews 

TASK 1 

Orientation 
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Overarching Task: Defining, Describing and Confirming Behavioural Actions and 

Sequences 

This overarching task formed the basis for the three component tasks: 

orientation, collecting a body of examples of link, linking and secondary-linking, and 

undertaking interviews. The aim of this overarching task was to define and describe 

link, linking and secondary-linking as discrete behaviours. The three goals of this task 

were to 1) to identify a broad range of infant behaviours and behavioural sequences 

relevant to link, linking and secondary-linking from the literature, my own prior 

research experience5 and data collected in the current study, 2) to define link, linking 

and secondary-linking as events by determining their onset and offset times (when the 

event starts and ends), and 3) to inform the development of an observational coding 

system that could be used to reliably code link, linking and secondary-linking in streams 

of video recorded infant behaviours occurring in long day care. 

This task occurred throughout the entire data collection period and supported the 

investigation by acting as a starting point for gathering data in Task 1 and assisting data 

collection in Task 2. By using a microanalytic observational approach—where the video 

is initially viewed in real time, then in slow time and frame by frame while allowing for 

pauses to closely examine infant behavioural actions and sequences— I was able to 

identify, define and describe behavioural actions and sequences. Additionally, this 

approach was used in a repeated review process (involving my supervisors, the 

Research Assistant and myself together) to clarify and refine behavioural actions and 

sequences. This repeated review process dealt with one key question: do my 

supervisors, and an independent observer identify the same behaviours and behavioural 

sequences that I identify as being a link, linking and secondary-linking occurring in an 

infant triad? The purpose of the reviews and microanalysis was to ensure the 

development of a reliable and comprehensive coding system. 

Task 1: Orientation 

Task 1 was designed to enable me to familiarise myself with linking and 

secondary-linking in the naturalistic setting of long day care. The purpose of Task 1 was 

 

5 Prior research projects included: Shared Experiences That Help Children to Resolve Conflict 

and Manage Emotions (Dr. R. Dolby and KU Children’s Services); Babies in Groups (Prof. B. 

Bradley, Charles Sturt University); and, Time Use Diary (Prof. L. Harrison, Charles Sturt 

University). 
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to 1) undertake initial testing and validating of initial operational definitions of 

secondary-linking in the context of long day care, 2) identify the best times to collect 

secondary-linking data, and 3) get to know the children, the educators and the general 

day-to-day working environment so that I could be adaptive and agile within each 

centre when collecting data. 

In Task 1, data collection occurred across a period of 13 weeks. For each focus 

infant, I sat in the infants’ room and, over the course of a full day, looked for linking 

and secondary-linking episodes (see Chapter 2, Table 1 for definitions of linking and 

secondary-linking). I recorded each episode in an observational diary using a pen and 

pencil, noting the time of day and location of each episode (see Appendix B). The 

observational diary designed for this purpose was adapted from a time-use diary used to 

observe young children’s social experiences in long day care (Harrison et al., 2014). I 

then transferred these records to a Microsoft Excel (hereafter ‘Excel’) file to prepare a 

summary tally of all observed episodes of linking and secondary-linking for each focus 

infant according to frequency, time of day and the location it occurred for each centre. 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 are line charts that show the summary tallies for each centre. 

Figure 3 

Frequencies of Linking and Secondary-linking at Specific Time Periods for Centre One 

(n = 4) 
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Figure 4 

Frequencies of Linking and Secondary-linking at Specific Time Periods for Centre Two 

(n = 9) 
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At each two to three month cycle, I attended both centres for three days over the 

course of a two week period in order to film each of the focus infants individually. Each 

visit to a centre lasted for approximately 1.5 to 2 hours. Throughout the visit, I looked 

for occasions when infant-peers were engaged in linking near the focus infant or 

occasions when the focus infant was engaged in linking with an infant-peer. At this 

point, I commenced filming, taking a ‘watch and wait’ approach to identify if or when 

the focus infant became the third infant in an episode of secondary-linking. I continued 

filming to record any change in behaviours that the linking infant-peers displayed 

following the third infant’s behaviours. Filming stopped when the infants were no 

longer in close proximity or involved with one another for a least one minute. 

Task 3: Collecting Interview Data 

The purpose of Task 3 was to 1) draw on educators’ knowledge of, and 

relationship to, individual infants as a way to develop potential meanings of infant 

behavioural actions and sequences that occur during linking and secondary-linking, and 

2) gather their ideas and reflections about providing opportunities for supporting infants 

involved in these interactions in long day care. Interviews were conducted in tandem 

with Task 2, for each cycle and held just after the video recordings had been collected. 

This meant that the educators were shown current examples during the interviews.  The 

interviews occurred in a separate room to the infants' room.  

Educators were provided with the interview questions at the start of each 

interview, and I explained to them what I was interested in. I explained the 

microanalytic observational approach that I would use when sharing the video with 

them and the approach based on psychoanalytic methods of observation when asking 

the interview questions. Using the microanalytic observational approach, the educators 

were shown the video example in real time, then the same example again in slow time, 

starting from the beginning. During moments of linking and secondary-linking, I paused 

the video and/or slowed it down for the educator to watch the interactions frame by 

frame. During these moments, I guided the educator through the interview questions. 

The interview questions were a set of six pre-set open ended questions that were 

asked to elicit educators’ descriptions of, and subjective understandings about, the 

nature of infant-peer-group interactions. The interview questions were adapted from 

reflective questions obtained from an attachment-based intervention known as The COS 

that supports parents/guardians to consider their thoughts and feelings as they reflect 

upon a child’s needs (Cooper et al., 2009). The questions were: 
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1. Describe what you see happening in the moment. 

2. How do you feel when you see this interaction? 

3. What do you think when you see this interaction? 

4. What do you think each child is feeling at this moment? 

5. What do you think each child is thinking at this moment? 

6. How would you support an interaction like this? 

The interview approach, drawn from the psychoanalytic research method of 

infant observation and adapted for use in ECEC settings by Elfer (2012a) and Harrison 

et al. (2017), was conducted in a way that resembled a reciprocal free-flowing 

conversation but with the exchange of ideas being focused towards understanding 

secondary-linking. Educators’ descriptions and subjective understandings of secondary-

linking were explored as they were free to digress and express any ideas, thoughts and 

feelings about the infant interactions they observed on the video recordings. 

Consequently, the interviews invited the development of a shared understanding 

between myself and the educator where new meanings about infant behaviour and 

interactions were collaboratively developed. 

Each interview audio was recorded using an Apple iPhone and outsourced to an 

online transcription service (OutScribe Transcription Services6). Each educator was 

shown their own transcribed interviews for member checking. This was to ensure the 

authenticity and accuracy of their responses in the interviews. 

Data Management: Video Data 

Data management involved a three-step process where raw video data was 

reviewed, edited and organised to create three separate formats of data: Centre Video 

Files, Infant Video Files, and Educator Interview Video Files. An overview of the three 

steps in preparing the data can be seen in Figure 5. 

 

6 https://www.outscribetranscription.com.au/ 
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Figure 5  

Overview of the Three Levels of Video Data 

 
 

Level 1 data consisted of raw video recordings that were downloaded into an 

Apple iMac computer, then imported into iMovie video editing software (Apple 

Incorporated) ready for review and editing to generate level 2 data. 

Level 2 data consisted of isolated episodes of secondary-linking that had been 

cut and pasted into a separate video library. To create level 2 data, I reviewed level 1 

data to identify, locate and isolate each episode of secondary-linking, using the units of 

observation defined in Chapter 2 Table 1 (p. 30). These episodes of secondary-linking 

were organised into a set of project files, one for each focus infant at each cycle of 

filming. Each project file for each focus infant was given a centre code name, a filming 

cycle number, and an infant code name. 

Level 3 data consisted of the level 2 data re-organised into three formats: Centre 

Video Files, Educator Interview Video Files, and Infant Video Files. Each Centre Video 
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Each Educator Interview Video File ranged from approximately two to five 

minutes in length and contained two to three different examples of secondary-linking 

where the focus infant was the third infant at a particular cycle of filming. Since 

interviews were carried out in tandem with each cycle of filming, examples were drawn 

from the most recent cycle of filming to create a current and new Educator Interview 

File for each educator to view during their interview. In total, 10 Educator Interview 

Video Files were created for Centre Two (five for each of the two educators) and eight 

for Centre One (three for one educator and five for the second educator). 

Each Infant Video File comprised a focus infant’s episodes of secondary-linking 

when they were the third infant across all cycles of filming, sequentially from earliest to 

most recent. The length of each secondary-linking episode ranged from one second to 

one minute and three seconds. In total, there were 20 Infant Video Files, one for each 

infant. 

Analysis Plan 

Data analysis was multilayered, with each of the level 3 data sources being 

analysed differently to reach different goals. Centre Video Files were analysed using 

quantitative techniques to establish reliability for the observational coding system 

(Chapter 5). Infant Video Files were analysed using quantitative techniques to 

investigate patterns of stability and instability in infant-peer behavioural actions and 

sequences in a triad (Chapter 6). The Educator Interview Video Files were primarily 

used to generate interview data by facilitating educator descriptions and subjective 

understandings of infant interactions in triads. The interview data was then analysed 

using qualitative techniques (Chapter 7).  

The three chapters that follow are the results chapters. Once I had completed 

both quantitative and qualitative analysis, I brought together the findings from each 

approach, along with relevant theories to address the overarching research question. The 

final outcomes are detailed in Chapter 8, the concluding chapter of this thesis. 
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Chapter 5: Development of an Observational Coding System to Analyse Infant-

Peer Group Interaction 

Chapter Overview 

The development of a reliable and comprehensive observational coding system 

was the first step towards expanding upon current knowledge of infant sociality and 

answering the overarching research question: ‘How do infants interact in groups in long 

day care across the first two years of life?’ In this chapter, I provide an outline of the 

analytical processes taken to design a coding system for infant behavioural actions and 

sequences in infant-peer triads. I begin the chapter by situating the analytical process 

within the broad area of infant sociality and the context of infant-peer triads. I then 

describe the components of an observational coding system. Next, I explain my use of 

microanalysis to create and refine a set of behavioural and event codes based on my 

review of the infant video data. To finish the chapter, I outline the processes for 

establishing inter-rater reliability, present the results and give a concluding statement. 

Infant Sociality 

Infant sociality refers to the ways infants interact with other individuals. To 

expand existing knowledge of infant sociality, I sought to design an observational 

coding system that would capture the many possible ways that infants could come into 

contact with each other, including all their incidental and accidental encounters. The 

perspective I took differed from previous approaches to infant sociality research. As 

discussed in Chapter 1, dominant perspectives have tended to view infant behavioural 

actions and sequences through a theoretical lens, or assume behaviours have a purpose, 

or group behaviours together to infer sociality. While prior research has produced a 

large amount of information about infant sociality, these studies have limited the 

breadth of behavioural actions and sequences that have been observed and coded. By 

adopting a different perspective, one that did not restrict the behavioural actions and 

sequences to be observed, I was able to engage in a process of discovery and identify 

new behavioural actions and sequences, and the development of a comprehensive 

coding system. I was also able to look at behavioural sequences as simply one 

behaviour following another or occurring at the same time. This meant that sequences 

of behaviour could be defined and described in ways that reflected their observable 

characteristics. The outcome was a set of codes that could be identified and located in a 
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stream of video data. This was particularly important for ensuring the accuracy of 

coding and for establishing the reliability of the observational coding system. 

Defining Infant Sociality 

The definition that aligned with my perspective describes sociality as any 

‘significant deviation in behaviour exhibited by an individual when that individual is 

within a group of two or more’ (Mason & Shan, 2017, p. 3). I felt this was an 

appropriate definition for my research for three reasons. First, the phrase ‘behaviour 

exhibited by an individual’ embraced a simple and neutral view of sociality that kept 

behaviours free from any influence of pre-determined inferences, theoretical 

presuppositions or researcher judgements. Second, the phrase ‘significant deviation in 

behaviour’ allowed for the possibility of change in infant behaviour to occur within the 

triad. Third, it defined sociality as occurring ‘within a group’ and was therefore relevant 

to my observations of individual infants interacting with two or more other infants. 

Infant Sociality in the Context of Infant-Peer Triads 

The unit of analysis I used to study infant sociality in similarly-aged peer groups 

was the infant-peer triad, defined as a third infant in the presence of an interacting 

infant-peer dyad. The formation of an infant-peer triad is described by three units of 

observations: 1) a link, which refers to an infant behaviour that is subsequently followed 

by a behaviour from a second infant, 2) linking, which refers to the ongoing, alternating 

sequences of behaviour that occur between two infants, and 3) secondary-linking, which 

refers to the third infant behaviours that follow the behaviours of the interacting infant-

peer dyad, and the interacting infant-peer dyad’s behaviour that follows the third 

infant’s behaviour (see Chapter 2, Table 1, p. 30). The unit of observation I used to 

research the infant-peer triad was secondary-linking. Secondary-linking guided the 

structure of the coding system and was used to code the third infant’s behavioural 

actions and sequences when two other infants were engaged in a link or linking. 

The Components of an Observational Coding System 

Observational coding systems are used to quantify key behaviours, interactions 

and events that are theoretically or conceptually relevant to the research (Yoder et al., 

2018). They consist of a set of coding rules that convert the units of observation (key 

behaviours and interactions) into event codes. Once a unit of observation is converted 
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into an event code, it can be identified in a stream of video data to analyse how 

frequently it occurs or how long it lasts. 

Coding rules are comprised of onset and offset times and duration measures. 

Onset and offset times indicate when a behavioural action or sequence commences and 

finishes. To illustrate, Shin (2010) used onset and offset times in her coding rules to 

convert a social interaction between two infants into an event in her study on infant-peer 

relationships in child care. Her coding rule to indicate the onset time of a social 

interaction event was when one infant began interacting with an infant-peer. To indicate 

the end of the event, both infants had to be no longer interacting with each other. 

Duration measures are the set time frames that determine the amount of time that 

is allowed to occur between two or more infants’ behaviours for it to be considered an 

interaction. To illustrate, duration measures were used by Vandell et al. (1980) in their 

study of infant-peer dyadic interactions among 6-, 9- and 12-month-olds. To identify an 

infant-peer interaction, they firstly needed to identify the time the first behaviour 

occurred from the first infant, then decide on an acceptable time frame for the second 

infant-peer to respond for the sequence to become an infant-peer interaction. Initially, 

they decided on a five-second time frame, where the second infant needed to respond to 

the first infant within five seconds for it to become an infant-peer interaction. However, 

as a result of the study, they found that infants under 12 months responded to each other 

quite rapidly, within a time range of one to three seconds. 

Observational coding schemes also consist of behavioural codes that define and 

describe observable characteristics of specific behaviours that occur within the event 

code. To assist with describing the observable characteristics, duration measures can 

also be used to indicate how long a behaviour lasts to establish its presence. For 

example, Liddle et al. (2015) decided on a three-second duration measure to code an 

infant cry. Once defined and described, behavioural codes can be applied to each event 

to analyse the presence and frequency of each behaviour. 

Observational coding systems can comprise two parts: one to code specific 

interactions and another to code behaviours of interest. An example is found in 

Ishikawa and Hay’s (2006) research into the interactions between newly acquainted 

two-year-old children. First, they adapted Parke et al.’s. (1979) coding scheme to 

identify the interactional sequences between the children, which consisted of a 

behavioural sequence between one infant and a second infant, followed by a 

behavioural sequence between the second infant and a third infant, and a behavioural 
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sequence between the third infant and the first infant. Second, they used the Peer 

Interaction Coding Scheme (PICS) developed from studies carried out by Hay and Ross 

(1982) and Caplan et al. (1991) to identify specific behaviours. Ishikawa and Hay’s 

(2006) research illustrates the type of coding system that was needed to analyse the 

sequence of interactions between infant-peers (a link, linking and secondary-linking) 

and the third infant’s behavioural actions. Therefore, I created a two-part coding system. 

The first part identified link, linking and secondary-linking behaviours into events that 

could then be observed and coded. The second part identified a set of behavioural 

actions and sequences to code third infants’ behaviour during secondary-linking events. 

Microanalysis of Infant-Peer Video Data and the Review Process 

I applied a microanalytic observational approach to analyse the video data and 

engaged in regular reviews with my PhD supervisors and a research assistant 

throughout the entire data collection period. The purpose of microanalysis and the 

reviews was to identify, review and clarify infants’ behavioural actions and sequences 

in triads to develop a reliable and comprehensive coding system. 

The event codes and behavioural codes were identified by me, my supervisors, 

and the research assistant by watching the videos in real time, slow time, and frame by 

frame to capture subtle or rapid shifts in behaviour within very small time frames. Then, 

these observations were refined in a process of amending descriptions and observable 

characteristics to remove any suggestion of infant purpose, cognitive and emotional 

processes or relational qualities. Refining also involved checking behaviours identified 

from previous studies with what we were observing in the video data. I then modified or 

adapted the descriptions, coding rules and observable characteristics to make the event 

and behavioural codes easier to identify and locate in the video data. This also helped to 

increase accuracy during inter-rater reliability testing. 

As part of this process, new behavioural actions and sequences also emerged 

that I was not able to locate in the relevant literature. For example, fizzling out, look to 

educator and third infant looks at the target of linking infant-peers’ attention were 

behaviours that were not specifically mentioned in prior coding schemes or systems. 

However, some behaviours, such as third infant looks at the target of linking infant-

peers’ attention, were close to other definitions of similar types of behavioural actions 

and sequences found in literature on infant behaviour, which were then used to help 

define and describe these new behaviours. 
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At every round of reliability testing, meetings were held to clarify the coding 

rules, duration measures and descriptions of event and behavioural codes that may 

present with low levels of agreement scores. If an event or behaviour code had a low 

agreement score, it was refined during a review, re-tested in the following round, then 

checked for any improvement. Improvement in an agreement score was taken to suggest 

an increased accuracy of the definition. Likewise, high agreement scores were checked 

in each round of their testing to see if they were sustained across time. 

The iterative and ongoing nature of the microanalysis and review process 

created a feedback loop that had positive implications for clarifying both parts of the 

coding system. For example, I identified and described the behavioural sequence triadic 

gaze attention: infant’s gaze follows linking dyad’s object of interest. During a round of 

reliability testing, it became evident that this behavioural sequence and its description 

were difficult to distinguish from gaze, which is described as the third infant making a 

discrete look for a minimum of one second at another infant. From the literature, I was 

aware of gaze following in infant-parent dyads (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2014) and among 

infant-peers in ECEC settings (Shin, 2012). I was also aware of the role that gaze 

following plays in contributing to the development of joint attention, the ability to 

coordinate behaviours to share attention around a common topic with another person 

(Mundy & Newell, 2007), to joint engagement (Bakeman & Adamson, 1984), and what 

Eckerman et al. (1975) describe as ‘co-ordinate play’ (p. 44). Based on the literature, I 

decided to split the behaviour triadic gaze attention into two new separate behavioural 

sequences: 1) third infant looks at infant-peer’s target of attention (looks ITA), and 2) 

third infant looks at the target of linking infant-peers’ attention (looks DTA), and then 

test them in the next round of reliability testing. 

Additionally, there were challenges in determining the offset time for the ending 

of secondary-linking. During a revision of the behaviours and secondary-linking, it 

became apparent that secondary-linking had a number of fixed behavioural sequences 

occurring at its ending. These new behavioural sequences became known as secondary-

linking ending behaviours. The ending behaviours helped to identify the offset time for 

secondary-linking and were able to be tested for reliability so that they could provide 

information about the impact of the third infant’s behaviour on the dyad and vice versa. 

Consequently, due to the microanalysis and review process, new behavioural sequences 

were identified to help clarify the offset times for secondary-linking in the second part 

of the coding system. 
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While the iterative process of the microanalysis of video data, reviewing, and 

repeated inter-rater reliability testing increased the accuracy of the observational coding 

system, it also increased the number of codes. In total, the analytical process resulted in 

the three event codes ‘link’, ‘linking’ and ‘secondary-linking’, eight secondary-linking 

ending codes and 36 behaviour codes. I retained all behaviours to ensure the 

comprehensiveness of the observational coding system. 

Behavioural Codes for Link, Linking and Secondary-Linking 

The first part of the coding system consisted of the behaviours that identified a 

link, linking and secondary-linking events as well as third infants’ behavioural 

sequences during secondary-linking. Behaviours were initially sourced from relevant 

observational coding schemes used to study infant behaviour in prior research, and new 

behavioural actions and sequences were identified as a result of microanalysis of the 

video data during inter-rater reliability testing. 

For ease of coding, behaviours were grouped according to areas of the body. 

There were five broad headings, each with a set of defined behaviours. The heading 

labelled ‘Eyes’ included five different types of looking behaviours. The heading 

labelled ‘Face/head’ included nine facial and head movements. The heading labelled 

‘Limb movements’ included 10 limb movements, and the heading labelled ‘Body 

movements’ included nine larger body movements. The heading labelled ‘Bridging 

behaviours’ included three behaviours (‘Imitates’, ‘Game’ and ‘Chorusing’) that were 

listed together because they specifically involved joint action consisting of more than 

one behaviour among infants and did not necessarily pertain to one specific body area. 

The list of behaviours and their observable characteristics, including any duration 

measures and supporting source materials, are named and defined in Table 4. Source 

material for any behaviours previously defined in the infant-peer literature is also 

provided.  
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Table 4 

Secondary-Linking Behaviours, Their Observable Characteristics, Duration Measures 

and Supporting Source Material 

Behavioural Code Observable Characteristics and Supporting Source Material 
Eyes (looking behaviour) 

Gaze Characteristic and duration measure: Infant makes a discrete look for a 

minimum of 1 sec. at another infant or educator, determined by the 

direction of the infant’s eyes. 

Note: Excludes sweeping glances as the look must pause at the point of 

interest. 

Source: Characteristic of gaze came from Liddle et al.’s (2015) study. The 

length of a look was kept consistent with Liddle et al.’s. (2015) and 

Tremblay-Leveau & Nadel (1995) studies into infant behaviour. 

Multi-shift gaze 

patterns 

Characteristic and duration measure: Third infant directs their gaze 

towards one infant in the dyad and then directs the gaze towards the other 

infant in the dyad within a 3-sec. time frame. 

Note: If an infant’s gaze crosses an object, educator or other infant while 

they are looking from one infant to the other (e.g., if they are in the line of 

the gaze movement), it is still coded as a multi-shift gaze pattern as long 

as it occurs within a 3-sec. time frame. 

If the gaze stops on the educator, look to educator is coded along with 

multi-shift gaze pattern. 

Source: The alternating sequence was influenced by Fivaz-Depeursinge et 

al.’s (2005) and McHale et al.’s (2008) study into alternating infant eye 

gaze movement between a mother and father. The 3-sec. time frame is 

consistent with McHale et al.’s. (2008) study where 3 sec. was considered 

to be within an infant’s working memory window.  

Third infant looks 

at infant-peer’s 

target of attention 

(looks ITA) 

Characteristic: Third infant looks at the target of attention of one other 

infant only. Third infant moves head/gaze to follow the direction of 

linking infant towards an object e.g., a toy. 

Source: Brooks and Meltzoff’s (2014), and Meltzoff and Brooks (2007) 

theory and research into gaze following, Bakeman & Adamson’s (1984) 

study into infant-peer interaction, Slaughter & McConnell’s (2003) study 

into joint attention in infant-parent interactions, Shin’s (2012) study into 

infant-peers’ in EC education settings and Eckerman et al.’s. (1975) 

definition of ‘co-ordinate play’ (p. 44). 

Third infant looks 

at the target of 

linking infant-

peers’ attention 

(looks DTA) 

Characteristic: Third infant moves head/body/gaze in the direction of the 

linking infant-peers’ target of interest. 

Note: Other behaviours such as touching, pointing, reaching, moving 

towards the object, language or vocalisation about the object, joining in 

the game, imitation, chorusing can be coded in conjunction with this 

behaviour if observed to be occurring at the same time. 

Source: Brooks and Meltzoff’s (2014) theory and research into gaze 
following, Bakeman & Adamson’s (1984) study into infant-peer 

interaction, Slaughter & McConnell’s (2003) study into joint attention in 

infant-parent interactions, Shin’s (2012) study into infant-peers in EC 

education settings, Eckerman et al.’s. (1975) definition of ‘co-ordinate 

play’ (p. 44). 

Look to educator  Characteristic and duration measure: Third infant shifts their gaze to look 

at an educator, then returns to the interaction within a 5-sec. time frame. 

Note: Look to educator can include an infant moving towards an educator 

or offering a toy to an educator. In order to code this behaviour, the 

educator must be visible on film.  
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Behavioural Code Observable Characteristics and Supporting Source Material 
Face/head 

Smile Characteristic: Facial expression characterised by narrowed eyes, 

widened or opened mouth, with corners raised. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 

Frown Characteristic: Facial expression characterised by eyebrows drawn 

together, drawn down over the nose and/or corner of the mouth drawn 

down. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 

Cry Characteristic: Continuous sounds of distress made by the infant: must be 

loud and empathic, and accompanied by facial expressions characterised 

by drawn together, lowered brows and a wide, opened square mouth. 

Includes low (e.g., whine) to moderate (e.g., grizzle, cry) cry. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 

Vocalisation Characteristic: Any discrete sounds made by the infant (e.g., cooing, 

laughter, squeal, groan). To this definition, gurgling and sounds such as 

‘ba’, ‘buu’, and ‘da’ are included. These sounds will also be dependent 

upon the age of the infant and may include some words. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 

Language Characteristic: Use of clearly understood spoken words. 

Source: Markus et al.’s. (2000) research into joint attention and language 

development during infancy. 

Kiss Characteristic: Touch or press with the lips slightly pursed. 

Bite Characteristic: Infant opens mouth and closes it strongly at point of 

contact with another infant and/or educator. 

Source: Howes (2000) Early Start Follow-up Observation Form and 

Codebook. 

Mouths Characteristic: Infant opens mouth, sucks, sucks in lips, chews, licks, 

sighs, sticks out tongue. This also includes thumb sucking, sucking of 

fingers and/or hand, and toy/blanket sucking. Behaviour can also be coded 

as mouths when an infant takes an object out of their mouth as a result of 

another infant’s behaviour. 

Source: Geangu et al. (2011). 

Head nod Characteristic: Movement characterised by an up-and-down gesture with 

the head. 
Limb movements 

Wave Characteristic: Movement characterised by an up-and-down gesture with 

either the arm and/or hand. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 

Limb movement Characteristic: Includes small up and/or down and or sideways 

movements of the hand, leg or foot. May or may not be directed at another 

infant. Can include rubbing feet together. If only the fingers move, then 

limb movement is not coded. 

Arm flap/leg swing Characteristic: Rapid up-and-down and/or sideways movement of the 

arms or legs. 

Point Characteristic: Infant directs another’s attention towards a point of 

interest by extending their finger or extending an object held in their hand 

in the direction of the point of interest. 

Source: Adolph et al. (2011); Reddy, (2003). 

Touch Characteristic: Part of an infant’s body comes into contact with part of 

another infant’s body. Can be incidental or intentional. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 

Touch self Characteristic: Stroke, rubbing, patting of cheek, hands or any part of 

their own body with their own hand. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 
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Behavioural Code Observable Characteristics and Supporting Source Material 
Reach Characteristic: Either an upper or lower body limb movement made by 

extending and straightening the arm and/or leg and stretching. 

Source: Liddle et al. (2015, p. 452). 

Pat Characteristic: Gentle stroke, rub with hands on any part of another 

child’s body. 

Toy reach Characteristic: Infant reaches for a toy that they have observed another 

infant showing interest in. This includes grasping, grabbing, mouthing, 

shaking a toy that has been explored by another infant and just put down. 

It also includes reaching for a toy that is in close physical proximity of 

another infant. 

Note. Although reach and point have similar characteristics, both are 

included in the list of behaviours. Reaching occurs prior to pointing and 

involves an attempt to grasp an object. Pointing represents a different 

psychological function that includes the infant’s awareness of being able 

to direct the other person’s attention to an object (Adolph et al., 2011; 

Reddy, 2003) 
Source: ‘Reach for peer’s object’ from PICS that was used to study peer 

interaction among 2-year-old children in groups of 3 (Ishikawa & Hay, 

2006, p. 153). Also, ‘touch object’ and ‘take object’ from Williams et 

al.’s. (2010) coding scheme used to assess infant reciprocal interaction 

skills (p. 367). 

Toy offering Characteristic: Infant shows or offers a toy or object of interest to another 

infant. 

Source: ‘Show object to peer, offer object’ from PICS that was used to 

study peer interaction among 2-year-old children in groups of 3 (Ishikawa 

& Hay, 2006, p. 153). 

Body movements 

Turn away  Characteristic and duration measure: Movement of the upper and/or 

lower body in the direction away from the link/ing followed by a 

movement of the upper and/or lower body in the direction of the link/ing. 

This can also look like a brief pause in the interaction where an infant may 

briefly look away only to return back to the interaction within a 5-sec. 

time frame. Turn away also includes taking a step back or sideways while 

still engaged in gaze. It can also be a result of a linking infant-peer dyad 

moving towards the third infant. If the infant glances to the person 

filming, this is coded as turn away. 

Note: If the infant looks, moves towards or offers a toy to another infant or 

educator during this brief pause in the interaction, then this behaviour is 

also coded as turn away and return. It is coded this way because, at times, 

infants are distracted or interrupted briefly by another child only to return 

to what is happening between the linking infants. 

Source: ‘Move/turn away’ from Williams et al.’s. (2010) coding scheme 

used to assess infant reciprocal interaction skills (p. 367). 

Hit/push Characteristic: Strong movement of the arm and/or leg that comes into 

contact with one or both infants in the link. 

Source: ‘Forceful contact’ from the PICS that was used to study peer 

interaction among 2-year-old children in groups of 3 (Ishikawa & Hay, 

2006, p. 153). 

Grab/pull Characteristic: Strong movement where infant uses hand, arm or leg to 

take hold of any part of an infant or educator’s body, clothing, toy or food 

that the infant or educator is in possession of. 

Source: ‘Forceful contact’ from the PICS that was used to study peer 

interaction among 2-year-old children in groups of 3 (Ishikawa & Hay, 

2006, p. 153). 
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Behavioural Code Observable Characteristics and Supporting Source Material 
Collapse Characteristic: Body drops or flops down. This can also include the body 

dropping partially down, such as collapsing to the knees. It can also 

include falling down.  

Sit down Characteristic: Child moves body so that the lower part of it is resting on 

a seat, ground or a similar object.  

Bounce Characteristic: Upper and lower body movement in an upwards and 

downwards direction. Can also include an arm flap. 

Lurch Characteristic: Sudden upper body movement, either forwards or 

backwards. For a young infant, it may give the appearance of trying to 

move towards another infant or object. Also includes a flinch. If lurch 

occurs as a movement when the infant also appears to turn away, then 

code turn away as well. 

Moves towards Characteristic: Infant either crawls, walks, rocks, shuffles or rolls towards 

another infant. This also includes rocking on hands and knees towards 

another infant, shuffling on stomach or shuffling on knees towards another 

infant. Moves towards also includes a movement forwards followed by a 

movement back. 

Source: ‘Approach’ from PICS (Ishikawa & Hay, 2006, p. 153).  

Away Characteristic and duration measure: Infant crawls, walks, rolls, rocks or 

shuffles away and does not return to the interaction after 5 sec. For an 

infant who is not mobile, this can include directing eye gaze away from 

the interaction with no return or turning the head and body away with no 

return to the interaction. If the child looks or moves away or engages with 

an educator/child for longer than 5 sec. then away is coded. 

Source: ‘Move away from peer’ from PICS that was used to study peer 

interaction among 2-year-old children in groups of 3 (Ishikawa & Hay, 

2006, p. 153). 

Bridging behaviours (can involve any or all body parts) 

Imitates Characteristic: Infant copies another infant’s behaviour at the same time, 

such as a facial expression or play behaviour, or reaching for a toy that is 

similar to the ones that linking infant-peers are playing with. 

Note: Although imitation may consist of many behaviours from the list, 

only imitation is coded. 

Source: Meltzoff and Marshall (2018); ‘Imitative’ from Eckerman et al.’s. 

(1989) subcategories of relations coding (p. 444); ‘imitate the actions or 

expressions of peers’ from Williams et al.’s (2007) modified peer 

competence scale (p. 358). 

Game Characteristic: Offers a game to infant-peers such as bringing a ball to 

infant-peers and kicking. 

Source: Degotardi’s (2014) use of the term ‘game’ to describe events in 

which three infants participate in shared activity with common focus in 

play (p. 192). 

Chorusing Characteristic: Movements and vocalisations between 3 or more infants 

appear to be in rhythm, in time and in unison with each other. The third 

infant may incorporate the same behaviours as linking peers, or they may 

add new behaviours or slightly deviate. Bodily movements and 

vocalisations are very difficult to separate from each other. 

Note: Although chorusing may consist of many behaviours from the list, 

only chorusing is coded. 

Sources: Lkken’s (2000b) description of ‘glee concert’ (p. 356); 

Ridgway et al.’s. description of ‘triadic play’ (p. 16), Bradley and 

Smithson’s (2017) ‘groupness’ (p. 385), Musatti and Panni’s (1981) 

description of children running together, Nome’s (2020) description of 

‘communicative musicality’ (p. 598), Fivaz-Depeursinge et al.’s. (2010) 

notion of ‘collective intersubjectivity’ (2010, p. 127). 
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Event Codes for Link, Linking and Secondary-Linking 

The second part of the coding system that I developed consisted of a set of 

coding rules to convert the three units of observations into measurable event codes. 

While secondary-linking was the chosen unit of observation to study an infant triad, a 

link and linking were essential for secondary-linking to occur. All three were key 

behavioural markers that needed to be located and coded in a stream of video data. 

To convert a link, linking and secondary-linking into event codes, coding rules 

were used to determine when each behavioural sequence commenced (the onset time) 

and finished (the offset time). Shin’s (2010) study was useful in informing how to 

establish the onset and offset times for a link and linking, while Bradley’s research into 

infant triads (2010, p. 217), Fivaz-Depeursinge and Corboz-Warnery’s (1999) work 

with mother-father-infant triads, and McHale et al.’s. (2008) study into infants’ 

triangular capacity were useful in informing the onset time for secondary-linking. The 

secondary-linking ending behaviours discovered during the repeated review and 

refinement process were used to establish the offset time for secondary-linking. 

Duration measures were also instrumental in converting link, linking and 

secondary-linking into events. Informed by the literature, I allowed a certain amount of 

time from when the first infant behaviour occurred to when the second infant behaviour 

began to confirm that the sequence was a link or linking. Specific behavioural actions or 

sequences demonstrated by the third infant during these time frames were considered to 

be secondary-linking. The general definitions and basic coding rules for link, linking 

and secondary-linking, including supporting source material obtained from research and 

literature, are defined in Table 5. 

Table 5 

General Definitions, Basic Coding Rules, and Supporting Source Material for a Link, 

Linking and Secondary-Linking 

Event Code Definitions, Coding Rules and Sources 

Link 

General 

definition 

A link is an infant behaviour that is subsequently followed by a behaviour 

from a second infant. The infant behaviour may or may not appear to be 

directed towards the other infant-peer.  

Onset time Calculated as being the beginning of the first infant behaviour that is then 

followed by a behaviour from a second infant. 

Offset time Calculated as being at the end of the second infant’s behaviour or when an 

occasion of secondary-linking commences. When an educator breaks a link, 

the offset time is calculated as being at the beginning of the educator 

breaking the link.  
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Event Code Definitions, Coding Rules and Sources 

Duration 

measure 

For the behavioural sequence to be considered a link, the time between the 

first infant’s behaviour and the start of the second infant’s behaviour must be 

within 3 sec. (this includes the 3 sec. mark). 

Supporting 

source material 

The behavioural sequences for a link were based upon Hinde’s structure of 

peer relationships (1970), Becker’s (1977) documentation of infant-peer 

interactions and non-interactive turns, and Durfee and Lee’s (1973) use of the 

term ‘contact’ to describe ‘any behaviour within a distance modality that is 

directed by one baby to another’ (p. 3). Sources for determining onset and 

offset times came from Shin’s (2010) study into infant-peer relationships in 

child care. 

Linking 

General 

definition 

Linking is when the link between two infants becomes interactive, appearing 

as a sequence of alternating actions in an infant-peer dyad. 

Onset time Calculated as being at the beginning of the infant behaviour that is followed 

by a behaviour from a second infant.  

Offset time Calculated as being at the end of the second infant’s behaviour or when an 

occasion of secondary-linking commences. When an educator breaks a link, 

the offset time is calculated as being at the beginning of the educator 

breaking the link. 

Duration 

measure 

The time between behaviours of participating infants must be within 3 sec. 

infants 12 months and under, and 5 sec. for infants over 12 months.  

Supporting 

source material 

The behavioural sequences for a link were based upon Hinde’s structure of 

peer relationships (1970) and Vandell et al.’s. (1980) descriptions of 

sequences of alternating turns of behaviour among infants. Sources for 

determining onset and offset times were influenced by Shin’s (2010) study 

into infant-peer relationships in child care. For duration measures, I was 

guided by Vandell et al.’s. (1980) study where she found that infants under 

12 months could respond to each other within 3 sec. For infants who were in 

the 2nd year of life, and demonstrating behaviours after another infant, the 

time frame was increased to 5 sec. Although studies reveal that infants in the 

2nd year of life are quicker to process the goals and intentions of others 

(Krogh-Jespersen et al., 2015; Woodward et al., 2009), it is not until 

approximately 14 months of age that they begin to recognise the shared goals 

that are a part of collaborative activities between two individuals. Hence, I 

extended the time frame from 3 sec. to 5 sec. for infants 12 months and over 

to allow time for the cognitive and social processes needed to understand the 

goals and intentions of their infant-peers to then show a behaviour. This time 

frame of 5 sec. was in keeping with research carried out by Howes (1983) 

and Williams et al. (2010). 

Secondary-linking 

General 

definition 

Secondary-linking occurs when a third infant demonstrates a behaviour or 

behavioural sequence (such as a look, bodily movement, or vocalisation) that 

follows the behaviours occurring between infant-peers engaged in a link or 

linking. The third-infant’s behaviours may or may not affect the link or the 

linking occurring between the infant-peer dyad. The third infant’s behaviour 

may be informed through alternative sensory modalities such as sound and 

sensing bodily movement in others. 

Onset time Calculated as being the beginning of the third infant’s behaviour when in the 

presence of a link or linking infant-peer dyad. 

Supporting 

source material 

Bradley’s research into infant triads (2010, p. 217), Fivaz-Depeursinge and 

Corboz-Warnery’s (1999) work with mother-father-infant triads, and McHale 

et al.’s. (2008) study into infants’ triangular capacity.  

Secondary-linking ending behaviours, descriptions duration measures, offset times and 

source materials 

Fizzling out Description: All three infants leave secondary-linking simultaneously. 
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Event Code Definitions, Coding Rules and Sources 

Offset time: Calculated as being the end of the last infant’s simultaneous 

behaviour in the triad. 

Infant leaves Description and duration measure: Third infant leaves secondary-linking and 

does not return within a 5 sec. time frame. 

Note: When scoring, you will need to watch beyond the offset time for 5 sec. 

to determine if this ending is coded. 

Offset time: Calculated as being the beginning of the third infant leaving the 

linking dyad.  

Infant-peer dyad 

ceases linking 

Description and duration measure: One or both of the infants from the 

linking dyad leave and do not return within 5 sec. if over 12 months, or 3 sec. 

if under 12 months. 

Offset time: Calculated as being the beginning of the dyad ceasing to link. 

Third infant 

breaks link or 

linking 

Description and duration measure: Third infant’s behaviour results in a break 

of the link or linking, and the dyad does not resume linking after 5 sec. 

Offset time: The offset time for secondary-linking is calculated as the 

beginning of the broken link/linking between the dyad.  

Switching Description and duration measure: Third infants form a link or linking 

episode with one of the infants in the infant-peer dyad during a pause of 

5 sec. or less between the linking infant-peer dyad. When the infant from the 

dyad returns to the initial infant they were in a link or linking with, they 

become the new third infant and a new episode of secondary-linking is 

formed. 

Offset time: Calculated as being at the beginning of the pause. 

Source Material: Molinari et al.’s. (2017) research into child triads. 

Secondary-

switching 

Description and duration measure: A fourth infant from outside the triad 

becomes the third infant during a pause of 5 sec. or less between the third 

infant and the linking infant-peer dyad. The initial third infant returns to a 

new episode of secondary-linking. 

Offset time: Calculated as being at the beginning of the third infant turning 

away from the linking infant-peer dyad.  

Look to 

educator 

Description and duration measures: Third infant leaves linking infant-peer 

dyad to look to an educator. The look must last for a minimum of 1 sec. A 

returning look or any other third infant behaviour must not occur towards the 

linking infant-peer dyad for a minimum of 5 sec.. However, the direction of 

the look can move away from the educator after the initial 1 sec. 

Offset time: Calculated as the beginning of the third infant’s look to the 

educator. 

Educator breaks 

link/secondary-

linking 

Description and duration measure: The presence or actions of an educator 

stops the link, linking or secondary-linking occurring between the infant-

peers, and the secondary-linking infant-peers do not resume 

linking/secondary-linking after 5 sec. 

Offset time: Calculated as being at the start of the educator breaking the link, 

linking or secondary-linking. The dyad may either cease to link, the third 

infant may leave the interaction, or both may happen simultaneously. An 

educator may be present during conflict, but it is not until the conflictual link 

ceases that secondary-linking is determined to be finished.  

 

Establishing Inter-Rater Reliability 

Inter-rater reliability testing of the observational coding system was an ongoing 

process that continued throughout data collection and analysis. Approximately every 

three months, Centre Video Files (level 3 data) that had not been previously coded were 
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used to test inter-rater reliability for either one or both parts of the coding system in 

their entirety, or groups of specifically-chosen behaviours such as those that were 

difficult to code. 

Myself (Rater 1), and a research assistant (Rater 2) with a degree in Behavioural 

Sciences and specialised skill in the microanalysis of filmed infant behaviour in long 

day care settings independently coded all the data that was designated for reliability 

testing. Inter-rater reliability was carried out by the same trained raters (Raters 1 and 2) 

to demonstrate consistency. 

Training for all rounds of reliability testing involved orienting Rater 2 to the 

observational coding system and its coding rules. It also included a number of practice 

sessions that involved coding sample pieces of video recordings. During training, both 

raters raised any issues and questions and openly discussed any differences of opinions 

until there was a resolution. This process continued until both raters were in agreement. 

Upon the completion of training, and at the beginning of each round of testing, a small 

sample from the data to be coded was coded independently by Rater 2. Results from the 

small sample were checked, and any differences were discussed and resolved. Rater 2 

then independently completed coding for each specific round of testing. 

Data 

Seven of the 12 Centre Video Files were used for all rounds of reliability testing. 

These Centre Video Files consisted of infants aged from 4 to 27 months who were 

engaged in a link, linking or secondary-linking. The video recordings included indoor 

and outdoor areas and a wide range of infant ages. 

Recording Strategy 

To record the event codes, Raters 1 and 2 used a timed-event continuous coding 

strategy (Bakeman & Quera, 2011; Chorney et al., 2015). Using this strategy, raters 

independently watched the same continuous piece of video data while being alert to any 

occurrence of the event code. When an event code was observed, its onset and offset 

time in fractions of a minute using decimal notation up to the hundredth place (0.00) 

was noted down in timed-event recording sheets (see Appendix J). 

To assist in identifying the event and to check for errors, both raters also wrote a 

brief identifying description of the infants involved in the interaction in the recording 

sheet. If similar identifying descriptions of the infants and their behaviours were noted 
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down and the onset/offset times were located within two seconds of each other, then the 

behavioural sequence was deemed as having occurred. For example, if Rater 1 scored 

an onset time as occurring at 0.45 seconds and Rater 2 scored it at 0.47 seconds, then 

that onset time was considered to be in agreement as long as the infants involved in the 

behavioural sequence were the same and the descriptions of their behaviour were 

similar. 

To record the secondary-linking ending and behavioural codes, I firstly noted 

down in an Excel spreadsheet the onset and offset times of the secondary-linking events 

in the Centre Video Files. Then, Raters 1 and 2 independently reviewed the video data 

with the secondary-linking events and recorded in the Excel spreadsheet a ‘1’ for yes if 

the ending or behavioural code occurred, and a ‘0’ if that code did not occur. Each 

third-infant’s behaviour was coded once for each episode of secondary-linking, even if 

the same behaviour occurred more than once during the episode. Along with the onset 

and offset times, I transferred the secondary-linking ending codes and behavioural 

codes into another spreadsheet where a ‘1’ was noted if a particular secondary-linking 

ending or third-infant behaviour occurred, and a ‘0’ if that code did not occur. 

Inter-Rater Reliability for Secondary-Linking Behaviours 

Gwet’s AC1 (2014)7, an improved version of Cohen’s kappa (1960)8 was chosen 

to assess inter-rater agreement for ‘0’ and ‘1’ responses. While Cohen’s kappa is one of 

the most commonly used measures of inter-rater agreement, it was not suited to the data 

for this study because it cannot be calculated when both raters record a behaviour that 

occurs all of the time or none of the time in all of the data. In these instances, kappa 

becomes zero even though there may be 100% agreement between raters (Cicchetti & 

Feinstein, 1990). This result is likely to occur when a ‘0’ and ‘1’ response system is 

used. 

Similar criteria for interpreting the strength of agreement for Cohen’s kappa 

have been used to interpret Gwet’s AC1 (Wongpakaran et al., 2013); however, the 

literature indicated different interpretations of Cohen’s kappa. Landis and Koch (1977) 

 

7 Gwet’s AC1 formula: AC1 = Pa – Pey/1-Pey, where Pa = the overall agreement 

probability including by chance or not by chance, and Pey = chance agreement 

probability. 

8 Cohen’s kappa formula: k = (Po – Pe)/(1 -Pe), where Po = percent agreement and 

Pe = observer agreement. 
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interpret Cohen’s kappa as follows: < 0.00 poor agreement; 0.00–2.00 slight agreement; 

0.21–0.40 fair agreement; 0.41–0.60 moderate agreement; 0.61–0.80 substantial 

agreement and 0.81–1.00 as almost perfect. Watkins and Pacheco (2000) cite guidelines 

provided by Fleiss (1981) and Cicchetti (1994) as follows: < 0.40 as poor agreement; 

0.40–0.60 as fair agreement; 0.60–0.75 as good agreement; over 0.75 as excellent and 

1.00 as perfect agreement. McHugh (2012) suggested a more rigorous approach: 0–0.20 

no agreement; 0.21–0.39 minimal agreement; 0.40–0.59 weak agreement; 0.60–0.79 is 

moderate agreement; 0.80–0.90 is strong and above 0.90 is almost perfect. As a result, I 

chose to use McHugh’s guidelines to interpret the inter-rater agreement. 

I conducted five rounds of reliability testing for third infants’ behaviours during 

secondary-linking. For all rounds of testing, secondary-linking episodes were extracted 

from the Centre Video Files using onset and offset times. Each Centre Video File 

contained a number of segments (between five to 30 segments), and each segment 

consisted of between one and 16 episodes of secondary-linking. The duration of each 

Centre Video File ranged from six to 30 minutes long.  

Training included orienting Rater 2 to the list of behaviours and their observable 

characteristics. Before each round of testing, Rater 2 was shown any new revisions to 

the continuously-revised list of behaviours and given explanations for the additions and 

clarifications of behaviours along with their observable characteristics. Rater 2 then 

practiced coding using sample secondary-linking episodes in my presence. For each 

round of testing, Rater 2 coded the first five episodes of secondary-linking 

independently. Once the five were checked, Rater 2 coded the remaining episodes of 

secondary-linking independently. 

Results. A summary of the results for all rounds of reliability testing for the list 

of third infants’ behaviours during secondary-linking is provided in Table 6. Using 

Gwet’s AC1 (Gwet, 2014), inter-rater agreement for all observed behaviours were 

assessed across all episodes of secondary-linking for all rounds of testing. Applying 

McHugh’s (2012) interpretation criteria, inter-rater reliability was in the strong to 

almost perfect range for all behaviours in rounds one and two of testing. Some 

behaviours were not identified in the video data until the end of round two and, 

therefore, were placed in the list ready for testing in round three. Weaker scores were 

found for some behaviours in round three, but in rounds four and five, inter-rater 

reliability was in the strong to almost perfect range for all behaviours in the list of 

behaviours. 
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Table 6 

Summary of Reliability Scores for Each Round of Testing for Third Infant Behaviours 

Behaviour Gwet’s AC1 value for each round of 

testing 

 Round 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Number of episodes of secondary-

linking independently coded 

24 26 12 20 34 

Gaze 0.82 1.00 0.66 0.95 0.91 

Multi-shift gaze 0.83 0.82 1.00 1.00 0.82 

Infant looks at one other infant’s target 

of attention 

   1.00 0.90 

Third infant looks at the target of 

linking infant-peer’s attention 

   1.00 0.91 

Look to educator 1.00 0.83 0.82 1.00 0.96 

Smile 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 

Frown 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.96 

Cry 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Vocalisation 0.95 0.87 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Language 1.00 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Kiss 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Bite 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Mouths 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 

Head nod   1.00 1.00 0.97 

Wave 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Limb movement 1.00 0.86 0.90 1.00 0.89 

Arm flap 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Point 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Touch 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.97 

Touch self 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.96 

Reach 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Pat 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Toy reach 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.97 

Toy offer 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Turn away 0.90 0.70 0.50 1.00 0.90 

Hit/push 1.00 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 

Grab/pull 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Collapse 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Sit down   1.00 1.00 1.00 

Bounce 0.95 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Lurch 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Move towards 0.92 0.77 1.00 1.00 0.96 

Away 1.00 0.80 0.52 0.91 0.95 

Imitate 0.95 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.96 

Game 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Chorus 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Note. Empty cells indicate behaviours that were not identified at that round of testing. 
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Inter-Rater Reliability for Link, Linking and Secondary-Linking Event Codes 

For the link, linking and secondary-linking event codes, inter-rater agreement 

was assessed using percentage agreement for onset and offset times. There were three 

rounds of reliability testing for link and two rounds of testing for linking and secondary-

linking. 

For the first round, data consisted of nine video segments compiled into one 16 

minute and 29 second long Centre Video File. The length of each segment ranged from 

39 seconds to 3 minutes and 29 seconds. For the second round, data consisted of nine 

video segments obtained from one Centre Video File. The duration of the nine segments 

was 9 minutes and 5 seconds. The length of the segments ranged from 33 seconds to 1 

minute and 32 seconds. For the third round of testing, data consisted of six video 

segments obtained from two Centre Video Files. The duration of the six segments was 2 

minutes and 51 seconds. 

Coding Procedure and Training. For the first round, one segment was used for 

review and training. Training consisted of coding five occurrences of either a link, 

linking or secondary-linking. After each five in the segment, Rater 2 and I would check 

our answers, discuss any differences, refine definitions if needed and then continue with 

coding the next five in the segment. After the whole segment was coded, Rater 2 coded 

the next segment independently. Then after reviewing this second segment, she coded a 

third segment independently. After review, Rater 2 coded the subsequent six segments 

independently. 

Similar to round one, five episodes of link, linking or secondary-linking from 

one segment was used for review and training in round two. After review, Rater 2 coded 

the remaining episodes in that segment and the subsequent eight segments 

independently. 

After reviewing the definition of a link at the end of the second round of testing, 

Rater 2 coded six video segments independently for round three. 

Results. Table 7 provides a summary of the results. An acceptable level for 

percentage agreement was considered to be between 75 to 90% (Hartmann, 1977; 

Stemler, 2004). Agreement for onset and offset times for ‘linking’ was over 80% and 

‘secondary-linking’ over 90% for rounds one and two of testing. Agreement for ‘link’ 

was lower, with onset and offset times ranging between 65% and 73% for the first two 

rounds of testing. A third round of testing for link was conducted, with some 
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improvement in agreement: 74% for onset time and 77% for offset time. One reason for 

the lower scores for link compared to the higher scores for linking and secondary-

linking is that a link is often very short in duration (one second) and therefore harder to 

identify in a stream of video data. Although lower than the recommended cut-off of 75–

90%, the percentage agreement for onset and offset times for link were considered close 

enough to be acceptable. 

Table 7 

Reliability Scores for Each Round of Testing for the Codes Link, Linking and 

Secondary-linking 

Code onset/offset Percentage agreement (%) for each round of reliability testing 

 Round 1 

(n = 9) 

Round 2 

(n = 9) 

Round 3 (link) 

(n = 6) 

Link 

Onset 73 65 74 

Offset 73 65 77 

Linking 

Onset 87 86  

Offset 92 83  

Secondary-linking 

Onset 97 91  

Offset 97 91  

Note: For all rounds of reliability testing, inter-rater agreement was assessed for link, 

linking and secondary-linking using a tolerance window of 2 seconds (0.02). Due to 

strong percentage agreement for both rounds 1 and 2, onset and offset times for linking 

and secondary-linking were not tested in Round 3. 

(n = number of independent segments coded by Rater 2). 

Inter-Rater Reliability for Secondary-Linking Endings 

Gwet’s AC1 (2014) was chosen to assess inter-rater agreement as the ‘0’ and ‘1’ 

response system was used to record the presence of the behaviour. Scores were 

interpreted using McHugh’s (2012) guidelines, which was in keeping with inter-rater 

reliability for the secondary-linking behaviours. 

There were two rounds of reliability testing for the secondary-linking ending 

codes. For both rounds, data consisted of seven video segments compiled into an 

approximately 22-minute-long Centre Video File. Each segment consisted of various 

examples of infants engaged in secondary-linking. 

For both rounds of testing, a half day was spent training Rater 2. This included 

orientating her to the Observational Coding System, then practicing on a sample of five 

episodes of secondary-linking for the first round of testing and a sample of three 

episodes of secondary-linking for the second round. After training for round one, Rater 
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2 coded five, then another 15 secondary-linking ending codes independently. For round 

two, Rater 2 began by coding 21, then another 13 secondary-linking ending codes 

independently. 

Results. A summary of the results for both rounds of reliability testing for the 

secondary-linking ending codes are provided in Table 8. Using McHugh’s (2012) 

interpretation criteria, all scores were in the almost perfect range for all codes across 

both rounds of testing. 

Table 8 

Reliability Scores for Each Round of Testing for Secondary-Linking Ending Codes 

Ending Code Gwet’s AC1 value for each round of testing 

 Round 1 

(n = 20) 

Round 2 

(n = 34) 

Fizzling out 1.00 1.00 

Child leaves 1.00 1.00 

Dyad ceases 1.00 1.00 

Third infant breaks link or 

linking 
1.00 1.00 

Switching 1.00 1.00 

Secondary-switching 1.00 1.00 

Look to educator 1.00 1.00 

Educator breaks linking 1.00 1.00 

Note. (n = number of episodes of secondary-linking coded independently by Rater 2). 

Concluding Statement 

The observational coding system, consisting of three event codes (link, linking 

and secondary-linking), eight secondary linking ending behaviour codes and 36 

behaviour codes that were developed to observe infant-peer group interaction, achieved 

an acceptable level inter-rater reliability. The coding system offers new advantages to 

studying infant-peer groups for three reasons: 

1. It includes a comprehensive list of all potential behavioural actions and sequences 

that occur between infants in a triad, thereby expanding knowledge of infant 

sociality. 

2. It describes and defines event and behavioural codes using observable 

characteristics that can be identified in a stream of video data. 

3. It allows for behavioural sequences between and among infants in groups to 

diverge and unfold so that changes in the third-infants’ behaviour and small peer 

group dynamics can be examined across the short and longer term. 
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Based on previously tested and established coding schemes/systems and a strong 

foundation of repeated review and refinement, the observational coding system is a 

reliable and comprehensive tool to study infant sociality in groups. 
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Chapter 6: Secondary-Linking in Long Day Care 

Chapter Overview 

In Chapter 5, I outlined the development of a set of codes for infant behaviours 

and behavioural sequences in a triad and outlined the processes for testing and 

establishing reliability for these codes. In this chapter, I report on the use of these codes 

to analyse secondary-linking events captured in video recordings of infant groups in 

long day care. These data were analysed using quantitative techniques to answer the 

following questions: 

1. When an infant-peer dyad engages in a link or an episode of linking, what 

secondary-linking behaviours do third infants and/or the triad demonstrate? 

2. Are secondary-linking behaviours associated with the third infant’s age and/or 

stage of gross motor development? 

3. When infant-peers in a triad engage in an episode of secondary-linking, what 

ending behaviours are demonstrated by the triad? 

4. Are there discernible associations or combinations among infant-peers’ secondary-

linking behaviours? 

I begin the chapter by outlining the process of collecting and preparing the secondary-

linking video data, followed by the coding procedure. Next, I provide a summary of the 

focus infants and their secondary-linking data. Then, I report on the analyses and 

provide a discussion of the results. 

Collecting and Preparing Secondary-Linking Video Data 

In order to collect data on each infant, a two week schedule of filming occurred 

in each centre and was repeated every two to three months. Each two week period of 

filming was called a cycle and comprised video recordings of multiple focus infants. A 

total of seven cycles were completed over 19 months of data collection, with the 

duration of each cycle ranging from approximately 5 minutes to 45 minutes. This 

generated 32.23 hours of raw video data for the 20 infants. Of the 20 infants, 11 (55%) 

were male and nine (45%) were female. The infants’ ages ranged from 4 to 18 months 

at the commencement of the study. Each infant was filmed continuously during a series 

of 1½ to 2 hour visits. The purpose of each visit was to focus on one pre-determined 

infant. However, if that infant interacted with other infants involved in the study, and 
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these infants became a third infant in an episode of secondary-linking, they were also 

filmed. 

Preparing Video Data for Coding 

As outlined in Chapter 4, the raw video recordings were downloaded onto an 

Apple iMac computer and imported into iMovie (Level 1 data). A microanalytic 

observational approach was then used to isolate episodes of secondary-linking (Level 2 

data) for each focus infant at each cycle of filming, and collated to create Infant Video 

Files (Level 3 data). Each Infant Video File comprised a focus infant’s episodes of 

secondary-linking when they were the third infant across all cycles of filming, 

sequentially from earliest to most recent. The length of each secondary-linking episode 

ranged from 1 second to 1 minute and 3 seconds. This meant that some episodes were 

fleeting and unlikely to be noticed by educators, while others were longer and would be 

more easily observed in long day care settings. 

The secondary-linking video data from all the infants consisted of 564 

secondary-linking episodes. The secondary-linking dataset comprised a total of 1.56 

hours (5,601 seconds or 93.35 minutes) of Level 3 video data.  

Coding Procedure 

Each of the 564 secondary-linking episodes were coded for the occurrence of 

each of the 36 secondary-linking behaviours (as third infant behaviours) and the 8 

secondary-linking ending behaviours. Coding involved giving a score of ‘1’ if the 

behaviour was observed during the secondary-linking episode and ‘0’ if it was not 

observed. The data records were entered into a de-identified Excel file spreadsheet 

created for each centre, with each focus infant having their own data sheet. Descriptive 

information about each infant was noted in their Excel data sheet and included the 

infant’s age in months, their gross motor ability, a description of what they were 

wearing, the infant-peer dyad’s ages in months, the activity they were engaged in, 

where it occurred (inside or outside), and how many adults were present in the video, 

Noting down gross motor ability involved writing down a description of third infants’ 

movement according to the behaviours in each of the three categories of gross motor 

ability outlined in Table 3 (please see Chapter 4, p. 56). An example of the data records 

in the Excel file is shown in Appendix K. 
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Summaries of Coded Secondary-Linking Video Data 

The coded secondary-linking data in the Excel file were then summarised to 

describe the data collected. Table 9 provides a summary of the secondary-linking data 

collected for each infant, including the number of cycles and secondary-linking 

episodes they were involved in and the total time spent in secondary-linking. For a more 

in-depth breakdown of the data collected for each infant at each age, please refer to 

Appendix K, which includes the number and time spent in secondary-linking episodes 

at each age for each infant.  

Table 9 

Focus Infants Age, Total Number of Cycles and Secondary-Linking Episodes, and Total 

Time Spent in Secondary-Linking 

Infant ID 

(Gender) 

Age (months) at 

each cycle 

Number 

of cycles 

Total number of 

secondary-

linking episodes 

Total time spent in 

secondary-linking 

(seconds; minutes) 

IDF1 (M) 6, 9, 11 3 30 258; 4.3 

IDF2 (F) 9, 11, 13 3 22 114; 1.9 

IDF3 (M) 10, 12, 15 3 19 69; 1.15 

IDF4 (F) 4 1 9 104; 1.73 

IDF5 (M) 13 1 5 27; 0.45 

IDF6 (F)  7, 11, 13, 17 4 31 199; 3.32 

IDF7 (F) 11, 14, 18, 21,23 5 54 534; 8.90 

IDF8 (M) 19, 22, 24 3 7 52; 0.87 

IDF9 (M) 16, 19, 23 3 16 108; 1.8 

IDF10 (F)  18, 21, 24 3 17 153; 2.55 

IDF11 (F)  19, 22 2 14 103; 1.72 

IDF12 (F)  19, 22 2 19 184; 3.07 

IDF13 (M)  19, 23, 21 3 14 171; 2.85 

IDF14 (M) 21, 23 2 30 343; 5.72 

IDF15 (F) 13, 15, 18, 21, 23 5 48 422; 7.03 

IDF16 (F)  14, 16, 19, 22, 24 5 45 497; 8.28 

IDF17 (M) 14, 17, 20, 23 4 35 521; 8.68 

IDF18 (M) 13, 16, 19, 21 4 30 394; 6.57 

IDF19 (M) 10, 13, 16, 18, 21 5 63 654; 10.90 

IDF20 (M) 11, 14, 16, 19, 23 5 56 694; 11.57 

TOTAL  65 564 5,601; 93.35 
Note. Infants IDF1 through to IDF13 were from the inner-city centre (GW), and infants IDF14 

through to IDF20 were from the suburban centre (YR). (M) = Male and (F) = Female. 

Summary of Secondary-Linking Data Set According to Infant Age 

To prepare for data analysis related to Research Question 2, the data set was 

summarised according to focus infant age. Table 10 details the total number of infants 

who were observed for each age (in months), the total number of secondary-linking 

episodes, and the total amount of time that focus infants spent as third infants in 
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secondary-linking. Data were recorded from 4 to 24 months, apart from ages 5 and 8 

months. More data were available from ages 13 to 24 months than from 4 to 12 months, 

which is typical of the age groups typically seen in long day care. 

Table 10 

Summary of Secondary-Linking Data According to Focus Infant Age 

Focus 

Infant Age 

(months) 

Total number of 

infants at each age 

 

Total number of 

secondary-linking 

episodes 

Total time that infants 

spent in secondary-linking 

(seconds; minutes) 

4 1 9 104; 1.73 

6 1 10 112; 1.87 

7 1 4 17; 0.28 

9 2 27 172; 2.89 

10 2 18 180; 3.00 

11 5 43 286; 4.77 

12 1 8 19; 0.32 

13 6 35 378; 6.30 

14 4 38 328; 5.47 

15 2 10 154; 2.57 

16 5 56 679; 11.32 

17 2 16 187; 3.11 

18 4 59 607; 10.12 

19 8 65 640; 10.67 

20 1 10 178; 2.97 

21 6 66 545; 9.08 

22 4 14 256; 4.27 

23 7 64 689; 11.48 

24 3 12 70; 1.17 

TOTAL  564 5,601; 93.35 

Summary of Secondary-Linking Data Set According to Gross Motor Ability 

In preparing for analysis of Research Question 2, the data set was summarised 

according to the three categories of gross motor ability early, intermediate, and 

developed) described in Chapter 4, Table 3 (p. 56). As discussed in Chapter 3 (p. 42), 

dynamic systems theory acknowledges that growth and change in one area of 

development may influence other areas of development. Consequently, changes in gross 

motor ability may affect how a third infant behaves during secondary-linking and 

subsequently how they socialise in groups and develop socially across time. 

Studying third infants’ behaviour in relation to their gross motor ability provides 

complementary information to studying their behaviour according to age. Same-aged 

third infants may be at different stages of gross motor development and may behave in 

different ways during secondary-linking. Adolph and Franchak (2016), and Adolph and 

Robinson (2015) describe the sequential changes that typically occur in postural and 
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locomotive development while also highlighting that all behaviour involves movement, 

even those behaviours that appear to be a static posture such as sitting or standing. 

Adolph and Franchak (2016) indicate that these static postures are dynamic as they 

involve the infants managing the back and forth sway of their bodies. 

For each episode of secondary-linking the infant’s movement was described and 

noted down in the Excel file containing the data records as shown in Appendix K. The 

criterion used to include infants’ movement in a category was their most advanced gross 

motor achievement. For example, if an infant was observed to be walking and crawling 

during a secondary-linking episode, they were included in the developed category and 

not the intermediate category. Advancement also occurred over the course of data 

collection. During the beginning stages of data collection, some infants were only 

sitting and were put into the early category, but when data was collected at a later stage 

in the project, the same infant had achieved their next form of dynamic postural control 

and were pulling to stand. This infant was then included in the intermediate category. 

Table 11 provides a summary of the secondary-linking data according to observed 

forms of dynamic postural control and locomotion within each of the three gross motor 

ability stages: early, intermediate, and developed. 

Table 11 

Summary of Secondary-linking Data by Infant Age and Gross Motor Ability 

a = number of infants displaying the behaviour. b = observed in months. c = time that infants 

displayed each capability in seconds (sec) and minutes (mins). 

Gross motor behaviour 

 
na 

Age 

(months)b 

Amount of data 

(sec; mins)c 

Early  

Head lifting and turning only (supine position) 1 4 104; 1.73 

Rocking on all four limbs; rolls from front to back 1 6 37; 0.61 

Sitting independently  2 7, 9 78; 1.30 

Total 4 4–9 219; 3.64 

Intermediate 

Belly crawling 1 10 339; 5.63 

Hand and knee crawling  5 9–14 364; 6.06 

Pull to stand (standing with manual support)  4 11, 13,14 478; 7.96 

Cruising  2 11 94; 1.56 

Total 12 9–14 1275; 20.95 

Developed 

Stands alone/takes a few steps without manual 

support  
1 13 27; 0.45 

Walking  15 13–24 3,821; 63.68 

Walking on tiptoe  1 19, 22 93; 1.55 

Jumping  1 21, 23 99; 1.65 

Running & kicks a ball  1 21,23 416; 6.93 

Total 19 13–24 4456; 74.26 

Overall Total 35  5,950; 99.16 
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Data Analysis Plan 

Descriptive analysis of the data examined the frequency of occurrence for each 

of the 36 secondary-linking behaviours in the data set and the eight secondary-linking 

endings. Frequencies were expressed as the percent occurrence that a behaviour was 

observed. For example, if a focus infant was observed as a third infant for a total of 30 

episodes of secondary-linking and demonstrated a specific behaviour in 27 of those 

episodes, the percent occurrence of that behaviour for the focus infant was 90% 

[(27 ÷ 30) × 100]. 

The results of these analyses were used to select the set of secondary-linking 

behaviours and ending behaviours for further inferential statistical analysis in order to 

address Research Questions 2, 3 and 4. After reviewing the frequency of all secondary 

behaviours across the data set, it was determined that behaviours that were observed in 

10 or more infants, and achieved a frequency of at least 15% for at least one infant, 

would be further analysed. 

Correlation analysis using Pearson’s coefficient was used to test the degree to 

which third infant behaviours were associated with infant age, and cross tabulation with 

chi-square analysis was used to test the degree to which third infant behaviours were 

associated with gross motor ability. Correlation analysis, using Spearman’s rank-order, 

was then used to examine the extent to which secondary-linking behaviours were 

associated with each other and with the ending behaviours. Statistical analyses were 

performed using SPSS for Windows and MAC V27. 

Results 

The Occurrence of Third Infant Secondary-Linking Behaviours 

Frequency analysis was used to address Research Question 1 and provide 

information about what third infants do when their infant-peers are interacting. 

Frequency analysis provided an opportunity to examine the use of the coding system 

developed in Chapter 5 to observe infant-peer group secondary-linking interactions. 

Results are presented in Table 12. The columns show the per cent occurrence for 

each of the 36 behaviours as a third infant behaviour for each of the 20 infants (columns 

numbered 1 to 20). The columns titled ‘Overall’ and ‘SD’ give the average and standard 

deviation for the per cent occurrence of each behaviour across the 20 children and all 

564 secondary-linking episodes. The final column (n) in Table 12 indicates the number 
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of infants who demonstrated each of the behaviours. The results are summarised 

according to 1) prevalence, that is, how many infants demonstrated the behaviour, 2) 

overall frequency, that is, the per cent occurrence of each behaviour across the 20 

infants and all 564 secondary-linking episodes, and; 3) individual frequency, that is, the 

per cent occurrence of each behaviour for each of the 20 infants. Prevalence indicates 

the ‘common-ness’ of the behaviour, for example, a behaviour demonstrated by all 20 

infants suggests that it is a commonly demonstrated behaviour. The overall frequency 

indicates the average occurrence of the behaviour and provides a typical representation 

of that particular behaviour. For example, if a behaviour has an overall frequency of 

80% then it is likely that the behaviour is occurring regularly or often for those infants 

who demonstrated it. Individual frequency indicates the consistency and variability of 

the behaviour. For example, a behaviour demonstrated within a small range (or in 

similar amounts) by the infants suggest that it is a consistently-occurring behaviour. In 

contrast, one infant may demonstrate a behaviour more often than another, and 

therefore, that behaviour is more variable in its occurrence. 

Eyes (looking behaviours). Results show that looking behaviours were 

demonstrated by almost all third infants. For example, gaze was demonstrated by all 20 

infants, looks DTA was demonstrated by 19 infants, look to educator by 17 of the 20 

infants, multi-shift gaze by 16, and looks ITA by 15 infants. 

Results also reveal a wide variation in the representation of looking behaviours 

among third infants. For example, gaze occurred often with an overall frequency of 

86.3%, while looks DTA occurred less often but still occurred regularly with an overall 

frequency of 31.6%. The remaining three looking behaviours had lower overall 

frequencies: multi-shift gaze (15.1%), look to educator (11%) and looks ITA (9.2%). 

Individual frequencies for some of the looking behaviours were consistent, while 

others were variable. For example, gaze had consistently high individual frequencies 

ranging between 64% and 100%. In contrast, look to educator had consistently low 

individual frequencies ranging between 5.3% and 16.7%. The remaining behaviours 

tended to have more varying individual frequencies. For example, looks DTA ranged 

between 10.5% (for Infant 3) and 55.6% (Infant 4). Looks ITA ranged between 4.2% 

(Infant 15) and 33.3% (Infant 1), and multi-shift gaze ranged between 5.3% (Infant 12) 

and 31.8% (Infant 2). 
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Table 12 

Per cent Occurrence for Each Secondary-linking Behaviour for Each Focus Infant 

Behaviour Infant 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Overall SD n 

Eyes (involves looking behaviours)   

Gaze 90.0 86.4 84.2 88.9 100 80.6 72.2 85.7 100 64.7 100 89.5 100 96.7 85.4 91.9 97.1 93.3 88.9 73.2 86.3 0.34 20 

Multi-shift gaze  16.7 31.8 26.3 33.3 0 19.4 16.7 0 12.5 5.9 0 5.3 0 13.3 25.0 15.6 5.7 6.7 17.5 14.3 15.1 0.36 16 

Looks ITAa 33.3 13.6 21.1 11.1 0 9.7 7.4 0 12.5 5.9 0 5.3 0 10 4.2 6.7 8.6 0 6.3 14.3 9.2 0.30 15 

Looks DTAb 43.3 27.3 10.5 55.6 0 35.5 37.0 28.6 43.8 41.2 28.6 15.8 21.4 26.7 33.3 35.6 34.3 23.3 41.3 17.9 31.6 0.47 19 

Look to educator 10 9.1 10.5 11.1 0 9.7 14.8 0 12.5 11.8 21.4 5.3 14.3 0 12.5 8.9 5.7 16.7 11.1 16.1 11.0 0.31 17 

Face/head (includes facial expressions, vocalisations and head movement behaviours)   

Smile 0 0 0 11.1 0 6.5 16.7 0 25.0 0 14.3 15.8 14.3 0 16.7 11.1 28.6 23.3 19.0 12.5 12.8 0.33 13 

Frown 3.3 18.2 5.3 11.1 0 6.5 1.9 0 0 0 7.1 5.3 0 3.3 6.3 11.1 2.9 0 0 7.1 4.6 0.21 13 

Cry 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.06 2 

Vocal 16.7 0 0 0 0 3.2 22.2 14.3 18.8 11.8 28.6 10.5 0 10 14.6 22.2 14.3 23.3 6.3 12.5 12.9 0.34 15 

Language 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14.3 5.3 14.3 0 2.1 6.7 0 0 1.6 0 1.8 0.13 6 

Kiss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 

Bite 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 

Mouths 6.7 13.6 0 33.3 0 0 22.2 14.3 6.3 5.9 0 5.3 7.1 10 12.5 6.7 8.6 6.7 9.5 8.9 9.4 0.30 16 

Head nod 0 0 0 11.1 0 0 5.6 0 0 5.9 7.1 0 7.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.2 0.11 5 

Limb movements behaviours   

Wave 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.42 1 

Limb 20.0 22.7 0 44.4 0 9.7 27.8 0 18.8 17.6 28.6 0 7.1 3.3 4.2 4.4 11.4 3.3 11.1 5.4 11.3 0.32 16 

Arm flap 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 0 4.4 5.7 3.3 1.6 1.8 1.4 0.12 6 

Point 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.6 0 6.3 5.9 0 0 0 0 8.3 4.4 5.7 6.7 0 0 2.7 0.16 7 

Touch 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 1.9 14.3 25.0 0 0 5.3 21.4 13.3 20.8 13.3 14.3 3.3 1.6 5.4 7.3 0.26 13 

Touch self 6.7 4.5 0 0 0 3.2 14.8 28.6 18.8 5.9 0 10.5 7.1 10 2.1 4.4 0 3.3 1.6 8.9 6.0 0.24 15 

Reach 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.7 0 0 0 0 10.5 7.1 0 0 4.4 5.7 0 1.6 8.9 2.7 0.16 7 

Pat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.9 0 0 0 0.2 0.04 1 

Toy reach 6.7 0 0 0 0 6.5 5.6 0 25.0 23.5 0 10.5 7.1 20 4.2 2.2 17.1 16.7 14.3 14.3 9.8 0.30 14 

Toy offer 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.9 0 0 5.9 7.1 0 0 0 2.1 0 2.9 3.3 4.8 1.8 1.8 0.13 8 

Body movement behaviours   

Turn away 23.3 13.6 5.3 33.3 20.0 12.9 25.9 0 25.0 23.5 21.4 21.1 35.7 20 27.1 22.2 20.0 30.0 33.3 32.1 24.3 0.43 19 

Hit/push 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.9 0 0 5.9 0 10.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.08 3 

Grab/pull 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.7 0 0 5.9 0 5.3 0 3.3 0 0 5.7 6.7 1.6 5.4 2.3 0.15 8 

Collapse 6.7 0 0 0 0 0 9.3 0 0 5.9 7.1 0 7.1 3.3 2.1 2.2 5.7 13.3 0 0 3.4 0.18 10 

Sit down 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 14.8 14.3 6.3 0 7.1 0 14.3 13.3 8.3 6.7 5.7 0 7.9 0 5.7 0.23 11 
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Behaviour Infant 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Overall SD n 

Bounce 6.7 0 0 0 0 0 3.7 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 0 0 2.2 0 0 4.8 0 1.6 0.13 5 

Lurch 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.1 0 0 0 0 15.8 7.1 3.3 6.3 4.4 0 6.7 1.6 1.8 3.5 0.19 9 

Towards 30.0 9.1 10.5 11.1 0 16.1 55.6 85.7 50.0 41.2 14.3 31.6 50.0 63.3 41.7 37.8 34.3 33.3 42.9 37.5 38.3 0.48 19 

Away 63.3 45.5 10.5 22.2 60 45.2 51.9 28.6 56.3 29.4 28.6 31.6 14.3 20 18.8 44.4 37.1 40.0 20.6 39.3 35.6 0.48 20 

Bridging behaviours (joint action that can involve any or all parts of the body)   

Imitates 0 0 0 0 0 3.2 1.9 0 12.5 17.6 0 5.3 0 10 8.3 4.4 28.6 10.0 12.7 21.4 8.9 0.28 12 

Game 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.06 2 

Chorusing 0 0 0 0 0 3.2 0 0 0 0 0 10.5 21.4 16.7 12.5 4.4 14.3 13.3 0 10.7 6.0 0.24 9 

a Third infant looks at infant-peer’s target of attention. 

b Third infant looks at the target of the linking infant-peers’ attention. 
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Face/head (includes facial expressions, vocalisations and head movement 

behaviours). Results show that of the nine defined face/head secondary-linking 

behaviours, some were more common among third infants than others. For example, 

mouths, vocalisation, smile and frown were demonstrated by more than half of the 

infants: mouths by 16 of the 20 infants, vocalisation by 15, and smile and frown by 13 

infants. The remaining five behaviours in this group were demonstrated by fewer 

infants. For example, language was demonstrated by six infants, head nod by five, and 

cry by two infants. The behaviours kiss and bite were not observed for any of the 

infants. 

Overall, face/head behaviours among third infants were observed in less than 

15% of secondary-linking episodes. Of the behaviours in this group, vocalisation 

occurred the most often, with an overall frequency of 12.9%. Both smile and mouths 

occurred almost as often, with smile having an overall frequency of 12.8% and mouths 

9.4%. Behaviours that occurred rarely were frown with an overall frequency of 4.6%, 

language with 1.8%, head nod with 1.2%, and cry with 0.4%. 

Individual frequencies for some of the face/head behaviours were consistent, 

while others were variable. For example, frown, language, head nod and cry were all 

consistently low in their individual frequencies. Frown ranged between 2.9% and 

18.2%, language ranged between 1.6% and 14.3%, head nod ranged between 5.6% and 

11.1%, and cry ranged between 2.1% and 3.3%. In contrast, the other behaviours in this 

group tended to present as more variable, with individual frequencies having a wider 

range of frequencies that were both high and low. For example, smile ranged between 

6.5% (Infant 6) and 28.6% (Infant 17), vocalisation ranged between 3.2% (Infant 6) and 

28.6% (Infant 11) and mouths ranged between 5.3% (Infant 12) and 33.3% (Infant 4). 

Limb movements behaviours. Results show that of the 10 defined limb 

movement behaviours, some were more prevalent than others. Limb movement 

behaviours that were demonstrated by over half of the infants were: limb, (which refers 

to small up and/or down and or sideways movements of the hand, leg or foot), touch 

self, toy reach, and touch (when part of an infant’s body comes into contact with part of 

another infant’s body either incidentally or intentionally). Limb was demonstrated by 16 

infants, touch self by 15, toy reach by 14, and touch by 13 infants. The other behaviours 

in this group were less prevalent. For example, toy offer was demonstrated by eight 

infants, reach and point by seven, and arm flap by six infants. Behaviours that were 

rarely demonstrated were wave and pat, demonstrated by only one infant. 
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Results also reveal a low representation of limb movement behaviours, with 

their overall frequencies coming in under 15%. Of the behaviours within this group, 

limb occurred the most often, with an overall frequency of 11.3%. Next was toy reach 

with an overall frequency of 9.8%, followed by touch (7.3%), touch self (6%), point and 

reach (2.7%), toy offer (1.8%), arm flap (1.4%), wave (0.2%), and pat (0.2%). 

Individual frequencies for some of the limb movement behaviours were 

consistent, while others were more variable. For example, wave, arm flap, point, reach, 

pat and toy offer had consistently low individual frequencies. Arm flap ranged between 

1.6% and 5.7%, point between 4.4% and 8.3%, reach between 1.6% and 10.5%, and toy 

offer between 1.8% and 7.1%. Most notably, wave was only demonstrated by Infant 13 

(7.1%), and pat was only demonstrated by Infant 17 (2.9%). Contrastingly, the 

remaining limb movement behaviours were more variable, having both high and low 

individual frequencies. For example, limb had individual frequencies ranging between 

3.3% (for Infants 14 and 18) and 28.6% (Infant 11), touch between 1.6% (Infant 19) and 

25% (Infant 9), touch self between 1.6% (Infant 19) and 28.6% (Infant 8), and toy reach 

between 2.2% (Infant 16) and 25% (Infant 9). 

Body movement behaviours. Results show that three of the nine body 

movement behaviours were demonstrated by almost all third infants. The most 

prevalent behaviour was away, demonstrated by all 20 infants and refers to a third infant 

crawling, walking, rolling, rocking or shuffling away from the dyad and not returning to 

the interaction. For an infant who is in the early stages of mobility, it can include 

directing eye gaze away or turning the head and body away with no return to the 

interaction. Other behaviours that were also commonly demonstrated were turn away 

and towards. Towards refers to an infant either crawling, walking, rocking, shuffling or 

rolling towards another infant. It can also include rocking on hands and knees towards 

another infant, shuffling on their stomach or on knees towards another infant, or a 

movement forwards followed by a movement back. Both towards and turn away were 

demonstrated by 19 of the 20 infants. Less prevalent behaviours were sit down, 

collapse, lurch, and grab/pull. Sit down was demonstrated by 11 infants, collapse by 10, 

lurch by nine and grab/pull by eight. Behaviours that were far less prevalent were 

bounce, being demonstrated by five infants and hit/push, which was demonstrated by 

three infants. 

Results also reveal a wide variation in the representation of body movement 

behaviours among third infants. For example, towards, away and turn away occurred 
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often with respective overall frequencies of 38.3%, 35.6%, and 24.3%. The remaining 

six body movement behaviours had lower overall frequencies and therefore occurred 

less often: sit down (5.7%), lurch (3.5%), collapse (3.4%), grab/pull (2.3%), bounce 

(1.6%), and hit/push (0.7%). 

Individual frequencies for some of the body movement behaviours were 

consistent, while others were more variable. For example, hit/push, grab/pull, collapse, 

sit down, bounce, and lurch all had consistently low individual frequencies with 

hit/push ranging between 1.9% and 10.5%, grab/pull between 1.6% and 5.9%, collapse 

between 2.1% and 13.3%, sit down between 3.3% and 14.8%, bounce between 2.2% 

and 6.7%, and lurch between 1.6% and 15.8%. In contrast, the remaining body 

movement behaviours were far more variable, having both low and high individual 

frequencies. For example, turn away had individual frequencies ranging between 5.3% 

(for Infant 3) and 35.7% (Infant 13), towards ranged between 9.1% (Infant 2) and 

85.7% (Infant 8), and away ranged between 10.5% (Infant 3) and 63.3% (Infant 1). 

Bridging behaviours. Results show that, of the three bridging behaviours, both 

imitates and chorusing were the most prevalent. Imitates refers to those occasions when 

an infant copies another infant’s behaviour and was demonstrated by 12 of the 20 

infants. Chorusing, which refers to the simultaneous, rhythmic and in-time bodily 

movements and vocalisations that occur between infants, was demonstrated by nine 

infants. In contrast, only two infants, Infants 14 and 15, were observed in game, which 

refers to those occasions when an infant presents a game, such as bringing a ball to 

infant-peers to kick together. 

Overall frequencies for the bridging behaviours were low, with frequencies 

staying under 10%. Of the behaviours in the group, imitates occurred the most often, 

with an overall frequency of 8.9%. Next was chorusing with 6.0%, followed by game 

with 0.4%. 

Individual frequencies were consistent for one of the bridging behaviours and 

variable for the remaining individual frequencies. Game was consistently low, with 

individual frequencies ranging between 2.1% and 3.3%. In contrast, both imitates and 

chorusing were more variable, having both low and high individual frequencies. 

Imitates had individual frequencies ranging between 1.9% (for Infant 7) and 28.6% 

(Infant 17), and chorusing ranged between 3.2% (Infant 6) and 21.4% (Infant 13). 
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Third Infant Behaviours Selected for Further Analysis 

Of the 36 behaviours, 21 were demonstrated by 10 or more infants and achieved 

a frequency of 15% or more for at least one infant. These 21 behaviours were selected 

for further inferential analyses (highlighted in yellow in Table 12). 

Of the 21 selected behaviours, 17 were demonstrated by more than half of the 

infants and showed frequencies greater that 15% for at least one infant. These 

behaviours are: gaze, multi-shift gaze, third infant looks at infant peer’s target of 

attention, looks DTA, look to educator, smile, frown, vocalisation, mouths, limb, touch, 

touch self, toy reach, turn away, towards, away, and imitates. 

Another four behaviours—collapse, sit down, lurch and chorusing—were 

considered borderline because they only met one of the criteria. Lurch and chorusing 

showed frequencies greater than 15% by at least one infant, but were demonstrated by 

fewer than 10 infants. Collapse and sit down were demonstrated by more than half the 

infants, but their frequencies were under 15%. Borderline behaviours were retained for 

further analysis. 

Associations Between Third Infant Secondary-Linking Behaviours and Age 

Research Question 2 aimed to identify discernible patterns of third infants’ 

secondary-linking behaviours at different ages. The purpose of this question was to 

provide insight into which of the third-infants’ behaviours occurred at each age in 

months. Pearson’s correlation analyses were carried out for the selected 21 behaviours 

to examine any associations between third-infant behaviour and infant age. Results 

identified eight significant but weak associations, ranging from r = -.19 to r =.16 

(highlighted in Table 13). A positive correlation indicates behaviours increase in 

frequency with age; a negative correlation indicates behaviours decrease in frequency 

with age. In this data set, it is important to note that the age range is from 4 to 24 

months of age. 

Results in Table 13 show that smile (r =.13, p <.01), imitates (r = -.16, p <.01) 

and chorusing (r =.14, p <.01) were demonstrated more frequently by third infants as 

they became older. In contrast, multi-shift gaze (r = -.19, p <.01) and third infant looks 

at infant peer’s target of attention (r = -.16, p <.01), and away (r = -.11, p <.01) were 

demonstrated more frequently when they were younger. 

Results also reveal that the frequencies of some behaviours were not associated 

with age. These included: gaze, third infant looks at dyad’s target of attention, and look 
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to educator, frown, vocalisation and mouths, and all limb and body movement 

behaviours (with the exception of away). 

Table 13 

Correlations for Secondary-Linking Behaviours By Age (N=564) 

Behaviour 
Age 

r 

Eyes (looking behaviours) 

Gaze .02 

Multi-shift gaze  -.19** 

Looks at infant peer’s target of attentiona -.16** 

Looks at dyad’s target of attentionb -.04 

Look to educator -.01 

Face/Head (includes facial expressions, vocalisations and head 

movement behaviours) 

Smile .13** 

Frown -.04 

Vocal .07 

Mouths -.07 

Limb movement behaviours 

Limb -.09* 

Touch .07 

Touch self .05 

Toy reach .00 

Body movement behaviours 

Turn away -.02 

Collapse -.02 

Sit down .06 

Lurch .03 

Towards .10* 

Away -.11** 

Bridging behaviours 

Imitates .16** 

Chorusing .14** 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

a = Looks ITA. 

b = Looks DTA. 

Overall, the results for this sample of 20 children indicated some behaviours 

increased in frequency as the infants became older while other behaviours occurred 

more frequently when the infants were younger. Older infants tended to smile and copy 

infants’ behaviour in the dyad. They also engaged in mutual, simultaneous and timed 

interactions involving bodily movements, vocalisations and shared emotion with the 

dyad more often than the younger infants. Contrastingly, younger infants tended to look 

from one infant in the dyad to the other, and look to what an infant in the dyad was 

focused on more often than older third infants. Additionally, younger third infants 
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moved away from the interacting infant-peer dyad more often than older third infants. 

More than half of the 20 infants demonstrated the associated behaviours, and although 

the sample covered a wide range of ages, there were fewer infants in the younger 

months, which may have had an impact on the amount of variability in the data, and 

therefore, an effect on the strength of the correlation (r) (Goodwin & Leech, 2006). 

Summary. The majority (15) of the 21 secondary-linking behaviours did not 

increase or decrease in frequency as children got older. Six behaviours were weakly 

correlated with age, ranging from r = -.19 to r =.16. Although weak, these results may 

provide important information about how behavioural patterns begin to emerge during 

secondary-linking. As outlined in dynamic systems theory (Chapter 3, p.44), patterns of 

behaviour emerge as infants trial a variety of behaviours to discover which best fit the 

circumstances they are in. Consequently, even weak associations may be representative 

of third infants trialling a secondary-linking behaviour and may indicate early signs of 

an emerging pattern. 

Associations Between Secondary-Linking Behaviours and Infant Gross Motor 

Ability. 

 Research Question 2 also aimed to identify discernible patterns of third infants’ 

secondary-linking behaviours according to their progression of gross motor ability. To 

determine if infant behaviours were associated with levels of gross motor ability, cross 

tabulation analyses, using chi-square tests, were carried out for each of the selected 21 

behaviours. Table 14 shows the distribution (total number of occurrences of each 

behaviour [N]), the number of observed (Obs) and expected (Exp) occurrences of 

behaviour for each group of gross motor behaviours, and the chi-square statistic for the 

21 behaviours. A significant chi-square statistic indicates a significant difference in the 

distribution of observed v. expected occurrences for the gross motor behaviour groups. 

To understand the effect of gross motor ability on secondary-linking behaviours, the 

observed versus the expected frequencies were examined for those behaviours that were 

found to have significant differences. Results in Table 14 identified eight secondary-

linking behaviours that achieved a significant chi-square statistic, ranging from Χ2 = 

6.93 to 35.55 (highlighted in Table 14). Of the eight significant differences, three were 

in the looking behaviour group, one was in the face/head, limb, and body movement 

behaviour group, and two were in the bridging behaviour group. 

Looking behaviours. Results show that gaze was less frequent among infants in 

the early stage (23 Obs v. 27.6 Exp) and more frequent among infants in the 
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intermediate stage of gross motor ability (116 Obs v. 110 Exp), Χ2 = 7.69. In contrast, 

multi-shift gaze was more likely to be observed among infants in the early and 

intermediate stages of gross motor ability (15 Obs v. 4.8 Exp and 26 Obs v. 19.3 Exp) 

and less likely in the developed stage (44 Obs v. 60.9 Exp), Χ2 = 33.55. Looks ITA was 

also more frequent in the early (5 Obs v. 3 Exp) and intermediate (22 Obs v. 11.8 Exp) 

stages and less frequent in the developed category (25 Obs v. 37.2 Exp), Χ2 = 15.71. 

Overall, it seems that during secondary-linking, third infants tended to shift their 

gaze from one infant in the dyad to the other and/or followed the gaze of one of the 

infants in the dyad to what they were attending to when they were in the earlier stages 

of developing their gross motor ability. As their gross motor abilities became more 

developed (i.e., standing and walking independently), they were less likely to engage in 

these types of looking behaviours and more likely to engage in different looking 

behaviours such as looking at one infant in the dyad or both infants from across the 

room. 

Table 14 

Distribution and Chi-Square (Χ2) Results for the 21 Secondary-linking Behaviours by 

Stage of Gross Motor Ability (N = 564)

 Stages of gross motor ability   

Number of 

Children (n) 

Early (4) Intermediate 

(12) 

Developed 

(19) 

  

Behaviour Obs Exp Obs Exp Obs Exp N 𝚾𝟐(2) 

Eyes (Looking Behaviours) 

Gaze 23 27.6 116 110.5 348 348.8 487 7.69* 

Multi-shift gaze 15 4.8 26 19.3 44 60.9 85 33.55** 

Looks ITAa  5 3.0 22 11.8 25 37.2 52 15.71** 

Looks DTAb 12 10.1 46 40.4 120 127.5 178 2.30 

Look to educator 4 3.5 12 14.1 46 44.4 62 0.48 

Face/Head 

Smile  2 4.1 6 16.3 64 51.6 72 12.15* 

Frown 4 1.5 6 5.9 16 18.6 26 4.92 

Vocalisation 4 4.1 9 16.6 60 52.3 73 5.28 

Mouths 6 3.0 12 12.0 35 38.0 53 3.54 

Limb Movements 

Limb 10 3.6 12 14.5 42 45.8 64 13.46* 

Touch 1 2.3 10 9.3 30 29.4 41 0.89 

Touch self 3 1.9 3 7.7 28 24.4 34 4.28 

Toy reach 2 3.1 11 12.5 42 39.4 55 0.83 

Body movements 

Turn away 8 7.8 29 31.1 100 98.1 137 0.24 

Collapse 2 1.1 2 4.3 15 13.6 19 2.25 

Sit down 0 1.8 7 7.3 25 22.9 32 2.14 

Lurch 0 1.1 4 4.5 16 14.3 20 1.45 

Towards 8 12.3 40 49.0 168 154.7 216 6.93* 
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 Stages of gross motor ability   

Number of 

Children (n) 

Early (4) Intermediate 

(12) 

Developed 

(19) 

  

Behaviour Obs Exp Obs Exp Obs Exp N 𝚾𝟐(2) 

Away 16 11.4 46 45.6 139 144.0 201 3.15 

Bridging behaviours 

Imitates 0 2.8 2 11.3 48 35.8 50 16.11** 

Chorusing 0 1.9 2 7.7 32 24.4 34 9.11* 
Note. Obs= Observed count. Exp = Expected count. 

a Looks ITA is an abbreviation of third infant looks at infant-peer’s target of attention. 

b Looks DTA is an abbreviation of third infant looks at the target of linking infant-peers’ 

attention 

** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05 

Face/head behaviours. Results also show that observations of smile were less 

frequent among infants in the early (2 Obs v. 4.1 Exp) and intermediate (6 Obs v. 16.3 

Exp) stages of gross motor ability compared to infants in the developed stage (64 Obs v. 

51.6 Exp), Χ2 = 12.15. These results suggest that during secondary-linking, third infants 

who were standing and walking independently were smiling more than those infants 

who were rolling, sitting, crawling, cruising or pulling to stand. 

Limb movement behaviours. The behaviour limb was observed to occur more 

frequently among infants whose gross motor ability was in the early stage (10 Obs v. 

3.6 Exp) and less frequently in both the intermediate (12 Obs v. 14.5 Exp) and 

developed stages (42 Obs v. 45.8 Exp), Χ2= 13.46. These results suggest that infants 

were engaged in small movements of the hands, legs or feet were more likely to roll and 

sit. In contrast, infants who were crawling, cruising, standing or walking were less 

likely to use these small movements. 

Body movement behaviours. The behaviour towards was observed less 

frequently among infants whose gross motor abilities were in the early (8 Obs v. 12.3 

Exp) and intermediate stages (40 Obs v. 49 Exp), and more frequently in the developed 

stage (168 Obs v. 154.7 Exp), Χ2  = 6.93. These results suggest that during secondary-

linking, the third infants who were walking independently were moving towards the 

interacting infant-peer dyad more than those infants who were rolling, crawling or 

cruising. 

Bridging behaviours. The bridging behaviours imitates and chorusing were 

observed less frequently among infants in the early (0 Obs v. 2.8 Exp for imitates; 0 

Obs v. 1.9 Exp for chorusing) and intermediate stages of gross motor ability (2 Obs v. 

11.3 Exp for imitates; 2 Obs v. 7.7 Exp for chorusing), and more frequently among 

those infants in the developed stage (48 Obs v. 35.8 Exp for imitates; 32 Obs v. 24.4 
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Exp for chorusing), Χ2 = 16.11 (imitates), Χ2 = 9.11 (chorusing). These results suggest 

that during secondary-linking, the third infants who were standing and walking 

independently were copying infants’ behaviour in the dyad, and engaging in mutual, 

simultaneous and timed interactions involving bodily movements, vocalisations and 

shared emotion with the dyad more than those infants who were rolling, sitting, 

crawling, cruising or pulling to stand. 

Summary. Overall, the results indicate that the stage of gross motor ability that 

a third infant is in may have a role to play in how they interact with their peers during 

secondary-linking. Results suggest that as third infants’ gross motor abilities became 

more developed, their looking behaviours changed, and they were more likely to smile, 

copy and approach the interacting infant-peer dyad. Additionally, they were more likely 

to engage in behaviours that involved mutual, simultaneous and timed interactions 

involving bodily movements, vocalisations and shared emotion with the dyad than their 

less motorically developed peers. These findings are consistent with dynamic systems 

theory, where change in one area of development, such as gross motor ability, may have 

a flow on effect into other areas of development, such as infant social development 

(Thelan, 2005). 

Secondary-Linking Ending Behaviours: Frequencies 

Research Question 3 aimed to provide insight into how infant behaviour changes 

during secondary-linking by examining the role that third infants, the infant-peer dyad 

and educators play in the cessation of infant-peer group interaction. Results in Table 15 

summarise the dataset for secondary-linking ending behaviours. The following section 

presents the results for the eight ending behaviours according to prevalence, overall 

frequency of each ending behaviour, and individual frequency across the group of 

infants. 
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Table 15 

Percent Occurrence of Each Secondary-linking Ending Behaviour for Each Focus Infant 

            Infant 

Ending 

behaviours 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19  20 Overall SD n 

Fizzling 

out 
10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.3 0.0 0.0 11.8 0.0 21.1 14.3 26.7 6.3 4.4 11.4 6.7 14.3  10.7 8.9 0.28 13 

Infant 

leaves 
60.0 31.8 0.0 22.2 60.0 35.5 48.1 28.6 43.8 17.6 28.6 31.6 14.3 10 16.7 44.4 34.3 40 17.5  39.3 31.7 0.47 19 

Dyad 

ceases 
6.7 27.3 57.9 44.4 20.0 22.6 11.1 14.3 18.8 35.3 21.4 10.5 0 10 22.9 13.3 11.4 16.7 36.5  17.9 20.2 0.40 19 

Third 

breaks 

linking 

3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.4 28.6 0.0 23.5 7.1 10.5 28.6 16.7 16.7 6.7 8.6 10 9.5  10.7 9.2 0.16 14 

Switching 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 1.9 0.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 5.3 7.1 0.0 6.3 2.2 8.6 0.0 1.6  0.0 2.7 0.19 10 

Secondary-

switching 
0.0 4.5 10.5 22.2 0.0 0.0 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.3 0.0 3.3 0.0 4.4 8.6 10 4.8  0.0 3.7 0.29 10 

Look to 

educator 
3.3 13.6 10.5 0.0 0.0 9.7 1.9 0.0 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 6.7 5.7 0.0 3.2  3.6 3.9 0.19 11 

Educator 

break triad 
10.0 22.7 21.1 11.1 20.0 29.0 16.6 28.6 12.5 11.8 28.6 15.8 35.7 33.3 27.1 17.8 8.6 16.7 12.7  17.0 19.0 0.39 20 

 
Note: *Table 15 has been split over two tables [(a) and (b)] for legibility in this format. The columns ‘Overall’ ‘SD’ and ‘n’ are calculated using the complete table and are 

simply repeated in both tables. 
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Prevalence. Results in Table 15 show that some ending behaviours were more 

common than others. For example, all infants were observed in an educator breaks triad 

ending, and 19 infants were observed in the endings infant leaves and dyad ceases. Of 

the other five endings, 14 infants were observed in a third breaks linking ending, 13 in a 

fizzling out ending, 11 in a look to educator ending and 10 in a switching and 

secondary-switching ending. 

Overall frequency of each ending behaviour. Results indicate a wide variation 

in the overall frequencies of each of the ending behaviours. Of the eight endings, infant 

leaves was the most frequent ending with an overall frequency of 31.7%. Next was dyad 

ceases with 20.2%, followed by educator breaks triad with 19%. The remaining five 

endings were less frequent: third breaks linking (9.2%), fizzling out (8.9%), look to 

educator (3.9%), secondary-switching (3.7%) and switching (2.7%). 

Individual frequencies across the group of infants. Across the group of third 

infants, individual frequencies for some ending behaviours were consistent while others 

were more variable. For example, switching and look to educator both had consistently 

low individual frequencies with switching ranging between 1.6% and 8.6%, and look to 

educator ranging between 2.1% and 13.6%. Ending behaviours with more variable 

individual frequencies were secondary-switching (3.3% for Infant 14 and 22.2% for 

Infant 4), third breaks linking (3.3% for Infant 1 and 28.6% for Infant 13), fizzling out 

(4.4% for Infant 16 and 26.7% for Infant 14), and educator breaks triad (8.6% for 

Infant 17 and 33.3% for Infant 14). The remaining two ending behaviours had wide 

variations in their individual frequencies. Infant leaves ranged between 10% (for Infant 

14) and 48.1% (Infant 7), and dyad ceases ranged between 6.7% (Infant 1) and 57.9% 

(Infant 3). 

Secondary-Linking Ending Behaviours Selected for Further Analyses 

All eight secondary-linking endings occurred frequently enough to be selected 

for further inferential analyses: six were observed to occur in 10 or more infants and 

showed frequencies greater than 15% for at least one infant. These secondary-linking 

endings are: fizzling out, infant leaves, dyad ceases and educator breaks triad. The 

remaining two secondary-linking endings, switching and look to educator, were 

considered to be borderline. Switching was observed in 10 or more infants, but its 

frequency across the infants was less than 15%, and although the frequency of look to 

educator was more than 15%, it was observed in less than 10 infants. These two 

borderline behaviours were still retained for further analysis. 
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Associations Between Secondary-linking Ending Behaviours and Age 

Pearson’s correlation analyses were carried out to examine associations between 

the eight secondary-linking ending behaviours and infant age. Results identified four 

significant associations, ranging from r = -.13 to r =.13 (highlighted in Table 16). The 

results showed that fizzling out (r =.13, p <.01) and third infant breaks link or linking 

(r =.13, p <.01) occurred more frequently as third infants became older. In contrast, the 

secondary-linking endings dyad ceases (r = -.12, p <.01) and look to educator (r =.13, p 

<.01) were demonstrated more frequently when third infants were younger. 

The remaining four secondary-linking endings were not associated with age: 

infant leaves, switching, secondary-switching and educator breaks link, linking or 

secondary-linking. 

Table 16 

Correlations for Secondary-Linking Ending Behaviours by Age (N=564) 

Ending Behaviour 
Age 

r 

Fizzling out .13** 

Infant leaves  –.09* 

Dyad ceases –.11** 

Switching .07 

Secondary-switching –.01 

Third infant breaks link or linking .12** 

Look to educator  –.13** 

Educator breaks link, linking or secondary-linking –.08 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Summary. Although the ending behaviours were weakly related to age, more 

than half of the 20 infants were observed in these endings. Overall, the results indicate 

that older infants tended to be observed in secondary-linking endings where: 1) all three 

infants left the secondary-linking episode simultaneously, and 2) the third infant broke 

the interaction between the infant dyad. In contrast, younger infants tended to be 

observed in secondary-linking endings where: 1) they looked to the educator and did not 

return to the dyad, and 2) the dyad discontinued interacting. 

Associations Between Secondary-linking Ending Behaviours and Infant Gross Motor 

Ability.  

Cross tabulation analyses using chi-square tests were carried out for each of the 

eight secondary-linking behaviours by each stage of gross motor ability (early, 
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intermediate and developed). Results in Table 17 identify one significant difference in 

the Observed versus the Expected frequencies. 

Table 17 

Distribution and Chi-Square Results for the 8 Secondary-linking Ending Behaviours by 

Gross Motor Behaviour Category (N=564) 

 Gross motor behaviour categories   

Number of children (n) Early (4) Intermediate 

(12) 

Developed 

(19) 

  

Behaviour Obs Exp Obs Exp Obs Exp N X2(2) 

Fizzling out 1 2.8 6 11.3 43 35.8 50 5.70 

Infant leaves 13 10.2 40 40.6 126 128.2 179 1.24 

Dyad ceases 8 6.5 32 25.9 74 81.7 114 3.17 

Switching 2 0.9 0 3.4 13 10.7 15 5.58 

Secondary-switching 3 1.2 4 4.8 14 15.0 21 3.10 

Third infant breaks link 

or linking 

1 3.0 7 11.8 44 37.2 52 4.92 

Look to educator 3 1.2 11 5.0 8 15.8 22 14.05**  

Educator breaks triada 1 6.1 27 24.3 79 76.6 7 5.28 

Note. Obs= Observed count. Exp = Expected count. 
aEducator breaks triad is an abbreviation of educator breaks link, linking or secondary-linking  

** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05 

This difference occurred in the look to educator ending where occurrences were higher 

than expected in the early (3 v. 1.2) and intermediate (11 v. 5) category and lower in the 

developed category (8 v. 15.8). These results suggest that third infants ended secondary-

linking to look to an educator more often when they were rolling, sitting, crawling or 

cruising than when they were standing and walking independently. The results provide 

further evidence to suggest that the stage of gross motor ability that an infant is in may 

play a role in how they interact with their peers during secondary-linking. These 

findings are aligned with dynamic systems theory, where change in one area of 

development may have a flow on effect into other areas of development. For example, 

the stage of gross motor skill may impact on an infant’s ability to socialise with their 

peers and subsequently develop socially in groups. 
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Correlations and Combinations of Third Infants’ Secondary-linking Behaviours 

To identify patterns or combinations of behaviours between secondary-linking 

behaviours (Research Question 4), I used Spearman’s rank-order correlation analyses to 

examine the extent to which each of the selected 21 behaviours were associated with 

each other. Results in Table 18 identified 52 significant associations, ranging from 

rs <.01 to rs =.34. Given that correlations between ± 0.1 are considered to be negligible 

(Akoglu, 2018), only correlations exceeding + or – 0.1 were investigated. These 39 

correlations, which ranged from rs = –.27 to rs =.34, are highlighted in Table 18. Of 

these 39 significant correlations, three were within the looking behaviour group, two 

were within the face/head group, one was in the limb movement behaviour group, three 

were in the body movement behaviour group, and 29 were across different groupings. 

Looking behaviours. Out of a total of 10 possible associations, three were 

significantly correlated within this grouping. The negative correlation between gaze and 

multi-shift gaze (rs = –.27, p <.01), which refers to those occasions when third infants 

shift their gaze from one infant in the dyad to the other, suggests that the third infants 

may have been less likely to look from one infant in the dyad to the other when they 

looked to one infant in the dyad or both infants from across the room (and vice versa).  

Results also indicate an association between multi-shift gaze and third infant 

looks at infant peer’s target of attention (looks ITA) (rs =.17, p <.01), where the third 

infant follows the gaze or head turn of one of the infants in the dyad to look at what they 

are focused on (referred to as ‘gaze following’). The positive association between these 

two behaviours may indicate that as third infants engaged in gaze following during 

secondary-linking, they also shifted their gaze from one infant in the dyad to the other.  
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Table 18 

Correlations for Behaviours by Behaviours 

Beha-

viour 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

Eyes (looking behaviours) 

Gaze –                     

Multi-

shift 
–.27¹ –                    

Looks 

ITAa 
.02 .17¹ –                   

Looks 

DTA 
–.06 –.01 .15¹                   

Look 

educ. 
–.03 .07 .03 .04 –                 

Face/Head (includes facial expressions, vocalisations and head movement behaviours) 

Smile .03 .08 –.02 .02 .17¹ –                

Frown –.04 .03 .16¹ .09² .09² .02 –               

Vocal .05 –.03 –.03 .13¹ .10² .34¹ .07 –              

Mouths .00 .12¹ .02 .10² .04 .04 .16¹ –.02 –             

Limb movement behaviours 

Limb –.00 .07 .00 .06 .20¹ .08 .06 .08 .15² –            

Touch .03 .02 –.04 .07 .03 .12¹ –.03 .12¹ –.02 –.01 –           

Touch 

self 
.04 .06 .02 .07 .08 –.01 .09² .4 .15¹ .05 .02 –          

Toy reach .04 –.02 .02 .29¹ .04 .04 .07 .12¹ –.04 –.01 .16¹ .07 –         

Body movement behaviours 

Turn 

away 
.05 .09² .06 .06 .16¹ .21¹ .05 .13¹ .09² .16¹ .03 .07 .12¹ –        

Collapse .02 .03 –.06 .02 .00 .02 –.04 .10² .08 .06 .06 .12¹ .04 .03 –       

Sit down .05 .00 .03 .06 .03 .09² –.05 .07 .03 .01 .14¹ .13¹ .18¹ .04 .04 –      

Lurch –.01 .05 .04 .06 –.04 .04 .00 .07 .10 .02 .02 –.01 .03 .09² .07 –.04 –     

Towards .08 –.03 –.08 .17¹ .02 .05 .00 .15¹ .01 –.09² .23¹ .08 .23¹ .13¹ .18¹ .20¹ .07 –    

Away .02 –.02 .07 –.05 –.08² –.06 .03 –.01 .03 .13¹ –.05 .06 –.03 .01 .03 –.04 –.00 –.02 –   

Bridging behaviours (joint action that can involve any or all parts of the body) 

Imitates .03 .01 .01 –.08 .11² .31¹ –.04 .05 .01 –.05 .01 .05 .00 .01 –.06 –.02 –.06 –.02 .12¹ –  

Chorus –.14¹ –.04 –.08 –.11² –.02 .06 –.06 –.01 –.03 –.09² .10² –.03 –.03 –.0 –.01 –.03 .03 –.06 –.01 .03 – 

¹ Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). ² Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Additionally, the positive association between looks ITA and the behaviour third 

infant looks at the target of linking infant-peers’ attention (looks DTA) (rs =.15, p <.01), 

which refers to those occasions when the third infant looks at what the infant-peer dyad 

is focused upon, suggests that third infants who engaged in gaze following during 

secondary-linking were more likely to look at what the dyad were playing with. The 

weak correlation between looks ITA and looks DTA also indicates that these two 

behaviours are different from each other, which confirms the decision to split the 

behavioural code, triadic gaze attention to create them during the development of the 

coding system and establishing reliability (see Chapter 5, p. 69). Overall, the 

associations between gaze following and the behaviours multi-shift gaze and looks DTA 

may provide the basis for understanding the role that gaze following plays during 

infant-peer group interactions. 

Face/head behaviours. Out of a total of six possible associations, there were 

two significant correlations within this group. The positive correlation between smile 

and vocalisation (rs =.34, p <.01) indicates a potential pattern of third infants smiling 

and vocalising, which may be interpreted as third infants potentially attempting to 

engage with the dyad during secondary-linking. Interestingly, cross-tabs and 

comparisons by age results show that third infants may have increased their smiling as 

they became older and their gross motor abilities developed. 

The positive association between frown and mouths (rs =.16, p <.01) suggest a 

possible emerging pattern of infants frowning and engaging in behaviours such as 

sucking in lips, chewing, licking, sighing, sticking out their tongue, thumb sucking, 

sucking of fingers and/or hand, and toy/blanket sucking. The association between frown 

and mouths may be interpreted as third infants experiencing the interaction between the 

dyad as stimulating or confusing and engaging in self-soothing behaviours. Together 

these associations indicate third infants’ capacity to use facial gestures to express 

themselves during secondary-linking. 

Limb movement behaviours. Out of a total of six possible associations, one 

was significantly correlated. The positive association between touch and toy reach 

(rs =.16, p <.01) indicates a potential pattern emerging of third infants touching one or 

both infants in the dyad and reaching for their toy during secondary-linking. This result 

is understandable as infants may easily come into contact with an infant in the dyad as 

they reach for their toy. 
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Body movement behaviours. Out of a total 15 possible associations, three were 

significantly correlated. Turn away was positively associated with towards (rs =.13, 

p <.01), indicating that third infants moved towards the dyad and momentarily looked 

or moved away. The association between these two behaviours is understandable since 

both turn away and towards involve the third infant orienting themselves towards the 

dyad. It also seems that it was the independently walking third infants who approached 

the dyad. Cross-tabs results revealed a pattern where infants who were in the early or 

intermediate stages of gross motor ability were less likely to move towards the dyad. 

Towards was also positively associated with collapse (rs =.18, p <.01) and sit 

down (rs =.20, p <.01) suggesting a potential emerging pattern where the third infants 

moved towards the dyad and flopped or sat down near them. 

Bridging behaviours. There was only one possible association within this 

grouping, that being between chorusing and imitation. This association was not 

significant. 

Correlations indicating third infants’ interest in the dyad. A variety of 

associations between behaviours across different behavioural groupings indicated third 

infants’ interest in the dyad and what they were playing with. These included 

correlations between looking and limb and body movement behaviours, body 

movement behaviours and limb movement and face/head behaviours, and face/head 

behaviours and limb movement behaviours. 

The positive association between third infant looks at the target of linking 

infant-peers’ attention (looks DTA) and the body movement behaviour towards (rs =.17, 

p <.01), and the limb movement behaviour toy reach (rs =.29, p <.01) suggests that third 

infants looked at what the infant peers in the dyad were playing with and moved 

towards them, and reached for their toy. These results are supported by the positive 

associations between toy reach and vocalisation (rs =.12, p <.01), and vocalisation and 

towards (rs =.15, p <.01), which also suggest a possible emerging pattern of third 

infants approaching the dyad, vocalising and reaching for what they were playing with. 

Interestingly, cross-tabs results showed that it was the independently walking third 

infants that moved towards the dyad more than the third infants who were less mobile 

and rolling, crawling or cruising. 

Positive associations between turn away and vocalise (rs =.13, p <.01) and turn 

away and toy reach (rs =.12, p <.01) also indicate a similar pattern of third infants 

orienting towards the dyad, vocalising and reached for a toy. However, these 
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combinations also include the third infant turning away briefly from the interaction 

prior to turning back to it. The positive association between limb and turn away (rs =.16, 

p <.01) suggests that third infants engaged in small movements of the hand, leg or foot 

and momentarily turn away from the dyad. 

The positive associations between towards and touch (rs =.23, p <.01) indicates 

that the third infants may have approached the dyad and touched them. The positive 

association between touch and sit down (rs =.14, p <.01) indicates that the third infants 

sat down near the dyad and touched. This association supports previously mentioned 

associations found in the body movement behaviour group (towards with collapse and 

sit down) where third infants moved towards the dyad and flopped or sat down near 

them. Sit down was also associated with toy reach (rs =.18, p <.01) and touch self 

(rs =.13, p <.01), suggesting a possible emerging pattern where third infants sat down, 

reached for the dyad’s toy, and touched themselves. Touch self was associated with 

collapse (rs =.12, p <.01), suggesting that third infants sat or flopped down near the 

dyad and touched themselves. 

When looking at these abovementioned combinations of behaviours, it appears 

that the third infants may have been interested in the dyad and/or what they were 

playing with, or were attempting to engage them, but were trying different combinations 

of behaviours to do so. The weak correlations suggest that none of these combinations 

were fully established as a discernible pattern. Nevertheless, these results may provide 

evidence to suggest that the third infants were in a state of flux or instability as they 

were trying different approaches to interact or engage with their infant-peers and what 

they were playing with during secondary-linking. 

Correlations indicating third infants’ communications. A variety of 

associations between behavioural groupings indicate a third infants’ capacity to express 

themselves and communicate during secondary-linking. 

There were positive associations between third infant looks ITA and frown 

(rs =.16, p <.01), and between looks DTA and vocalisation (rs =.13, p <.01). 

Additionally, there was a positive association between multi-shift gaze and mouths (rs = 

12, p <.01). Positive associations occurred between vocalisation and touch (rs =.12, p 

<.01), smile and touch (rs =.12, p <.01), smile and turn away (rs =.21, p <.01), and smile 

and imitates (rs =.31, p <.01). Together, these associations suggest a possible emerging 

pattern of third infants expressing facial gestures and looking, touching, and copying the 

dyad’s behaviour during secondary-linking that may, in turn, reflect some of the ways in 
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which the third infants communicated with their interacting infant-peers. These results 

build upon the associations in the face/head group where the correlations between smile 

and vocalisation, and frown and mouths highlight how third infants may have expressed 

themselves during secondary-linking. 

Other combinations of behaviours that may indicate how third infants expressed 

themselves and communicated with their peers were highlighted in the negative 

associations between the bridging behaviour chorusing and the looking behaviours, 

gaze (rs = -.14, p <.01), and looks DTA (rs = -.11, p <.01). In chorusing, third infants 

express themselves by engaging in simultaneous and timed interactions that involve 

bodily movements, vocalisations and shared emotion. The negative associations 

between chorusing and these two looking behaviours suggest that the third infants were 

less likely to look at the infant/s in the dyad and what they were playing with when 

engaging in chorusing types of behaviours. 

Overall, third infants were using many different combinations of looking 

behaviours with vocalisations and/or expressive gestures during secondary-linking, 

which may be indicative of infants being in a state of instability as they shared 

communicative acts during secondary-linking. Using many combinations of behaviours 

may indicate that infants are trying to communicate and express themselves with their 

peers in the dyad but are still in the process of working out which is the best way to do 

so. 

Correlations indicating self-soothing. The positive association between the 

behaviour limb and the face/head behaviour mouths (rs =.15, p <.01) suggests that third 

infants engaged in small limb movements and mouthing behaviours such as sucking in 

lips, chewing, licking, sighing, sticking out their tongue, thumb sucking, sucking of 

fingers and/or hand, and toy/blanket sucking. Mouths was also positively associated 

with touch self (rs =.15, p <.01), suggesting that third infants engaged in mouthing 

behaviours and either stroked, rubbed or patted their cheek, hands or any part of their 

own body with their own hand. 

Together, these associations build upon the association found in the face/head 

group, where the correlation between frown and mouths indicated that third infants may 

have been engaging in self-soothing behaviours. Overall, the findings suggest that the 

third infants may have engaged in a variety of combinations of behaviours that reflected 

a need for self-soothing during secondary-linking. 
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Correlations indicating engagement with the educator. There were 

associations between the looking behaviour look to educator and behaviours from all 

four groupings. The positive association between look to educator and turn away 

(rs =.16, p <.01) indicate a possible emerging pattern where third infants momentarily 

took a pause from the interaction between the dyad and looked to the educator. The 

positive association between look to educator and smile (rs =.17, p <.01) suggests that 

third infants looked to the educator and smiled. Look to educator was also positively 

associated with the bridging behaviour imitates (rs =.11, p <.01), indicating that third 

infants copied the dyad’s behaviour and looked to the educator. The positive 

associations between look to educator and limb (rs =.20, p <.01) suggests that third 

infants engaged in small limb movement and looked to the educator during secondary-

linking. Overall, these associations may reflect an emerging pattern of third infants 

demonstrating a variety of combinations of behaviours that show their interest in an 

attempt to engage the educator during secondary-linking. 

Correlations indicating leaving the dyad. Associations between the body 

movement behaviour away and behaviours from the limb movement and bridging 

behaviour group indicate that third infants left secondary-linking. The positive 

association between away and limb (rs =.13, p <.01) suggests that third infants left the 

dyad and engaged in small limb movements of the hand, legs or feet. Imitates was also 

associated with the away (rs =.12, p <.01), suggesting that third infants also copied the 

dyads behaviour and left secondary-linking. 

Summary. Overall, third infants used a variety of combinations of behaviours 

when in the presence of an interacting infant-peer dyad, but no discernible pattern of 

specific combinations emerged as highlighted by the weak correlations between 

behaviours. When examining the correlation matrix closely, different combinations of 

behaviours could represent similar meaningful actions of the third infant during 

secondary-linking. For example, several different combinations of behaviours may 

indicate a third infants’ interest in the interacting infant-peer dyad and the toy they were 

playing with, while other combinations could indicate third infants’ attempts to share 

expressive and communicative acts with the dyad. These groupings of combinations of 

behaviour tended to indicate broader patterns of interaction where third infants 1) used a 

variety of different looking behaviours that showed their interest in the dyad, 2) used a 

range of approaches to seek the dyad, 3) shared facial and bodily expressions with the 
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dyad, 4) engaged in a variety of self-soothing behaviours, 5) noticed and shared affect 

with an educator, and 6) left the dyad. 

These results, together with the frequency analyses, indicate that the third infants 

were interested in their interacting peers and what they were playing with and were 

making attempts to engage them and the educators. However, the lack of discernible 

patterns of combinations of behaviours indicated by the weak correlations suggest that 

the third infants across the first two years of their life in long day care were in a state of 

instability and using a range of different combinations of behaviours to show interest in 

the dyad and engage with them. 

Additionally, the weak associations may indicate early signs of patterns 

emerging, but not yet set in place. Consequently, infants may constantly be involved in 

a process of learning how their behaviour impacts others and require time to figure out 

which behaviours are most suited to a person or a particular type of interaction. 

Behaviours that prove most optimal with some interacting peers may not work as well 

with another dyad. Hence, they need to practice a variety of behaviours as infants get to 

know their peers and how they will respond to them. Overall, the results highlight the 

complexity of early sociality in groups but also signify the potential for educators to 

support infants to learn how to build considered and responsive interactions with their 

peers. If the infants are in a state of instability during their group interactions across the 

first two years of life, it means that educators play a critical role in infants’ social 

development in groups for a significant period of time. Altogether, these results offer a 

window of opportunity for educators to give support to third infants in their peer-group 

interactions before possible, stable patterns are set. 

Correlations Between Secondary-Linking Behaviours and Ending Behaviours 

Spearman’s rank-order correlation analyses were used to examine the extent to 

which each of the eight ending behaviours were associated with the selected the 21 

behaviours. Results, located in Table 19, identified 28 significant correlations, ranging 

from rs <.01 to rs =.88. Only correlations exceeding ± 0.1 were considered. These 23 

correlations, which ranged from rs = –.37 to rs =.88, are highlighted in Table 19. Of 

these 23 significant correlations, three occurred with fizzling out and infant leaves. Two 

occurred with dyad ceases, seven with third breaks link/linking, three with switching 

and secondary-switching, and one with look to educator and educator breaks link or 

linking. The results presented in Table 19 are summarised below according to each of 

the ending behaviours. 
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Table 19 

Correlation Matrix for Behaviours by Secondary-Linking Ending Behaviours 

Behaviours Secondary-linking ending behaviours 

 
Fizzling out 

Infant 

leaves 

Dyad 

ceases 

Third breaks 

linking 
Switching 

Secondary-

switching 

Look to 

educator 

Educator breaks 

triadic 

Eyes (looking behaviours) 

1.Gaze –.08 –.01 .03 .02 –.06 –.06 .03 .05 

2.Multi-shift gaze  –.03 –.05 .02 .02 .12** –.00 .09 .00 

3.Looks ITAa –.06 .03 .05 –.04 –.05 .03 –.0 –.01 

4.Looks DTAb –.05 –.03 .08 .02 .03 –.01 –.04 –.01 

5.Look to educator .03 –.08 –.06 .14** .01 .11** –.01 –.01 

Face/Head (includes facial expressions, vocalisations and head movement behaviours) 

6.Smile .07 –.07 –.03 .08 .14** –.02 .01 –.04 

7.Frown –.07 –.02 –.01 .09 –.04 .09* .09* .0 

8.Vocal –.03 –.03 –.04 .17** .07 –.02 .03 –.08 

9.Mouths –.04 .03 .04 .00 .06 .03 –.03 –.06 

Limb movement behaviours 

10.Limb –.05 .17** –.08* .00 –.02 .02 –.02 –.03 

11.Touch –.04 –.04 –.04 .19** .04 –.06 –.02 .00 

12.Touch self .03 .05 –.05 .00 –.04 .07 –.01 –.03 

13.Toy reach .02 –.03 .00 .12** .09* –.03 –.04 –.07 

Body movement behaviours         

14.Turn away –.08 .02 –.01 –.01 .01 .11* –.03 –.01 

15.Collapse .05 .04 .00 .01 –.03 –.04 –.04 –.04 

16.Sit down –.05 –.04 .03 .11 .01 .03 –.05 –.02 

17.Lurch –.03 –.01 –.03 .07 –.03 –.04 .01 .03 

18.Towards –.07 .01 –.03 .18** –.02 –.02 –.08* .01 

19.Away –.19** .88** –.37** .21** –.12** –.11* .19** –.35** 

Bridging behaviours (joint action that can involve any or all parts of the body) 

20.Imitates .12** –.11* –.01 0.18** .10* .01 –0.03 –.02 

21.Chorusing .34** –.08 –.19** –0.08 .00 –.01 –0.05 .05 

a Looks ITA is an abbreviation of third infant looks at infant-peer’s target of attention. 

b Looks DTA is an abbreviation of third infant looks at the target of linking infant-peers’ attention. 

c Educator breaks triad is an abbreviation of educator breaks link, linking, secondary-linking. 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Fizzling out. The ending fizzling out was significantly correlated with chorusing 

(rs =.34, p <.01) and imitates (rs =.12, p <.01) suggesting a potential emerging pattern of 

third infants being observed in endings where each member of the triad simultaneously 

drift apart from the other, and third infants demonstrating chorusing and imitative 

behaviours. The negative association between fizzling out and the body movement 

behaviour away (rs = –.19, p <.01) further adds to the pattern of results and suggests that 

third infants were less likely to independently leave the interacting infant-peer dyad 

when observed in a fizzling out ending. A possible explanation for these combinations 

of behaviours may be that in fizzling out, secondary-linking ends in a similar manner to 

chorusing, where third infants leave secondary-linking simultaneously and in time with 

their peers by engaging in shared bodily movements, vocalisations and emotions. The 

association between fizzling out and imitates suggests that each infant copies the drifting 

apart behaviour. 

Infant leaves. This ending was significantly correlated with three of the 21 

behaviours. In an infant leaves ending, the third infants were observed to leave 

secondary-linking and not return to the infant-peer dyad even though the infant peer-

dyad remained interacting. The strong positive association between infant leaves and 

the body movement behaviour away (rs =.88, p <.01) indicates that these behaviours are 

not mutually exclusive (Chorney et al., 2015). The negative association between infant 

leaves and imitates (rs = –.11, p <.01) suggests that third infants who left the interacting 

peers and were less likely to copy the dyad’s indicating that infant leaves is distinct 

from fizzling out, where imitation plays a role in how the third infant leaves the 

threesome. Infant leaves was also associated with limb (rs =.17, p <.01), indicating that 

third infants may have engaged small limb movements and left the interacting infant-

peer dyad. Overall, results indicate a possible emerging pattern of third infants leaving 

the dyad and not copying their behaviour but engaging in small limb movements. 

Dyad Ceases. This ending was significantly correlated with two of the 21 

behaviours. Dyad ceases is observed when the interacting infant peers discontinue 

interacting. The negative association between dyad ceases and the body movement 

behaviour away (rs = –.37, p <.01) adds to the pattern in that the association indicates 

that third infants were less likely to leave secondary-linking when the infant-peer dyad 

stopped interacting. This result is understandable, as in a dyad ceases ending, there is no 

opportunity for the third infant to move away because secondary-linking no longer 

occurs when there is no interacting infant-peer dyad. Furthermore, the negative 
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association between dyad ceases and chorusing (rs = –.19, p <.01) suggests that the 

more third infants engaged in chorusing types of behaviours, the less they were 

observed in a dyad ceases ending. Together, these results provide evidence to suggest 

that chorusing may specifically end with a fizzling out ending rather than the third infant 

leaving the episode of secondary-linking or the dyad discontinuing the interaction. 

Further, the dyad ceases ending occurs more frequently when third infants are younger, 

whereas older infants were more likely to be observed in the behaviour choursing and 

the fizzling out endings. 

Third infant breaks link or linking. This ending was significantly correlated 

with seven of the 21 behaviours. In this ending, the third infants break the interaction 

between the interacting infant-peer dyad by initiating certain behaviours. The positive 

association between the ending behaviour third infant breaks link or linking and the 

body movement behaviour towards (rs =.18, p <.01) highlights a possible emerging 

pattern where the third infants moved towards the dyad and broke the interaction 

between them. Other positive associations between the ending third infant breaks link 

or linking and: vocalisation (rs =.17, p <.01), touch (rs =.19, p <.01), toy reach (rs =.12, 

p <.01), imitates (rs =.18, p <.01), look to educator (rs =.14, p <.01), and away (rs =.21, 

p <.01) suggest that the more third infants engaged in these kinds of behaviours, the 

more the third infant broke the interaction between the dyad. Overall, results indicate 

that a variety of third infants’ behaviours may break the interaction between the infant-

peer dyad, but due to the weak correlations, it is unclear whether a discernible 

combination of behaviours predictably break the interaction. Frequency analyses 

showed that more than half of the third infants were observed breaking the interaction 

between their peers, and cross-tabs results indicated that it was the older third infants 

who tended the break the interaction. 

Switching. This ending was significantly correlated with three of the 21 

behaviours. In switching, a brief pause in the interaction between the dyad allows the 

third infant to form a link or linking episode with one of the infants in the dyad. When 

the original infant from the dyad returns to the interaction, they create a new episode of 

secondary-linking by becoming the new third infant. Positive associations between 

switching and multi-shift gaze (rs =.12, p <.01) suggest that third infants changing 

positions within the triad and looked from one infant in the dyad to the other. Positive 

associations between switching and smile suggest that third infants smiled and switched 

positions in the triad. Together, these associations suggest that smiling and observing 
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the interactions between their peers may play a role in how infants enter play with peers 

in groups. In contrast, the negative association between away and switching (rs = –.12, 

p <.01) indicate that third infants were less likely to leave secondary-linking when 

observed in a switching ending, indicating that when third infants wait for a pause, the 

infant triad is less likely to cease altogether rather the infants staying together and 

simply changing positions. 

Secondary-switching. This ending was significantly correlated with three of the 

21 behaviours. Secondary-switching is observed when a fourth infant positioned outside 

of the triad becomes the new third infant when the initial third infant takes a pause from 

the interacting infant-peer dyad. When the initial third infant looks back to their 

interacting peers after turning away, they return to a newly formed episode of 

secondary-linking with a different third infant and a completely new group dynamic. 

The positive association between secondary-switching and turn away (rs =.11, p <.01) 

adds to the pattern that when infants take a pause from the interaction, another infant 

can enter. The negative association between away and secondary-switching (rs = –.11, p 

<.01) suggests that the more third infants were observed in this ending, the less likely 

they were to leave the episode of secondary-linking, further indicating that when infants 

enter a group during a pause in the interactions, the group is able to stay together. The 

positive association between secondary-switching and look to educator (rs =.11, p <.01) 

suggests a possible emerging pattern of the third infants being replaced by a fourth 

infant and looking to the educator. 

Look to educator ending. This ending was significantly correlated with one 

behaviour. The ending behaviour look to educator is observed when the third infant 

leaves the interacting infant-peer dyad to look to the educator. The positive association 

between the look to educator and away (rs =.19, p <.01) confirms that third infants left 

secondary-linking and looked to an educator. Cross-tabs results and correlations by age 

indicate that the younger infants who were in the early and intermediate gross motor 

categories were observed more frequently in a look to educator ending than the older 

third infants whose gross motor abilities were developed. 

Educator breaks link or linking ending. This ending was significantly 

correlated with one of the 21 behaviours. The ending behaviour educator breaks link or 

linking is observed when the educator breaks the interaction between the infant-peer 

dyad. Results show a negative association between this ending and the behaviour away 

(rs = –.35, p <.01), indicating that third infants were less likely to leave secondary-
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linking when the educator broke the interaction between the dyad. Since the interaction 

between the dyad was broken by the educator, it may be that secondary-linking is no 

longer occurring even though the infant may still be present. 

Summary. While frequency analysis provided evidence to suggest that the third 

infants and the dyad changed their behaviour during secondary-linking, the weak 

correlations between the secondary-linking endings and the third infants’ behaviours 

indicate that no particular type of third infants’ behaviour affected how the infant-peer 

dyad behaved and vice versa. These results further confirm the idea that infants are in a 

state of instability as they engage in a variety of behaviours during secondary-linking. 

The weak associations may indicate early signs of patterns emerging but not yet set in 

place, suggesting that infants are in the process of learning how their behaviour impacts 

others and determining which are most suited to a person or a particular type of 

interaction. Behaviours that prove the most optimal with some interacting peers may not 

work as well with another dyad. Hence, the need to engage in a variety of behaviours as 

infants get to know their peers and how they will respond to them. Overall, the results 

highlight the complexity of early sociality in groups but also signify the potential for 

educators to support infants to learn how to build considered and responsive interactions 

with their peers. If the infants are in a state of instability during their group interactions 

across the first two years of life, it means that educators play a critical role in infants’ 

social development in groups for a significant period of time. 

Discussion 

In this section of the chapter, I discuss these broader patterns of interaction that 

occur during secondary-linking by integrating the frequency, correlation and cross-tabs 

analyses and discussing them in light of research on early sociality as outlined in 

Chapter 2 and the social development concepts outlined in Chapter 3. Although results 

indicate that the infants were in an overall state of instability and used a variety of 

behaviours during secondary-linking, they also showed that different combinations of 

behaviours could represent similar actions that appeared as broad patterns of interaction. 

These broad patterns are: 1) third infants were interested in looking at their infant peers 

in the dyad, 2) third infants moved towards the dyad and their shared interest in toys 

and/or activity, 3) looking behaviours played a key role in group formation and social 

development, 4) third infants communicated during secondary-linking, 5) third infants 

paused during secondary-linking, 6) third infants broke the interaction between the 

dyad, 7) third infants left secondary-linking, and 8) the dyad can stop interacting. The 
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intention of this research as a whole was to expand knowledge of early sociality and 

infant social development in groups in long day care across the first two years of life. 

This discussion is the first part of an attempt to follow through with this intention and 

will complement the following chapter, which reports on the findings of the qualitative 

results. 

Third Infants Were Interested in Looking at Their Infant Peers in the Dyad 

The consistently high frequency of the gaze behaviour across all 20 of the 

infants suggests that third infants were mostly interested in looking at one or both 

members of the dyad. Three-quarters of third infants also shifted their gaze from one 

infant in the dyad to the other (multi-shift gaze), suggesting that many third infants were 

also interested in watching the interactions between their peers. These findings are in 

keeping with Ridgway et al.’s. (2016, p. 7) description of how 16-month-old ‘Elvin’s 

wide gaze encompassed his peers who were making the growing tapping sounds around 

him’, and Engdahl’s (2011) and Musatti and Panni’s (1981) descriptions of toddlers 

shifting their gaze from one infant to another in ECEC settings. 

A pattern may also be emerging where third infants who looked to one infant in 

the dyad or both infants from across the room were less likely to shift their gaze from 

one infant in the dyad to the other and vice versa. Peer preference, where an infant is 

more interested in one infant over another (Hay et al., 2008; Sanefuji et al., 2006), may 

explain why a third infant only looks to one infant in the dyad. However, infant motor 

development may provide further understanding of why this pattern may be emerging. 

Comparative analyses by gross motor ability showed that third infants who were in the 

early gross motor category were shifting their gaze from one infant in the dyad to the 

other more frequently than those infants who were in the intermediate category. Infants 

in the intermediate category were also shifting their gaze between the infants in the 

dyad more frequently than those infants who were in the developed category. These 

findings suggest that as third infants’ gross motor abilities develop, they change their 

looking behaviour from shifting their gaze between the infants in the dyad to looking 

towards one infant in the dyad, or to both infants from across the room. 

Third Infants Moved Towards the Dyad and Their Shared Interest in Toys and/or 

Activity 

Third infants were not only interested in looking at their peers and the 

interaction between them, they also moved towards them. The relatively high frequency 
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of move towards behaviours across all but one of the third infants indicates that it was 

common for third infants to approach the interacting infant-peer dyad by either rolling, 

crawling or walking towards them. Third infants were also curious about what the 

interacting infant-peer dyad were playing with. The consistently high frequencies of the 

behaviour looks DTA across the majority of infants indicates that third infants, for the 

most part, were also looking at what their infant-peers in the dyad were attending to. 

Notably, looking at what the infants in the dyad were playing with or involved in was 

not related to age or gross motor behaviour. Comparative analysis by age and gross 

motor behaviour showed no significant associations with looks DTA. Therefore, third 

infants were looking at what the infant-peer dyad was playing with or involved in at 

every age and stage of gross motor development. 

Interestingly, a pattern may have been emerging where infants who looked at 

what the dyad were attending to were also more likely to move towards them. 

Comparisons by behaviour showed a positive association between looks DTA and 

towards. These findings are consistent with Mueller and Rich’s (1976) descriptions of 

clusters, where three or more young children come together with common and focused 

involvement in an activity, toy and each other. They are also consistent with Davis and 

Degotardi’s (2015) findings, where educators noticed infants coming together around a 

shared interest in toys. 

Infants moving towards the dyad was related to age and gross motor 

development. Comparative analysis by age showed that older infants tended to move 

towards the dyad, while comparisons by gross motor ability showed that infants in the 

early and intermediate categories moved towards the dyad less than developed infants. 

These findings suggest that it was the older infants whose gross motor abilities were 

more developed that tended to move towards the dyad. 

Another possible pattern included third infants looking at what the dyad were 

playing with or involved in and reaching for their toy. Comparative analysis by 

behaviour showed positive associations between looks DTA and toy reach. As toy reach 

and touch were also significantly correlated, it may be that third infants were close 

enough to the dyad to be in physical contact with them as they reached for a toy. Results 

also showed that third infants at all ages and stages of gross motor development reached 

for the dyad’s toy of interest 
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Looking Behaviours Play a Key Role in Group Formation and Infant Social 

Development in Groups 

The frequent and common demonstration of looking behaviours by the third 

infants highlight the key role they play in infant-peer group formation. Looking 

behaviours were demonstrated by more than three-quarters of the third infants. In 

particular, the looking behaviours gaze and looks DTA were demonstrated by nearly all 

of the third infants and occurred across all ages and stages of gross motor development. 

Looking behaviours identify what aspects of the dyad third infants are most interested 

in, including their preferences (for a particular infant), and what they are curious about 

(the activity or play). The type of looking behaviour they demonstrate also has the 

potential to indicate the social developmental experience they are undergoing at a 

particular point in time and the stage of gross motor development. Results suggest that 

infants engage in behaviours that contribute to the experience of joint attention and 

triangular capacity at different ages and stages of gross motor development. 

Joint attention. Frequency analysis shows the behaviour looks ITA, which 

refers to gaze following in third infants, was common, demonstrated by three-quarters 

of the group. Gaze following is seen as a key contributing behaviour to the development 

of joint attention (see Chapter 3, p. 25). Consequently, third infants who engage in gaze 

following may be experiencing the emergence of joint attention, where they develop the 

ability to coordinate and share attention with one other person towards an event, 

experience, person, or an object such as a toy. According to Meltzoff and Brooks 

(2007), infants engaging in these behaviours are learning about the intentions of another 

person, and by engaging in joint attention, infants begin to develop the awareness that 

something exists outside of the relationship between themselves and the other person 

(Reddy, 2003). 

Results show that gaze following during secondary-linking was related to age 

and gross motor development. Comparative analysis by age showed that gaze following 

in third infants decreased as they became older, while comparisons by gross motor 

ability showed that infants who were in the early and intermediate categories 

demonstrated gaze following more than infants in the developed category. These results 

suggest that during secondary-linking, the younger third infants whose gross motor 

behaviours were less developed were engaging in gaze following more frequently than 

older, more developed third infant peers. These findings indicate an area that requires 

further investigation as it may be that the younger third infants whose gross motor 
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abilities were less developed were more likely to be in the stage of developing joint 

attention than their older, more developed peers during secondary-linking. 

Triangular capacity. In triangular capacity, infants coordinate and share 

attention between two people. By shifting their gaze from one person in the dyad to the 

other, they keep track of the dyad’s relationship and learn about their intentions 

(McHale et al., 2008; Nadel & Tremblay-Leveau, 1999). Third infants who shifted their 

gaze from one infant in the dyad to the other (multi-shift gaze) may be in the process of 

beginning to develop an awareness of a relationship between two infants that exists 

outside of themselves (Chapter 3, p. 35). 

Infants shifting their gaze from one infant to another was a common behaviour 

demonstrated by more than three-quarters of the 20 third infants. However, some infants 

showed multi-shift gaze behaviour more frequently than others. Comparative analysis 

by age and gross motor behaviour showed that multi-shift gaze decreased in frequency 

as third infants grew older and was more common in infants whose gross motor skills 

were in the early and intermediate categories, suggesting that younger, less developed 

third infants were experiencing triangular capacity. 

Interestingly, both gaze following behaviours, looks ITA and multi-shift gaze, 

were demonstrated more by younger infants whose gross motor behaviours were less 

developed. It suggests that these infants were immersed in the process of learning about 

the intentions of others and the relationships between their infant-peers, indicating that 

these may be typical developmental experiences that third infants undergo at that 

particular age and stage of gross motor ability. 

The findings also suggest that gaze following behaviours looks ITA and multi-

shift gaze may be part of a bigger picture, where gaze following during secondary-

linking plays a pivotal role in peer group formation by creating the circumstances for 

more complex looking behaviours such as multi-shift gaze to manifest. Comparisons by 

behaviour showed positive associations between looks ITA and both multi-shift gaze, 

and looks DTA, indicating that the more third infants followed the gaze of an infant in 

the dyad, the more likely they were to shift their gaze from one infant in the dyad to the 

other and look at what the infant-peers in the dyad were playing with. An explanation 

for these associations involves third infants following the gaze of one infant in the dyad 

to look towards the other infant in the dyad or what the dyad was playing with. 

Consequently, looks ITA may have an important role to play in how infants coordinate 

and share attention with more than one other infant in the group, as in the case of 
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triangular capacity, and may support the infant to learn about the topic of interest and 

the social rules of the game. 

Conceptually, if gaze following does play a role in how infants coordinate and 

share attention with more than one other person, it would imply that gaze following also 

plays a role in facilitating the third infant’s developing awareness of a relationship 

existing outside of themselves that extends to their common topic of interest. 

Consequently, infants who are able to follow the dyad’s topic of interest (as in the 

behaviour looks DTA) may also be engaging in a form of triangular capacity, but one 

where the infant is not only able to monitor the relationship between two others but is 

also able to monitor and learn about the common topic of interest and the social rules of 

the play. Developmentally, this means that during secondary-linking, gaze following 

would be the precursor required to facilitate the third infant’s awareness of a 

relationship between their peers existing outside of themselves and their developing 

awareness that their peers enjoy a common topic of interest that also exists outside of 

themselves. Having this awareness may enable the third infant to anticipate themselves 

in interaction with the infant-peer dyad and subsequently behave in ways that are 

appropriate to the social situation. 

The association between gaze following among infants and multi-shift gaze and 

looks DTA also suggests that triangular capacity, and the ability to focus on an infant-

dyad’s topic of interest, are secondary forms of joint attention. Since gaze following is 

an indicator of joint attention where the infant’s focus is placed on one person, and a 

potential precursor to multi-shift gaze and looks DTA where the infant’s focus is placed 

on two persons, it suggests that both multi-shift gaze and looks DTA are indicators of a 

secondary form of joint attention. Infants engaging in secondary-joint attention would 

essentially be developing the awareness of a relationship existing outside themselves 

and an awareness that their peers enjoy a common topic of interest that also exists 

outside of themselves. The idea of secondary-joint attention is further confirmed by 

behaviours that tend to occur during secondary-linking, such as third infants moving 

towards the dyad, reaching for their toys, or making attempts to communicate with 

them. These types of behaviours represent potential indicators of secondary-joint 

attention during secondary-linking, and suggest that third infants may be in the 

developmental stage of learning about relationships between infant-peers, their 

intentions and how to join in the play. 
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Although descriptions have been given of three toddlers interacting with each 

other around objects in ECEC settings (e.g., Engdahl, 2011), the third infant’s 

behavioural shift from focusing on one infant to two and their common topic of interest 

is an area that is yet to be examined in detail in both ECEC and developmental 

psychology. While infants’ awareness of the relationship between their peers has been 

explored in research in laboratory-based settings, and to some extent the topic of play 

such as foot touching among three infants (e.g., Selby & Bradley, 2003), the role that 

the behaviours, multi-shift gaze and looks DTA have yet to be examined in detail in 

relation to group formation and social development in infant groups. These behaviours 

may also have a key role to play in language acquisition. It is well documented in ECEC 

research that infant-peers use joint attention behaviour to communicate with each other 

and that educator-infant joint attention supports infants’ language development 

(Degotardi, 2017; Shin, 2012). Consequently, it is important to consider to what extent 

multi-shift gaze and looks DTA are influential in infants’ communication attempts and 

overall language development. 

Third Infants Communicated During Secondary-Linking 

Vocalising by making sounds such as ‘ba’, ‘ga’ and ‘da’ during secondary-

linking was common, demonstrated by three-quarters of third infants, with some infants 

vocalising and others not. Interestingly, comparative analysis by age and gross motor 

ability showed no significant associations with vocalising, indicating that other factors 

may be playing a role in why some infants vocalise during secondary-linking and others 

do not. 

Infants coordinated behaviours to communicate with the dyad. According to 

Yale et al. (2003), the ability to coordinate gaze direction, facial expressions and 

vocalisations is critical to the development of social and emotional communication in 

early infancy. Results showed positive associations between vocalisation and looks 

DTA, vocalisation and smile and between looks ITA and frown. These associations 

suggest that third infants were vocalising and looking at what the infant peer dyad were 

playing with, vocalising and smiling during secondary-linking, and frowning and 

following the gaze or head turn of one of the infants in the dyad. These results indicated 

that infants were expressing themselves through facial gestures and coordinating 

behaviours to communicate with their peers in the dyad. 

Additional combinations of behaviours indicate that the third infants’ 

communication during secondary-linking also included physical and facial connections. 
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There were positive correlations between touch and smile, and touch and vocalise, 

suggesting that during secondary-linking, third infants touched one or both infants in 

the dyad and smiled or vocalised. These results demonstrate that third infants used a 

variety of modalities, including touch, to communicate with their interacting peers. 

Infants communicated through imitative acts. According to Meltzoff and 

Marshall (2018), imitation has a role to play in how infants learn about themselves and 

share communication within the cultural and social world they find themselves in. The 

bridging behaviour imitates refers to those third infants’ behaviours that involve 

copying the facial expression and/or play behaviour of one or both infants in the dyad. 

Copying play behaviour can also include reaching for a toy that is similar to the ones 

the infant-peers are playing with. Frequencies showed that imitates was common, being 

demonstrated by more than half of the infants, with some demonstrating it more 

frequently than others. Comparison by behaviour showed a positive correlation with 

smile, indicating that infants smiled and copied the dyad’s behaviour. Comparative 

analysis by age and gross motor ability showed that older third infants who were in the 

developed category of gross motor ability were more likely to engage in imitative acts 

during secondary-linking. 

Third infants engaged in shared communicative experiences with the dyad. 

Some third infants and infant-peers in the dyad also engaged in a shared communicative 

experience that goes beyond each of them individually, known as groupness or 

collective intersubjectivity. Groupness is a collective experience that is created when 

infants become aware of more than one infant who is in close proximity to them, 

become sensitive to the interactions occurring between two infants, and influence the 

behaviour of more than one other infant (Bradley & Smithson, 2017). The bridging 

behaviour chorusing is indicative of groupness, and frequencies showed that it was 

demonstrated in just under half of third infants. Individual frequencies also showed that 

there were several infants who demonstrated chorusing frequently, indicating that these 

third infants were involved in a shared communicative experience that goes beyond 

each of the members individually more than others. 

Chorusing is described as infants mutually tuning in with one another by 

engaging in simultaneous and timed interactions involving bodily movements, 

vocalisations and shared emotion. These interactions can appear as joyfully dancing or 

rhythmically tapping objects and vocalising together, or they could appear to be more 

chaotic and uncoordinated as in rough and tumble play, three or more infants excitedly 
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converging on a toy or game, or all three infants tumbling and falling on top of each 

other accidentally. In chorusing, it is difficult to determine which infants’ behaviour 

influences the other because no infant seems to take the lead or dominate the play. 

Rather, they appear to follow each other’s cues, concurrently adapting their own 

behaviour to fit in with their peers. 

Infants engaging in the types of behaviours such as those described in chorusing 

may be participating in a triangular form of communication where infants in the triad 

experience the rhythms and patterns of the interactions between their infant peers 

proprioceptively, thereby sharing experiences, thoughts and feelings with each other 

through their bodily and expressive acts. Consequently, infants engaged in chorusing 

may be involved in a collective or multi-infant form of intersubjective communication 

where infants hold in mind more than one other infant at the same time, and more than 

two infants are able share the same emotional and mental landscapes at the same time. 

Most notably, third infants who engaged in chorusing were not that interested in 

what the dyad was playing with but was more focused on engaging in shared bodily 

experiences and vocalisations. Comparisons by behaviour showed negative associations 

between chorusing and the looking behaviours looks DTA and gaze, indicating that 

infants engaged in chorusing were less likely to look at the infant peers and what they 

were playing with. An explanation for these associations may be that, during chorusing, 

third infants were more absorbed in experiencing the rhythms and patterns of the 

interactions between their infant peers proprioceptively rather than looking at them 

directly and what they were playing with. As a result, communication and connection 

occurred by sharing experiences, thoughts and feelings through their bodily and 

expressive acts. 

These triangular forms of communication may be related to age and gross motor 

development. Comparative analysis by age and gross motor ability showed that older 

infants who were in the developed category were more likely to engage in these shared 

communicative experiences. These results highlight the difference between three infants 

having a shared communicative experience and a third infant communicating with their 

interacting peers. Third infants communicating with the interacting infant-peer dyad 

coordinate looking behaviours, facial expressions, touch and vocalisations at all ages 

and stages of gross motor ability. 

The findings that third infants are more likely to engage in shared 

communicative experiences when they are older and more physically developed in 
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ECEC settings are consistent with Lkken’s (2000b) descriptions of interactions 

between toddlers aged 14 to 21 months, Ridgway et al.’s (2016) description of three 

infants aged 16–18 months tapping spoons in rhythm and time, and Musatti and Panni’s 

(1981) description of 11–18-month-old toddlers running together from one side of the 

room to another to reach a desired object. Interestingly, no studies have explored or 

described similar types of behaviours in infants younger than 11 months in ECEC 

settings. Consequently, I reviewed the ages of the individual infants in my study to see 

what ages third infants demonstrated chorusing. Of the nine infants who engaged in 

chorusing, all were 11-months of age or older when they demonstrated the behaviour. 

Ending of a Group Can Appear as a Shared Communicative Experience 

Results so far indicate that the third infants engaged in collective intersubjective 

experiences such as rhythmic and timed interactions in small peer groups. They also 

suggest that these types of group experiences end as they occur, that is, as a collective 

intersubjective experience. Comparative analysis of ending behaviours by behaviour 

showed positive correlations between the ending behaviour fizzling out and both 

chorusing and imitates, suggesting that infants who engaged in these behaviours were 

more likely to have a fizzling out ending. In fizzling out, all three infants leave 

secondary-linking simultaneously. On the surface, it can appear as if the group 

interaction falls apart either slowly or quickly. The infant-peer dyad ceases to interact at 

the same time that the third infant ceases to demonstrate their behaviour/s. It may be 

that during chorusing, infants disengage simultaneously with each other through shared 

triangular communicative experiences, and in imitates, infants disengage with each 

other by copying each other’s moving-away behaviour. Interestingly, fizzling out, like 

both chorusing and imitates, occurred more frequently as the third infants became older. 

Notably, comparative analysis of ending behaviours by behaviour also showed a 

negative correlation between fizzling out and away, indicating that third infants were 

less likely to leave secondary-linking when involved in a fizzling out ending. A possible 

explanation for these results includes all three infants leaving secondary-linking 

simultaneously rather than the third infant leaving secondary-linking independently of 

the others infants in the triad. 

Third Infants Paused During Secondary-Linking 

Another interesting finding to emerge from the quantitative results is that almost 

all third infants engaged in the turn away behaviour appeared as if they were taking a 
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brief pause from the interaction. Third infants were observed to briefly look away or 

physically move away from the interacting infant-peers only to return to them seconds 

later. Alternatively, third infants took a step back or sideways while still directing their 

gaze towards the dyad. It seems that third infants of every age and stage of gross motor 

ability were taking pauses from the interacting infant-peer dyad. Comparisons by age 

and gross motor behaviour showed no significant associations with turn away. Some 

third infants, however, took a pause from the interacting dyad more than others as 

frequency analysis showed variability among the individual frequencies. Comparisons 

by behaviours showed positive associations between turn away and both smile and 

vocalisations, indicating that third infants paused from the interaction and smiled and 

vocalised. 

Infants are engaging and disengaging. Infant pauses are well documented in 

research that explores the interactions between very young infants and their mothers 

(Beebe, 2017; Stern, 1971). According to Stern (1971), infants momentarily look away 

from their mother during interactions as a way to manage the social stimulation that 

comes from one-to-one interaction. Since very young infants cannot crawl or walk 

away, turning their head and looking away may be the only way they can control the 

amount of interaction they receive. Therefore, one explanation as to why very young 

third infants pause during secondary-linking may be that while they are intently looking 

at the interactions between their infant-peers, they are also managing the amount and 

type of stimulation they receive by temporarily turning away or disengaging from their 

interacting peers. 

In addition to temporarily disengaging from the interaction, third infants may 

have also been managing the stimulation of the interaction by engaging in self-soothing 

behaviours. More than three-quarters of the infants engaged in mouthing behaviours 

such as sucking in lips, chewing, licking, sighing, sticking out their tongue, thumb 

sucking, sucking of fingers and/or hand, and toy/blanket sucking. A similar number of 

third infants were also observed to stroke, rub or pat their cheek, hands or any part of 

their own body with their own hand. These behaviours can be interpreted as early self-

soothing behaviours that infants use to self-regulate or settle (Geangu et al., 2011). 

Comparison by behaviour showed that turn away was positively associated with 

mouths, and together they indicate that third infants were experiencing the interaction 

between their peers as stimulating, so much so that they needed to engage in self-
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soothing behaviours and briefly turn away in order to manage their level of engagement 

with the interacting infant-peer dyad. 

Third infants sought the educators. Another explanation for the pauses 

includes third infants turning away from their interacting peers to briefly engage with 

the educator before turning back to them. Results from the frequency analysis showed 

that more than three-quarters of the third infants looked to an educator during 

secondary-linking. Additionally, comparisons by behaviour revealed a positive 

association between turn away and look educator. Comparative analysis by age and 

gross motor ability showed that younger third infants whose gross motor abilities were 

in the early and intermediate categories were turning to look at the educator during 

secondary-linking. 

Third infants changed social positions. Another explanation for the pauses 

involves the behaviour of the other infants in the room. The behaviour turn away can 

also include behaviours where the third infant moves towards, looks at, and/or offers a 

toy to another infant who is outside of the secondary-linking episode, then quickly 

returns their attention back to the interacting dyad. Alternatively, infants who were 

positioned outside the triad may have been interested and curious about the secondary-

linking episode, as in the case of secondary-switching, where a fourth infant enters into 

secondary-linking and becomes the new third infant when the third infant takes a pause 

from the interacting peers. When the initial third infant returns to the dyad, they return 

to a newly formed episode of secondary-linking with a different third infant and a 

completely new group dynamic. 

Half of the third infants were involved secondary-switching, with some infants 

being observed in these endings more frequently than others. Comparisons of ending 

behaviours by behaviour show that secondary-switching was positively associated with 

the behaviour turn away, indicating that third infants paused from the interaction 

between their infant-peers and changed position with a fourth infant to form a new 

small group. Interestingly, the positive association between secondary-switching and 

the behaviour look to educator suggests third infants who changed positions with a 

fourth infant also looked to the educator. It may be that during third infants pauses, 

other infants outside the triad perceive the third infant’s pause as a social cue or 

opportunity to take a turn and enter the play with the dyad. 

Pauses may act as key entry points for infants to enter groups, and developing 

the skill to be able to wait and identify these pauses could contribute to a successful 
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approach into small group play. Frequency analysis showed that another form of 

changing positions known as switching, where a third infant changes position with an 

infant in the dyad during a pause in their interaction, was demonstrated by half of the 

infants. In switching, the pause enables the third infant to form a link or linking episode 

with one of the infants in the dyad and, in doing so, creates a new episode of secondary-

linking that leaves the remaining infant to become the new third infant. 

Comparisons of endings by behaviours show positive associations between 

switching and the behaviours multi-shift gaze, look to educator, toy reach and imitates, 

indicating that these behaviours may have a role to play in how infants change positions 

in a triad. For example, third infants shifting their gaze between the infants in the dyad 

may help them to locate pauses and identify entry points for play. The importance of 

children being able to accept their position on the periphery, wait for their turn to enter 

play and pick up the social cues to change position was highlighted by Molinari et al. 

(2017) in their study of three to four-year-old child triads. However, the way in which 

children come to develop these abilities were not addressed in their research. 

Behaviours such as turn away, secondary-switching and switching may all provide 

insight into how young children develop these skills, create alliances, manage new 

social positions and develop a greater understanding of others’ perspectives. 

Interestingly, comparisons of endings by behaviour also show negative 

associations between the body movement behaviour away and switching and secondary-

switching. Away occurs when the infant leaves the interaction and does not return. This 

negative association supports the strength of the coding system by indicating that third 

infants did not leave the interaction when a fourth infant entered the triad or when a 

third infant changed social positions with an infant in the dyad. Rather, the association 

suggests that infants stayed involved in the interaction. It may be that infants that wait 

for a pause to enter into an interaction between either the dyad or the triad were 

successful in maintaining the group interaction and their involvement in it. 

Third Infants Broke the Interaction Between the Dyad 

In addition to changing social positions during pauses, results also indicate that 

over half of the third infants broke the interaction between the dyad. The secondary-

linking ending behaviour third infant breaks link or linking occurred in more than half 

of the third infants, with some individual third infants demonstrating it frequently. 

Comparisons by age showed a positive association with third infant breaks link or 

linking, indicating that third infants broke the interaction between their peers more 
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frequently as they became older. Interestingly, there are no pauses in third infant breaks 

link or linking, further confirming the idea that third infants who waited for a pause in 

the interaction between the dyad were more successful in maintaining the group 

interaction and their involvement in it. In switching and secondary-switching, no infants 

leave the interaction. Rather, they merely changed positions. In third infant breaks link 

or linking, the third infant may be initiating behaviours to gain and maintain the 

attention of one or both members of the dyad, but their attempts are not as successful, 

and the interactions between the dyad break down completely. 

Third Infants Left Secondary-Linking 

Predominantly, third infants left the triad without returning. The secondary-

linking ending behaviour infant leaves was the most frequent and one of the most 

common outcomes of secondary-linking. Individual differences may have had a role to 

play as to why third infants left secondary-linking. Frequency analysis showed that 

some third infants tended to leave secondary-linking far more than others. For example, 

the frequency of infant leaves was 60% for Infant 1, but only 10% for Infant 14. 

Additionally, comparisons of behaviour by age showed a negative association with the 

behaviour away, indicating that the younger third infants were more likely to move 

away from the interacting infant-peer dyad than the older infants. 

Educators Presence Played a Key Role in Secondary-Linking Ending 

Results show that the educators’ presence or actions played an instrumental role 

in small peer group interactions ending. For example, frequency analysis showed that 

more than half of third infants left secondary-linking permanently to look to an 

educator. Most notably, results show that one of the most frequent and common ways 

that secondary-linking ended was when an educator’s presence or actions broke the 

interaction between the dyad. This result is supported by the negative association 

between educator breaks the link, linking, secondary-linking ending and the behaviour 

away, where the association suggests that third infants were not moving away from the 

interaction permanently, but rather the interaction between the dyad was broken, and 

therefore, secondary-linking was no longer occurring. 

The Dyad Can Stop Interacting 

Another of the most common and frequent ways for secondary-linking to end 

occurred when the dyad ceased to interact. On these occasions, one or both infants from 
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the dyad left the interaction. Some third infants were observed in dyad ceases more than 

others. For example, the occurrence of the ending behaviour dyad ceases was 57.9% for 

Infant 3, but 11.1% for Infant 7. While individual differences may explain why some 

third infants were observed in this type of ending more frequently than others, third 

infants’ age may have also had a role to play in a dyad ceases ending. Typically, it was 

the younger third infants who tended to be involved in triads where the dyad ceased to 

interact. 

Concluding Statement 

Results support the view that infant development is complex in nature, and 

growth and change in one area of development, such as gross motor ability, may alter 

the infants’ experience in such a way that there is a flow on effect on how they socialise 

and develop socially. They also suggest that third infants were experiencing a state of 

instability as a part of developmental change and used a variety of behaviours to interact 

with a dyad during secondary-linking. According to dynamic systems theory, 

developmental change is viewed as a series of states that move between stability and 

instability. When an infant engages in any new learning experience—which in this case 

would be learning to interact with similarly-aged peers in groups in long day care—they 

may appear to demonstrate no discernible pattern of behaviour because they are in the 

process of working out which behaviours will work best with the new experience. As 

the infant discovers which behaviours prove most optimal, the behaviours begin to 

stabilise into predictable patterns known as ‘attractor states’ that are then used 

consistently until the context changes or other aspects of the infant’s development 

change (Thelan & Smith, 2006). The lack of discernible patterns of the combinations of 

behaviours indicates that third infants were involved in the process of learning how to 

interact with their peers in groups and working out which combinations of behaviours 

proved the most optimal. Consequently, the weak correlations could potentially indicate 

early signs of attractor states beginning to form but are yet to fully emerge as stable or 

predictable patterns. 

Although infants were experiencing instability, quantitative analyses of the 

video data indicated broad patterns of interaction that included third infants’ interest in 

the interacting infant-peer dyad and what they were playing with that prompted them to 

move towards the dyad. Most notably, the way in which third infants watched the 

interacting infant-peer dyad played a key role in group formation during early infancy. 

Infants also made attempts to communicate with the dyad through a variety of 
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modalities, such as looking, facial expressions and touch. Infants also engaged in 

imitative behaviours and rhythmic and synchronous interactions that lead to a multi-

collective form of intersubjective communication. Interestingly, infants took pauses 

from the interacting infant-peers where they turned away from the interaction 

momentarily. Infants engaged with educators during group interactions, and at times, 

the educators’ presence or actions could break the interaction between the infant-peers. 

Alternatively, infants left the interacting infant peers, or the dyad’s interaction would 

discontinue. Infants could also break the interaction between their peers and change 

social positions with each other within the group or with an outsider. 
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Chapter 7: Early Childhood Educators’ Descriptions and Understandings of Early 

Sociality and Infant Social Development 

Chapter Overview 

In Chapter 6, I took a quantitative approach to the data and identified states of 

instability and broad patterns of interaction during infant-peer group interactions. In this 

chapter, I take a qualitative approach by drawing on educator interviews to address 

Research Question 5: How do EC educators describe, understand and support 

secondary-linking behaviours amongst the infant-peers they work with? 

I begin the chapter by outlining the interview process, including the number and 

frequency of interviews, the selection of video content for the Educator Interview Video 

Files, and my approach to conducting the interviews. Next, I describe the timing and 

format of the interviews. Then, I outline the two-step analytical process that I applied to 

the interview data. This two-step process included applying a structural approach 

followed by a thematic analysis of the interview data. Following that, I present the 

findings from the thematic analysis. To finish the chapter, I provide a discussion of the 

findings.  

The Interview Process 

The interviews were designed to provide educators with opportunities to review 

and discuss video examples of focus infants involved in secondary-linking. A total of 18 

interviews were conducted with four educators across a 12-month time period. 

Interviews were conducted every two to three months. Three educators completed five 

interviews, and one educator completed three of the five interviews. This is because 

they were filling a maternity-leave position, and their contract ended after the third 

interview. For each of the five interviews, there was an Educator Interview Video File 

that comprised purposefully selected video examples of linking and secondary-linking. 

During the interviews, each educator was shown one of these Educator Interview Video 

Files depicting the focus children they worked with. The Educator Interview Video 

Files were between two to five minutes long. 

The selection process for determining video examples of linking and secondary-

linking to be included in each Educator Interview Video File was as follows: 
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1. Interview One: For this interview, the Educator Interview Video File contained 

simple examples of linking and secondary-linking behaviours that were chosen 

to help orient the educators to infant interaction in triads and introduce 

secondary-linking, a term that was likely to be new to the educators. 

2. Interviews Two, Three and Four: For these interviews, I selected more complex 

examples of secondary-linking so that I could encourage educators to provide 

diverse descriptions and information. More complex examples included footage 

depicting incidents of infants in conflict over toys, multiple overlapping 

episodes of secondary-linking, and triads consisting of infants under 12-months 

only. 

3. Interview Five (final interview): For this interview, I prepared developmental 

documentaries centred around one of the educators’ focus infants as the third 

infant. I also included examples of that third infant involved in secondary-

linking progressively every two to three months across a 12-month period. The 

developmental documentaries were based on the work of Fogel and De Koeyer-

Laros (2007) and provided a way of exploring changes in focus infants’ 

behaviour across time. 

Approach to Conducting Interviews 

As outlined in Chapter 4 (p. 62), the interview questions were adapted from the 

COS, which is an attachment-based intervention that supports parents and guardians to 

consider their thoughts and feelings as they reflect upon a child’s needs (Cooper et al., 

2009). This approach enabled me to encourage the educators to consider their thoughts 

and feelings in response to the infant behaviour they witnessed as they watched the 

Educator Interview Video Files. Attachment theory sits under the umbrella of the infant 

mental health approach and takes a behavioural systems approach to understanding 

infants’ behaviour. To ensure alignment with the psychoanalytic research method used 

by Elfer (2012a) and Harrison et al. (2017), I adapted the COS questions so that I could 

focus initially on exploring educators’ descriptions and subjective experiences of the 

infant-peer group interactions. The latter interview questions asked educators to 

consider what the infants may be experiencing. The interview questions were: 

1. Describe what you see happening in the moment. 

2. How do you feel when you see this interaction? 

3. What do you think when you see this interaction? 

4. What do you think each child is feeling at this moment? 
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5. What do you think each child is thinking at this moment? 

6. How would you support an interaction like this? 

These adapted interview questions, along with my free-flowing conversational approach 

(described in Chapter 4, Task 3: Collecting Interview Data), provided opportunities for 

educators to adopt a reflexive stance and to talk comfortably and freely. There were also 

opportunities for educators to explore and clarify their thoughts and feelings about the 

behavioural actions and sequences portrayed in the Educator Interview Video Files and 

for the educator and me to develop shared meanings. 

Timing and Format of Interviews 

Each interview took place as soon as possible after the completion of filming in 

each educators’ centre. This approach enabled them to draw on memories of shared 

experiences they had with the infants, to recall information about how the infants 

behave with one another and how their behaviour may have changed across time. At the 

start of each interview, the educator and I watched the relevant Educator Interview 

Video File. We then re-watched the first example shown on the Video file at a slow 

playback speed. While watching, I either paused the video or slowed it further to enable 

the educator to watch frame by frame moments depicting when the third infant’s and 

infant-peer dyad’s behaviour was changing. Occasionally, these moments were watched 

for a second time in slow time or frame by frame to provide further opportunities for the 

educator to watch the interactions between the infants. This process provided the 

educators with multiple opportunities to examine and reflect upon the minute 

behavioural actions and sequences while I guided them through the interview questions. 

This process was repeated until all examples in the Educator Interview Video File had 

been viewed. 

Two-Step Analytical Process 

The analytical process involved two steps: first, applying a structural approach 

to the interview data by creating four structural codes that were then used to analyse and 

organise the data in preparation for thematic analysis, and second, undertaking thematic 

analysis of the interview within each of the structural codes. 

According to Saldana (2016), a structural approach involves coding and 

categorising interview data that represents broad topics of interest, which correspond to 
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the research question(s) and/or interview question(s). In this research, the four structural 

codes I developed were: 

1. Educators’ descriptions and interpretations of secondary-linking behaviours and 

the triad as a whole 

2. Educators’ understandings of secondary-linking behaviours that correspond with 

and contribute to concepts of infant social development 

3. Educators’ insights about change in third infants’ behaviour 

4. Ways that educators provide support for infants in peer group interactions. 

The structural codes provided a framework to organise the interview data in 

preparation for thematic analysis. To do this, I read each transcribed interview while 

watching the corresponding video recording in the Educator Interview Video File and 

highlighted keywords, statements and/or chunks of text (approximately a paragraph in 

length) that pertained to one or more of the four structural codes. 

After completing the structural coding, I applied a thematic approach to 

analysing the interview data within each of the structural codes. To do this, I reviewed 

the highlighted text in each transcribed interview and noted in the margin the topic and 

ideas of the highlighted text, any reference to key concepts of infant social development 

to indicate an alignment with research outlined in Chapter 3, and any identification of 

behaviours from the list of behaviours presented in Chapter 5. This process enabled me 

to identify common themes and insights emerging from within each of the four 

structural codes. Next, I prepared and placed a summary of each interview into an 

analytic memo journal along with the emerging themes and insights, as well as 

illustrative educator quotations. Finally, I developed a Summary Code Book to include 

all insights and common themes from all the interviews. 

Findings 

In this section of the chapter, I present the findings of the thematic analysis 

under each of the four structural codes. Each structural code begins with a brief 

description of that code, followed by the primary themes that emerged. 

Structural Code 1: Educators’ Descriptions and Interpretations of Secondary-Linking 

and the Group of Three Infants as a Whole 

This structural code related to how educators described and understood 

secondary-linking behaviours in terms of infant sociality in groups. Their descriptions 
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and understandings were identified according to the three components of the triad: the 

third infant, the interacting infant-peer dyad and the group of three infants as a whole. 

Thematic analysis of the interview data within this structural code revealed four themes 

that conveyed how educators describe and understand infant sociality in groups. The 

first two, watching and coming in, corresponded to the third infant. The third theme, 

acknowledgement of third infants’ coming in behaviour, corresponded to the infant-peer 

dyad. The fourth theme, chorusing, corresponded to the group of three infants as a 

whole. 

Watching. Across many of the interviews, educators described third infants as 

‘watching’ their peers interact with each other. One educator commented on how a four-

month-old infant ‘just watches the whole thing’ when two of her peers look and laugh at 

each other’s reflection in a mirror. The same educator also noted how a six-month-old 

infant was ‘just watching’ as a 10-month old infant approached a nine-month-old peer 

who had turned to look at the 10-month-old. Another educator commented on how a 13-

month-old infant watched her peers play: ‘I think she sees that they’re having fun 

together, and they’re laughing and they’re sharing those smiles and their laughter, and 

she can see that because she does look around to all of them as they’re playing 

together’. 

Some educators also thought that third infants were interested in the infant-peer 

dyad when they watched them and their play. For example, one educator made a 

comment about 10-month-old third infant V, stating: 

He’s really interested in what’s happening when two of his peers rock 

their play-horses together... he’s really focussed on what they are doing 

… it’s ‘like wow, wow that … looks like fun’, and he’s not worried 

about the toys he has. He’s really intently engaged on those two and 

what they’re doing.’  

The same educator also remarked on a 14-month-old third infant S: ‘S is at the back, 

he’s interested in what’s happening around him... and then he was just watching the 

boys, waiting. I think he was just watching the interaction’. 

Coming In. All of the educators provided further descriptions of third infants’ 

secondary-linking behaviours by reporting that when they thought that third infants 

noticed the interacting infant-peer dyad, they also moved closer towards them. For 
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example, in detailed a description of a six-month-old infant, an educator noted the 

following: 

I think perhaps he noticed that in the middle here is the main base for the 

interaction [between two interacting infant-peers] where all the 

interaction is happening, in the middle there. I think he’s trying to move 

himself, like towards that middle point. Like the centre.  

One educator in particular described the third infants’ moving closer towards behaviour 

as ‘coming in’ or ‘coming to’ the infant-peer dyad and the interaction between them. 

For example, she stated: ‘It’s like S has come in to the play’. In another interview, she 

noted: ‘So she’s coming to the game, but then looking at her book and doing whatever, 

and then coming back in to the game and going back to her own thing’. 

These interactions that included infants coming together with a dyad were called 

a ‘gathering’ by one educator. These gatherings occurred for only brief moments of 

time. As noted by the educator, ‘at this stage their gatherings are not for very long. It’s 

one minute, two minutes.... At this age this is more about what they’re up to.... In and 

out of play and not stay for long’. 

Overall, three themes emerged from educators’ descriptions of coming in 

behaviour: object-oriented (descriptions that focused on third infants’ attentiveness to 

the dyad’s object of interest), infant-oriented (descriptions that focused on third infants’ 

attentiveness towards infant/s in the dyad), and third infants’ motivation for coming in 

to the dyad (explanations for why infants come in to the dyad). The first two themes 

focused on the observable characteristics of third infants’ coming in behaviours. The 

third theme focused on the motivations for third infants’ coming in behaviour regardless 

of whether it was object- or infant-oriented.  

Object-oriented. Some educators’ descriptions of third infants’ coming in 

behaviour identified moments when third infants used similar props to those being used 

by the interacting infant-peer dyad, or moments when third infants took away and 

touched the interacting infant-peers’ toys. For example, in the following description, the 

educator described how a 24-month-old third infant brought in the same object (a 

rocking horse) that an infant-peer dyad was playing with, as a way to ‘come in’ and 

imitate their play: 

I think he saw them and wanted to go and play with them.... He does do a 

lot of parallel play, but I feel very happy that he was actually confident 

enough to go up to them and do that. ‘Okay, I’m going to grab a toy and 

bring it over to them, the same prop that they’re using, and I’m going to 

join them’.... Good thinking, I think, on his part, because that’s how you 
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enter play, isn’t it? You get something and you go into the play, use the 

same equipment and hope. Go over there and hope, ‘Oh, they’re going to 

see me with the same toy, they acknowledge my presence and see that 

I’m there and let me join in the play’. 

The idea that third infants may use the same objects as the dyad to enter and imitate 

their play was reinforced by an educator who thought a 21-month-old was ‘cop[ying] 

what they’re doing’ when she noticed how they imitated the dyads’ activity of falling 

onto mattresses that were laid out on the floor as a way to ‘join in their play’. 

Educators’ object-oriented descriptions also included third infants’ attempts at 

interacting with the infant-peer dyad by taking away or touching their object of interest. 

For instance, in one video example depicting a 21-month-old third infant whose coming 

in behaviour was them taking one of the trucks that an infant-peer dyad was playing 

with, the educator commented: 

Maybe she felt like it was an acceptable thing to do to, come up and join 

just, you know, to start playing with the toy as well. And then she may 

have felt like a bit confused that’s, as to Y’s reaction. And then she, she 

looks like she’s, when she’s walking away that she’s quite sad. 

In another example, an educator noticed how a 13-month-old third infant, T, tried to 

take the dyad’s object of interest by dragging an activity game away from his peers and 

closer to him: 

At the moment... Pe and S have actually come in to the play with it [the 

toy]. T got moved to the side, but it’s like, ‘Hey. I’m not putting up with 

that. I’m going to bring that toy around, I’m going to slide it to me. You 

big kids aren’t taking all the fun. I’ll just slowly bring it my way’.  

Additionally, an educator observed how a 19-month old third infant touched his peers’ 

toy as a way to enter the play between them: ‘I think he can see they’re too busy 

playing. He tries. He tries to touch the toy and join in’. 

Infant-Oriented. Some of the educators described third infants’ attempts to 

come in to the dyad as being attentive to either one or both of the infants. For example, 

in a comment about S, a 20-month-old third infant, one educator said: 

And you can see S has come in because S at first was paying attention 

with [the educator], but then he looked over and saw W [14-months] and 

V [16-months] and, now he’s trying to seek for V’s attention. He’s [S] 

trying to join that group in the end, and V is still going for W, waving.... 

He’s [S] trying to get into that play.... V always has his back to S.... V... 

turns around to look at him, but he never turns his body as such.... So, 

he’s [S] never really invited in. 
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In this example, the educator described how the third infant saw the interaction between 

the peers and tried to come into the play by trying to catch the attention of V, one of the 

infants in the dyad. The educator noted later on: ‘I think that S really wants V as, you 

know, a friend to make that connection.... Because he just keeps on trying to connect 

with V and trying to make that eye contact’. This idea of preferring one of the infants in 

the dyad is also found in the following example where another educator describes how a 

19-month-old third infant wanted to reconnect with her friend, who had become 

involved in a new dyad: ‘I’m not sure if she did a push but I think she wants to get 

closer towards K, so maybe it’s the ownership that she wants, like, “Oh, she’s my 

friend. We were connected first” ’. 

In a slightly different example, an educator described how an 11-month-old 

infant oriented themselves towards one of two infants (aged 17 and 18 months) 

involved in a conflict by using an object (a ball): ‘W picks up and says, “come on, come 

play with me.” He offers the ball [to S], but S is so focused on P and wanting to join her 

that he misses W’. In this example, the third infant’s action of offering the ball has been 

interpreted as infant-oriented rather than object-oriented because the third infant’s 

attention was towards the infant in the dyad and not the interacting infant-peer dyad’s 

object of interest. 

Examples of educators’ descriptions of third infants coming in to both infants 

include the following comment made about an 18-month old third infant: 

I think maybe that she [the third infant] saw them getting upset and 

frustrated and... squabbling and squealing. And she was like, ‘I want to 

fix it!’... She wanted to help. The way she said ‘hey’ was a little bit 

angry you could say as well. It was almost like she was fed up with the 

noise and the squabble and she wanted to go over and fix it.... She is so 

confident that she came over to two kids who are squabbling and 

basically told them to cut it out. 

And a 21-month-old third infant: 

It seems like he’s [Z] trying to follow Ba and De, and join in his play, 

but he doesn’t really know how to, or he’s trying so hard but at the same 

time they’re not really reacting to his presence.... They’re walking off 

and doing their own thing, and Z just seems to follow, just kept on 

following them wanting to interact with them’. 

Third infants’ motivation for coming in to the dyad. Across the interviews, 

many of the educators explained third infants’ coming in behaviour in terms of them 

‘wanting’ something from the interaction itself, the infant-peer dyad or a member of the 

dyad. By doing so, they highlighted possible motivations underlying third infants’ 
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coming in behaviour. For example, educators commonly thought that infants were 

coming in because they wanted to: ‘join in’, ‘get closer’, and ‘get their [peers’] 

attention’, even when their coming in behaviour was oriented to the dyad’s object of 

attention. 

Educators also thought that third infants might be seeking a sense of connection 

or belonging when coming into an infant-peer dyad. For example, in a detailed 

description, one educator commented: 

She sees that two people are playing together and would like to join in 

with the two people and have that same connection and interaction that 

they’re both having and feel that same kind of belonging in a moment. 

Similarly, another educator suggested that a 15-month-old third infant was seeking 

togetherness when she moved towards an interacting infant-peer dyad who were looking 

at each other with what the educator described as ‘happ[iness]’: ‘she saw that 

connection and she’s like, “I want to go into that as well. I want to be involved. I want 

to be involved” ’. 

This notion of togetherness is also evident in the following educator’s comment 

about a 19-month-old infant who came in to the interaction between his peers with his 

back towards them: 

I think H wants the togetherness, like he doesn’t want to interrupt the 

play and, he wants to play. He doesn’t want to engage in the social play, 

but he wants to be connected.... Because he could have just grabbed the 

pegs from on the table and everything, but he chose to sit close to a 

group. He wants to be in the group... but he doesn’t want anyone to enter 

into his space, because he’s very cautious with people entering into his 

space. He doesn’t like people touching him, or getting very close to him. 

Even when third infants did not fully come into the interaction between their peers, 

educators often understood their behaviour as wanting to join in but not knowing how 

or not feeling ready to join in. For example, one educator thought that a 13-month-old 

infant, who watched two other infants play on rocking horses, did not know how to join 

in the play. She said, ‘I think she wants to enter the play, but she doesn’t quite know 

how to, she’s like, “how do I enter the play?” because she can’t, so maybe she’s 

frustrated, confused, like, “how do I enter the play?” ’. The educator then described her 

behaviour in more detail: 

She’s pointing at them. She’s like ‘I want to have a turn’, and she walks 

over. She stops though, doesn’t she? It’s like she’s not quite sure what to 

do next.... ‘Do I ask for it? Do I go take it? What am I going to do? I am 
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going to? I want to put my hand on it because I want to grab it.’ Then she 

falls down. 

In this example, the educator describes what she thought was the third infant’s sense of 

uncertainty about coming into the infant-peer dyad. This is slightly different to the 

following example where the educator interpreted the third infant’s uncertainty of 

coming in as not feeling ready or safe to enter into the play: 

He’s just watching what is happening with them. He’s not quite ready to 

go in and join them with their play. He stays back doesn’t he? He’s still 

playing with his trucks and he’s still observing. I think he feels safe 

where he is and he wants to stay there and perhaps they were loud. 

One educator also thought that some third infants held back from coming in to the 

dyad’s play because they were waiting to be invited in. For example, the educator 

described a 21-month-old third infant’s behaviour in the following way: 

Watching it now and her sitting there, she’s still got her toys. So, she’s 

coming to the game but then looking at her book and doing whatever, 

and then coming back into the game and going back to her own thing.... 

She just wants to participate. She just wants a little turn to participate. 

Happy to go back and then wait until she’s invited to participate again. 

Similarly, the educator explained 14-month-old third infant S’s behaviour as follows: 

It was just Z [23-months] and T [13-months]. They were playing and 

they were content playing side by side and interested in what each other 

was doing, but happy to play on their own side. … S [the third infant] is 

at the back. He’s interested in what’s happening around him. … Then he 

was just watching the boys [and] waiting. I think he was just watching 

the interactions. Waiting to see if they will invite him into the play. So, 

he wasn’t willing to come in and butt in to their play. He was just 

waiting to see if it was okay. 

Notably, some educators also acknowledged that infants were able to recognise 

invitational cues from the infant-peer dyad. For example, one educator considered a 14-

month-old third infant’s response to a look from one of the infants in a dyad as 

recognition of an invitation to come in to the interaction: 

He’s [third infant] there for quite a bit until X [infant in dyad] looks and 

then once she looks that’s when he goes over.... I think he just went over 

more for B because she’s the one that gave him the look. 

Infant-Peer Dyad’s Acknowledgement of Third Infants’ Coming In 

Behaviour. To a lesser extent, during the interviews, the educators considered the 

infant-peer dyads’ behaviour. How they described the behaviours of the interacting 

infant-peer dyad were in relation to their response to the third infants’ coming in 
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behaviour. In particular, they noticed how third infants’ coming in behaviour influenced 

the nature of the infant-peer group, including cessation of the interaction between the 

peers in the dyad. For example, one educator noticed how an infant withdrew from an 

interaction with their peer when the third infant came in: ‘I wonder whether T sort of 

stopped didn’t he? When P came into the play... T steps back. I wonder what he feels? 

Overwhelmed? Apprehensive perhaps? Too many children?’. In another example, the 

third infant took a toy from the interacting peers who then stopped playing: ‘It made me 

feel... downhearted for Y and N that, yeah, that interaction had to come to a stop. I think 

she [third infant, J] did end up giving that back though’. 

Educators also noticed that the infant-peer dyad sometimes blocked the third 

infants’ coming in behaviour. This is seen in the following example where the educator 

thought that it was the infant-peer dyad that prevented the third infant from joining in 

with their interactions: 

And they all watch it fall out [a ball from a toy]. And that's where S [14 

months] is like, ‘ooh, I'll come in and have a little look at that.... Yeah, I 

want to come and see... what it does.’ And smack [meaning pushed], Z 

[23 months] is like, ‘you're not coming over, go away’. 

Some educators also noticed that the interactions between the infant-peer dyads 

continued even when the third infant came into their play: 

J and M … are playing very co-operatively with one another. …L [third 

infant] notices there is a fun game and approaches and... sits down and 

has a bit of a go [of the toy they are playing with]. … Anyway, Y, you 

know, comes up and had a go and then kind of ‘all right I’ve done that 

and now I’m going to lift up my shirt and get their attention’.... And then 

they don’t really look up. … They were so engaged and engrossed in 

what they were doing. 

Likewise, in another example, an educator commented on a 10-month-old who 

made attempts to come into the running game between two of his peers: ‘They’re not 

really acknowledging his presence.... They’re walking off and doing their own thing, 

and Z just seems to follow’. In these last examples, the infants in the dyad appear to 

maintain their interaction with one another suggesting that an alliance between them 

had formed. 

Chorusing. Some of the educators also described and understood the behaviours 

of the triad as a whole. For example, several educators described a different type of 

group interaction where three or more infants appeared to be drawn to one another 

through a shared sense of excitement and anticipation that indicated ‘something’s going 
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to start’. In particular, one educator thought that each of the infants came in to the 

interaction with the others because they wanted to see ‘what they’re going to get up to’: 

‘Yep. They can hear something that sounds like fun. They’re laughing.... It’s just in his 

excitement to come over and enjoying the noise’. Most notably, one educator thought 

that this type of group interaction provided the infants with a sense of belonging. 

Speaking on behalf of an infant: ‘I belong, I belong here, these are me, these are part of 

me’. 

One educator described this type of group interaction as a ‘chorus’ and 

characterised it in terms of ‘no one was domineering the play’. Notably they noticed 

that: 

No one has to take the lead in the play, they follow each other’s... 

Somehow, they’ve learnt each other’s body language, and they follow 

each other. There’s no one just pulling and saying, ‘No, it’s my way or 

no way.’ It’s like, ‘well you do this, and I’ll follow this, and then I’ll 

change it this way’. 

Some educators characterised this type of group interaction as involving the ‘children ... 

mimicking each other’, while at the same time ‘doing their own thing but connecting’. 

As one educator noted, ‘they’re also all in the little group interacting in their own little 

way and sort of bouncing ideas off each other as well. Copying each other and things 

like that’.  The notion of mimicking whilst still acting independently was reinforced by 

another educator who stated: 

Well, the children were mimicking each other.... One was banging and 

then the next one would bang. And then even R, who didn’t have a 

rolling pin, she decided to bang the scissors.... Then T starting banging 

his play doh. 

And others who made comments such as: ‘[They are] almost separate but 

together’, and ‘they’re in their own world, even though they are all doing the same 

thing’.  

Educators also thought that sound and listening were an important characteristic 

of chorusing. For example, one educator noted ‘they weren’t making eye contact or 

anything, but listening.... So that was more listening to what each other were doing than 

engaging with their eyes’. The importance of listening was reinforced by another 

educator who commented, ‘they’re just mimicking what the person next to them is 

doing.... “Oh, my ears are listening to your banging. That sound’s a good noise” ’. This 

example also emphasises the perceived importance of sound to the establishment of a 

chorus, something that is evident in the following comments that each highlight how 
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sound has drawn the group together. ‘I think they’re engaging with sounds, and the 

sounds that they can make, but it’s the happy sounds’; and, ‘I think it is interesting how 

they were using the screaming all to capture that one moment.... The squealing has 

connected them back together’. 

One educator highlighted how the building intensity within the group during 

chorusing sometimes made her feel nervous with a feeling of ‘butterflies’ about how the 

interaction will evolve. The same educator thought that the build-up of intensity or 

excitement among the infants ‘would have escalated more’ if she had not intervened. 

Conversely, another educator noticed that a build-up in intensity among the children did 

not result in an escalation. Instead for them, the squealing ‘automatically stop[ped] all 

of a sudden’, which left her wondering whether ‘they’re waiting, like what’s going to 

happen next’. 

Structural Code 2: Educators’ Understandings of Secondary-Linking Behaviours that 

Correspond With and Contribute to Concepts of Infant Social Development 

This structural code relates to how educators describe and understand third 

infants’ secondary-linking behaviours in terms of their social development in groups. 

Therefore, their descriptions and understandings were identified according to the 

concepts of infant social development that were outlined in Chapter 3 and applied to 

infant-peer triads. Thematic analysis of the interview data within this structural code 

revealed four themes: third infants’ experience of jealousy, third infants developing an 

understanding of the relationship between the peers, third infants feeling left out, and 

infants sharing feelings through bodily imitation.  

Third Infants’ Experience of Jealousy. Some of the educators’ descriptions 

and understandings of third infants secondary-linking behaviours corresponded with 

Bradley’s (2010) notion of jealousy as an expression of thirdness. According to Bradley 

(2010), when a third infant recognises that a meaningful relationship is occurring 

between an infant-peer dyad, that recognition can evoke a response in the third infant 

that expresses the quality of thirdness (please see Chapter 3, p. 33). For example, one 

educator’s comment suggests that the third infant, L, was aware of the relationship 

between her friend and another infant when she said: 

My first thought was thinking that L might be jealous because, ‘I just got 

excluded. I want to be included in the group as well. I want M to do the 

same face with me so I can be in the joyful moment as well.’ But as I 

was looking through the video and I was thinking more I can see L’s 
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body language and the way that she position[ed] herself, I can see, ‘I 

have the connection with K first’, like, ‘you can’t take it over yet. I’m 

going to retake her. I’m going to have it back again’. 

In this example, the educator’s comment suggests that peer preference, in terms of 

losing someone special, may have a role to play in why the third infant experienced a 

sense of jealousy. In the following example, the educator felt that the third infant’s 

experience of jealousy may have been to do with their desire to be part of the dyad’s 

special moment: 

At first, she was just watching Pe and V have their moment, and she 

gave them space though. You could see that she was holding back and 

she didn’t go [and] intervene. She didn’t take over or anything like that. 

She actually waited and watched them have their interaction, their 

moment, and then she was like, ‘Hold on a minute, it’s my turn now.’ It 

was almost like she was jealous that she wanted to have that moment as 

well. And so, she went over closer to him. 

Third Infants Developing an Understanding of the Relationship Between 

the Peers. Some of the educators’ descriptions and understandings were also consistent 

with the concept of triangular capacity, where infants watch the interactions between 

two others and engage in the process of working out what is happening in the 

relationship between them (see Chapter 3, p. 35). According to McHale et al. (2008) 

and Nadel and Tremblay-Leveau (1999), infants who are engaged in triangular capacity 

monitor the behaviours between two individuals as a way to learn about their intentions, 

their relationship and their common topic of interest so they can anticipate themselves 

in an interaction with the them. For example, in the following description, J, a 13-

month-old third infant, first observed then tried to work out what was happening 

between her infant-peers in the circle. The educator’s comments suggest that J uses this 

process of learning about how ‘everything works’ between her peers to inform herself 

about possible future involvement in the interaction with them. 

She [third infant] was an observer. She was trying to figure out, like how 

does everything work and then once she joins in the circle and then she 

continued to observe while she was in the circle, and then see what other 

possibility for further interaction. 

Similarly, another educator commented on a 14-month-old third infant: ‘So it’s like he’s 

watching, and then if other children come in to the game he watches how they join in, 

so he can learn how to come in to the game as he gets older’. 

Across many of the interviews, educators understood third infants’ behaviour in 

terms of thinking about and working out what was happening in the interactions 
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between the infant-peer dyad. They described third infants as being ‘curious’. For 

example, one educator described how a nine-month-old third infant shifted their gaze 

back and forth between two infants and understood their behaviour to be a sign of 

curiosity. 

She’s [B] really curious of what’s going on.... When C cries, she’s first 

look at C.... And then, A start crying and she just look at A and then look 

back at C, and then look back at A. 

Likewise, the same educator understood a 13-month-old third infant’s behaviour as 

‘Maybe he was curious and he want[ed] to find out what they were doing’. These ideas 

are described further by the educator in the following example of an 18-month-old third 

infant: 

And then [the third infant] approach, but she did not want to join into 

their interaction, but I think she just want to get closer to see what 

happened and to find out what happened. … I think she heard him laugh 

first, then that makes her curious. 

Similar comments were also made by another educator about a nine-month-old infant 

who ‘motioned’ her eyes downward to see an 18-month-old infant give a rattle to a 10-

month-old peer, ‘She was just really … it looked like evaluating the situation. …I think 

she wanted to get a good understanding of it’. The possibility that the third infant was 

watching the infant-peer dyad in order to work out what was happening in the 

interaction was echoed by a different educator who thought a 21-month-old third infant 

was ‘just trying to figure out, like how does everything work’. 

Some of the educators also understood the third infants’ behaviour as 

recognitions of the emotions expressed by the infant(s) in the dyad and trying to work 

out why those emotions were occurring. For example, one educator interpreted a nine-

month-old third infant’s behaviour as trying to work out what was happening when she 

saw two infants crying: ‘She’s wondering, maybe, why they were crying. … [She] looks 

a bit confused. … She was just really, um. … It looked like evaluating the situation.... I 

think she just wanted to get a good understanding’. The idea that the third infant was 

trying to understand the emotions expressed by the infants in the dyad was echoed by 

another educator when she said, ‘[she] might be thinking … “Why are they laughing? 

What’s going to happen next?” And she’s just learning and taking messages’. In another 

example, an educator felt that the third infant F (11 months), who was watching one 

infant become upset after having his toy taken away from him by another infant, was 

thinking about the emotions of an infant in the dyad: 
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[F’s] interested to see what the outcome is... That’s why she’s following 

through with... [looking] till the end.... [She’s] thinking about, like, the 

interactions that humans have between each other... and thinking about 

the different types of emotions that she’s watching. 

Third Infants Feeling Left Out. Some educators’ interpretations were also 

consistent with ideas of exclusions and alliances that were applied to infant-peer triads 

in Chapter 3 (p. 36). In exclusions and alliances, the interacting infant-peer dyad is 

viewed as forming an alliance, which then leaves the third infant to experience 

exclusion. In the following examples, the educators’ comments suggest that third 

infants experienced a moment of awareness of their social position within the triad 

when they sat outside of the dyad and were excluded. For instance, one educator noticed 

how six-month-old third infant, A, tried to come in to an interaction between nine-

month-old B and 10-month-old C: 

A tries to go forward towards them. … He was feeling a little bit out of 

the loop. … He’s really kind of wanting … to join [in] with them … and 

he’s trying with all his might, the dear little fellow, to push himself up. 

In this example, the third infant was seen as recognising that they were not included 

when the educator says he is ‘feeling a little bit out of the loop’. This recognition of 

being excluded possibly motivates the third infant to move towards the dyad. In the 

following example, one educator thought that a 13-month old infant’s feeling of being 

left out may have prompted them to work out what is needed to be included in the 

game: ‘And now she feels a bit left out and therefore a bit sad and a bit confused, trying 

to figure out what is needed in this game … to be able to stay in’. In the next example, 

the educator thought that a 19-month old third infant’s attempts to touch an infant in the 

dyad was their way of being included: 

When M [19 months] initiated the interaction with K [19 months] by 

looking at her... it’s sort of isolated L [19 months] a little bit because his 

[M’s] body language was like... his back was a bit towards... it really 

blocks L’s field to K, like she can’t really see K. And then I see L 

starting, like she wants to be included so she’s touching. 

Infants Sharing Feelings Through Bodily Imitation. Some of the educators’ 

descriptions were consistent with Bradley and Smithson’s (2017) concept of groupness, 

where infants engage in a shared experience that goes beyond each of them individually 

(see Chapter 3, p. 39). In groupness, infants simultaneously influence each other’s 

behaviour, are aware of more than one other infant nearby, and are sensitive to the 
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interactions between their peers. In groupness, infants can interact with two or more 

infants simultaneously in an influential and imitative manner. 

Educators’ comments provided descriptions of three or more infants engaged in 

simultaneous, synchronous and imitative play. For example, one educator described the 

interactions between four infants aged 14, 19, 20 and 21 months who were sitting at a 

table and banging play doh equipment on it: 

The children were mimicking each other.... One was banging and then 

the next one would bang. And then R, who didn’t have a rolling pin, she 

decided to bang the scissors.... I think they were just copying each other. 

They could hear the noise and it was sounding good. 

Another educator described the interactions between three infants aged 17, 18 and 19 

months: 

R started screaming and I wonder whether she started screaming because 

S was screaming and he got a reaction out of it.... P started screaming as 

well. And they started screaming together out of excitement.... It’s like 

monkey see monkey do. They’re all screaming at each other but that’s 

how they’re interacting isn’t it?... It’s their moment. It’s what’s bringing 

them together. It’s the excitement and the happiness that brings them 

together I think.... They’re also all in the little group interacting in their 

own little way and sort of bouncing ideas off each other as well. Copying 

each other and things like that. 

In these examples, the infants appeared to engage in a shared experience that 

goes beyond each of them individually. The most notable observation from the last 

example is that the infants’ shared feelings of excitement and happiness is what brought 

them into interaction with each other. This comment aligns with the concept of 

collective intersubjectivity in infant-adult-adult triads (Chapter 3, p. 40), which was 

proposed by Fivaz (2017) in discussions with Daniel Stern (2008; as cited in Fivaz, 

2017). In collective intersubjectivity, infants communicate through the rhythms and 

patterns of the interactions between their parents and their parents’ interactions with 

them proprioceptively, thereby sharing experiences, thoughts and feelings between 

them. The educator’s comment, ‘they started screaming together out of excitement’ 

suggests that the infants were sharing feelings together through their imitative and 

simultaneous actions. This idea also is confirmed by the following comment: 

‘Somehow, they’ve learnt each other’s body language, and they follow each other’. 
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Structural Code 3: Educators’ Insights About Change in Third Infants’ Behaviour. 

This structural code relates to how educators described and understood change 

in third infants’ secondary-linking behaviours as they grew older and the impact that 

change in other areas of development had on the way that third infants socialised in 

groups. Their descriptions and understandings provided information about the social 

developmental pathway that infants take in groups and how it is influenced by other 

areas of development. Primarily, the developmental documentaries (the educators’ 5th 

and final interviews) were used for this structural code. Three main themes emerged 

from the interviews: a process of change from observing to connecting, stable attributes 

and other areas of third infants’ development. 

A Process of Change From Observing to Connecting. When watching the 

developmental documentaries, each educator described a specific process of change that 

suggested third infants’ behaviour changed from predominantly watching their peers 

interact when they were young to becoming confident to interact with their peers in the 

group as they became older. For example: 

I think she’s become a lot more confident, a lot more confident, like here 

in the first video you could see she’s a lot more observant and listening, 

and holding back and watching. Whereas, as the videos developed, I’ve 

seen that she was seeking that group play, she was seeking her peers and 

she was becoming more confident in herself, especially at the end where 

she was taking the toys up to the other children, like she knows what she 

wants. 

This process of change, from observing to interacting, was echoed by another educator:  

I’ve noticed it’s [she’s] changed from this quiet, ‘Oh, if I just stay in the 

background it’s [the interaction is] actually going to stay away from me. 

I’ll just watch and observe’, to ‘Oh, I can actually say I own this, do not 

take it from me [referring to a toy]’, to ‘I’m going to help you. You’re 

younger than me and I’m going to help you’. 

And described quite distinctly by a different educator who provided a clear break down 

of each step that the third infant took towards becoming an active member of a triad. 

This breakdown highlights how one behaviour can act as a starting point for the next to 

emerge. 

At the first video [example in the documentary], she was observing. 

She’s an onlooker.... Then, at that [next] stage, she’s aware of what’s 

happening around her... and she’s kind of getting to know and learning 

the rule of interaction.... I think she’s learning... and seeing how 

everyone reacts to different situations when different situations approach 

them.... Yeah, now [next example] she’s showing, like willingness and 
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trying to take a step forward to interact, but I think at that time she’s still 

confused of what exactly the interaction is. … Oh, this one [next 

example] she’s ready. Like she’s ready to jump in the circle.... And now 

[next example] she’s taking initiative to interact. … And I think she got 

the confidence as well. Like, because now she’s the older and... no 

longer to be the youngest in the room. She got a lot more confidence in 

doing stuff. 

In this last example, the third infant’s looking behaviour was thought to act as a starting 

point for her to learn about the rules of engagement with her peers. This then allowed 

her to take the next step and move towards her peers. However, according to the 

educator, she was still confused about the play and did not fully enter. This was 

different to when she was older when the educator thought the infant was taking the 

initiative to enter the play and was able to do so confidently. 

Stable Attributes. When watching the developmental documentaries, each 

educator also noticed a certain characteristic of the third infant that did not change 

across the 12 month time span. For example, one educator noticed how the third infant 

always observed before she reacted. She said: ‘I just noticed throughout the whole 

footage she does observe a lot before she reacts.... Yeah, she’s not initiative to anything 

until she got 100 per cent sure she’s doing the right thing’. Likewise, another educator 

thought that the infant she observed had always been social: 

Yeah, she was the younger … one … very much so. But now you 

wouldn’t think that of her like that because she’s just so confident in the 

room and she’s loud and boisterous and fun. Very social as well. Yeah, 

she’s always been very social, hasn’t she?  

Another educator thought that R had remained reserved throughout the entire 

developmental documentary even though she had become more ‘connected’ with her 

peers across time. The educator said: ‘Even though there is a connection there, there’s 

still that little barrier that she puts up. … And her facial expressions don’t always show 

joy or sadness. It’s very mellow. … She’s that little bit more reserved’. 

Other Areas of Third Infants’ Development. To a lesser extent, educators 

noticed that change in areas of development, other than social development, could 

influence how third infants behaved with their peers. In particular, language 

development was considered influential. For example, one educator thought that a third 

infant’s developing language skills enabled her to engage with the dyad: 

Yeah, that’s what I mean, like the confidence that she’s just grown from 

being that little person to this, like she’s confident to go up to these two 
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kids and go, ‘You know what! Hey stop!’ It’s amazing. And it’s gone 

really quick, because before she wasn’t really talking. Now all of a 

sudden, she is saying two, three words, and just in that short matter of 

time she just. … It’s really clicked in with P. 

Likewise, another educator remarked, ‘Because she’s got the words along the way now, 

she’s able to stand up for herself’. In these examples, the educators note how changes in 

language skills may have played a role in the third infant feeling confident to come in to 

the infant-peer dyad and engage with them socially. In the following example, one 

educator thought that the changes in an infant’s gross motor ability helped her to 

become more confident to be independent and engage with her peers: 

Once she starts taking steps and she just realised that ‘I’m actually 

capable of doing stuff like this on my own’... then that’s how she slowly 

built up he confidence and... [thinks] ‘I can take this risk of copying what 

G is doing, and I can do this’. 

Structural Code 4: Ways that Educators Provide Support for Infants in Peer Group 

Interactions 

This structural code was specific to the last question in the interview: How 

would you support an interaction like this? The code was used to record examples of 

educators’ awareness about infant behaviours’ and interactions and how this 

information impacted the way they would provide support to infants in same-aged peer 

groups. It also included references to the nature of the relationship between the 

educators and the infants. Most notable about this code was the educators’ awareness of 

the guiding role they play in infants’ lives. This awareness was more predominant in the 

developmental documentaries than the other interviews unless there was a conflict or an 

escalating situation. Thematic analysis of the interview data within this structural code 

revealed two themes: emotional safety and security and not entering infants’ 

interactions. 

Emotional Safety and Security. When watching the developmental 

documentaries, some educators spoke about the need for infants to feel safe and 

emphasised the guiding or leading role they could play in helping infants to feel safe as 

they grow up in groups of infant-peers: 

Well, watching it over time, the feeling of her feeling safe, because every 

clip has shown her in a vulnerable situation where she’s moved toward 

someone and how she uses her body to protect herself. And just 

watching, it’s like, ‘Okay, do I take flight or am I safe?’ So, yeah, I 

suppose a lot of it is her trying to struggle on. ‘What do I do? Do I stay 

and just wait to see what’s happened?’ But every moment, and that’s 
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what you don’t pick up on [in long day care], she’s looking to make sure 

she is safe with the adults.... There’s that person, that adult is there who’s 

going to help guide.... It’s not just situations for her, it’s all the situations 

around her. That adult is going to guide every single moment. 

This idea of safety was also confirmed in the following description by another educator: 

Well, I can put this in words, as in her whole mindset will be... ‘I am 

very dependent for you [the educator], to lead me into the play.’... I think 

she does understand this since very young age. Like, ‘I know if I need 

help, my educator will help me, and lead towards the play so I can be 

safe.’ Like, her first priority is being safe. 

In situations when there were concerns for safety, such as conflict, distress or the 

possibility that infants could hurt one another, educators said that they would come to 

the infants in a ‘calm’ manner, sit next to them, stay with them and guide them in their 

interactions with each other. One educator commented: ‘It’s like someone’s coming in 

who’s the– the circle, the security... and that’s good’. The educator then speaks as if she 

were the infants and says, ‘She’s going to guide us through this’. During these times, 

educators talked about infants as needing their ‘help’. 

For some of the educators, the realisation of their guiding role for the infants 

also translated into those occasions when they understood the third infant’s behaviour as 

wanting to join the interaction. On these occasions, one educator described how she 

could orient the infants toward each other. For example, one educator said, ‘I can hold 

onto F while holding onto G so they’re connected, so they can see each other better in 

the circle’. Another educator spoke of describing what was happening in the play 

between the infants in the dyad to the third infant. She said she would ‘talk to S about 

what I’m seeing, and what the boys are doing, so he knows, well, if I’m going to come 

in I have to play like them’. The educator said that she would describe to the third infant 

what was happening so that the infant was able to: 

see exactly what is going on, and instead of coming in and just sliding 

the thing away and playing what he wants to do, he can come in and 

know, this is what’s happening, and, this is what you can do when you 

come in. 

When the third infant’s behaviour was understood as wanting to come in to the 

play between two other infants but was not being acknowledged by them, the educator 

described guiding the infants in the dyad to include the third infant. For example, ‘I 

think that what I would do is... say something like... “Oh D kick the ball to Z [third 

infant]”. Z’s waiting for the ball, and I would try to get him to do that so that he [Z] 

actually enters the play’. Another educator suggested going up to the third infant and 
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acknowledging they want a turn in the play. For example, ‘Oh P, do you want a turn on 

the horse?’ The educator said that she would then say, ‘Oh, you’re doing really good 

waiting P. I can see that you really want a turn... how about you sit here on my lap and 

wait with me, and we’ll count to ten and you can have a turn’. 

In these descriptions, educators’ appreciation of their role in supporting third 

infants to feel safe in their peer group interactions led them to take an active and 

guiding role in third infants’ interactions with the infant-peer dyad. At other times, some 

educators felt it more appropriate to not enter into infants’ interactions, as outlined 

below. 

Not Entering Infants’ Interactions. On those occasions that the interactions 

between the infants were harmonious or going well, some educators said they would 

leave the interaction alone due to concern for them breaking the interaction and infants 

losing the connection with each other. For example: ‘I wonder if I did intervene, would 

they have that connection or would he start crying and then wanting me, or would they 

then come and sit on my lap and it would take away from the moment?’. In another 

example: 

I’d stay away from it. I’d just let them go. I wouldn’t, if a debate or an 

argument or someone got injured happened, I think that’s the only time 

I’d feel I’d have to go in and help that play. I think if I went into it, it 

would break it.... Because one would find something else and have to 

come connect with me. I think going into that as an adult, it would just 

break that circle. It would just put that thing up and then that relaxed 

feeling would be, ‘oh well, an adult’s here, come on, let’s do an adult 

play now. Let’s get her book. I’ll go get a puzzle, and I’ll give her all my 

attention.’... I’d definitely leave that one alone. It’s too connected, it 

would just break it up. 

The educators’ comments highlight an interesting aspect of educator involvement in 

infant-peer group interaction whereby possible educator entry in to the play would draw 

infants’ attention away from their peers and towards themselves, potentially breaking up 

the interaction. Educators’ comments suggest an awareness of the value of the 

connection between infants in peer-group interactions that at times overrides the 

connection that they have with the infants themselves. It suggests that educators 

recognise that infants have a capacity to learn and grow from each other as they interact 

in groups. As one educator noted: 

This is wonderful because children have more skills than what we think 

they do. They don’t need us all the time. We don’t need to interrupt that 

play, ‘cause imagine if we had come in. I’m dumbfounded by how clever 
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they are, how they can follow cues and how they can be in a social 

gathering and working it all out on their own. It’s great! 

Discussion 

In this section of the chapter, I discuss the findings in relation to Research 

Question 5: How do EC educators describe, understand, and support secondary-linking 

behaviours among the infant-peers they work with? First, educators’ descriptions and 

understandings of secondary-linking behaviours are discussed according to the three 

components of the triad: the third infant, the interacting infant-peer dyad, and the group 

of three infants as a whole. Where applicable, these descriptions and understandings are 

linked back to related literature cited in Chapter 2, concepts of social development in 

Chapter 3, and to the behaviours from the observational coding system outlined in 

Chapter 5. They are also discussed in relation to third infants’ development according to 

dynamic systems theory (also outlined in Chapter 3). This section finishes with a 

discussion of educators’ support of infants in groups and a concluding statement. 

The Third Infant: Educators’ Descriptions and Understandings of Their Secondary-

Linking Behaviours 

Educators described two types of third infants’ secondary-linking behaviours: 

watching the dyad and demonstrating behaviours to indicate that they want to come in 

to the interactions in the dyad. 

Third Infants’ Watching Behaviours. Across many of the interviews, the 

educators described third infants’ as ‘watching’ the interactions between the dyad. Their 

descriptions of ‘watching’ were consistent with the looking behaviours multi-shift gaze, 

which refers to a third infant looking from one infant in the dyad to the other, and Looks 

DTA, which refers to the third infant looking at what the infant-peer dyad is playing 

with. Both of these behaviours are included in the list of secondary-linking behaviours 

(see Table 4, Chapter 5, p. 71) and indicate infants’ capacity to observe and share 

attention with two others and what they are playing with. 

The educators’ descriptions of watching their interacting infant-peers were also 

consistent with descriptions in the literature relating to infants aged 12 months and over 

in ECEC settings. For example, Engdahl (2011) describes how a 17-month-old toddler 

in a preschool setting ‘follows R and L with her eyes’ as she watches them jump-ride 

their play horses. Musatti and Panni (1981) describe how Fra ‘follows first Fa and then 

Se with his gaze as they run’ in a day care setting (p. 23). Ridgway et al. (2016) 
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describe how 16-month-old ‘Elvin’s wide gaze encompassed his peers who were 

making the growing tapping sounds around him’ in a long day care centre (p. 7).  

While some educators’ descriptions aligned with prior EC studies, other 

educators’ descriptions added new information to EC research by providing descriptions 

of third infants under 12 months watching the interactions between their peers in a long 

day care setting. In particular, one educator described a four-month-old attending to two 

of her peers looking and laughing at each other’s reflection in a mirror. Those 

educators’ who described infants under 12 months attending to the interactions between 

the dyad is in line with previous laboratory-based research where, for example, Selby 

and Bradley (2003) describe how nine-month-old ‘Ann saw Mona and Joe make mutual 

gaze’ as they sit facing each other in strollers (p. 214). 

Educators’ understandings of third infants’ watching behaviours. Some of 

the educators’ insights about third infants’ watching behaviour add to current 

understandings of infant social development by providing interpretations that indicate 

third infants’ emerging triangular capacity in long day care settings. When educators 

noticed that third infants were watching the dyad, most of them thought that they were 

interested in and curious about the dyad, the nature of their play and their emotions. In 

particular, some educators thought that third infants were trying to work out what was 

happening between the peers, with one educator noting that a third infant was trying to 

understand the play for possible future involvement in it. Interpretations such as these 

are consistent with ideas related to triangular capacity, where infants watch the 

interactions between two adults as a way to learn about their relationship and intentions 

so that they can anticipate themselves in interaction with them (McHale et al., 2008; 

Nadel & Tremblay-Leveau,1999). The educators’ insights add to these understandings 

of triangular capacity by suggesting that third infants also learn about the relationships 

between their peers and the nature of their play as they watch them in long day care. 

They also and highlight the importance of long day for the social development of 

infants. 

Third Infants’ Coming In Behaviour. All educators noticed occasions where 

third infants approached the dyad. The educators’ descriptions were similar to those 

found in the literature that concerned infants aged 12 months and over in ECEC 

settings. For example, Stambak and Verba (1986) describe third infant Marie’s 

behaviour as an ‘arrival’ when she ‘enters’ the peek-a-boo play between Celine and 

Leila (pp. 241–242). Mueller and Rich (1976) provide a description of a third boy ‘who 
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has joined’ a pair of boys during playgroup (p. 316), and Musatti and Panni (1981) 

describe how third infant Fra ‘joins in the social play’ between Fa and Se (p. 21). 

Notably, some educators added new information about infants’ capabilities in long day 

care settings by describing how third infants as young as six months of age would try 

and move towards the interactions between their peers. These findings highlight the 

importance of studying the behaviours of infants under the age of 12 months in groups 

in long day care. They also emphasise the key role that long day care plays in infants’ 

developing social life by providing them with opportunities to interact with their peers 

in groups. 

Most educators described the variety of ways that third infants approached the 

dyad, such as coming in with their back towards their peers, vocalising, taking or 

offering a toy and imitation. Some of the educators’ descriptions were consistent with 

the behaviours moves towards, vocalisation, toy reach and imitates, which are included 

in the list of secondary-linking behaviours (see Table 4, p. 71), and indicate the many 

ways in which third infants can approach the dyad. In particular, one educator 

commonly described third infants approaching the dyad as ‘coming in’ to them. While 

infants ‘came in’ to the dyad in variety of ways, two predominant characteristics about 

their coming in behaviour emerged from the interviews: the third infants’ coming in 

behaviour was either 1) infant-oriented, where the third infant directed their attention to 

one or both infants in the dyad, or 2) object-oriented, where the third infant directed 

their attention towards the infant-peer dyad’s object of interest (e.g., a toy). 

Educators’ understandings about third infants’ coming in behaviours. 

Several findings in this study were consistent with what is already known about infants’ 

sociality. In this study, some educators interpreted third infants’ coming in behaviour as 

showing a preference for one of the peers. This idea of peer preference as a motivating 

factor was highlighted by Bradley (2010) who interpreted Ann’s frequent looks to, and 

foot touching with Joe as showing a preference for him over another infant, Mona. 

Stambak and Verba (1986) also explain how third infant Marie joins her friend Celine 

in a box, leaving Celine’s former play partner outside on her own. Likewise, infants 

feeling left out of the interaction between their peers, was also thought to be a 

motivating factor for third infants to come in to the dyad. This finding was also 

highlighted in Bradley’s (2010) and Selby and Bradley’s (2003) research into infant 

groups. Bradley (2010) interpreted third infant Mona’s behaviour of stretching out her 

feet towards her peers as her experiencing a feeling of being “left out” (p. 215). 
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Another finding from this present study that was also consistent with research 

was the thought that third infants were waiting to be invited in, when they held back 

from joining in with the infant-peers. This finding aligns with Endo’s (1992) 

descriptions of third infants waiting for an opportunity to enter a game played by the 

dyad. Endo also observed that the cue to be invited into the game involved one member 

from the infant-peer dyad looking and smiling at the third infant. When the third infant 

received that look and smile, they would take a turn in the interaction. Similarly, one 

educator described how a 14-month-old third infant interpreted the look from one of the 

infants in a dyad as an invitation to come into the interaction. The educator commented: 

He’s [third infant] there for quite a bit until X [infant in dyad] looks and 

then once she looks, that’s when he goes over.... I think he just went over 

more for B because she’s the one that gave him the look. 

The educator’s comments, like Endo’s findings, suggest that third infants were 

beginning to work out the social cues needed for entry into group play by looking to the 

infant-peer dyad for social information about coming in to an interaction with them. 

Moreover, the educator’s comments and Endo’s findings highlight the importance of the 

interacting infant-peer dyad’s acknowledgement of the third infant’s presence and their 

use social of cues to welcome the third infant in to the development of an infant-peer 

group forming. For example, one member of the dyad’s acknowledgement and offering 

of a look to the third infant can bring about a change in each infant’s behaviour to create 

a peer group dynamic. 

Findings from this study also added to current understandings of infant sociality. 

In this study, most educators primarily thought that third infants were motivated to 

come in to the dyad because they wanted something from the interaction or from one or 

both members of the dyad when they came in to them. In particular, some educators 

thought that third infants were motivated by a desire to join in and feel the same 

connection that the dyad was experiencing or were motivated by a desire to experience 

a sense of togetherness or belongingness with them. For the most part, they felt that this 

was true regardless of whether the third infants were predominantly attentive to the 

dyad’s object of interest or solely attentive to one or both infants in the dyad. Even 

when a third infant was seen to come in to the dyad with his back towards his peers, the 

educator interpreted this as him wanting the togetherness of the group. Likewise, the 

behaviour of infants who did not fully come into the infant-peer dyad were also thought 

to be wanting to join in, but unsure how to join in, not ready to join in, or waiting to be 

invited in.  
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These ways of explaining third infants’ behaviour are rarely mentioned in both 

developmental psychology and EC literature. Notable exceptions are Bradley (2010, p. 

215), who interprets third infant Mona’s behaviour as wanting ‘to be included in the 

footsie game Ann began with Joe’, and Stambak and Verba (1986, p. 241), who suggest 

that third infant Leila, ‘who is outside the box, wants to continue playing with the other 

two [Marie and Celine]’. Predominantly, infant researchers in both EC and 

developmental psychology have focused their descriptions on one target infant whose 

behaviour attracts two infants into close proximity to them (e.g., Ridgway et al., 2016), 

or the interaction between two infants and the way that this attracts a third infant into 

close proximity, which then creates further interaction between the three infants (e.g., 

Engdahl, 2011; Mueller & Rich, 1976; Pursi & Lipponen, 2020). In contrast, the 

educators’ understandings in this present study offer a different viewpoint by focusing 

on third infants’ behaviours and their underlying motivation for ‘coming in’ to the 

infant-peer dyad or coming in to one member of the dyad. This focus may have 

emerged as a result of the psychoanalytic approach that was used to conduct the 

interviews and the attachment-based interview questions, which together encouraged 

educators to reflect on how third infants might be feeling and thinking when they acted 

in certain ways with their peers in the dyad. 

Other aspects of this study also offered new insights into infant social 

development. For example, Bradley (2010) viewed jealousy as an expression of 

thirdness: the infant’s awareness of a relationship occurring between two infants. 

However, in the study being reported on here, educators’ comments suggested that 

jealousy was also an underlying motivation for third infants’ coming in behaviours. For 

example, in the following description, the educator thought that the third infant moved 

closer to the infants in the dyad because they felt jealous.  

At first, she was just watching Pe and V have their moment, and she 

gave them space though. You could see that she was holding back and 

she didn’t go [and] intervene. She didn’t take over or anything like that. 

She actually waited and watched them have their interaction, their 

moment, and then she was like, ‘Hold on a minute, it’s my turn now.’ It 

was almost like she was jealous that she wanted to have that moment as 

well. And so, she went over closer to him. 

Infant-peer Dyad Responses to the Third Infant 

Educators described infant-peer dyad responses to the third infant in two ways: 

the infant-peer dyad could acknowledge the third infant or ignore them. When infant-

peer dyads acknowledged the third infant, the interaction between them could either 
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end, or one of the infants in the dyad could block the third infant from coming in to the 

play. This description of blocking the third infant from the play is consistent with 

Stambak and Verba’s (1986) observation of Leila, who was blocked from coming in to 

the play by Marie, who hits her, and causes her to walk away. Other educators provided 

descriptions of the dyad ignoring the third infants’ coming in behaviour and continuing 

on with their interactions. This finding is consistent with the idea of alliances, which 

refers to the union of the interacting dyad in an all-child triad (Molinari et al., 2017). 

The Group of Infants as a Whole 

Several of the educators provided descriptions that encompassed many of the 

descriptions found in the literature on three or more infants’ synchronous, rhythmic, 

imitative and simultaneous play (Lkken, 2000b; Musatti & Panni 1981). The 

educators’ descriptions were also consistent with Nome’s (2020) use of Malloch and 

Trevarthen’s (2009) term, communicative musicality, where interactions between 

infants involve a repertoire of behaviours and vocalisations that have a pitch, tone and 

intensity that are imbued with meaning.  In particular, educators had made comments 

that were similar to Nome’s, which included infants being able to be in a group and 

experience togetherness, but also have space for themselves to behave in their own way. 

One educator had also noted how the infants engaged with each other through listening 

and sound rather than by using looking as a way to copy each other’s behaviour. This 

observation aligned with Nome’s who had also found that sound had an important role 

to play in young children connecting with each other in these types of groups.  

Educators’ interpretations also extended upon descriptions of infants 

synchronous, rhythmic, imitative and simultaneous play with each other in groups by 

suggesting that it was the shared feelings of excitement and happiness that brought and 

held the infants together in interaction. Prior research that describes these interactions 

notes that infants share emotions with each other (Lkken, 2000a). However, the role 

emotions play in drawing and holding three or more infants together into synchronous, 

rhythmic, and imitative play is rarely mentioned. 

Third Infants’ Development in Relation to Dynamic Systems Theory 

Continuity in Time and The Process of Change in Third Infant’s 

Behaviours. Educators descriptions identified of a process of change in third infants’ 

behaviour after watching the developmental documentaries. This process of change 

included infants observing the interactions between the infant-peer dyad to engaging 
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confidently in interaction with them as they became older. This process has not been 

described in prior studies and is a novel contribution to understanding how third infants’ 

behaviour changes in groups as they develop across time in long day care. This process 

of change is consistent with Smith and Thelan’s idea (2003) that development is a 

continuous process of change through time. Behaviours that occur in the present are 

dependent on the behaviour that occurred just before it and are the starting point for the 

following behaviour. One educator breaks down a third infants’ behaviour, describing 

the third infant as being an onlooker and learning about the interactions between her 

peers, trying to take steps towards the interaction but still experiencing confusion about 

what was happening between her peers, to finally jumping into the play between them. 

This is a good example of the developmental pathway that infants may take as they 

socialise in groups in long day care. It highlights the importance of long day care in 

providing a developmental niche for infants to regularly interact with familiar and 

similarly-aged peers as they grow up. 

Dynamic Stability and Third Infants’ Behaviour. In dynamic systems theory, 

developmental change is viewed as a series of states that move between stability and 

instability (Thelan, 2005). The descriptions provided by the educators in the current 

research highlight a state where certain third infants’ attributes appeared to remain 

stable even though, at the same time, their behaviour was changing from observing to 

becoming more interactive within the group as they became older. These types of 

attributes that the educators commented on, such as always taking a more cautious 

approach to peers before interacting, or always being more reserved or more social, 

describe an inherent quality about the third infant that does not necessarily change over 

time. 

Complexity. Some of the educators’ comments aligned with the concept of 

complexity in dynamic systems theory, where growth and change in one area of 

development may have a flow on effect into other areas of development (Thelan & 

Smith, 2006). Educators noted how third infants’ developing language skills may have 

played a part in their confidence to come in to the infant-peer dyad, and one educator 
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thought that a third infants developing gross motor skills enabled them to engage with 

their peers. 

Ways that Educators can Provide Support to Infants in Peer Group Interactions 

When watching the developmental documentaries, some of the educators 

appreciated the role they played in creating an emotionally safe environment for infants 

by guiding and supporting them in their play with the infant-peer dyads. This active and 

guiding role links to attachment-based thinking put forward by Ainsworth and Bowlby 

(1991), where the attachment figure is seen as someone who is ‘kinder, stronger, wiser’, 

and who acts as a ‘secure base from which the [infant can] explore the world and [return 

to] as a haven of safety’ (p. 6). Appreciating the guiding role they played in infants’ 

lives predominantly emerged the educators watched the developmental documentaries. 

One possible explanation for this could be that when the educators saw how the infants 

had developed in their peer group relations, they felt a sense of worth and achievement 

in their role as educators and, as a result, had become more attuned to the relationship 

they had with the infants and the infants’ need of them. 

Taking this supporting role and being the kinder, stronger and wiser secure base, 

however, did not always mean that the educator was actively participating in the 

infants’ interactions. Alongside the recognition of needing to guide infants in their 

group interactions, some educators felt that it was important to leave the interaction 

alone when all was going well. They were concerned that their own ‘coming in’ to the 

infant group would interrupt or stop the play as infants directed their attention away 

from their peers and towards the educator. 

Concluding Statement 

Analysis of the educator interviews revealed that most educators described two 

types of third infants’ secondary-linking behaviours. These were ‘watching’ and 

‘coming in’. Some educators’ understandings of third infants’ watching behaviours 

included the infants trying to work out what was happening in the interactions between 

the dyad, and some educators’ understandings of third infants’ coming in behaviours 

included the infants wanting something from the dyad. In particular, some educators 

thought that the third infants’ motivations for coming in to the dyad were to connect and 

share in the dyad’s experience. Several of the educators described the interacting infant-

peer dyads’ behaviour in relation to the third infants’ coming in behaviour as 

acknowledging or ignoring the third infant, while other educators described some 
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interactions between infants in groups of three or more as imitative, but still engaging in 

their own play, building up in intensity, and engaging with each other through shared 

emotions, sound and listening. 

Some of the educators’ descriptions and understandings aligned with the 

following concepts of infant social development outlined in Chapter 3: thirdness, 

triangular capacity, alliances and exclusions, groupness and collective intersubjectivity. 

Several educators also described a process of change whereby infants’ behaviours shift 

from attending to and thinking about the interactions between an infant-peer dyad to 

coming in to the interactions between an infant-peer dyad as they become older in long 

day care. A few of the educators also noted the influence of changes in other areas of 

development on infants’ social development in groups. 

Some educators felt that they played a significant role in guiding infants in their 

peer group interactions. However, when the interactions went well among the peers, 

they felt it was best not to interrupt the social connections that the infants were seeking 

with each other. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusion 

The purpose of this research was to investigate early sociality during the first 

two years of life in the context of long day care where infants spend time with familiar 

peers in similarly-aged peer groups. My aim was to expand on current understandings 

of infant sociality and social development by identifying the full range of behavioural 

actions and sequences, including infants’ incidental and accidental actions, that have the 

potential to be the building blocks for more complex play exchanges. In taking this 

view, I sought to define and describe behaviours in terms of their observable 

characteristics, without theoretical presuppositions or researcher judgements. I also 

gathered educators’ descriptions and understandings of infant-peer group interactions to 

reveal insights into the meaning behind infants’ behaviour in groups. 

The need to expand understandings of infant sociality and social development in 

peer groups is critical to the work of EC educators in supporting young children to 

‘develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities’ as outlined in Learning 

Outcome Two of the Early Years Learning Framework (The Council of Australian 

Governments, 2009 p. 29). How educators understand and work with interactions 

among infants and their peers can promote learning opportunities that enable very 

young children to develop the skills they need to participate and contribute to group 

play and manage the roles they undertake in group experiences. Therefore, learning 

about how infants socialise and develop socially in groups is a key step in helping 

educators fully appreciate their role in supporting infants to negotiate infant-peer group 

play and experience a sense of belonging with their peers. 

This mixed-method study, combining observational data and interviews with 

educators, has generated a number of unique contributions to new knowledge, 

summarised as follows: 

1. The development of a reliable and comprehensive observational coding system 

to document behavioural actions and sequences in infant-peer groups. 

2. A new appreciation of how infants initiate and shape infant-peer groups, based 

on concepts of infant social development (triangular capacity, triangular space, 

joint attention, thirdness, jealousy, alliances, exclusions and awareness of social 

position, groupness and collective intersubjectivity), and infants’ motivations for 

entering into group play. 
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3. The application of dynamic systems theory to generate new understandings of 

the complexity of infant-peer group interactions and the influence of 

environmental and developmental factors. 

4. The use of dynamic systems concepts (dynamic stability, continuity in time, 

developmental cascade) to better understand the stability and instability of 

infant-peer group behaviours and their role in creating the social developmental 

pathway that third infants take in similarly-aged peer groups in long day care. 

This chapter presents a synthesis of the study’s data sources and findings 

organised under three main headings: the complexity of infant sociality in peer groups, 

dynamic stability and continuity in time in infant-peer groups, and the developmental 

cascade in infant-peer groups. In the final section of this chapter, I discuss the 

limitations of the research, recommendations for future research, and implications for 

educator practice. 

Sociality in Infant-peer Groups 

The full range of observable infant-peer group behaviours and behavioural 

sequences were identified by analysing a large data set consisting of 564 episodes of 

secondary-linking extracted from the collection during a 19-month period of over 32 

hours of video recordings of infant interactions in similarly-aged peer groups collected 

in two long day care settings. Educators’ descriptions and understandings about infant-

peer groups were explored every two to three months in 18 interviews that reviewed 

selected video extracts of their own infants’ interactions. A thorough understanding of 

early sociality in peer groups was achieved by investigating the third infant’s behaviour 

in relation to an infant-peer dyad and the infant-peer dyad’s behaviour in response to the 

third infant. This led to the identification of specific looking behaviours that played a 

key role in instigating infant-peer groups, and specific infant behavioural actions and 

sequences that shaped the formation of infant-peer groups. 

Looking is Key to Forming Infant-Peer Groups and Infant Social Development in 

Groups 

The key indicators that an infant-peer group was forming were the looking 

behaviours of the third infant who directed their gaze towards either one or both 

members of the infant-peer dyad and what they were attending to. This was confirmed 

by third infants’ frequent and common demonstration of looking behaviours and the 

many descriptions educators gave of third infants watching interacting peers. Looking 
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behaviours showed that third infants were interested in the relationship between their 

peers and what they were playing with, and as such, were an indication of thirdness: the 

ability to be aware of, and be affected by, the relationship between two other people 

(Bradley, 2010). 

My analysis of infant-peer group observations and educator interviews identified 

three distinct ways of looking that shaped the social development of third infants: 

following the interactions between their peers, looking at what their peers were playing 

with, and following the look or head turn of one of the infants in the dyad. These 

distinct ways of looking are discussed in the following sections. 

Third Infants Followed the Interactions Between Their Peers. This aspect of 

third infants’ looking is suggestive of triangular capacity, identified as the ability to 

coordinate and share attention with two other individuals, typically their parents, in 

laboratory-based settings (Fivaz-Depeursinge et al., 2005; McHale et al., 2008). 

Observational data and educators’ descriptions showed that infants are also capable of 

engaging in triangular capacity with their peers in the naturalistic setting of their long 

day care centres. Frequency data indicated that more than three-quarters of third infants 

shifted their gaze from one infant to another, although some infants were observed to do 

this more frequently than others (e.g., 5.3% for Infant 12 and 31.8% for Infant 2). 

Educators described how third infants looked to both the infants in the dyad and shifted 

their gaze between them. For example, an educator observed that an infant: ‘look[s] 

around to all of them [the interacting dyad] as they’re playing together’. Another noted: 

When C cries, she’s [B’s] first look at C. … And then, A start crying and she just look 

at A and then look back at C, and then look back at A. 

According to Nadel and Tremblay-Leveau (1999), when infants monitor the 

interactions that occur between two people, they learn about their intentions and keep 

track of their relationship so they can anticipate themselves in interaction with them. 

Similarly, Britton’s (2004) concept of triangular space suggests that observing the 

relationship between their parents enables infants to develop understandings about 

them, contemplate themselves in interaction with them, and respond in ways that are 

appropriate to the situation. Most of the educators’ comments were consistent with these 

ideas. They described third infants as being curious and wanting to work out what was 

happening in the interactions between their peers as they watched. One educator thought 

that a third infant was evaluating the interactions between the peers as a way to inform 

themselves for possible future involvement in them: 
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She [third infant] was an observer. She was trying to figure out, like, 

how does everything work and then once she join in the circle and then 

she continued to observe while she was in the circle, and then see what 

other possibility for further interaction.   

This study also showed that infants were capable of following the interactions 

between two similarly-aged peers at a much earlier age than previously reported in 

studies conducted in laboratory-based and ECEC settings (e.g., Bradley & Smithson 

2017; Engdahl, 2011). Observational data and educators’ descriptions indicated that 

triangular capacity was emerging in a four-month-old third infant when they were with 

their infant-peers in long day care. This age is consistent with McHale et al. (2008) and 

Fivaz-Depeursinge et al.’s (2005) findings where four-month-old infants were observed 

to engage in triangular capacity with their parents in a laboratory-based setting. 

In sum, the findings in this present study showed that from four months of age, 

infants demonstrated an emerging triangular capacity with their infant-peers in long day 

care. The findings highlight how important long day care can be for very young infants 

through the opportunities to engage with many similarly-aged peers that can help them 

to develop the capacity to recognise the interactions between their peers and begin to 

work out what is happening between them. Being able to develop these understandings 

through the support of an educator enables infants to enter into group play with their 

peers and can strengthen their capacity to engage with others in group experiences. 

Third Infants Looked at What Their Peers Were Playing With. This aspect 

of third infants’ looking behaviour is similar to but expands upon current thinking about 

joint attention, that is, the ability to coordinate and share attention with one other person 

towards an event, experience, person or an object such as a toy (Meltzoff & Brooks, 

2007). In prior research, joint attention has been observed in ECEC settings between an 

infant and an educator (Jacobson & Degotardi, 2022; Degotardi, 2017) and between two 

infants (Shin, 2012). Observational data and many of the educators’ descriptions 

gathered in the present study’s interviews suggest that third infants were able to 

coordinate their behaviour and share attention with not just one but two other infants 

and their common object of interest. Frequency analysis data showed that in 31.6% of 

the 564 secondary-linking episodes, third infants looked at what their interacting peers 

were playing with. Additionally, all educators noted occasions where third infants 

oriented themselves towards the interacting infant-peer’s object of interest. For 

example, one educator interpreted the third infant’s action as, ‘Okay, I’m going to grab 

a toy and bring it over to them, the same prop that they’re using, and I’m going to join 
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them.’ Her comments suggest that the third infant is aware of the interactions between 

the dyad and their common object of interest and uses this information to join them in 

their play. 

According to Reddy (2003), infants who are engaged in joint attention are 

developing an awareness that something exists outside of the relationship between 

themselves and one other person. Observational data and educators’ descriptions 

suggest that third infants’ awareness extends to an awareness of the relationship 

between two peers and their focus on a common object of interest. This suggests an 

extended form of joint attention that can emerge in the group situation among infant-

peers, and that this could occur without the direct support of an educator. As such, the 

expanded form of joint attention identified in the current study is different from the type 

of group-related joint attention discussed by Os (2019) in her study of toddlers and 

educators at mealtime. Os noted that educators’ comments and presence supported 

toddlers to share their own account of a common experience with other toddlers but did 

not consider infants’ capacities to be aware of and interested in the relationship between 

two peers and what they were involved in. To distinguish infants’ extended form of 

joint attention identified in my research from other forms of joint attention, I describe it 

as secondary-joint attention. 

The notion of secondary-joint attention is a new concept in current 

developmental psychology and EC research because the infants’ focus is on an infant-

peer dyad’s interactions and their common object of interest. Data gathered in this study 

suggest that third infants looking towards the infant-peer dyad’s object of interest 

(secondary-joint attention) is a key step that can lead to third infants developing the 

capacity to gauge the social rules that can enable successful entry into group play. 

Overall, the findings suggest that third infants who attended to the dyad and what they 

were playing with were starting to learn about the intentions of their interacting peers 

towards their common object of interest. This capability enabled some of the third 

infants to develop a strategy to enter group play. 

Third Infants Followed the Look or Head Turn of One of the Infants in the 

Dyad. Infants were observed to follow the gaze or head turn of one of the infants in the 

dyad to look at what their peers were attending to. This behaviour contributed to group 

formation by facilitating triangular capacity and secondary-joint attention through the 

third infant’s interest in what the dyad was playing with. Observational data indicated 

an emerging sequence where third infants followed the gaze or head turn of one infant 
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in a dyad to look at the second infant in the dyad or to look at what the dyad was 

playing with. Overall, gaze following appeared to provide the platform needed for third 

infants to demonstrate triangular capacity and to identify and learn about their common 

topic of interest. 

Third Infants and the Dyad’s Responses are Key to Shaping Group Formation 

My analyses of infant-peer observations and educator interviews indicate that 

the infant-peer groups were shaped by third infants’ behaviours in response to the 

interactions between their peers and the interacting infant-peer dyad’s behaviour in 

response to the third infant. I identified six distinct behaviours that were fundamental to 

shaping infant-peer groups: approaches to the dyad, pauses, changes of positions with 

infants from outside and inside the triad, breaking or leaving the interaction between 

their peers, and communication in the triad. These were indications of thirdness because 

they showed that third infants could be affected by the interactions between two others 

to such an extent that they altered their behaviour. Also interwoven throughout these 

behaviours are the dyad’s response to the third infants’ behaviour. 

Third Infants Approached the Dyad. Observational data and many of the 

educators’ descriptions showed that third infants moved towards the dyad. Frequency 

analyses data showed that move toward was demonstrated by 19 of the 20 infants and 

occurred in 38.3% of the secondary-linking episodes. Across the interviews, educators 

said that third infants’ ‘coming in’ to the dyad was motivated by a desire to join in and 

seek connection or belongingness, even in examples when the third infant was orienting 

to dyad’s object of interest, such as a toy. Educators also viewed third infants who were 

watching but not moving towards the dyad as wanting to join in, suggesting the infants 

were feeling uncertain or not ready to enter the play. These insights about third infants 

and their desire to join in and belong offer a different perspective into how and why 

infant peers groups form. In prior EC and developmental psychology studies, 

researchers have focused their descriptions of group formation on one target infant 

whose behaviour attracts two infants into close proximity (e.g., Ridgway et al., 2016), 

or the interaction between two infants and the way that attracts a third infant into close 

proximity (e.g., Engdahl, 2011; Mueller & Rich, 1976; Pursi & Lipponen, 2020). In the 

present study, educators’ understandings offer a different viewpoint to how and why an 
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infant group forms by focusing on the third infant’s behaviour and their underlying 

motivation for ‘coming in’ to the infant-peer dyad. 

Third infants’ desire to join in and experience a sense of belongingness with 

their interacting peers in long day care indicates a capacity to be aware of the 

relationship between a peer-dyad, to be affected by it, and then to be motivated to 

approach them. According to the EYLF, experiencing belonging involves ‘knowing 

where and with whom you belong’ (The Council of Australian Governments, 2009, p. 

7). The findings from this research suggest that for infants, knowing where and with 

whom they belong in long day care is influenced by their own contribution, which 

includes their developing capacity to be aware of the relationship between their peers 

and their desire to seek companionship with them in groups. Infants’ desire to seek 

companionship with others has primarily been discussed in studies that explore the 

relationship between the infant and their parent (Trevarthen, 2011). However, one of the 

educator’s insights suggests that this is also the case for infants interacting in groups. 

They were all interacting and they were all enjoying each other’s 

company. So, it made me feel like they all feel comfortable in their 

environment. And, um, that they’re all really enjoying each other’s 

company. And I really like that because it makes me feel like they're 

safe.  

This reflection highlights the importance of recognising the purposeful eagerness of 

infants to participate in groups and their desire for joyful companionship, which 

according to Trevarthen and Delafield-Butt (2017), is foundational to infants mastering 

relationships and cognitive learning in ECEC settings. 

Third Infants Paused. As well as moving towards the dyad, almost all (19 of 

the 20) infants responded to the interacting infant-peer dyad by taking a pause from the 

interaction and momentarily looking, turning or moving their body away from the dyad, 

then quickly returning back to them. Frequency analyses show that in 24.3% of the 

overall secondary-linking episodes, third infants took pauses from the interactions 

between their peers and that this occurred regardless of infant age or stage of gross 

motor ability. Infants taking pauses from interactions have been identified in research 

that explores the interplay between very young infants and their mothers (Beebe, 2017; 

Stern, 1971), but as far as it could be assessed, this is the first time this pausing 

phenomenon has been observed in infant-peer groups. 

According to Stern (1971), very young infants momentarily look away from 

their mother during interactions as a way to manage the social stimulation that comes 
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from one-to-one interaction. Since very young infants cannot crawl or walk away, 

turning their head and looking away may be the only way they can control the amount 

of interaction they receive. Consequently, one explanation as to why third infants were 

observed to temporarily turn away or disengage from their interacting peers may be that 

this is a way to manage the amount and type of stimulation they receive. This idea is 

further confirmed by correlation analyses that shows an association between pauses and 

self-soothing behaviours such as finger or blanket sucking between pauses and the looks 

that infants gave to educators. These relationships suggest that third infants were 

momentarily disengaging from the interaction in an attempt to settle themselves or self-

regulate or to potentially seek the educator for co-regulation support during stimulating 

group moments. 

Third Infants Changed Positions With Infants From Outside and Within 

the Triad. Pauses and momentary turns away by the third infant were observed to 

enable a fourth infant to become the new third infant. Consequently, when the original 

third infant turned back to the dyad, they returned to a completely new infant-peer 

group dynamic. Observational data shows that 10 of the third infants were involved in 

this sequence, with occurrences in 3.7% of all secondary-linking episodes. 

Third infants were also observed to change positions within the triad during a 

pause. When an infant in the dyad turned away, the third infant formed an alliance with 

the remaining member. When the member of the dyad turned back, the infant returned 

to two interacting peers, becoming the new third infant. Observational data shows that 

10 of the 20 third infants formed an alliance with a member of the dyad during a pause 

taken by the other member in the dyad and that this sequence occurred in 2.7% of the 

secondary-linking episodes. 

The sequence of infants changing positions is suggestive of a capacity to wait 

for the pauses and social cues (such as looks and smiles) that can lead to group 

interactions. Changing positions has previously been observed in children aged three 

years of age and onwards (e.g., Molinari et al., 2017). The present study is the first to 

show that infants under 2 years are also able to accept their position on the periphery 

and wait their turn to join in with infants in the triad. Some educators thought that when 

third infants watched the dyad with interest they were waiting for an invitation to enter 

the play with the dyad. For example, one educator noted, 
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I think he was just watching the interactions. Waiting to see if they will 

invite him into the play. So, he wasn’t willing to come in and butt in to 

their play. He was just waiting to see if it was okay. 

Then, in another educator’s comments, ‘She just wants to participate. She just wants a 

little turn to participate. Happy to go back and then wait until she’s invited to participate 

again.’  

These findings are consistent with Endo’s (1992) descriptions of 7- to 12-

month-old infants who waited for an opportunity or invitation from the infants in the 

dyad to enter play. According to Endo, it was the looks and smiles that the infants in the 

dyad gave to the third infant that were interpreted by the third infants to be an invitation 

to enter the play. This was also described by some of the educators in the present study. 

According to Nadel and Tremblay-Leveau (1999), toddlers who change position 

are developing an awareness of their own social position and the social position of 

others. In their study of infant-infant-adult triads, they found that third toddlers made 

many attempts at attracting the attention of the toddler away from the adult, whereas the 

toddlers who were interacting with the adult were more focused on the adult than the 

toddler who was excluded from the interaction. This finding led them to suggest that 

infants have the capacity to know when they are excluded or included. Many of the 

educators’ comments in the present study were consistent with this idea. They describe 

third infants as seeing the relationship between two peers and wanting the same 

connection they had or were ‘feeling a little bit out of the loop’, or not invited in. In 

particular, educators thought that several of the infants were motivated to move towards 

the dyad because they were experiencing a ‘sense of jealousy’, or the ‘green-eyed 

monster’ when they noticed that a second infant was playing with their friend, or the 

second infant picked another infant to play with over them. Their comments were 

aligned with Bradleys’ (2010) ideas of jealousy as an expression of thirdness and 

suggested the possibility that peer preference, where an infant is more interested in one 

infant over another (Hay et al., 2008; Sanefuji et al., 2006), may have had a role to play 

in the third infants feeling excluded. 

In interviews, educators also noted occasions when third infants were not 

acknowledged and ignored by the dyad or were not welcomed and blocked from 

entering the play. On these occasions, the dyad maintained their alliance and the third 

infant, who was excluded, left. Third infants leaving the dyad without any lasting 

change to the interaction between the dyad was the most common way that infant-peer 

groups ended: 19 of the 20 infants experienced infant-peer groups ending in this 
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manner. This was also a frequent type of ending, occurring in 31.7% of secondary-

linking episodes. 

Overall, the observational data and educators’ descriptions indicate that infants 

changing positions and undergoing the experience of forming an alliance or being 

excluded from one is suggestive of their capacity to develop an awareness of their own 

and other infants’ social position with the group. These results also highlight the 

importance of support for third infants by their educators, to watch and wait for pauses 

for entry into play, and perhaps to hold back when an existing infant-peer alliance is 

firmly engrossed in play. 

Third Infants Broke the Interaction Between Their Peers. The responses 

third infants made towards the dyad were seen to attract their peers’ attention and 

interrupt their interaction. Third infants breaking the interaction between their infant-

peers is different from the changing of positions with members of the dyad. The former 

is a sequence in which the triad remains intact. Observational data shows that 14 of the 

20 infants broke an alliance between an interacting dyad, occurring in 9.2% of all 

secondary-linking episodes. Some educators also noticed how the interaction between 

the dyad stopped when the third infant came in to the dyad and commented on how this 

might have affected the infants. ‘I wonder whether T sort of stopped didn’t he? When P 

came into the play … T steps back. I wonder what he feels? Overwhelmed? 

Apprehensive perhaps? Too many children?’ In another example, where the third infant 

took a toy away from the interacting peers, the educator said: ‘It made me feel … 

downhearted for Y and N that, yeah that interaction had to come to a stop. I think she 

[third infant, J] did end up giving that back though’. In both these examples, the 

educators reflected on the experience of the dyad and the difficult feelings that may 

arise when an interaction between peers is broken. 

Third Infants Expressed Themselves and Communicated in the Triad. Third 

infants’ responses also included expressing themselves when in the presence of their 

interacting peers. Most third infants were in the early stages of language acquisition, 

and clearly spoken words were rare. Vocalising by making sounds such as ‘ga, da, ba’ 

or squeals and gurgles was common, although some infants vocalised more than others 

(e.g., 3.2% for Infant 6 and 28.6% for Infant 11). Third infants also expressed 

themselves by using a variety of facial and bodily gestures such as smiling, frowning 

and touching. For example, 16 of the 20 infants were observed to engage in mouthing 

behaviours that included thumb, fingers, hand, toy and blanket sucking. This could be 
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interpreted as them experiencing heightened feelings and expressing their need for 

soothing (Geangu et al., 2011). Only two infants expressed themselves through crying, 

and when they did, it was infrequent, occurring in 0.4% of all secondary-linking 

episodes. 

Third infants also engaged in a form of communication where they shared 

thoughts, feelings and experiences with each other proprioceptively, that is, through 

their body. Through experiencing the rhythms and patterns of the interactions between 

their infant-peers, infants were able to demonstrate a capacity to engage in a triangular 

form of communication, in much the same way that Fivaz (2017) believed that infants 

were able to do with both their parents, as recorded in laboratory-based settings. 

Described as ‘chorusing’ in the present study, third infants were observed to mutually 

‘tune in’ with their peers by engaging in simultaneous and timed interactions involving 

bodily movements, vocalisations and shared emotion. Observational data shows that 9 

of the 20 infants were involved in chorusing, with occurrences in 6% of all secondary-

linking episodes. Several educators noted how infants appeared to be drawn to one 

another through a shared sense of excitement, ‘Yep. They can hear something that 

sounds like fun. They’re laughing. … It’s just in his excitement to come over and 

enjoying the noise’. 

In chorusing, the interactions appeared as a contagious emotional moment, such 

as joyful dancing or rhythmically tapping objects and vocalising together. As one 

educator noted about a group of infants squealing together, ‘the kids were just so happy, 

and you could see from their faces the enjoyment in each other’s company’. 

Alternatively, the interactions could appear to be more chaotic and uncoordinated, as in 

rough and tumble play, three or more infants excitedly converging on a toy or game, or 

all three infants tumbling and falling on top of each other accidentally. Chorusing had 

the potential to heighten in intensity. As one educator noted: ‘I just think it would have 

escalated more’. This finding is consistent with Lkken’s (2000b) description of a ‘glee 

concert’, where small actions could build into a crescendo of rhythmic, simultaneous 

and timed interactions. 

Analyses show a positive correlation between chorusing and the ending 

behaviour ‘fizzling out’, which was coded when the third infant ceased to respond at the 

same time as the members of the dyad ceased to interact with each other. On the 

surface, fizzling out can look like the three infants drifting apart simultaneously or 

suddenly stopping the interaction at the same time. This finding is consistent with an 
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educator’s description, in which she noticed how the squealing among a group of 

infants had been building up to only ‘automatically stop all of a sudden’, which left her 

wondering whether ‘they’re waiting, like what’s going to happen next?’ The correlation 

between chorusing and fizzling out suggests the third infants’ and dyads’ capacities to 

regulate emotional and bodily states in unity where their behaviour rises to a crescendo 

and fizzles out in synchronicity. This type of regulation is different to self-regulation, 

where infants use specific behaviours to self-soothe or settle (Geangu et at., 2011), and 

to co-regulation, where the adult modulates the infants’ behaviour by engaging in warm 

and sensitive responses that help them to settle (Gillespie, 2015). In chorusing, infants 

modulate together and regulate each other’s emotional and physical states in a way that 

suggests their developing capacity for a collective form of intersubjectivity. 

In chorusing, infants acted and vocalised in unison, making it difficult to 

determine which infant’s behaviour influenced or followed the other. This finding was 

consistent with other studies undertaken in ECEC settings. For example, similarly to 

Musatti and Panni’s (1981) descriptions of toddlers in day care centres, one of the 

educators in the current study noticed how no infant seemed to take the lead or 

dominate the play. Rather, they appeared to follow each other’s cues while at the same 

time changing their own behaviour to fit in with their peers. Each infant was seen to be 

‘in their own world, even though they… [were] all doing the same thing’. 

Educators’ insights also highlighted the important role that sound and listening 

plays in how infants share and communicate their ideas, feelings and experiences. One 

educator noted how a group of infants were brought together by the excited and 

synchronous screaming sounds they made towards each other, while another 

commented: 

Well the children were mimicking each other. Like, it wasn’t obvious 

because they weren’t making eye contact or anything but listening. It 

shows their listening skills because one was banging and then the next 

one would bang. And then even R, who didn’t have a rolling pin, she 

decided to bang the scissors. So that was more listening to what each 

other were doing than engaging with their eyes. 

The educator’s comments that identify infants using sound and listening rather than 

looking was supported by observational data that shows that focus infants who were 

engaged in chorusing were also less likely to look at the other infants and what they 

were playing with. These findings align with Nome’s (2020) idea of communicative 

musicality among toddlers in kindergarten and indicates that sound and listening play a 

key role in maintaining this particular type of infant-peer group. 
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The Complexity of Infant Sociality in Peer Groups 

In dynamic systems theory, ‘complexity’ refers to how human development is 

influenced by environmental factors and how different areas of development interact to 

produce certain conditions that affect how an individual behaves (Smith & Thelan, 

2003). In the present study, the influence of environmental factors—such as the 

presence of an educator—on infant sociality in similarly-aged peer groups was 

investigated, along with the influence of infant age and gross motor development. 

Results highlight the role that an educators’ presence and actions play in infant-peer 

group interactions. Results also confirmed a key principle of dynamics system theory: 

that growth and change in one area of development is considered to have a flow on 

effect on other areas of development. 

Educators’ Presence and Actions Influenced Infant Sociality 

The analysis of infant-peer group observations and educator interviews provided 

information about the influence of the educators’ presence on infant sociality by 

identifying two distinct behaviours: third infants looked at the educator, and educators 

stopped the infant-peer group interaction. 

Third Infants Briefly Looked at or Engaged the Educators. Infants were 

observed to momentarily turn away from their interacting infant-peers to briefly look at, 

or interact with, an educator before returning back to the dyad. This was observed in 17 

of the 20 infants and 11% of all secondary-linking episodes. Third infants were also 

observed to leave the interacting infant-peer dyad permanently to look at an educator. 

This occurred for 11 of the infants and in 3.9% of all secondary-linking episodes. 

Educators recognised the looks that infants gave to them and interpreted their 

motivation as primarily seeking safety. For example: 

But every moment, and that’s what you don’t pick up on [in everyday 

life in long day care], she’s looking to make sure she is safe with the 

adults. … There’s that person, that adult is there who’s going to help 

guide … it’s not just situations for her, it’s all the situations around her. 

That adult is going to guide every single moment. 

Educators’ comments indicate an awareness that their presence provides infants 

with an available and trusted adult figure who was able to act as a secure base and 

provide a safe haven in the environment of long day care. This finding was consistent 

with Wilson-Ali et al.’s (2019) study into educators’ knowledge and understanding of 

attachment theory. In the present study, educators’ awareness of and knowledge about 
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the important role they play in infants’ lives meant that their presence enabled third 

infants to alter their behaviour during peer-group interactions in such a way that they 

were able to seek connection and support from them as a reliable and trusted adult. 

Educators Stop Infant-Peer Group Interactions. Educators’ presence or 

actions could also stop the interactions between the infants in the triad. This was 

observed to occur in 19% of all secondary-linking episodes and for all 20 infants. 

Several educators’ comments indicated that they would intervene in infant-peer group 

interactions if there were concerns for safety such as conflict, distress or the possibility 

that infants may harm one another. These comments were consistent with findings from 

Redder and White’s (2017) study into educators’ involvement in the relationships 

between two infant-peers. Educators were also aware that their involvement could break 

up the interaction between the peers in the triad. Their comments highlighted how their 

entry into the play between the infants could draw the infants’ attention away from each 

other and towards themselves. As one educator noted, ‘I wonder if I did intervene, 

would they have that connection or would he start crying and then wanting me, or 

would they then come and sit on my lap and it would take away from the moment’. 

Growth and Change in One Area of Development has a Flow on Effect into Other 

Areas of Development 

Analysis of infant-peer observations and educator interviews showed that 

changes in gross motor ability and age were related to some of the ways that third 

infants behaved in a triad and may have played a role in instigating and shaping infant-

peer groups. 

Third Infant’s Behaviour in Relation to Gross Motor Development. Within 

the narrow age range, there were few indications of behaviour changing in line with 

gross motor ability changes. Third infants’ looking behaviours were found to change as 

their gross motor ability developed. Infants who were in the early and intermediate 

stages of gross motor ability were more focused on looking from one infant in the 

interacting dyad to the other, indicating their triangular capacity and interest in the 

intentions of their peers. Infants in these earlier stages of gross motor development were 

also more likely to look to the educator during secondary-linking and leave the dyad by 

looking to the educator. As gross motor ability developed further, third infants who 

were walking were more likely to smile, approach, or copy the dyad or engage in 

chorusing: the mutual, simultaneous and timed interactions involving bodily 
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movements, vocalisations and shared emotion. Overall, the development of third 

infants’ gross motor abilities suggests a possible broader systemic shift in direct relation 

to the type of interactions they engaged in with their interacting infant-peers. 

Third Infants’ Behaviour in Relation to Age. Within the narrow age range, 

there were few indications of behaviour changing in line with age. Younger third infants 

tended to look from one infant in the dyad to the other, and what an infant in the dyad 

was focused on. They also tended to be involved in peer group interactions that ended 

with a look to an educator, or when the dyad discontinued interacting. The dyad ceasing 

to interact was the second most frequent way that an infant-peer group ended (overall 

frequency occurrence of 20.2%) and involved one or both infants from the dyad leaving 

the interaction and not returning. As a result, the younger infant was left. Older infants 

smiled, copied and engaged in chorusing more frequently than younger third infants. 

Older infants were also more likely to be involved in peer group interactions that ended 

when all three infants left the triad simultaneously (i.e., fizzling out) or where they 

broke the interaction between their peers.  

Dynamic Stability and Continuity in Time in Infant-peer Groups 

In dynamic systems theory, dynamic stability refers to the series of states that 

move between stability and instability to create developmental change (Smith & Thelan, 

2003; Thelan, 2005). Infants engaging in any new learning experience enter into a state 

of instability consisting of no predictable patterns of behaviour because they are 

working out which behaviours will prove most suitable for the new experience. When 

behaviours prove to be suitable, they stabilise, are used consistently and known as 

‘attractor states’ (Thelan & Smith, 2006). ‘Emergence’ is the term given by Smith and 

Thelan (2003) to describe how each individual proceeds from one stable state to 

another. Emergence is the continuous process of change through time where behaviours 

that occur in the present are dependent on those that occurred prior to it and are also the 

starting point for the next one to follow (Smith & Thelan, 2003; Thelan, 2005). 

According to Thelan (2005), changes in behaviours of interest that have been researched 

from the earliest possible time or age ‘second-by-second’ can be used to understand 

longer term behavioural changes or the processes by which infants acquire new abilities 

and learn new skills (p. 258). Findings from the present study added to understandings 

of states of instability and stability in third infants’ behaviour in groups and identified 

an emerging process of change in third infants’ behaviour across time. 
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Third Infants in Similar Aged Peer Groups Experience States of Instability and 

Stability in Infant-peer Groups 

Findings of the present study show that third infants engaged in a diverse and 

varied number of behaviours to demonstrate their interest in, and capacity to approach 

and engage with, the interacting infant-peer dyad. Furthermore, correlation analyses 

showed that no evidence of clearly discernible patterns or specific combinations of 

third-infant behaviours had emerged as stable patterns of predictable behaviour. 

Educators also described the variety of ways that third infants approached the dyad. For 

example, coming in to the dyad with their back towards them, engaging in imitative 

play as a way to come in to the play between infant-peers, and coming in to the dyad by 

taking the toy they were playing with. From the perspective of dynamic systems theory, 

these findings suggest that third infants were experiencing instability in peer groups and 

were working out which behaviours proved most optimal in engaging and participating 

with their interacting infant-peers across the first two years of life in long day care. 

Although third infants were in the process of working out how to interact with 

their peers in groups, the data suggest that stable combinations of behaviours were also 

beginning to emerge. Correlation analyses identified combinations of behaviours that 

were weakly related, which could suggest that early signs of attractor states were 

beginning to form. These early signs of attractor states consisted of different 

combinations of behaviours representing similar actions, including showing an interest 

in their interacting peers by looking at them and what they were playing with, 

approaching the dyad, and making attempts to engage them and their educators. Given 

that the infants are experiencing a state of instability in peer groups during their first 

two years in long day care, these results highlight the potential for educators to support 

infants to learn to engage in thoughtful and responsive interactions with their peers in 

groups. It is plausible to suggest that educators play a significant role in sensitively 

guiding infants to negotiate and manage their interactions with peers in groups before 

possible, stable patterns are set. 

Educators also described a specific process of change in third infants’ behaviour 

across a 12-month period of moving from one stable state to another. In particular, they 

noted how third infants’ behaviours transformed from watching the interactions 

between their peers to making attempts to approach them and eventually interacting 

with them. For example: 
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At the first video [example in the documentary], she was observing. 

She’s an onlooker. … Then, at that [next] stage, she’s aware of what’s 

happening around her … and she’s kind of getting to know and learning 

the rule of interaction. … I think she’s learning … and seeing how 

everyone reacts to different situations when different situations approach 

them. … Yeah, now [next example] she’s showing, like, willingness and 

trying to take a step forward to interact, but I think at that time she’s still 

confused of what exactly the interaction is. … Oh, this one [next 

example] she’s ready. Like she’s ready to jump in the circle. … And now 

she’s taking initiative to interact. … And I think she got the confidence 

as well. Like, because now she’s the older and … no longer to be the 

youngest in the room. She got a lot more confidence in doing stuff. 

The educator’s description shows that the behaviours of watching, attempting to 

approach the dyad, and interacting with the dyad were stable for certain periods of time, 

indicating that they were suitable ways of being for the infant as she was learning about 

the interactions between her peers and their relationship at that particular time. As the 

third infant became more confident in her knowledge about the interactions between her 

peers, she moved to a different stable state. 

Educators’ interpretations of third infants’ behaviours also identified examples 

of infants displaying stable attributes in their interactions with peers. For example, when 

watching the developmental documentary, one educator described a third infant as 

‘[she] always observes before she reacts’, while another educator commented on a 

different third infant, saying she is always ‘reserved’. The educators’ comments 

highlight an inherent quality about the third infant that does not necessarily change 

across time. 

Continuity of Third Infants’ Behaviour in Similar Aged Peer Groups Across Time 

Infants repeatedly and continuously engage in peer groups as a way to learn 

about the relationship between their peers, their intentions, and the social rules of play. 

This finding emerged from the observational data that showed that infants frequently 

looked to infants in the dyad. Each brief infant-peer group experience, that ranged from 

one second to one minute and three seconds, lays the foundation for the next experience 

of an infant-peer group. Each experience of an infant-peer group is dependent upon the 

one that occurred prior to it and is also the starting point for the next one to follow. It is 

this ‘moment-to-moment’ experience (Thelan & Smith, 2006, p. 266) that enables 

infants to gain an awareness of being in a group and develop the procedural knowledge 

needed to participate in infant-peer groups with confidence in the longer term. 
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Procedural knowledge is the term used to refer to the information underlying a 

skill or action that is learnt through experience (Emde et al., 1991). This information is 

not at the forefront of the mind but rather exists without an individual having to think 

about it. According to Beebe et al. (2011), procedural knowledge develops when infants 

repeatedly and continuously monitor and engage in interactions with others. Crittenden 

(1990) suggests that across time, these repeated interactions become internalised, so the 

infants develop expectations about relationships and learn how to respond to them 

accordingly. Consequently, infants are repeatedly and continuously engaging in a 

variety of behaviours that demonstrate that they are: 1) looking at the dyad and what 

they are playing with, 2) moving towards or coming in to them and making attempts to 

interact with them in the short term, 3) developing the procedural knowledge needed for 

them to emerge from a stable state of watching to entering a stable state that includes 

the ability to approach and then engage their interacting peers with confidence as they 

age, and 4) changing across other areas of development. Given that each repeated 

infant-peer group interaction can provide infants with the opportunity to experience the 

relationships between their peers and develop an awareness of their topic of interest to 

such an extent that they respond, this suggests that infants in groups are continually 

building on the ability to anticipate themselves in play with their interacting peers, 

coordinate and share attention with them around their play in groups, and regulate their 

responses accordingly so that they enter the play successfully and with ease. 

The Developmental Cascade in Infant-Peer Groups 

In dynamic systems theory, the developmental cascade refers to the three 

principles of complexity, dynamic stability and continuity in time coming together to 

create change in human behaviour. The bringing together of these three principles 

provides a new way to address the overarching research question ‘How do infants 

interact in groups in long day care across the first two years of life?’ 

The findings suggest that infant-peer groups (shaped by the responses of third 

infants and dyads to each other) are an open and flexible dynamic system that consists 

of specific moment-to-moment group processes that form the basis for longer term 

social developmental change in infants. This open and flexible dynamic system can be 

described as a ‘linking system’, which has been identified through a process of 

gathering observations and detailed educator descriptions and insights across time that 

were used to make assumptions about the relationship between infant-peers in groups. 

The characteristic broad patterns of behaviours—watching, approaching and 
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engaging—that occur in both the moment-to-moment group processes and across the 

long term in infant-peer groups serve to meet infants’ underlying desire for belonging in 

groups, in much the same way that infants moving out from and coming in to behaviour 

with their caregiver serves to meet their need for exploration, safety and security in the 

infant-parent attachment system (Ainsworth, 1989; Bowlby, 1969). This finding 

contributes to current understandings about infant sociality and social development by 

identifying a behavioural system that extends beyond the infant-parent dyad. 

The group setting of long day care centres acts as a cradle for the developmental 

cascade to occur. It nurtures the linking system by creating the factors necessary for the 

system to occur and thrive. It provides infants with opportunities to engage in a variety 

of behaviours with peers that in turn enables them to travel the social developmental 

pathway of watching, approaching, then engaging with their peers in groups in the long 

term. It is in this sense that long day care is a niche for the social development of infants 

in similarly-aged peer groups. The capacity for long day care to act as a niche for 

infants’ social development aligns with Davis and Degotardi’s (2015) application of 

Super and Harkness’s (1986) construct of the developmental niche to ECEC settings. In 

the developmental niche, the development of the child is seen to be strongly connected 

to, and dependent upon, the context in which the child is situated in. 

Conclusions 

Looking behaviours were key indicators of an infant-peer group forming in 

infant sociality in similarly-aged peer groups. The third infants’ responses to the 

interacting dyad—approaching, pausing, changing positions, breaking the interactions 

between their peers, and expressing and communicating—and the dyad’s response to 

the third infant’s behaviour played a key role in shaping the nature of infant-peer 

groups. In regard to infants’ social development in groups, third infants demonstrated an 

awareness of the relationships between their peers and what they were playing with, an 

awareness of their social position within the group, and a capacity for groupness and 

collective intersubjectivity. Educators’ understandings of third infants’ behaviours in 

relation to the dyad suggests that third infants were motivated to enter peer groups by a 

desire for connection and belonging. Findings also show that educators’ presence and 

actions could affect the dynamics of the peer group, while other factors (such as gross 

motor ability and age) may have had a role to play in how third infants interacted with 

their peers in groups. By applying dynamic systems theory to infant interaction in 
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groups, findings reveal that infants engage in moment-to-moment group processes that 

form the basis for long term social developmental change in third-infant behaviour. 

Limitations of the Research 

Limitations were related to three areas: sample size, the method for recording 

infant behaviours, and the study design. 

Sample Size. Data from 20 infants were collected from two long day care 

centres. Therefore, findings cannot be seen to be representative of all young children in 

ECEC services. However, a large amount of observational data, consisting of 564 

episodes of secondary-linking along with 18 in-depth interviews with educators, was 

collected across a 19-month period. Consequently, the knowledge gained from this 

research contributes to current understandings of infant sociality and social 

development. 

Additionally, there was a limited number of infants in the birth to 10 month age 

range. Although the number of infants under 12 months in this study aligned with the 

number of young infants typically found in a long day care services, having more 

infants under 12 months of age would have provided further opportunity to observe 

their capacities in infant-peer groups and how they contribute to the development of 

moment-to-moment infant-peer group processes. For example, chorusing behaviours 

were only observed in infants aged 11 months and over, yet this type of group 

interaction has been observed in six- to nine-month-old infants in laboratory-based 

settings (e.g., Selby & Bradley, 2003). Having more infants under 12 months involved 

in the research might have provided more opportunity to observe the onset of more 

complex behaviours, such as chorusing, among infant-peers. 

Method for Recording Behaviours. Behaviours in secondary-linking episodes 

were coded as occurring v. not occurring, rather than as a count of the number of 

occurrences. Therefore, the frequency of the behaviours is likely to have been 

underestimated. However, the behaviours that were retained were frequent and 

prevalent among the infants. 

The occurrence of each behaviour was coded independently from all other 

behaviours rather than sequentially. This was partly remedied by identifying some 

behaviours as behavioural sequences, such as multi-shift gaze and turn away. To 

address this limitation, correlation analyses were carried out to examine associations 
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between the separately coded behaviours. However, while indicating associations, these 

analyses did not ascertain whether one behavioural action or sequence occurred before 

or after another. 

Study Design. In this research, I focussed on studying infant behavioural 

actions and sequences. However, focusing on observable behaviours alone does not take 

the meaning behind infants’ behaviour into account. To address this limitation, I used 

the educators’ interpretations to help understand the motivations for the infants’ 

behaviour. Although infant behaviour can be interpreted in many different ways 

(Elwick et al., 2014), seeking and exploring the understandings of the people who know 

the infants well can play an essential role in investigating the meanings of infant 

interactions with each other in groups. The frequent and ongoing contact that educators 

have with the infants in their care suggests that they have deep knowledge about the 

infants and their behaviour and interactions in the context of long day care. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

While new findings have emerged from the data analysis, the limitations of 

sample size suggest further investigation is required. Analysis identified weak 

correlations among secondary-linking behaviours and between secondary-linking 

behaviours and ending behaviours that I have argued may indicate patterns of emerging 

behaviours. Further work with a larger sample could provide further information about 

the processes by which infants acquire new abilities and social skills during secondary-

linking. In particular, four areas are worth exploring further, discussed in the following 

sections. 

Gaze Following. Gaze following (Looks ITA) is a potential behavioural 

indicator of joint attention. Weak correlations indicated a potential relationship between 

gaze following and age and stage of gross motor ability. Further investigation of these 

relationships would provide information about the onset of gaze following in third 

infants and add to understandings about the development of joint attention among 

infants in peer groups. 

Gaze following may also play a pivotal role in peer-group formation by creating 

the circumstances for more complex looking behaviours to occur. For example, gaze 

following may play a role in how infants coordinate and share attention with more than 

one other infant in the group (multi-shift gaze) and may help to support infants to learn 

about the topic of interest and the social rules of the game that occurs between two or 
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more infants (Looks DTA). Consequently, studying gaze following and the relationship 

between these behaviours may provide more information about the concept of 

secondary-joint attention and how infants learn about the intentions of their peers in 

groups and the relationships that occur between them. 

It is also well documented in EC research that infant-peers use joint attention 

behaviour to communicate with each other and that educator-infant joint attention 

supports infants’ language development (Degotardi, 2017; Shin, 2012). Consequently, it 

is important to consider to what extent multi-shift gaze and looks DTA are influential in 

infants’ communication attempts and overall language development. 

Collective Forms of Shared Communicative Experiences. Further research 

needs to explore the development of chorusing behaviour in long day care, which was 

observed among infants aged 11 months and up and was consistent with EC research 

(Lkken, 2000b; Musatti & Panni,1981; Ridgway et al., 2016). However, studies in 

laboratory-based settings have observed that infants between six- and nine-months of 

age engage in similar shared communicative behaviours (Selby & Bradley, 2003). 

Consequently, further research with infants under 12-months of age and the behaviour 

chorusing may help to shed light on how and when infants become engaged in this type 

of group process. 

Observational data from the present study indicates that infants engaged in 

collective forms of shared communication were less likely to look at each other, while 

an educator noted how the infants were responding to each other through sound. 

Another educator felt that it was the emotions brought about by the infants screaming 

that brought the infants in close to each other. Studying the role that sound plays in 

shared forms of collective experiences would help to understand how these experiences 

manifest and are sustained across time by the infants. In addition, further exploration of 

how chorusing ends is warranted. One educator felt that the experience could escalate 

out of control, while the observational data showed a relationship between chorusing 

and fizzling out, suggesting shared communicative experiences among infants may 

reach a crescendo, then end by the infants simultaneously drifting apart or abruptly 

stopping of their own accord. Studying the relationship between these two behaviours 

may provide insight into a collective form of regulation, which may be different to self-

regulation and the experience of co-regulation that occurs with an educator. 
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Pauses. Pauses occur during secondary-linking when the third infant 

momentarily turns away from the interacting infant-peer dyad, resulting in third infants 

changing positions with another infant from outside the triad (secondary-switching) or 

changing positions with a member of the dyad (switching). Infant pauses in group 

interactions is an area worthy of further investigation to better understand its role. For 

example, pauses may act as key entry points for infants to enter groups. Developing the 

skill to be able to pause and wait could contribute to a successful approach to small 

group play. The importance of children being able to accept their position on the 

periphery, wait for their turn to enter play, and pick up the social cues to change 

position was highlighted by Molinari and colleagues (2017) in their study of three- to 

four-year-old child triads. However, the way in which children come to develop these 

abilities was not addressed in their research. Therefore, studying infants’ repeated 

experiences of the pauses during switching and secondary-switching may provide 

insight into how infants develop social competencies such as joining in and leaving an 

infant-peer group. 

Examining pauses and infants changing positions within the triad itself may also 

provide insight into how infants create alliances, manage new social positions and 

develop a greater understanding of others’ perspectives. Observational data showed that 

when infants changed positions during a pause, they successfully created new alliances 

with other members of the triad. The infants also remained together, suggesting that 

they had managed their change in social position, which subsequently gave them the 

opportunity to experience what it is like to be in another infants’ place within the group. 

When infants approached an interaction and did not wait for a pause, the triad tended to 

disband (third breaks triad), leaving the infants with no opportunity to experience social 

change within the peer group. 

The presence of third infants breaking the interaction between the dyad indicates 

another area that requires further investigation. More than half of the third infants broke 

the interaction between their peers and used a variety of behaviours to do so. Examining 

the association between third infant breaks triad and the various behaviours associated 

with it (i.e., vocalisation, touch, toy reach, imitates and look to educator) may provide 

information to educators that will help them support infants to successfully enter play 

with their peers in groups. 

The Role of the Educator. The interactions between the third infant and the 

educator is an area that requires further investigation, particularly in relation to 
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educators’ potential to support infant-peer group interactions. Observational data 

showed that third infants looked to the educators during secondary-linking. They either 

turned away from the dyad momentarily to look at the educators or left the dyad 

permanently to look to the educator. Interview data also showed that educators were 

aware of the guiding role they played in infants connecting with their peers in groups. 

Further study of the looks that infants direct to educators could provide 

educators with the knowledge of when infants are looking to them for information about 

the nature of the interactions between the dyad that could assist entry into play or being 

able to stay and watch. Alternatively, third infants may experience too much stimulation 

during secondary-linking and disengage from their peers to seek support from an 

educator. Observational data shows that third infants engage in mouthing behaviours, 

such as sucking in lips, chewing, licking, sighing, sticking out their tongue, thumb 

sucking, sucking of fingers and/or hand, toy or blanket sucking, or other behaviours, 

such as stroking, rubbing or patting their cheek, hands or any part of their own body. 

These types of behaviours may reflect third infants’ need for self-soothing during 

secondary-linking and co-regulation support from the educator. 

Further research into the nature or quality of the interaction between the infant-

peer dyad and the role it plays in infants looking to educators would help to understand 

why infants need to turn away from the dyad and look to an educator. It could also help 

to understand how and why the educator’s presence or actions break the interactions 

between the three infants. For example, educators may break the interaction due to a 

conflict, or their presence may draw infants towards them and away from interacting 

with each other. One educator said it was best for her not to approach or interrupt 

infants engaged in a collective form of communication because her presence would end 

the interaction as infants would seek individual attention from her rather than the 

company of each other. This educator’s comments, together with the finding that an 

educator’s presence or actions is one of the most frequent and common ways that 

secondary-linking ended, highlights a critical area for future study. 

Implications for Educator Practice 

The present study found that infants in similarly-aged peer groups experience a 

state of instability in their interactions with each other during their first two years in 

long day care. More specifically, infants experience this instability as they follow the 

social developmental pathway from watching, then approaching, and finally engaging 

confidently with their peers in groups. This finding is particularly relevant to the NQS’s 
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Quality Area 5 Relationships with children, which includes Standard 5.2, Relationships 

Between Children. Standard 5.2 is pertinent to infants’ interactions in peer groups and 

educators’ involvement in them. In particular, Elements 5.2.1, Collaborative learning 

and 5.2.2, Self-regulation within Standard 5.2 require educators to support children to 

respond to their peers’ behaviour in a sensitive and responsive manner, including being 

able to express their thoughts and feelings in response to their peers, engage in 

cooperative behaviour; and develop friendships as part of small peer groups (ACECQA, 

2020, p. 238-245). Since infants are experiencing a state of instability where potential 

patterns of infants’ behaviour in groups are not yet fully established, educators have a 

window of opportunity to support infants’ social relations with each other as they 

follow this social developmental pathway. 

Ongoing Learning Through Professional Development 

Educators’ participation in professional development that provides learning 

about how and why infants interact in groups would assist them to gain an appreciation 

of how best to support infants to develop thoughtful and responsive relationships with 

their peers in groups. Three areas are recommended for inclusion in professional 

development. 

Descriptions of Infant Behaviour in Peer Groups. The findings in this 

research showed that infants’ looking behaviours played a key role in instigating infant 

peer groups and that infants’ moving towards or coming in behaviour along with the 

dyad’s response to that behaviour played a key role in shaping infant-peer groups. 

Professional development that focuses on recognising these aspects of infant behaviour 

in groups would help educators to be aware of instances when infant peer groups are 

about to commence and prepare them to support the interactions that shape the moment-

to-moment infant-peer group processes. 

Understandings of Infant Social Development. Findings show that infants 

were developing a range of capacities, such as triangular capacity and a capacity to be 

aware of their social position in groups. Professional development that includes 

understandings about the social development of infants would help educators to be 
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aware of the significant role they play in infants’ social development in groups in the 

long term. 

Educators’ Interactions in Infant-Peer Groups. Findings reveal that the 

educators’ presence and actions could influence infants’ behaviour in groups. Therefore, 

as part of professional development, it would be important to incorporate a reflective 

component that involved educators considering their own behaviour in relation to 

infant-peer group interactions and how this may inform their practice when infants are 

engaged in peer group play. Such a reflection would assist educators to be attuned to 

infants’ cues and their need for guidance in their play with peers. 

Final Comments 

This thesis presented a mixed methods study of infants’ interactions in peer 

groups across the first two years of life in long day care. Based on infant social 

development concepts and dynamic systems theory, this thesis investigated the three 

components of the triad: third infants’ behaviour, the infant-peer dyad’s behaviour, and 

the behaviour of the triad as a whole. By examining infants’ behaviour according to 

these three components, this research has expanded understandings of infant sociality 

and social development and highlighted how long day care acts as a developmental 

niche for infants. Findings showed that moment-to-moment group processes are open 

and flexible dynamic systems that form the basis for longer term social developmental 

change in infants. Infants were motivated to watch, approach and engage their peers to 

meet an underlying desire for belonging in groups. Areas that require further 

investigation include gaze following, collective forms of shared communicative 

experiences, pauses, and the role of the educator in infant groups. Professional 

development that provides descriptions of infant-peer group interactions and offers 

understandings about infant social development in groups can support educators to 

support infants’ peer group relations. 
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Appendix A: Questionnaire for Parents 

 

 

 

 

Questionnaire for Parents 

 

Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day 

Care? 

  
Dear parent, 

 

Thank you for agreeing to provide us with information about your child.  Please complete this 

questionnaire asking for general information about your child. 

 

What is your child’s name? ………………………………  Date of birth: ………….……….. 

 

How many days per week does your child attend this childcare centre? …………………….. 

 

Please circle the days your child attends this childcare centre: 

 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

 

 

What is your child’s ethnic background?............................................................................ .... 

 

What languages does your child speak at home?.................................. ........................... ....... 

 

Does your child have siblings?............................................................................................ .... 

 

If so, what are their ages?.................................................................................................. ...... 

 

Does your child regularly meet up with other children outside of childcare?........................ 

 

If so, can you describe the ways in which your child meets up with other children (eg: 

playgroup, family day care, social occasions with family or friends that include other 

children) ………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

Thank you for completing this questionnaire 
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Appendix B: Diary to Document Incidents of Linking and Secondary-Linking (Includes a Blank First Page and a Completed Page) 

Long Day Care Centre:………………………………………………………… 

Day:………………………………………… Date…………………………… 

 

Infants Present (name and initials): 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

Name of observed infant……………………………………. 

Time 

 

Linking (L) 

 

Secondary-

linking (S) (note 

3rd party or 

dyad) 

Forced Break? 

Infant (I) or 

adult (A) 

Names of 

Infants involved 

(initials) 

Location Comments 

(emotional tone, 

conflict, happy) 

7.00       

7.05       

7.10       

7.15       
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Appendix C: Director and Educator Information Sheet 

 
  

 

 

 

Director and Educator Information Sheet 

 

Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day 

Care? 
 

This PhD research project is led by: 

Mrs Belinda Friezer, PhD student, School of Psychology, Charles Sturt University  

Contact:  0414296661, b.friezer@bigpond.com 

 

Project Supervisors: 

Professor Linda Harrison, School of Teacher Education, Charles Sturt University,  

Tel: (02) 6338 4000 

Professor Ben Bradley, School of Psychology, Charles Sturt University, Tel: (02) 6338 4000  

Doctor Robyn Dolby, Secure Beginnings, Sydney NSW 

 

Belinda Friezer is a psychologist and art therapist who is currently undertaking a PhD at 

Charles Sturt University.  Her PhD research project aims to understand how infants interact 

with each other in small peer groups.  This can be done by studying the interactions that 

occur between infants, in particular, when one infant finds themselves in the company of two 

other infants.   In the context of this research, this is known as a triad.   Belinda is seeking 

your permission to recruit, observe and film the infants in the infants’ room as they interact in 

a triad.  She is also seeking your permission to take part in a short semi-structured interview. 

The study is supported by [name of agency] who have agreed that Belinda can approach the 

Director, educators and parents in the [name of centre] Children’s Centre and invite their 

participation. 

 

A key component of this research and what makes it different to previous research is that it 

will be based in the everyday setting of long day care rather than in a laboratory type setting.  

This study will also be the first to explore how infant interactions change and develop over 

time when in a triad.  It will take into consideration your reflections about infant interactions 

as they occur in a triad. 

 

The following information outlines how the infants and you will be involved in the project. 

 

Infants: 

To begin, Belinda will observe each infant in the infants’ room and make written notes of the 

occasions that they interact in a triad.  There are no special requirements for this part of the 

study other than observation of each infant over the course of a full day.  This is to gather 

information about when and where children are most likely to engage in triadic interactions.  

Once Belinda has this information, she will organise visits to the centre to film each infant 

interacting in a triad.  The filming will consist of the infants only and will aim not to include 

you.   However, due to the nature of filming infants interacting with other infants in an 

infants’ room, you may incidentally be captured on film.  If this occurs your face will be 

blurred out.  Filming will be carried out every 3 months in order to gather information about 

developmental change as infants interact in triads over time.  If any infant shows any 

discomfort at being observed or filmed in any one of the observations being filmed, this will 

be respected and Belinda will cease observing and filming the interaction.  
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Director and Educators: 

The film will be edited into small key segments and individually you will be invited to view 

the clips with Belinda.  This will occur in a separate room to the infants’ room.  Belinda will 

then ask you some questions from a semi-structured interview which is attached to this 

information sheet.   These interviews will be audio-taped.  Belinda will then transcribe them 

and show them to you for corrections or changes.    Paper copies of transcribed interviews 

along with the audio recording will be kept in a locked filing cabinet.   Transcribed 

interviews will also be kept on a password protected laptop.  The insights gained from you 

will provide much needed information about how educators can and do support young infant 

peer relations when in groups.   

 

Communicating the findings to you: 

The findings of the study will be communicated to you by way of a short edited video. 

Participants and early childhood centres will not be identified by name.  

 

As a Director and Educator, if you decide to participate in the study, your participation 

would involve: 

 

• Supporting the recruitment of study infants by distributing an information letter and 

consent form to the parents of the infants from the infants’ room. 

 

• Allowing Belinda, to observe and film the infants on a regular basis.  The days and 

time of the observations and filming will be negotiated with you. 

 

• Meeting with Belinda on approximately 4 occasions over the course of 12 months to 

undertake a semi-structured interview, that will then be transcribed.  You will be 

given time off the floor to participate in these interviews. 

 

What Belinda will do with the research: 

The findings of the study will be communicated through conferences, a range of publications 

and Belinda’s PhD thesis.  Participants and early childhood centres will not be identified by 

name.  A consent form is provided if your reflections are used verbatim.  

 

What if I don’t want to take part in this study? 

Your participation in this research project is entirely your choice.  Only those who give 

informed consent will be included in the project.  You are free to withdraw from participating 

in the project at any time and if you do there will be no disadvantage to you. You will not be 

subjected to penalty or any discriminatory treatment.  If you wish, the paper copies of your 

interviews will be shredded and audio-tapes of interviews will be erased.  

 

If you agree to participate in the research project, you will be asked to sign a consent form. 

Please retain this information sheet as your record.  If you have any questions about the 

project or about any other issues relating to your involvement in the project, please do not 

hesitate to contact Belinda. 
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Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee has approved this project.  

If you have any complaints or concerns about the ethical conduct of this project, you may 

contact: 

The Executive Officer, 

Human Research Ethics Committee 

Office of Academic Governance 

Charles Sturt University 

Panorama Avenue 

Bathurst NSW 2795 

Tel: (02) 6338 4628 

Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

 

 

Thank you for considering this considering this invitation. 
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Appendix D: Educator Participation Consent Form 

20.87 cm 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Educator participation consent form 

 
Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day Care? 
 
Researcher: Belinda Friezer, PhD student, Charles Sturt University 

Project Supervisors:  
Prof. Linda Harrison, School of Teacher Education, Faculty of Education, Charles Sturt 

University 
Prof. Ben Bradley, School of Psychology, Faculty of Arts, Charles Sturt University 

Dr. Robyn Dolby, Psychologist, Secure Beginnings.  
 

I, …………………………………………………………………. consent to participating in 

the research project titled, How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day Care? 

 

The purpose of the research project has been explained to me including any possible 

associated discomfort.  I have read and understood the information sheet given to me.  I have 

been given an opportunity to ask questions about the research and received satisfactory 

answers. 

 

I understand that any information or personal details gathered in the course of this research 

about me and the children in my care are confidential.  No identifying information will be 

published without my written permission. 

 

I have read and understood the information provided on audio-taping and transcribing 

interviews and I give permission for my reflections to be audio-taped as part of the research 

project.  I understand that I am free to withdraw my participation in the research at any time, 

and that if I do I will not be subjected to any penalty or discriminatory treatment. 

 

This study is supported by [name of agency] and has been approved by the Charles Sturt 

University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee.  I understand that if I have any 

complaints or concerns about this research project I can contact: 

 

The Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Academic Governance, 

Charles Sturt University, Panorama Avenue, Bathurst NSW 2795, Tel: (02) 6338 4628, 
Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

 
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully.  You will be 

informed of the outcomes. 
 

 
Participant………………………………………………………………………………………  

 
Signature……………………………………………………………………………………  

 

Date……………………………………………………………………………………………  
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Appendix E: Educator Consent Form to use Reflections for Conference 

Presentations and a Range of Publications 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Educator consent to use reflections for conference presentations 

and a range of publications 
 

 
Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day 

Care? 

 
Researcher: Belinda Friezer, PhD student, Charles Sturt University 
Project Supervisors:  

Prof. Linda Harrison, School of Teacher Education, Faculty of Education, Charles Sturt 

University 

Prof. Ben Bradley, School of Psychology, Faculty of Arts, Charles Sturt University 

Dr. Robyn Dolby, Psychologist, Secure Beginnings.  

 

I, ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

consent/do not consent to my reflections that were collected as data for the above research 

project to be published in journal articles, books, reports, conference papers or presented in 

professional development activities that report the findings of the research.  
 

I understand that any information or personal details gathered in the course of this research 

about myself are confidential and that my name will not be used in conjunction with my 

reflections.    

 

The study is being undertaken by Mrs Belinda Friezer as part of her PhD. 

 

The study is supported by [name of agency] and has been approved by the Charles Sturt 

University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee. 

 

I understand that if I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact: 

 

Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Academic Governance, 

Charles Sturt University, Panorama Avenue, Bathurst NSW 2795, Tel: (02) 6338 4628,  
Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

 
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully.  You will be 

informed of the outcomes. 
 

Participant …………………………….             Researcher ………………………………    
 

Signature………………………………            Signature………………………………… 
 

Date……………………………………            Date………………………………………  
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Appendix F: Parent Information Sheet 

 
  

 

 

 

Parent Information Sheet 

 

Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day 

Care? 

 
This PhD research project is led by: 

Mrs Belinda Friezer, PhD student, School of Psychology, Charles Sturt University  

Contact:  0414296661, b.friezer@bigpond.com 

 

Project Supervisors: 

Professor Linda Harrison, School of Teacher Education, Charles Sturt University,  
Tel: (02) 6338 4000 

Professor Ben Bradley, School of Psychology, Charles Sturt University, Tel: (02) 6338 4000  
Doctor Robyn Dolby, Secure Beginnings, Sydney NSW 

 
Belinda Friezer is a psychologist and art therapist who is currently undertaking a PhD at 

Charles Sturt University.  Her PhD research project aims to understand how infants interact 

with each other in small peer group.  This can be done by studying the interactions that occur 

between infants, in particular, when one infant finds themselves in the company of two other 

infants.   In the context of this research, this is known as a triad.   Belinda is seeking your 

permission to observe and film your child in his/her infants’ room.  The study is supported by 

[name of agency] who have agreed that we can approach educators and parents in the [name 

of centre] Children’s Centre and invite their participation. 

 

A key component of this research and what makes it different to previous research is that it 

will be based in the everyday setting of long day care rather than in a laboratory type setting.  

This study will also be the first to explore how infant interactions change and develop over 

time when in a triad.  It will also take into consideration educator responses to infant 

interactions as they occur in a triad.  The insights gained from the educators will provide 

much needed information about how educators can and do support young infant peer 

relations when in groups.   

 

The following information outlines how your child and the educators will be involved in the 

project. 

 

What this means for your child: 

Belinda will observe your child in the infants’ room and make written notes of the occasions 

that they interact in a triad.  There are no special requirements for this part of the study other 

than observation of your child over the course of a full day.  This is to gather information 

about when and where children are most likely to engage in triadic interactions.  Once 

Belinda has this information, she will organise visits to the centre to film your child 

interacting in a triad. Filming will then be carried out every 3 months in order to gather 

information about developmental change as your child interacts in triads as they grow and 

develop.  If he or she shows any discomfort at being observed or filmed in any one of the 

observations being filmed, this will be respected and Belinda will cease observing and 

filming that interaction.   
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What this means for you: 

You will be asked to complete a brief questionnaire that asks to give general information 

about your child.  This questionnaire is attached to this information sheet. 

 

What this means for the Director and educators: 

The Director and educators will be shown brief video segments of your child interacting in a 

triad.  They will be asked to share their reflections about the footage as a way of sharing 

knowledge about infant behaviour that is aimed at supporting infants when in small peer 

groups.   

 

Communicating the findings to you: 

Belinda will compile an edited video of brief video segments of your child over the course of 

the project.  If you wish, she will then sit with you and show you the video footage of your 
child as he/she grows and develops whilst interacting with peers.  

 

What Belinda will do with this research: 

The findings of the study will be communicated through conferences, a range of publications 
and Belinda’s PhD thesis.  Participants and early childhood centres will not be identified by 

name.   
 

How will my and my child’s confidentiality be protected? 

Video footage of your child will be stored securely and only accessed by Belinda and the 

research project supervisors.  During and after the research project the video footage will be 

encrypted, and stored on Belinda’s password protected computer.  It will also be encrypted 

and stored on an external hard drive that will be kept in a locked filing cabinet.  Encrypting 

will ensure that the data is unusable by those who are not authorized to do so.  If the laptop is 

stolen, lost or used by someone without permission, the video files will be inaccessible.  

 

Digital footage from the camera will be transferred and encrypted onto the researcher’s 
password protected laptop as soon as reasonably possible.  The video data will then be erased 

from the video camera.  Until this has been done the camera will be stored in a locked filing 
cabinet until the video data is transferred and encrypted onto the researcher’s password 

protected laptop.   The camera will not be left unattended during videoing.  
 

Separate consent will be sought for use of video footage and images of your child to be used 
in journals, books, reports, conferences and professional development activities for early 

childhood professionals.  Video footage will be erased after 5 years following the date of the 
last publication.  This is the minimum period recommended by the Australian Code for 

Responsible Conduct of Research. 

 

What if I don’t want my child to take part in this study? 

Your child’s participation in this research project is entirely your choice.  Only those who 

give informed consent will be included in the project.  You are free to withdraw your child 

from participating in the project at any time and if you do there will be no disadvantage to 

you or your child.   Withdrawing consent for participation during the project will not have 

any impact upon your infant’s experiences within the long day care setting. If you do decide 

to withdraw your child from the project, images of your child in any video footage that has 

been taken will be blocked out. 
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Due to the nature of filming infants in long day care, your child may incidentally be caught 
on film even though you have decided for them to not participate in the study.  For example, 

Belinda may be filming three focus infants and your child may crawl by in the background.   

Belinda will make every attempt not to include your child’s image in the video footage or in 

any photographs, however due to the nature of filming infants in childcare there may be an 

occasion when they do appear on film.  If this occurs, Belinda will show you the film and you 

will have the right to request the image to be blurred so that they cannot be identified.  You 

will be given the opportunity to give or deny permission for snippets of videos or 

photographs in which your child appears in a separate consent form. 

 

If you agree to participate in the research project, you will be asked to sign a consent form. 

Please retain this information sheet as your record.  If you have any questions about the 

project or about any other issues relating to your involvement in the project, please do not 
hesitate to contact Belinda.  

  

Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee has approved this project.  
If you have any complaints or concerns about the ethical conduct of this project, you may 

contact: 

The Executive Officer, 

Human Research Ethics Committee 

Office of Academic Governance 

Charles Sturt University 

Panorama Avenue 

Bathurst NSW 2795 

Tel: (02) 6338 4628 

Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

 

Thank you for considering this invitation. 
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Appendix G: Parent Consent Form for Infant Participation 

 
  

 

 

 
 

Parent consent form for infant participation 

 
Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day Care? 

 
Researcher: Belinda Friezer, PhD student, Charles Sturt University 

Project Supervisors:  
Prof. Linda Harrison, School of Teacher Education, Faculty of Education, Charles Sturt 

University 
Prof. Ben Bradley, School of Psychology, Faculty of Arts, Charles Sturt University 

Dr. Robyn Dolby, Psychologist, Secure Beginnings.  
 

I,……………………………………………………………………….. give consent for my 

child to participate in the research project titled, How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long 

Day Care? 

 

The purpose of the research has been explained to me including any possible discomfort for 

my child that is associated with being observed and filmed.  I have read and understood the 

information sheet given to me.  I have been given an opportunity to ask questions about the 

research and received satisfactory answers.  I understand that any information or personal 

details gathered in the course of this research about myself and my child are confidential and 

that neither my name, my child’s name, nor any other identifying information will be 

published without my permission.   

 

I give consent for my child to be observed and filmed during the normal course of the 

childcare day.  I also give consent to show brief video segments of my child to the educators 

of the long day care centre as a way of obtaining their reflections about infant interactions 

when in triads.  I understand that I am free to withdraw my child’s participation in the 

research at any time, and that if I do, my child and I will not be subjected to any penalty or 

discriminatory treatment. 

 

This study is supported by [name of agency] and has been approved by the Charles Sturt 

University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee.  I understand that if I have any 

complaints or concerns about this research project I can contact: 

 
The Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Academic Governance, 

Charles Sturt University, Panorama Avenue, Bathurst NSW 2795, Tel: (02) 6338 4628,  
Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

 
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully.  You will be 

informed of the outcomes. 
 

Participant……………………………………………………………………………………  
 

Signature…………………………………………………………………………………….  

 

Date………………………………………………………………………………………….  
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Appendix H: Parent Consent Form to use Visual Images of Their Child 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Parent consent to use visual images of their child.  
 

Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day 

Care? 

 
Researcher: Belinda Friezer, PhD student, Charles Sturt University 

Project Supervisors:  
Prof. Linda Harrison, School of Teacher Education, Faculty of Education, Charles Sturt 

University 
Prof. Ben Bradley, School of Psychology, Faculty of Arts, Charles Sturt University 

Dr. Robyn Dolby, Psychologist, Secure Beginnings.  

 

I, ………………………………………………………………………consent/do not consent 

to images/film clips of my child……………………………………………………………that 

were collected as data for the above research project being published in journal articles, 

books, reports, conference papers or presented in professional development activities that 

report the findings of the research.  

 

I understand that any information or personal details gathered in the course of this research 

about my child are confidential and that neither my name or my child’s name will be used in 

conjunction with these images or film clips.    

 

The study is being undertaken by Mrs Belinda Friezer as part of her PhD. 

 

The study is supported by [name of agency] and has been approved by the Charles Sturt 

University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee. 

 

I understand that if I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact: 

 

The Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Academic Governance, 

Charles Sturt University, Panorama Avenue, Bathurst NSW 2795, Tel: (02) 6338 4628,  

Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

 
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully.  You will be 

informed of the outcomes.  
 

 
Participant………………………………      Researcher……………………………………  

 
Signature………………………………        Signature……………………………………. . 

 
Date……………………………………        Date………………………………………… .. 
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Appendix I: Parent Consent Form – Other Child 

 
  

 

 

 

Parent consent form – other child 
 

Research Project:  How do Infants Interact in Triads in Long Day 

Care? 

 
Researcher: Belinda Friezer, PhD student, Charles Sturt University 

Project Supervisors:  

Prof. Linda Harrison, School of Teacher Education, Faculty of Education, Charles Sturt 

University 

Prof. Ben Bradley, School of Psychology, Faculty of Arts, Charles Sturt University 

Dr. Robyn Dolby, Psychologist, Secure Beginnings.  

 

Belinda Friezer is a psychologist and art therapist who is currently undertaking a PhD at 

Charles Sturt University.  Her PhD research project aims to understand how infants interact 

with each other in small peer groups.  She will be observing and filming infants in the 

infant’s room at the childcare centre that your child currently attends. 

 

Although you have decided that your child will not be participating in the study, there may be 

occasions where your child is caught on camera incidentally.  For example, Belinda may be 

filming three focus infants and your child may crawl by in the background.   Belinda will 

make every attempt not to include their image in the video footage or in any photographs.  

However, due to the nature of filming infants in childcare there may be an occasion when 

your child does appear on film.  If this occurs Belinda will show you the film and you will 

have the right to request the image to be blurred so that they cannot be identified.  You will 

also be given the opportunity to give or deny permission for brief segments of video or 

photographs in which your child appears to be published in journal articles, books, reports, 

conference papers or professional development activities that report the findings of the 

research. 

 

I, ……………………………………………………………………  consent/do not consent to 

incidental images of my child ……………………………………. that occur in video clips or 

photographs to be published in journal articles, books, reports, conferences or presented in 

professional development activities that report the findings of the research. 

 

I further give consent that this video and or photographs that include incidental images of my 
child be shown to Belinda’s PhD supervisory team and the staff for the purposes of obtaining 

their reflections.  I also give permission for these incidental images to be part of the 
communication of findings to the parents of the centre whose children are focus children 

within the study.  
 

The purpose of the research has been explained to me and I have been given the opportunity 
to ask questions about the research and received satisfactory answers. 

 
The study is supported by [name of agency] and has been approved by Charles Sturt 

University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee.   
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I understand that if I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact: 

 

The Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Academic Governance, 

Charles Sturt University, Panorama Avenue, Bathurst NSW 2795, Tel: (02) 6338 4628,  

Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

 

Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully.  You will be 

informed of the outcomes.  

 

 

Participant……………………………………   Researcher………………………………….  

 
Signature……………………………………     Signature……………………………………  

 
Date…………………………………………     Date…………………………………………  
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Appendix J: Timed-Event Sequential Recording Sheet 

GW3 - Segment 2 (duration is 3 minutes and 27 sec) RP = Red Pant 18mths; YT = Yellow Top 6mths; FT = Flamingo Top 9mths; SB = Stripe Bib 10mths 

Link 1.34 – 1.48 

Onset: FT plays with toy and YT 

looks to this. 

Offset: YT looks to educator then 

RP. 

 Link 1.36 – 1.37 

Onset: FT plays with toy and RP 

looks at this. 

Offset: RP looks back down to her 

toy. 

Link: 1.42 – 1.44 

Onset: RP shakes toy between 

legs, vocalizes ‘mine’ and looks at 

YT. In response YT looks at RP. 

Offset: YT looks down at toy and 

RP turns to look at FT.  

Link: 154 – 2.01 

Onset: YT raises on all fours and 

vocalizes. RP response is to look at this 

and vocalise in return. 

Offset: YT looks to SB & FT at 1.58 and 

RP looks briefly to SB & FT then back to 

YT then down to toy, then away. 

Linking: 1.56 – 1.58 

Onset: SB moves towards FT and 

plays with toy that FT was playing 

with. SB responds with gaze. 

Offset: Secondary-linking 

commences – YT & RP looks at SB 

and FT linking. 

 

Secondary-linking: 1.58 – 1.59 

Onset: RP looks at FT and SB 

linking then looks to YT and 

vocalises. 

Offset: RP looks to YT who is 

watching SB & FT linking. 

3rd response: gaze, look to another 

child and vocalise, smile? away. 

Ending code is infant leaves, dyad 

link 

Secondary-linking: 1.58 – 2.27 

Onset: YT looks at FT and SB 

linking 

Offset: New episode of 

secondary-linking begins when 

SB turns to take RP’s toy. YT has 

just left the secondary-linking a 

second ago to watch RP shake toy 

and slam on floor. 

3rd response: gaze, away 

Ending code: infant leaves  

Link: 2.04 – 2.09 

Onset: RP lifts toy and shakes. YT turns to 

look. 

Offset: YT returns to look at FT and SB 

linking over toy. 
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GW3 - Segment 2 (duration is 3 minutes and 27 sec) RP = Red Pant 18mths; YT = Yellow Top 6mths; FT = Flamingo Top 9mths; SB = Stripe Bib 10mths 

Link: 2.16 – 2.18 

Onset: RP moves to look at 

educator and toy makes a jangling 

noise as she does this. YT responds 

to sound and looks at RP. 

Offset: YT returns to SB and FT 

linking over toy. 

RA left this one out. 

Link: 2.26 – 2.27 

Onset: RP lifts and shakes rattle toy, 

making jangling noise again. YT 

turns to look at this. 

Offset: Secondary-linking 

commences - YT sees SB and RP 

linking over toy. 

Link: 2.26 – 2.27 

Onset: RP lifts and shakes rattle 

toy, making jangling noise again. 

SB turns to take toy. 

Offset: Secondary-linking 

commences - FT sees SB and RP 

linking over toy. 

This is incorrect – as secondary 

starts the same time 

Secondary-Linking: 2.27 – 2.36 

Onset: YT is looking at RP and sees SB 

reach for RP’s toy and RP’s reach to get it 

back. 

Offset: YT looks away briefly to FT, then 

up to what looks like the educator - 

unclear, then rocks on all fours with head 

facing down. 

3rd response: gaze, away, look to educator 

(but not really as can’t see educator?) 

Ending code is:infant leaves, dyad link 

Secondary-Linking: 2.27 – 2.38 

Onset: FT is looking at RP and sees 

SB reach for RP’s toy and RP’s 

reach to get it back. At 2.33 FT 

looks away back to own play but 

returns in 5 secs at 2.38 – so it is 

still considered to be secondary-

linking. There is also a brief pause 

between SB & RP at 2.37 – 2.42, 

but they return to linking in 5 sec 

so they are still considered to be 

linking. 

Offset: FT looks back down to play 

with toy on floor. 

3rd response: gaze, 

Ending code: infant leaves, dyad 

link 

Linking: 2.45 – 2.55 

Onset: RP is mouthing (muttering to 

self) and moves rattle that makes a 

noise. YT looks up at this. RP looks 

briefly at YT then turns to educator. 

YT keeps looking at RP. 

Offset: YT looks away in direction 

of FT.  

Link: 2.56 – 2.58 

Onset: YT looks at FT and sees 

FT pat front of t-shirt. 

Offset: YT looks away.  

Secondary-linking: 3.03 – 3.08 

Onset: YT looks up to see SB pull toy 

towards him and FT looking at the toy 

move and reaching for it. FT pats toy, then 

gaze follows SB’s turn to look behind him 

as he heard RP shake rattle. 

Offset: Both SB & FT look away from 

each other and do not return to continue 

linking. 

3rd response: gaze, vocalizes, 

Ending code: Dyad ceases. 
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Appendix K: Data Records  
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